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INTRODUCTION
“It’s a dangerous business, Frodo, going out your door. You step onto the road, and if
you don’t keep your feet, there’s no knowing where you might be swept off to.”
J.R.R. Tolkien

TECHNOLOGY. It has been, and will always be, a tacit expression of

human scientific progress. It is the junction of the pragmatic nature of
investigation and the romanticism of a very inherent and visceral sense of

curiosity. But, alas, this most defining of all human achievements has proven

to be a fickle ally. Ever since we first conquered the African plains tens of
thousands of years ago, the evolution of our technology has outpaced us.

Whether we painstakingly analyze the progress of technology from start to

finish or simply cut from our first weapon made of bone to an orbital
weapons platform in a single, elegant shot, the underlying theme is clear.
Never before in our history have we made so many advances in so short a

time span. When we first stepped out our door as a humble primate, we had
no idea where on Earth our journey down the path of innovation would take
us. We have since made many impressive strides down this path, but once
again we stand, introspective, wondering where it will take us next.

One thing is for sure though: it will most certainly not be on Earth. Our

intimate relationship with our technology has told a story not only of
innovation but also of conquest. It took centuries to conquer the oceans, yet

only decades to reign king over the skies. Just recently, we have taken our
nascent steps into outer space, and without a doubt this wide expanse will
become ours as well.

Yet how will we accomplish this? Now that we have begun to escape the
confines of our increasingly crowded world, where will our technology take

us from here? As Tolkien wisely said, there is no knowing where we might be

swept off to, so this project will present our own humble vision of our future
in space; the natural expansion of our influence; the technological
innovation of our most vivid imaginations.

NEO. From the Greek for “new,” it earns its name in every sense. Neo
represents the pinnacle of human accomplishment in outer space, expanding
our species to the outer solar system.

Orbiting the Sun at Sun-Jupiter L1, this glimmering beacon of technology

will carry forward our quests for knowledge as well as profits. It will be our
most cutting edge research station, with experiments onboard and within

Jupiter’s planetary system. It will operate a vast operations network,
coordinating missions to mine the asteroid belt, extract gases from the
atmosphere of Jupiter, and construct complex structures in microgravity. Neo
will use the most advanced technologies available to achieve those goals and
establish itself as the newest major hub in the interplanetary trade network of

the future. But most importantly, Neo will be “home” for ten thousand
adventurous souls as they cruise through the outer reaches of our solar
system.

As humankind presses onward into the twenty-first century, new challenges
will arise that will push us further out into space. Our resources will dwindle
and our personal space will grow ever narrower. We will be prepared for

these challenges, though, because our technology will present us with the
tools to do what we have done best: conquer new territories and start new
lives. We cannot say for sure what the future will look like, but we dearly
hope that Neo will be a part of it.

Until then, let us continue to journey farther out down this long path. Let us
face the challenges of tomorrow head-on, with ingenuity and humility as our
guides. Let us venture as far as our imaginations can take us, soaring to new
heights and achieving ever loftier goals.

And last but not least, let us be swept off to exciting new lands forged by man

in the vacuum of space. For home is behind, the Universe ahead, and there
are many paths to tread.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
1. SPACE ALLOCATION

A total area of 300 square meters per person is ideal to be allocated, enough to ensure quite comfortable
conditions for inhabitants and enough space for research, mining and other compulsions.
Computations of mining and research areas, as well as large green environments (the mental health of
inhabitants is greatly valued) take up most of the available area, and so does food production.
The above mentioned space necessary for each person leads to a radius of 1 km for the inhabited section.
The other dimensions have been calculated (required area for food production as found in Human
Factors) taking into account the huge amount of food and water consumed.
Area
Residential
Office and work
Research

Location
Inhabitance Module
Entertainment Module
Research tube, Agriculture module

Parks

Entertainment Module

Entertainment

Entertainment Module

Mining

Mining Module
Asteroid Base
Lunar Base
Mining Module

Industrial zone

Population
Energy
Elevators
Docking system
Thrusters
Spaceport

power and energy
glass
metal processing
the textile
fiber
robotics
pharmaceutical
food processing
sugar
water purification
Permanent
Transiting
Solar panels
Nuclear

Agriculture Module (cotton, etc.)
Research Module
Agriculture Module

10.000
2.000
Inhabitance Module
Nuclear Module
Spokes
Exterior Spaceport
Exterior
Exterior Spaceport
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Spaceport gates
Outer space windows
Bases

Exterior Spaceport
Inhabitance Module
Calisto Base
Ganymede grid
Lunar base Module A
Lunar base Module B
Asteroid Base 1
Asteroid Base 2
Asteroid Base 3
Jupiter mining site
Asteroid belt mining site (1)
Exploration modules

Telescopes (no.: 25)
Miner (no.: 10)
Mass catcher (no.: 5)
Odysseus Amun Mining Module (no.: 1)
Zone

Area allocated per person (

residential
office and work
research
parks
entertainment

100
25
50
75
50

The production areas needed for the necessary life support elements, as well as research, mining and
rocketry, are not considered here, but plenty of areas are foreseen, food and water production being
sufficient. This is described in the Human Factors section.

a. GRAVITY AND PRESSURE (ROTATING AND NON-ROTATING MODULES)

Gravity, in terms of a gravitational acceleration of the same magnitude as on Earth, is crucial in space
settlements. People are not accustomed to microgravity, which takes severe impacts on muscles, bones
and muscle structure (as described in Medicals). Gravity is ensured through magnetic rotation and poles
changing. The central magnetic structure represents a huge, very strong electromagnet, meant to hold the
settlement and rotate it.
Rotation is done by changing the poles, the main structure rotation tube being attracted to the positive and
negative polarities successively. The three large structures at the settlements’ extremity do not rotate, the
triangular spokes holding them being linked to the main structure through magnetic frictionless bearings.

b. STRUCTURAL RESISTANCE

The structural resistance of the settlement is mainly given through the materials used. These are all
described in the Material section. Moreover, the structure of Neo is symmetrical and balanced, in order to
prevent any potential accidents or instabilities. In the event of an asteroid reaching Neo’s proximity
2

(unlikely, given the location), the settlement is endowed with departure rockets while the triangular
spokes can be lifted and launched away from the settlements main body, avoiding collisions with external
large celestial bodies, such as asteroids.

2. MAIN STRUCTURE

The main structure is composed of three central microgravity and operations research zones, surrounded
in the magnetic rotation tube, followed by the main body, the inhabited sections, the entertainment zones,
and finally the mining sites, nuclear and energy modules.
Module

No

Location

Radius

Height

Width
m

Circumference

Area

Volume

Inhabitation

6

1g

1km

150m

500

30 =>521.67m

78250.5

39,125,250

Entertainment

6

1km

150m

500

90 =>1565m

234750

117,375,000

Agriculture 1

6

1.5km

300m

600

45

352 125

211,275,000

800m

200m

400

30 =>417.33m

83466

333,864

Agriculture 2
(3
distinct
floors)
Agriculture 3
(2
distinct
floors)
Storage

18

1g,
linking
inhabitation
On
the
triangular
spokes(0g)
0.5g

12

0.5g

800m

200m

400

30 =>417.33m

83466

333,864

6

6 of the two
floor
agriculture
zones

800m

200m

400

30 =>417.33m

83466

333,864

Research 1

3

600m

150

360 =>3756m

375600

56,340,000

Research 2

1

800m

100m
(thickness
of tube)
200m

400

30 =>834.66m

751 200

300,480,000

Energy

1

2km

350m

550

60 =>2086.7m

730 100

401,555,000

Mining 1

1

2km

350m

550

60 =>2086.7m

730 100

401,555,000

Mining 2

1

2km

350m

550

60 =>2086.7m

730 100

401,555,000

1 of the two
floors
agriculture
zones
One of the
extreme
structures
One of the
extreme
structures
One of the
extreme
structures

=>1173.75m

3

Linking 1

6

Linking 2

6

Between
inhabited
sections
Triangular
linking

1km

-

200

10 =>173.9m

34780

-

2km

-

1000

-

-

-

The radius represents the distance of the module from the center. Circumference =

3. SHAPE DESIGN

Tubes
Advantages
Constant gravitational acceleration
More space efficient than a torus
Doesn’t require a large air volume
Can easily be illuminated
Easy to expand by adding similar structures

Disadvantages
Small width
Height and width inversed
-

Cylinders for Transport
Advantages
Safe, ideal for pipes, fibers and elevators
Do not require huge amounts of material
Stable, easy to build, fix and expand.

Disadvantages
If large, psychological effects may occur
-

Tube sections
Advantages
Give the exact volume needed
Gravity may vary by very small amounts, as
opposed to other structures
Optimizes air production and circulation
Optimizes space available
Ideal from a financing and materials used point
of view

a. INHABITANCE

Disadvantages
Slight gravitational variation
-

There are three inhabited zones in each human development section, making six total inhabitation areas.
These are solely designed with the purpose of accommodation, housing, medical and schools. All other
living compulsions such as entertainment, reside in the environmental zone.
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Floor
Inhabitation 150 m

Subfloor
Inhabitation 1

Height
30m

Width
400m

Circum.
521.67m

Area
78250.5

Inhabitation 2

30m

400m

521.67m

78250.5

Inhabitation 3

30m

400m

521.67m

78250.5

Schools and Medical

30m

400m

521.67m

78250.5

b. ENTERTAINMENT, HEALTH AND PARKS

Although the shapes are slightly different, with a smaller gravity in the entertainment zone, we believe
that it is salubrious for inhabitants, especially as the gravity varies only slightly. The entertainment
module holds shops, commercial area, café’s, cinemas and a museum, to remind people as much as
possible of home. The settlement university also resides, in buildings, at the far extremities of the module,
where gravity resembles the gravity in the inhabitance module most.
Floor
Entertainment
150m

Subfloor
Shops and
commercial area

Height
30m

Width
400m

Circumference Area
1565m
234750

Parks

60m

400m

1565m

234750

Café’s, Supermarkets

30m

400m

1565m

234750

The entertainment area does not reveal itself as an actual street infrastructure, resembling a central large
pedestrian area with shops, supermarkets and café’s, as well as cinemas on the sides.
Parks cover a large sector of the entertainment zone. Although the settlement has been initially thought of
as modern and very space efficient, the inhabitants’ mental and physical well-being are very important.
The park floor is 60 m high and presents an attempt of designing real terrestrial nature. It will have a
stream, gravitationally accelerated through the floor, as well as tall trees, flowers and animals.
The entrance and exit systems are designed just like the ones in modern zoos. Flora and fauna will only be
represented by small animals while plants range in all sizes, preferably resistant, adaptable ones. These
elements are all descried in the Human Factors sections.

c. AGRICULTURE

Module
Agriculture 1
Numbers: 6

Subfloors
aeroponic
hydroponic

Description
Food
production

Height
150m

Width
600m

Circum.
352 125

Volume
211 275 000

150m

600m

352 125

211 275 000
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Agriculture 2 (3 aeroponic
distinct floors)
hydroponic
Numbers:18

Food
production

100m

400m

83466

333 864

100m

400m

83466

333 864

Agriculture 3
Numbers:12
(2
distinct
floors)

Food
production

50m

400m

83466

333 864

hydroponic

50m

400m

83466

333 864

Meat
production

100m

400m

83466

333 864

aeroponic

The circumference and area stay the same as computed above, since the large module is split into equal
floors. The only parameter which suffers modification is the volume, which must be divided by the
number of floors.

d. AEROPONIC AND HYDROPONIC

Agriculture and food production is done through hydroponic and aeroponic techniques, as described in
the Human factors section. An adjacent level is added to the Agriculture 3 module for in-vitro meat
production.

e. NUCLEAR

Most of the energy used on Neo is
generated through nuclear fission.
Thorium reactors are placed at the
extremities of the settlement, as
depicted. After energy is generated
(by turbines) and converted to
electrical
energy,
they
are
transported through the spokes all
around
the
settlement,
and
converted into DC. Since electrical
current does not have to be
transported on large distances, AC
will not be used (given the
extremely high voltages), and all
current is DC transported. Loses due
to wire resistance are found in
Appendix A.
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Mining on Neo

f. MINING ON NEO

Mining is a very important section on Neo and represents one of its main purposes. Besides the obvious
aspects of lunar and exterior asteroid mining, external, rather small, below 500m wide asteroids are
captured, docked and mined on Neo. The main purpose of asteroid docking is not mining however, but
research for permanent bases inside asteroids. Conclusively, the interior bulk of the asteroid is mined and
processed, used for resources, financing, building materials, as well as hardening the structural resistance
of the future interior asteroid base.
An interior asteroid base is very feasible, since it provides natural radiation shielding (one of the main
problems in aerospace) plenty of space and, if asteroids large enough come across and present potential
future inhabitation zones, actual natural gravity and soil for gardening (regolith may be enriched and used
as soil).
Moreover, the magnetic field generated by Neo will be made as so to equivalate the gravitational
attraction between the settlement and the asteroid.
The mining module is linked to two of the three extreme modules of the settlement. Although most of the
processing is done in the two tubular sections, centrifugal volatile separation is taken care of on the three
rotating tori on the base itself. The 0g environment on the tubular sections is ideal of mining and
processing, and the proximity to the settlement ensures we can send manned missions.

g. INDUSTRIAL

Most of the industrial activity takes place outside the main settlement, but some elements of mining are
present, as described above. Rocketry and robotics are research topics, hard-core rocketry being done on
the docking platforms, attaching any modules magnetically.

h. RESEARCH

The main research sections reside
inside the magnetically shielded tube,
at the very centre of the settlement.
Three tubular modules, all linked
through spokes are presented there.
They are 250m wide, and make up one
of space research’s most important
condition: microgravity. Research is
fully described in the research chapter
and is done both on the settlement, as
well as in exterior missions.

i. STORAGE

Industrialization and Research

Storage is also very important element of space life. Any extra materials, food or water resources should
be safely stored and available for future usage. The storage areas are placed in lower gravitational
acceleration areas, in such a way that materials that require storage (food from even lower gravitational
7

areas) can be moved without any usage of energy, through the aid of gravitational acceleration. More
than that, if any need of stored materials appears, these are once again moved with no energy
consumption from one zone to another.
This is highly advantageous since one of the most important areas taken into account when designing
Neo was efficiency and ease of transportation.

j.

LINKAGE

Linking the modules together and optimum communication of Neo modules is a key factor in the space
settlement design. Spokes link all elements together and goods docking systems are present all through
the design. Spoke elevators link the two inhabited modules and thin paths through the structure spokes
link research and mining to the rest of the settlement. Magnetic, Eddy currents elevators transport people
from one side of the settlement to the other.
The pictures on the following pages represent schematics of the settlement, showing what modules
represent what sections of the settlement (egg. inhabitance, entertainment, nuclear, etc.).

4. RADIAL COORDINATES

Module
Inhabitation

No
6

Entertainment

6

Agriculture 1

6

Agriculture 2 (3 distinct floors)

18

Agriculture 3 (2 distinct floors)

12

Deposit

6

Research 1
Research 2
Energy
Mining 1
Mining 2

3
1
1
1
1

8

Radial Coordinates
(2,285)-(2,315)
(2,165)-(2,195)
(2,35)-(2,75)
(2,195)-(2,285)
(2,330)-(2,45)
(2,75)-(2,165)
(2,345)-(2,15)
(2,105)-(2,135 )
(2, 225 )-(2,255 )
(1,45 )-(1,75)
(1,165 )-(1,195 )
(1,285)-(1, 315)
(1,105)-(1,135)
(1, 225)-(1,255)
(1,285)-(1,315)
(1,45 )-(1,75)
(1,165 )-(1,195 )
(1, 285)-(1,315)
(1,0)-(1,360)
(1, 45 )-(1,75)
(3, 90)-(3,150)
(3,210 )-(3,270)
(3,330)-(3,30)

Radial coordinates
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a. ROTATING SEGMENTS

Rotating Segments Top View

Rotating Segments Perspective View
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b. NON-ROTATING SEGMENTS

Non-rotating Segments Top View

Non-rotating Segments Perspective View
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c. STRUCTURAL SEGMENTS

Structural Segments Top View

Structural Segments Perspective View
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d. MINING SECTION

Mining Perspective View

e. INHABITED

Inhabited Perspective View
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f. AGRICULTURE

Agriculture Perspective View

g. STORAGE

Storage Perspective View
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Storage Top View

h. ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment Perspective View
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i. MINING

Mining Side View

Mining Top View
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j.

NUCLEAR

Nuclear Top View
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TECHNICAL ENGINEERING
1. NUCLEAR POWER

a. FEASIBILITY OF FISSION

Fission, as opposed to fusion, has been experimented with and accomplished in the past decades. Solely
in Fast Neutron Reactors, a state of the art technique, fourth generation reactors, there are over 400 years
(in reactor years) worth of experience.
Moreover, as an argument favorable to fission reactors, the fuel used on Neo’s fission based reactors thorium, is widely available and easy to find in nature. Further on, thorium reacts giving fissile Uranium235, the main component of the reactor’s core. Location is not an issue anymore on Neo, since special,
adjustable gravity regions have been created to ensure perfect reaction conditions. These zones are both
secure for the nuclear power plants and for Neo’s inhabitants. Another main concern of Neo’s designers is
represented by the size of Neo’s reactors. However, this has been described in the Fission subchapter,
three small sized reactors being sufficient to power up Neo.
Therefore, from now on only small (below 300W) reactors will be described, thoroughly analyzed, and
the reason for which we picked a Fast Neutron Reactor is fully described.

b. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

As given in CIA’s World Fact book, USA use up to 2,880*10^9 W per year (2010). With a total
population of 313,847,465 inhabitants, a typical American citizen consumes around 12,391W.
Considering the above mentioned, the total energy consumption on Neo (inhabited by the 10,000 people)
yields to 123.9 kW.

c. POWER AND ENERGY - INTRODUCTION IN NUCLEAR ENERGY

Nuclear energy, if operated and handled correctly, can power up our lives without harming the
environment. If used in outer space (where disposal is much easier to handle) and large quantities of
power are highly necessary, nuclear energy represents the only alternative.
Today, 30% of Europe’s electricity and 20% of USA’s is generated through nuclear energy. Scientists and
engineers all over the world are working on improving energy generation and storage. By the time Neo is
built, nuclear energy will be so advanced that it will power up homes all around the world. In the
meantime, state of the art, fourth generation nuclear power plants are described as being used on Neo, as
they represent a legitimate, feasible option.
Long refuel intervals, long life cycles and safety are some of the primary conditions when bringing
nuclear energy on a space settlement. Fast neutron reactors however, meet all these conditions.
A nuclear reactor works by accelerating a neutron towards a heavy nucleus, which in turn is split into
lighter nucleuses as well as other fast neutrons, meant to collide with nucleuses, and therefore sustaining a
chain reaction. For the chain reaction to be sustained, the fast neutrons obtained from the first fission
19

reaction must be slowed down, in order to raise the probability of their collision with the other nucleuses.
Moreover, the products of the fission are not stable, and tend to spontaneously disintegrate, aiding to the
chain reaction.

d. REACTOR TYPES

Type
Pressurized water

Boiling water

Heavy water

Fast neutron

Accelerator driven

Advantages
Very stable. Present a tendency
to produce less power as the
temperature increases;
Cycle loop is separated from
primary loop, preventing the
cycle
loop
from
being
contaminated;
Stops in the event of power
outage (since rods are held by
electromagnets)
Relatively half the pressure in
PWR;
low
nuclear
fuel
temperature; lower risk of
rupture;

Disadvantages
Coolant water must be highly
pressurized, so are coolant
pumps and steam generators.
Enriched uranium is costly.
PWR design prevents from
building a fast neutron reactor.

Less pressure determines higher
cost; cooling for several hours
before shutdown; threats to
structure;
Control rods are inserted from
below,
procedure
which
requires
hydraulic
power
sources.
Usage of natural Uranium, not Usage of natural Uranium
requiring expensive Uranium instead of enriched determines
enriching facilities.
more
frequent
fuel
replacements; higher volumes
of spent fuel; lower heat and
therefore energy generation.
Doesn’t necessarily require Must
be
cooled
down
Uranium, works perfectly with fast/moderated
Thorium
Safe
Large energy output
Great efficiency
Fourth generation reactor
Requires a particle accelerator

Sizes
Large and medium reactors generate over 300 MWe and 700 MWe. Since Neo’s energy requirements are
of 123,910,000, or approximate 123.91 MWe, medium and large reactors greatly exceed the necessary
energy intake.
Conclusively, small and very small nuclear reactors will be used. The World Nuclear Association
considers small, nuclear reactors that generate power below 300 MWe (very small being below 50 MWe).
Considering Neo’s location in Jupiter-Sun L1, the very high heating, positioning, orbiting requirements,
20

as well as the risks taken, three 100 MWe nuclear reactors will be running at all times with an adjacent 2
50 MWe spare reactors, to back up the existing ones in cases of failure. Six spokes are available for
nuclear activity. Out of these, three permanently generate power and three are on stand-by.
A last module is dedicated to nuclear and atomic research, as well as microgravity’s impact. Needless to
say, the last research section is magnetically suspended, only minimum perturbations given rotation and
shift between magnets being received.
The justification according to which the nuclear research section is at the extremity of the settlement, is
the high radiation hazard.
Reactor
NuScale
KLT-40S

Gen4
Module(Hyperion)

Type
Pressurized
water
Pressurized
water
Fast neutron

Fuel
Other
Less than 5%
enriched fuel
Uranium
Aluminum
Silicide
Uranium
Lead-bismuth
nitride
cooling;
10
years fueling;
no mobile parts

Power
35
45
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Dimensions
4.3m wide
20m high
-

1.5m wide
2.5m high

Type description
Pressurized water reactors use water as coolants and moderators and probably are the most widely used
reactor type. They generate steam which drives a turbine. Barium is used as nuclear poison. Fast neutron
reactors have a smaller and simpler design, better fuel performance, and possess a longer refueling
interval. These nominate the possibility of using the full energy potential of Uranium, as opposed to the
1% typically employed. They are cooled down by liquid metal such as lead, lead-bismuth, all presenting
high-conductivity. Control rods are boron carbide. The fuel is 15-20% enriched Uranium Nitride, UN or
transuranic radioactive elements.

e. REACTORS ON NEO

Fast neutron reactors are highly feasible because they burn actinides, the long lived components of highlevel nuclear wastes. Moreover, scientists and engineers have 400 reactor years of experience with fast
neutron reactors, 20 reactors being in operation since 1950.
When they produce more Plutonium than they consume, FNR make a second category, of fast breeder
reactors (well compatible with the Thorium based core used).
Natural Uranium is 0.7% Uranium 235, 99.3% Uranium 238, the last fissioning into isotopes, Pu-239 and
Pu-241, these fissioning, as well. The conservation rate describes the ratio of fissile nuclei to fissioned
nuclei. In normal reactors, this ratio is 0.6. In FNR, it may exceed 1, since all of the fuel is used, no
moderator interferes, and actinides are also consumed.
The core of a Fast Neutron reactor is very small, thus very efficient and presenting an excellent heat
transfer. They usually work at 500 C, and pressures of one atmosphere.
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Although moderators are absent, cooling is a critical part of FNR to assure and keep a stable temperature
and prevent explosions or core meltdowns. Cooling is usually done using lead, lead-bismuth, in
combination with Uranium nitride (resulting from Thorium). The power output in fast nuclear reactor
usually ranges around 300-400 MWe, with an operating temperature between 500 and 800 C.
All advantages and disadvantages are summed up below.
Advantages
Reduced radioactivity
Reduced waste lifetime
Actinides, part of fission products (Cesium 137)

Disadvantages
Only stabilized by neutron poison
More critical mass needed (this however, is solved
through the usage of Thorium as fuel)
-

Locations
Neo nuclear reactors are located in one of the external tube sections. The exact coordinates are provided
inside the Structural Design section.

f. COMPONENTS OF THE NUCLEAR REACTOR

Component
Cooler
Moderator
Generator
Energy storage mechanisms
Fuel rods
Turbine

Containment structure
Safety valves
Emergency power supply
Neutron poison

Description
Sodium, molten salt, lead, lead-bismuth
none
AC-high power generator
Described in Technical Engineering
Thorium
Converts heat (from steam generated through
coolant loops) to mechanical energy. Typically
placed outside the reactor’s containment structure.
Release pressure, preventing reactor explosion.
Diesel generators, batteries.
Neutron poison annihilates accelerating neutrons in
the eventuality of an accident. A system prevents
such accidents by filling the reaction tank with
Xenon-135, the most used neutron poison.
Alternatives include Boron of Gadolinium.

Dry cooling
Cooling results in steam, steam powers a turbine and electrical energy is generated. Since access to water
is restricted in space, dry cooling systems are employed for the nuclear reactors on Neo. These work by
forcing high flow drafts of air past the pipe system in the condenser. Heat is simply transferred. Drafts of
air are forced on through fans. Although they do require 1.5% of the reactor’s output (in Neo’s case 1.5
mW), this is a much better alternative than using tremendous quantities of water.
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Thorium
Although Uranium is widely found in nature, the quantities are rather small, therefore unsyntetisable.
Thus, Uranium may be considered a scarce resource. Thorium however, is abundant, found in Monazite, a
rare Earth phosphate mineral, having 12% Thorium phosphate.
Thorium 232 (isotope found in nature) is very similar to Uranium 238, as both are not fissile, but fertile
upon absorbing a neutron. Neutron absorption can be achieved through irradiation of using a fissile
material as a driver (Uranium 233, 235 or Plutonium 239). A fertile matrix is generally used for fuels,
containing Pu. Thorium has the energetic output of Uranium 233. The reactors used on Neo (Fast Neutron
Reactors) are capable of using Thorium in their core, a wide range of heavy nuclides being fissionable in
such a reactor. Thorium, however, doesn’t offer any explicit advantages over other components, when
used in fast neutron nuclear reactors.
Molten salt reactors however, would be crucially efficient through the usage of Thorium. Although an
option, MSR’s will not be used on Neo because of the radioactive waste generated. Still, research is done
in improving generation four reactors, research which may be sped up of influenced by microgravity. In
this case, since the heat transfer in molten salt reactors is much more efficient, further research will be
conducted. Thorium will be used in pallets of different dimensions.
Conclusively, Neo’s nuclear reactors will use Thorium as a radioactive fueling metal, since it is self sustainable (produces Uranium and Plutonium once activated, which in turn produces fissionable
Plutonium isotopes. Once used up, left overs can be recycled to produce MOX fuels), abundant in nature,
it has low waste levels, less transuranic materials in waste and it offers diverse options for nuclear fuel
supply.
Chain reaction conditions
In the case of U-235, each fission reaction produces on average 2.5 projectile neutrons which, in turn,
produce 2.5 squared projectile neutrons and so on. Therefore, the amount of projectile neutrons, as well as
the heat generated, grow exponentially. To prevent core meltdown accidents, moderators are used and
will be described later.
Finally, a chain reaction is a fission process which continuously extends in its surroundings, occasion on
which the number of neutrons grows until it remains constant with no influence from the exterior.
Neutrons must exist for the reaction to be triggered. If this is not the case, should the mass be critical, the
reaction spontaneously begins or gets triggered under the influence of cosmic radiation. The condition for
continuous reactions: the ceaselessness of the reaction requires that more neutrons are produced rather
than lost in the same time interval.
The multiplication factor indicates at what rate, from one generation to another, does the number of
neutrons grow.
Should k < 1, fewer and fewer nucleuses are undergoing fission. (with k number of nucleuses). The
reaction slows down and stops.
If k = 1, the reaction goes on in a constant rhythm until the fissionable materials is finished or until k
diminishes. Finally, if k > 1, the reaction continues actively and if k is not reduced, the fissionable
material would explode. This is the reason for which pure material is never used.
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Controlling a chain reaction
Besides using normal or slightly enriched uranium, in emergency cases, absorbing substances such as
Barium or Cadmium can be used in order to completely stop the reaction. Still, if these metallic bars with
absorbing substances are taken out too fast, the reaction restart itself.
Fortunately, there are other ways to control a chain reaction. One of them is through slow neutrons. Using
the cadmium bars described earlier, the initial k can be easily kept below 1, so that further arrangements
are even easier.
The second way is through temperature influence. The multiplication factor k decreases as the
temperature increases. Therefore, as the cooling agent takes up heat from the reactor, the energy
production grows.
Moderator
The first nuclear fission is started by accelerating a neutron towards a heavy nucleus and making it split in
two intermediary nucleuses and three high-speed neutrons. The initial neutron must have an energy large
enough to overcome the electrostatic repulsion between the two both positively charged particles. In order
to have these neutrons collided with the intermediate nucleus, they must be slowed down by the
moderator.

g. RECYCLING AND WASTE DISPOSAL
Recycling
Reprocessing units transform used Uranium pellets into reusable fuel. Out of the Uranium used, only U235 and Plutonium (Transuranic element) can be reprocessed.
Usable
1% U-235
1% plutonium

Unusable
94% U-238
4% fission products

“According to Areva, about eight fuel assemblies reprocessed can yield one MOX fuel assembly, twothirds of an enriched uranium fuel assembly and about three tons of depleted uranium (enrichment tails)
plus about 150 kg of wastes. It avoids the need to purchase about 12 tons of natural uranium from a
mine.” (World Nuclear Association)
Reprocessed Uranium contains U-235 in higher concentrations. The reprocessed Plutonium is directly
mixed into the Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX).
Considering Neo’s location in Jupiter’s proximity, waste will be expulsed out of the settlement, towards
Jupiter where it will be destroyed and prove no hazard to any species.
Still, nuclear waste management is a highly important matter and should be treated consequently. Waste
will be split up in low, medium and high radioactive levels. Recycling used fuel also represents a most
important aspect of waste management.
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h. MIXED OXIDE FUEL

Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX) represents the product of core remnants, the main component being Uranium.
The fission of isotopes U-235 leads to the formation of U-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, 241, 242 of these
Plutonium 239 and Plutonium 241. Plutonium is recovered through reprocessing, fuel being increased by
adding Plutonium, much simpler way than Uranium enrichment.
Recycling normal used fuel is done in a few steps. Separating Plutonium and Uranium (96% of spent
fuel) from fission products (3%) is followed by the separation of Plutonium from Uranium, and
generating MOX.
PuO2 + UO2 = MOX

Fast reactors allow recycling Plutonium which may be re-enriched on its own. Combinations such as
Plutonium-Thorium or Thorium-Uranium are also feasible, considering the wide availability of Thorium.

i. URANIUM REACTOR
U-238 from Thorium
WL = Zmp c 2 + (A-Z) mn c 2 -mN c 2

mN = 92 × 1.0072 + 143 × 1.0086 + 92 × 0.0054 =237.38

WL = (144.22 + 92.66 − 237.38) × 931.5 = -465.75 MeV, indicating a highly unstable nucleus
1
0n

144
236
89
1
+ 235
92U  92U 56Ba + 36Kr + 3 0n

Q=c 2 (ma + mX − mY − mb ) = 186 MeV >0
ma = 1.0072

mX = 236.88
mY = 234.6

EaL =
T1/2 =

ma +mX
mX

ln2
λ

mb = 3.0216

Q = 186.93 MeV (minimum energy input)
235
4
232
92U  2He + 90U

= 703.8 million years (lambda being constant).
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j.

RADIATION PROTECTION

Radiation protection from the nuclear reactors, as well as from cosmic background radiation, is fully
discussed further in Radiation Protection Subchapter, Technical Engineering section.
Safety Measures
Safety in nuclear reactors is generally obtained through defense-in-depth methods. Measures meant to
prevent operation disturbances and human failures are taken (errors often become problems).
Comprehensive monitoring, regular testing of computers and machines are highly required, as well as
diverse systems, to control damage provoked to the plant itself.
Amongst the safety provisions are the physical barriers, the usage of fuel in solid, ceramic pellets as well
as keeping the radioactive fission products bound inside these. Thermal control is an important factor for
the protection and security of the nuclear power plant itself. Control rods and emergency cooling systems
enhance safety and core meltdown. Sensors determine auto-shutdowns. Most reactors keep their control
rods lifted using electromagnets, in the case of power failures, these descend into the core, preventing
meltdowns.

k. FUSION

Although our main reactor is fission, nuclear based, the alternative of a highly efficient fusion reactor is
also exposed. Obtaining and studying hot plasma at temperatures above millions degrees make a purpose
of obtaining energy from fusion. In fusion reactors, two light nucleuses merge into a heavy nucleus.
The newly formed product is accompanied by energy disengagement. The best fusion isotopes are
hydrogen’s deuterium and tritium, deuterium being extracted from water. Since nucleuses are free, they
manifest Columbic electrostatic rejection.
If in a binary collision (between two particles) the relative kinetic energy is high enough, they can
approach each other, against electrostatic attraction, to very infinitesimally small distances, in the
attraction spheres of nuclear forces.
At larger distances, Coulombian rejection prevails. At a certain distance r0 , approximately equal to the
nucleus radius,
r0 = 5× 10−15 m,

the energy of electrostatic repulsion of the Coulombic force equals the nuclear attraction force.
Therefore, the potential barrier may reach a highest point of:
𝑍 𝑍 𝑒2

𝑍 𝑍 𝑒2

1 2
1 2
W(𝑟0 ) = 4𝜋𝜀
W(𝑟0 ) = 4𝜋𝜀
𝑟
𝑟

𝜀0 , a constant, 𝑍1 and 𝑍2 , atomic numbers.

0 0

0 0

Fusion between light nucleuses, hydrogen mainly, cannot be taken into account, given the very small
probabilities (and therefore extremely high temperatures).
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Reactions between deuterons are much more advantageous given the occurrence probability, as well as
the freed energy.

l. ENERGY LOSES

As thermonuclear plasma is hot (ranging from 107 − 108 K), it is accounted that any substance is greatly
ionized in this situation. Energy loses can be either direct or indirect.
Direct loses include plasma instability, loss through convection, diffusion, radiation and charge transfer
while indirect loses, through the magnetic coils of the reactor, as well as other exterior active zones of the
reactor.
One of the main loses is heat loss. These are owed to conductivity, especially in the absence of magnetic
fields, the conductivity coefficient raises with temperature. Reducing these losses is done through thermal
conductivity or by canceling the plasma’s contact with the walls surrounding. The last way is achievable,
given the fact that charged particles may be isolated from the walls through very strong magnetic fields
(magnetic traps).
Radiation loses: thermal and betatronic
Thermal radiation loss is when a hot body emits thermal radiation. Betatronic radiation results when the
active zone of the reactor must be surrounded by magnetic fields that confine and isolate effectively hot
plasma. Charged particles, mainly electrons, generate a betatronic, magnetic field related to the Larmor
radiation around the field lines. The electron moves in an helicoidal with a centripetal acceleration.
According to classical electrodynamics, the electron will radiate electromagnetic energy.
In the perpendicular direction of the field lines, the thermal conductibility has the expression:
σT =

σT
1 + ω 2 τ2

where σT represents the thermal conductibility in normal direction on the field lines, ω and τ, being the
Larmor pulsation and the time between two successive collisions.
After computing, it is obvious that thermal conductibility in transversal direction is smaller than the
parallel one.
Betatronic radiation
From what has been presented, it obviously results that the active zone of the reactor must be held within
strong magnetic fields that confine and insulate the magnetic zone in the best possible way. The charged
particles (the electrons) will produce a betatronic or magnetic radiation, related to the Larmor radiation,
surrounding the field lines. The electron follows a helicoidal trajectory, with the centripetal acceleration
an , normal on the velocity v.
Since the betatronic, released energy is much larger than the energy obtained through fusion, a reactor
with a positive output would be impossible to build. Fortunately, the plasma absorbs the betatronic main
frequency radiation, as well as its harmonics.
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The effectiveness of a thermonuclear reactor. The Lawson criterion
The largest losses in fusion reactors are given by radiation. The lost power grows with the temperature, so
at T > 410^7 K for D-T and 3,510^8K for D-D, the power released through fusion is greater than 1.

m. HEATING THERMONUCLEAR PLASMA

Methods of confining and heating thermonuclear plasma
1. Systems based on magnetic confinement: pinches, stellatories, tokamaks and magnetic mirrors
2. Systems based on inertial confinement of plasma (laser plasma)
Tokamak installations require: n = 1022 nuclee/ m3 and τ = 1s we will only discuss Tokamak and
magnetic mirror heating.
Obtaining high power densities implies normal, atmospheric pressures when using magnetic mirrors, high
plasma temperatures (10.000.000 - 20.000.000 K) and a number of nuclee stated before. If the gas has
been turned to plasma, a first temperature boost can be done by raising the current intensity.
Tokamak Installations
These installations confine hot plasma in a magnetic field generated by the current running through the
plasma. From the exterior, a very strong longitudinal field is applied, parallel to the current in the plasma.
The intensity of the longitudinal field must be a few times larger than the horizontal field, produced by
the plasma current.
Ideally, the resulting magnetic field has a simple helicoidal structure, running through and at the surface
of the plasma.

2. SOLAR POWER

Advantages
Noiseless
Present no mobile sections
No emissions
No need for water/fuel
Minimal maintenance requirements
Long lifetime
May be modularly designed

a. GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Disadvantages
High initial costs
Generate DC
UV at 5 A.U. in very small quantities
Used only to intercept “wasted” Sun
-

Solar panels use photovoltaic cells (where more cells create a panel) in order to turn sunlight into energy.
Since many semiconductors create a triple-junction cell, each chosen to absorb a certain area of the solar
color spectrum, three different type of conductors are needed in order to make the conversion efficient.
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A 65% conversion rate is assumed, given the 28.8% obtained today outside laboratories. Gallium arsenide
solar panels also re-emit some of the photons as fluorescent light instead of heat, highly useful
considering the need for emergency lights in order to signal the location of the settlement.

b. USAGE ON NEO

Location

Solar panels are of low occurrence on Neo, since the settlement is located at 5 AU from the Sun and the
radiation received is very small. They are however located inside the inhabitance module, to receive lost
emitted UV light. Besides, Gallium Arsenide panels receive energy in all spectrums, so even the
emergency and signal light are received and converted to energy, making Neo highly efficient. Solar
panels are placed inside the inhabitance module, in order to absorb some of the light emitted when natural
light is simulated.
The absorption of photons is done through solar cells by charge carriers, subsequently separated of photon
generated charge carriers. This takes place in the heart of the solar cell, the semi-conductors.
c

Solar radiation is generally of the form: ν = λ , while electromagnetic radiation is perceived as waves.
1 hc

The energy output: h ν = q
c = 2.998 × 108 m/s

λ

h = 6.625 × 10−34

q = element charge = 1.602× 10−19

Only photons of appropriate energy can be absorbed and generate electricity using the semiconductor
material. Therefore, it is important to know the spectral distribution of any solar cell used, to solar
radiation.
The two most used parameters describing solar cells are spectral power density, the incident power of
solar radiation per unit are per unit wavelength, and the photon flux density, the number of photons per
unit area per unit time per unit wavelength.

3. ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY

The effects of microgravity on health, as well as all the reasons for artificially generating gravity are
presented in the Human Factors section.

a. GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY

Artificial gravity is a vital component of life and must be greatly considered in the space settlement
design. There are many available ways of generating artificial gravity, from using a body with a large
mass to linear, “Star Wars” acceleration.
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Artificial gravity by using a celestial body is not recommended, as something with a very small radius, yet
very dense would be required. Moreover, it should generate exactly g = 9.8, since dramatically increasing
the radius of the settlement is not feasible or affordable.
Linear acceleration is generated by motion. Conclusively, the space settlement would have to move at
great, yet constant speeds without stopping. This will generate gravity on half the settlement rendering
this method as inefficient and very expensive, fuel-wise.
Finally, the most efficient method of gravity generation is through angular rotation of Neo, around its
own axis. This will exert gravity on the inner sides of the tubes, thus giving the opportunity of multiple
levels of accommodation.

b. GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION-MAGNITUDE OF ANGULAR VELOCITY
𝐹𝑐𝑓 =

𝑚𝑣 2
𝑟

(1) and G=m× 𝑔 (2),

𝑣2

But since F=G and (1), (2) we obtain: g= 𝑟 .
𝑟

But 𝑡 =v=ωr, and therefore g=𝜔2 r.
𝑔

Finally, the angular velocity ω is equal to� 𝑟 , where g equals 9.80665 N/kg.
Section
Inhabited
Agriculture 1
Agriculture 2
Entertainment

Radius
1km
1km
1.5km
800m

Angular velocity

Corriolis acceleration

0.098 rad/s

0.3332 rpm

0.098 rad/s

0.3332 rpm

0.081 rad/s

0.2754 rpm

0.110 rad/s

0.374 rpm

The agriculture modules are situated in a lower gravitational influence than the inhabited modules.
Studies have shown that plants have been known to grow faster in a lower gravity medium. Similar
information has also been shared in the past years at ISDC - International Space Development
Conference.
From T = 2π/ω and v = ωr results that the Corriolis acceleration, ac = 2ωv, which due to psychological
concerns must be under 2 rpm (individuals adapt, however, to accelerations between 2 - 7 rpm).
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The rationale for the maintenance of low Corriolis acceleration is the mental and physical health of Neo
inhabitants, as the Corriolis effect may induce symptoms as nausea, dizziness or anything similar to sea or
motion sickness. The Corriolis acceleration is found for a person walking with an average 1.7 m/s.

Radius

Gravity

Minimum: 800m

0.110 m/𝑠 2

Medium: 850m
Maximum: 950m

4. MATERIALS

Material

0.321 m/𝑠 2

Ceramic
plates

Tensile strength; Melting
point; Density
Stable compound
Tensile
Strong synthetic fibers
strength=2760MPa
Ultimate
tensile
strength=2757; Density=
1.44.
Very stable TiO2
900MPa;
Nickel titanium alloy
Titanium density= 4.50,
May be super-elastic, Aluminum= 2.63
shape memory(recovers
shape upon heating)
Heat resistant; Stable Heat resistance=1,260°C
under compression;

Carbon
fibers

Five times more resistant
than steel; same weight

Sealant
gel

Used in between coats

Kevlar

Lightweight,
high
strength, may be replaced
with Twaron; used in
woven ropes and cables

Aramid

Nitinol

Characteristics

0.106 m/𝑠 2

Arguments

Width

Heat,
chemical,
impact resistant

7cm

Radiation protection 10cm
layer
elasticity

Heat resistant; Stable 17-20cm
under compression;
HRSI tiles
Ultimate
tensile Five times
more 30cm
strength=
1600
for resistant than steel;
Laminate,
same weight
4137 for fiber alone;
Density= 1.75
40MPa
Used in between 3cm,
coats
between
every two
layers
Tensile strength=3620; Lightweight,
high 10cm
Ultimate
tensile strength, may be
strength=2757; Density= replaced
with
1.44.
Twaron; used in
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Graphene

Material
Aramid

woven ropes and
cables
200 times as resistant as Ultimate
tensile When needed, in steel,
electricity strength=130000;
electrical equipment*
conducting, thin layers
Density= 1.0
Characteristics
Tensile strength; Melting Arguments
Width
point; Density
Stable compound
Tensile
Heat,
chemical, 7cm
Strong synthetic fibers
strength=2760MPa
impact resistant
Ultimate
tensile
strength=
2757;
Density= 1.44.

Carbon Nanotubes
A tempting solution for resistant and enduring
materials is carbon nanotubes, being one the most
resistant materials available, with great thermal
stability, the greatest tensile strength of 63 Gpa and a
tensile strength of 24 GPa with no deformation.
CNTs however represent nanotechnology and even
though they will probably be available at a larger
scale by the time Neo is built, they also have a fault a miss-positioned atom may lower the CNT’s tensile
strength dramatically.
Experimentally, carbon nanotubes of 15 mm have
been created in laboratories. An impressive
evolution in nanotechnology, as well as in the
robotic system is expected and nanotubes will
probably be an available and widely used resource
by then.
Strength variation with temperature (Source: “Kevlar, Aramid Fiber,
DuPont”)
Considering the evolution of space mining
(Planetary Resources and Deep Space Industries), as
well as the advancements in robotics (Machine
Learning) a great progress is expected in engineering, materials engineering, the aerospace industry and
robotics.

RCC
RCC is a composite material made from high strength carbon fibers and graphite. It is mainly used in
brake systems and considering the occurrence of the long-term orbital transfer, RCC will prove very
useful.
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Beta Cloth
Beta cloth is a fireproof woven silica fiber, presenting many similarities to fiberglass (which is brought
and found on the Moon). Beta cloth may be coated with Teflon to improve resistance.
Graphene
Graphene is another main component in Neo’s architecture. Recently discovered, graphene is 200 times
as resistant as steel and consists of only one coat of carbon atoms. It is produced by separating different
coats of graphite. Graphene’s applications in
science and technology are very vast
(microchips, batteries, nanotubes).
Kevlar
Kevlar presents numerous advantages. First of
all, high resistance and Young’s modulus.
Second of all, when in contact with radiation,
Kevlar becomes stronger.
Linking of materials
Sealant gel has a high temperature resistance,
an excellent resistance to water, doesn’t dry
out, has dielectric capabilities, good film
strength and corrosion protection, making it
ideal for linking material layers together in
Neo.

a. WHIPPLE SHIELD LAYERING

The settlement is protected from dangerous
space debris through the usage of Whipple
Kevlar reaction to radiation exposure (Source: “Kevlar, Aramid Fiber,
shields. Alternation of air, vacuum as well as
DuPont”)
core-building materials has a better chance of
slowing down stray elements than one thick layer of heavy material.

b. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Encapsulants have to respect the following requirements: they must present thermal conductivity,
ultraviolet resistance, a high density, and fluorescent properties (for inspections). The encapsulants size is
of about 125 mm.

Material

Replenish time

Silicone

1yr
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Graphene

1yr

Cooper

6mth

Aluminum

Found on the Moon/asteroids

Solder

6mth (or use substituents)

Electronic componenets

6mth

Insulators

6mth

c. FUELS

In the case of liquid propellants, the fuel and the oxidizer are stored in separate
tanks and transferred through valves to the combustion chamber, where they are
combined and burned to produce thrust. The flow is easily controlled and the
engine may be started, stopped or throttled to control thrust and velocity.
The requirements for liquid propellants are varied: high specific impulse,
implying a high exhaust speed and therefore high thrust. Small molecular
weights and a high density to minimize storage requirements, as well as high
temperature, that doesn’t require additional insulation. Only propellants with
the qualities above have been selected. The only desirable cryogenic
compounds are represented by liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen and liquid
methane.

Type

Subdivisions

Liquid

Petroleum
Cryogenic
Hypergolic

Solid

Homogenous
Composite

Hybrid -

Although very toxic, hypergolic propellants present numerous advantages.
They spontaneously ignite in each other’s presence, remain liquid at normal temperatures (as opposed to
cryogenic).
In the case of solid propellants, aluminum represents the best possible option, being mined from the
Moon in impressive amounts.
Aluminum is the fuel of the mixture, the oxidizer being represented by ammonium perchlorate.
Polyurethane is used as a binder between the two. Mining and obtaining of the resources above is fully
described in the Mining section, while the mechanical side of thrust is shown in Thrusters’ section.

Oxidizer

Liquid Oxygen
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Fuel

Hypergolic Mixture
Ratio
5.00

Specific
Impulse
(s, sea level)
381

Density
Impulse
(kg-s/l, S.L.)
124

Liquid
Hydrogen
Liquid Methane
Kerosene

No
No
No

2.77
2.29

299
289

235
294

Hydrazine
Red-Fuming Nitric Kerosene
Acid
Hydrazine
(14% N2O4)
Hydrogen Peroxide Kerosene
(85% concentration) Hydrazine

No
No
Yes

0.74
4.42
1.28

303
256
276

321
335
341

No
Yes

7.84
2.15

258
269

324
328

Source: http://www.braeunig.us/space/index.htm

Compound
Liquid Oxygen
Hydrogen Peroxide
Liquid Hydrogen
Liquid Methane
RP-1
Hydrazine
Aluminum

Chemical
Formula
O2
H2O2
H2
CH4
CnH1.953n
N2H4
Al

Molecular
Weight
32.00
34.02
2.016
16.04
≈175
32.05
26.98

Density
1.14 g/ml
1.44 g/ml
0.071 g/ml
0.423 g/ml
0.820 g/ml
1.004 g/ml
2.70 g/ml

Melting
Point
-218.8oC
-0.4oC
-259.3oC
-182.5oC
N/A
1.4oC
660.4oC

Source: http://www.braeunig.us/space/index.htm

d. BUILDING MATERIALS

As wood and plastic represent luxurious materials in outer space, the main house building materials are
wood replicas and aluminum. Wood has to be completely space launched, as we cannot afford to use it for
building houses while plants are heavily required for both physical and mental health of inhabitants.
Aluminum is found in huge quantities in asteroids and on the Moon. Wood imitations will be handled in
space. Another greatly used material will be glass (easy to find in space, naturally produced due to high
impact temperatures, and considering the anhydrous environment, of a better quality). Water will be
transferred through pipe systems, while all other compulsions, such as communication methods are
through optical fibers, ensuring good connection and avoiding interferences with onboard systems, thus
minimizing potential hazards.

e. AEROPONICS AND HYDROPONICS

Aeroponics and hydroponic environments are generally built with plastic and aluminum. Aluminum is
easy to find in space, but plastic, like wood, represents a luxury. Therefore, plastic should be first
produced at a local plant perhaps attached to the mining zone and finally replaced with fiberglass and
glass in general.

f. PARKS AND GROUND

Regolith is the space equivalent for soil. However, it does not contain any traces of organic component,
making it useless for plant growth. Enrichment possibilities are studied and will be used to grow plants
and trees in the settlement’s parks. Moreover, regolith is known to have similar properties as soil, when
put in contact with water its fine composition allowing it to be shaped (egg.: Mars). More research is
planned in order to fully use all the properties of regolith.
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g. THERMAL AND RADIATION INSULATION

Since parts of satellites and space crafts only function between certain temperature ranges, thermal
control is highly required as Neo must prove to be resistant to the harsh conditions in space.
Insulator paint is the paint containing ceramic micro-spheres with heat-reflective properties. Neo will also
use a ceramic based material that has heat-reflective properties.
Thermal insulation
1) Reinforced Carbon-Carbon (RCC), used to protect from temperatures higher than 1260 degrees
Celsius.
2) High temperature reusable surface insulation tiles (stable under compression) made from Silica
ceramic (material mentioned above) used underside in order to protect and insulate from temperatures
lower than 1,260 degrees.
3) Fibrous refractory composite insulation (FRCI) which is strong, durable and resistant.
4) Toughened fibrous insulation (TUFI). Heaters and Coolers may be also used in order to adjust the
temperatures in order to reach the desired equilibrium temperature.
NASA introduced four main materials: RCC, LRSI, HRSI and FRSI.
FRSI are felt reusable surface insulation materials, resisting to temperatures up to 600F and generally
0.16-0.32 inches thick.
Reusable surface insulation tiles are classified in two categories: LRSI, low surface insulation tiles, higher
reflectivity (absorbing little heat) and HRSI, high surface insulation tiles.
The last maximizes heat rejection during the hot phase of re-entry. They all have the same base material,
that minimizes thermal conductivity. The bonding between materials is done through silicone adhesive,
maintaining flexibility at low temperatures. Any potential gaps are filled with materials adjustable for
expansion or contraction. 1

Material

Tensile strength

Heat resistance

Kapton

MPa (psi) 152 (22,100) 200–300 °C, 473–573 K

Dacron

55–75 MPa

250 °C- 260 °C

28,000
Mylar

1

psi

Melting Point: 254

For the materials used, the derivations and formulae have been obtained and brought forward, but the
values (such as emissivity) are not available, and the final sum could not be derived.
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Now, that all materials to be used are known, the emission and absorption of heat may be computed. In
order to compute the total heat emission and absorption, as well as the heat exchange, α, the absorbtivity,
known for each material, ε, the emissivity, known for each material should be given.

h. METAMATERIALS

Molecules in metamaterials are made to expand when slightly compressed. The possibilities and
applications of metamaterials are therefore endless, from energy generation to restoring to their original
state, or stacking them up like spring like molecules. According to one of the researchers, “Everything
that's needed to build this material exists,” Motter says, although no one has done the actual engineering
to build it (http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=paradoxical-materials-can+expandwhen-compressed).

5. MAGNETISM

a. RADIATION PROTECTION

Hypothesis

When moving out of Earth’s magnetic field, we subject ourselves to great amount of radiation. In order to
prevent this from harming Neo, radiation shielding must be built. Radiation protection can be ensured by
either material protection, or by generation of a magnetic field. The damages caused by radiation can be
classified into two sections: human damage and electronically damage.
Radiation causes temporarily sterility, bone-marrow damage, damage to the
central nervous system, cancer, radiation burns or chromosome breakage.
Moreover, destruction of any electronic compounds may jeopardize Neo’s
security systems. Therefore, in cases of bad space weather satellites may veer
out of control. The damage inflicted on satellites in classified as following:

Short term Long Term
SEE

DDD

-

TID

SEE (single event effect) represents a short-term radiation type which causes damage to the device after
its first strikes. DDD is represented by cumulative degradation and TID (total ionizing dose) represents
the long-term cumulative energy deposited in a material (as seen in Solaris Sun Orbiting Space
Settlement; all work belongs to the author of present project).
Material
Radiation levels must be decreased at all costs for the good state of health and well-being of Neo’s
inhabitants. Essential for radiation protection is the halving time.
1

For example, 1 cm of lead decreases the radiation’s intensity by 2 . A safe point is 0.0009765 of the initial

radiation. At the same time, lead is too expensive to have it shipped from Earth. Under such
circumstances, other materials like asteroid metal and processed regolith will be used.
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After typical asteroid mining routine, left-over regolith is processed in the mining module. Prior to that,
the remaining is condensed in a high density form and applied in layers to the exterior of the spaceship.
Regolith is introduced in metallic bags that may be linked to each other, then insulated.
Material

Characteristics

Strength

Regolith

Found on all asteroid bodies and on the Moon

Arguments
Resistant
radiations
Ensures
protection

Aramid

Stable compound
Strong synthetic fibers

Sealant
foam

Combustion resistant

Width
to

solar 40 cm

radiation

2760
MPa

Heat,
chemical, 25 cm
impact resistant

45 MPa

Corrosion protection;

Insulator

15 cm

Oxidation barrier

Restricts cracking

Magnetic shielding
Considering the magnetic rotation of Neo’s main inhabited modules and the strength of the magnets used
to sustain such a rotation, a magnetic field strong enough to repel particles is generated. Solar wind is
mainly composed of positive Helium nuclei and since a charge, q, with a velocity, v, enters a magnetic
field, there is a force on it that is perpendicular on both the velocity and the field (Physics for scientists
and engineers, the right hand rule). The velocity of the given particle is either perpendicular to the field,
or not. In the second case, the particles describes a helix. The magnetic field’s main target is to attract the
particles and make them orbit the field lines.
F = qvBsinθ
F = ma =
qvB =

mv2
r

mv2
r

mv

Conclusively: r = qB ,

r being the radius of the particle orbit around the electromagnetic fields’ lines.
In order to compute the radius of the electromagnetic field, r must be known so that R (radius of field) is
much bigger than r.
A given velocity of the particle in the solar wind will be used, and Helium’s mass.
The proton, q, is charged with +1.60 × 10−19 e+.
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b. MAGNETIC ROTATION

In order to prevent the over usage of bearings, as well as to aid rotation and minimize friction, Neo rotates
magnetically. This is ensured by continuously and alternatively changing the polarity of the magnets
installed.
The distance between the Sun and Jupiter proves to be of a great aid, since lowering the temperatures
reduces the resistivity in materials and smaller voltages need be applied.
Magnetic frictionless bearings
One of the main structural engineering purposes is to greatly minimize friction to reduce the rotation input
given by thrusters (at the beginning of the inhabitation stage).
Therefore, magnetic frictionless bearing are linking between rotating and non-rotating parts of the
settlement. Communication between these zones is realized by accelerating elevator-modules between the
two sections, at synchronized times.

6. TRANSPORT

a. HUMAN-INTERIOR TRANSPORT

Neo’s design makes it optimal for human transportation around the settlement. The two inhabited
modules are directly linked, through the shortest path possible.
Research and agriculture also require interference with scientists and engineers and are therefore linked to
inhabitance. Mining and nuclear are fully atomized, but should any accident occur, linkage to these
modules also exists. All aspects of manned transportation are either done through the aid of gravitational
acceleration or Eddy Current based elevators.

b. LENZ LAW ELEVATORS

Neo is an incredibly large space station with many components. Some of them are rotating while others
are stationary, compounding the problem of having people move from place to place within the station.
For most of the population, the majority of life will be spent between the two habitation rings. As these
two rings contain all residential areas, cafeterias, entertainment clubs, shopping centers, and business, the
heaviest traffic will take place between them.
Thankfully, these two rings will co-rotate in perfect synchronization, so facilitating transport between
them can be enabled by the simple establishment of a series of large elevators. Six elevators will be
spaced evenly along the circumference of the two rings, with an elevator placed every 100 meters.
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The elevator tubes connecting the
two rings will be made of
aluminum while the elevators
themselves will be rounded
capsules made of a magnetic ironnickel alloy. At each of the tubes’
two ends where they connect to the
habitation rings, there will be large
circular electromagnetic clamps
that hold the elevator steadily in
place as people get on and off.
The elevator will operate based on
the principle of Lenz’s Law. When
Neo Space Settlement
the people enter the elevator and
the doors closed, current will stop
flowing to the electromagnetic clamps, causing them to demagnetize and lose their grip on the elevator
capsule. Due to the pseudo gravity gradient caused by the habitation rings’ rotation and centrifugal force,
the capsules will begin to accelerate down the tube. However, due to Lenz’s Law, the movement of the
large magnet (the elevator capsule) within the conducting material (the aluminum tube) will induce eddy
currents within the walls of the aluminum tube. The eddy currents induce their own magnetic field, which
acts against the magnetic field of the iron-nickel capsule. The application of a magnetic force against the
capsule counteracts the pseudo gravitational force and causes the “descent” of the elevator to slow down
such that the speed is approximately constant as opposed to accelerating. As the elevator reaches the
opposite end of the tube, rings of electromagnets wrapped around the outside of the tube will turn on,
increasing the strength of the magnetic field opposing the movement of the capsule.
This will cause the capsule to slowly decelerate until it comes to a stop at the mouth of the tube where a
second electromagnetic clamp will activate and firmly grip the capsule, allowing the people to exit to the
other habitation ring. As the elevator will experience forces in opposing directions, the people using the
elevators will be strapped into seats as a safety precaution, although the risk of harm is low as Lenz’s Law
ensures that no significant acceleration will take place. Each elevator will be able to seat 7 people, and
will have a maximum capacity of 12.
The advantage of the unique design of these elevators is that beyond the energy required for the
electromagnetic clamps on the inside of the tube and the electromagnetic decelerator rings on the outside
of the tube, the movement of the elevator capsule is achieved without any other energy expenditure. The
two significant forces involved, pseudo gravity and the magnetic force, are provided by the station’s
rotation and the magnetic interaction between the tube and the capsule. Therefore, this is a highly energy
efficient design, which is critical as the level of traffic (by both humans and cargo) between the two
structures will be very high.
While the elevator will enable transportation between the two rings, there still remains a need for an
internal transportation system. Each habitation ring will have a circumference of approximately 3,142
meters, so there needs to be an efficient way to get between any two points on the settlement. While
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walking paths will exist on the various levels of the habitation rings, they will not be sufficient for
travelling long-distances. Therefore, the equivalent of a subway system will be constructed on the
“bottom” of each habitation ring (on the surface pointing outwards from the center). As building and
operating a train takes a good deal of space, the train will be on the outside of the ring as opposed to
inside of it. A circular track of permanent magnets will wrap around the outside of the habitation ring,
with eight adjacent train stations spaced equally around the circumference.
There will also be occasional guiding electromagnets placed behind and in front of all stations, which will
act to accelerate and decelerate the train. The train itself will not be in contact with the tracks; instead, the
ceiling of the train (relative to the passengers on the inside, for whom pseudo gravity points away from
the ring) will be covered in ceramic superconductors. As they will be exposed to the vacuum of space, the
superconductors will be maintained at an incredibly low temperature, which will allow them to
experience the Meissner effect.
Flux tubes, which carry magnetic flux and normally pass through the superconductor, will instead be
pushed out and only a few flux tubes associated with imperfections in the crystalline structure of the
superconductor will remain.
This unique flux tube configuration results in a phenomenon known as flux pinning: it will spatially lock
the position of the train approximately two centimeters above the magnetic track. As gravity attempts to
push the apparently unsupported train out into space, the configuration of magnetic flux tubes will allow
the train to hover at a fixed distance outside the magnetic track. As the train starts and stops at the eight
stations around the ring, guiding electromagnets will activate to either give the train a push forward or
apply brakes on it externally.
This design has many advantages: firstly, there is no friction involved, as there is no contact with the train
and the track on the habitation ring. A single application of force by an electromagnet will be enough to
accelerate the train until it needs to be decelerated at the next stop, with zero energy dissipation.
Secondly, the lack of contact with the habitation ring will ensure that the train will not serve as a
disturbance to the settlers on the inside. There will be no noise pollution and no vibrations caused by the
train, as it will virtually be isolated from all humans on the inside.
Superconductors have resistivity of zero below a critical temperature Ic, which varies from material to
material. In the presence of a magnetic field B, the critical temperature is lower than it is where no field is
present. As the magnetic field increases, the critical temperature decreases.
Meissner Effect
When a given superconductive material becomes cooled down in a critical temperature, in an external
magnetic field, the magnetic field lines are expelled from the superconductor so the magnetic field inside
the superconductor is zero. Only some superconductors are type I superconductors, implying that they
succeed in in exhibiting the complete Meissner Effect. Alloy metals, that have large resistivity in normal
state, are called type II superconductors.
In order to optimize the exterior magnetic trains transportation, and to efficientize Neo, our target is too
cool the transport site as much as possible, in order to minimize material resistivity, and reduce the input
voltage.
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Many of the people living in the habitation rings will be scientists and engineers working in the
microgravity environments found in non-rotating parts of the settlement. Enabling a direct link between
rotating components and stationary components will not be possible. Instead, pneumatic modules will be
accelerated from one side of the settlement to the other, at synchronized times, in the open-way doors
between the two zones.
Undoubtedly there will be people who wish to head to the Earth, perhaps on vacation or for business. As
Earth will be a high frequency trading partner, there will be one ferry cruiser that goes to Earth and comes
back to Neo once a month.
It will also make a stop in lunar
orbit before coming to near-Earth
orbit, where all disembarking
passengers can wait in an orbital
spaceport as they pass through
customs and immigration before
they are received on Earth’s
surface.
Depending on the current orbital
positions of other bodies such as
the asteroid belt mining bases and
Mars, the ferry may stop there, as
well; however, there are no
guarantees, as the primary
objective is to get to Earth.
Delta formation
Smaller ships will be sent to other
places within the solar system
such as these at a less frequent rate. Similarly, transports will be sent to the Jovian planetary system on a
regular basis for scientists visiting Odin Base as well as the other scientific projects within the station.

These transports will require much more shielding to combat Jupiter’s lethal magnetosphere.

c. BASES TRANSPORTATION

Lunar

Considering the large number of exterior bases, transportation to and from these is essential, both in the
case of materials mined and processed, and in the eventuality of manned missions.
On the Moon, transportation is mainly taken care of by rovers and leg-power. The bases are situated in
such a manner to be close together, in case of any emergency. The rover is 2x1x1 m, large enough to hold
two explorers plus gear.
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Asteroid
Asteroid transportation is represented by the countless exploration modules, as well as the SME (Small
Mining Explorer) the extract components for initial analysis and further mining. Obtained and extracted
loads are then launched to the MC, mass-catcher module, that stores them or returns them to the base.
Calisto Base
Transport on Calisto is accomplished through the aid of insulated rover (IR). Calisto presents a very low
surface temperature, which must be avoided as much as possible. Therefore, all rovers and transport used
are insulated through Mylar and Kapton, while Mylar emergency blankets will be available at all times.
Transport ships
Transport of researchers and engineers, as well as transport of goods, are realized by using similar
modules, as the main target is efficiency of transportation. The only difference occurs in landing,
especially for the bases landing on celestial bodies exerting their own substantial gravitational attraction,
like the Moon, or Calisto. Landing is done by using thrusters in order to equilibrate the acceleration, and
the whole process is described in Bases. Food and goods are landed through the aid of a special parachute,
if an atmosphere is present (Calisto) or opposed thrusters (Moon).
There are two available emergency spaceships for Neo, with parameters presented above.

Component
Crew
members
Passengers
Length
Wingspan
Width
Speed

Motors

Shuttle 1
25 astronauts

Shuttle 2
15 astronauts

none
30m
15m
10m
Variable

None
50m
25m
7m
Variable, linear acceleration will be used in order to simulate
gravity as a measure against muscle atrophying and bone decays
in space
Chemical thrusters, ion
Hall Effect Thrusters

Docking and Goods
Transportation of goods is realized in elevators holding the same purposes and following the same routes
as the human-designed ones. Cargo elevators are only larger and move at slightly higher speeds.
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7. THRUSTERS

Two types of main thrusters are used on Neo.
Chemical thrusters serve in orbital maneuvers,
orbital transfers and exceptional defenserelated situations, while ion thrusters maintain
rotation, are used in long term missions and on
satellites (given the exceptionally high specific
impulse). Chemical thrusters and their
subdivisions, are detailed in the Materials
section of Technical Engineering.

a. ION THRUSTERS

Escape ship Ion Thrusters
Ion thrusters used on Neo will mainly be
represented by Hall Effect Thrusters. Hall
effect thrusters have been continuously used from December 1971 with no accidents, malfunctions or
system failures. They are reliable, use argon and xenon as their main fuel (which can be easily found and
obtained) and provide a sufficient specific impulse. For computations, see Appendix A.

8. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Communication is undoubtedly one of the most important issues to consider for Neo. It is split into two
categories:
1) Communication with Earth, mining operations, research teams, and other stations across the solar
system.
2) Communication between the settlers within
Neo itself. In order to communicate with all
people outside of the settlement, Neo will be
equipped with three large radio antennae.
Each antenna, which will be made of
lightweight aluminum, will be a spherical
reflector with a diameter of twenty meters.
This shape was picked because if the antennae
were parabolic reflectors, the different
positions of the antennae with respect to the
focal point would lead to a varying
astigmatism that could interfere with signal
reception. With spherical reflectors, the error,
or spherical aberration, is uniform in all
directions, so all data being received by the
spherical reflectors can be easily adjusted with a simple algorithm.
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Escape ship Perspective

Each antenna would go on the outside of each of Neo’s major arms so that all three wide-angle antennae
will always have all portions of the sky visible between them. Each antenna will not only be capable of
receiving radio transmissions but it will also be capable of broadcasting radio transmissions within a large
range of frequencies. As one antenna receives a news broadcast from Earth for example, another one
could send the latest instructions to the N-Io rovers traversing the surface of Io. As the antennae will be
rotating as the entire system rotates, the antennae will regularly have to switch roles and transfer
conversations with other computers and/or humans. Therefore, the antennae will comprise a major
communications network whose main hub will not be the antennae but rather a computing hub located
securely within the center of the ship.
The computer will autonomously regulate all transmitted and incoming signals, monitoring the signal
quality so that data streams can be exchanged between antennae with no major hassles as the reflectors
are forced to work with multiple streams at once. The greatest problem with communications that will be
faced by the settlers will be a natural one that is impossible to combat. Due to the distance between the
Earth and Neo as well as the finite speed of light, the time it would take to send a message from Earth to
Neo would vary between 31 and 47 minutes. The same would apply to communication between Neo and
the mining platforms, the cargo ships, the research outposts, etc., though at far less severe degrees due to
the difference in distance involved. As for communications within the settlement itself, Neo will utilize an
extensive system of radio femtocells spaced periodically throughout all areas of all structures.
Due to the amount of physical shielding being used to protect the settlement as well as the people inside
it, having one large radio tower in the center that interacts with all Internet-enabled devices would not be
very effective as all signals would be absorbed or at the very least damaged. Instead, high-power
femtocells, which resemble small cubes, can be placed along habitation corridors as well as inside all
other spaces in which people with mobile cellular devices (which is to say, all of them) would wish to
communicate with others. The advantage of femtocells is that instead of having one centralized tower
which manages all traffic for you and is most likely quite a ways off, femtocells have a range of
approximately ten to twenty meters so anybody would be close enough to a receiver to be able to get
high-speed reliable-service Internet.
Instead of broadcasting the signal across the entire station, the femtocells within each structure such as a
habitation module or a microgravity ring work as a large relay, sending data up and down the nodes until
the data could be sent up by wire to external wireless transmitters that carry the data from structure to
structure. The equivalent relay system on another structure would allow for a signal to be sent via wire to
the interior of the structure, after with the data would be transmitted from femtocell to femtocell until it
reached the proper receiver. Each femtocell will utilize orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM), a signaling procedure in which orthogonal sub-carrier signals transmit a lot of data at once
without interfering with itself or losing data in the process. Several advantages of OFDM include how
they are highly efficient and very safe against computer threats. Each citizen of Neo would receive a
cellular communications unit using a system and trying to charge it for every base necessary.
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a. ADCS

In order to know the attitude and motion of a spacecraft, we need to know the spacecraft’s position,
velocity, orientation and rotational velocity. Since space is not the ideal environment, many disturbances
occur (magnetic field ones, gravity gradients, disturbance torques, solar radiation disturbances).
Considering these, the spacecraft’s’ attitude must be thoroughly controlled.
Active control systems
Use sensors
Three axis active attitude control

Passive control systems
Gyroscopic stabilizations
Magnetic stabilizations
Aerodynamic stabilizations

The signal must be channeled only in the direction of the receiver in order to reduce the line loss. An
isotropic antenna sends signal in all directions. This is highly inefficient, so signal will only be sent
towards Earth. The power of the received signal depends on the diameter of the antenna.

9. ENERGY STORAGE

Energy storage is just as important as energy generation, and although storage systems range from
flywheels to batteries, and from mechanical means to thermal, electrical and magnetic, Neo designers
have developed their own energy storage product, as part of the annual Conrad Awards contest. All work
presented belongs entirely to the authors.

a. POTENTIA

Executive Summary
Potentia is a multi-ultra capacitor power module, produced with the aim of revolutionizing aerospace and
aviation industry by reducing the limitations given by power sources. The main advantage of Potentia is
the usage of highly efficient materials, which are available on a large scale.
Potentia uses Aerogel Carbon electrodes (with high surface area, high porosity which result in a high
capacitance), KOH electrolytes (low internal resistance, high voltage endurance), state-of-the-art
technology separators, efficient radiation insulation for space applications and high parameters such as
capacity, voltage thresholds, power density or low recharge time.
Most of all, Potentia is superior to batteries, since it provides extensive cycle lengths, high thermal
resistance, high capacity and series linkage generates high voltages. Potentia is also superior through its
power density (unachievable through batteries) and, most crucial, fast recharge time (at the order of
seconds, compared to batteries, which recharge in hours).
In aerospace, ultracapacitors represent the best alternative to batteries, enduring an infinite amount of
charge and discharge cycles, recharging very fast and being resistant in any temperature. The Potentia
power module also proves to be very efficient, multiple Potentia ultra-capacitors being linked in series in
order to raise voltage and energy density. Potentia is a light-weight module used to power-up satellites,
deep-space missions and help reduce space debris by prolonging a satellites’ life.
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Background Technology
One of the most important components of Potentia’s ultra-capacitors is the electrode, formed of Carbon
Aerogel. Carbon fibers are currently being mass produced, as they have applications in civil engineering,
aerospace and military. Pieces with imperfections or old woven carbon filaments can be reused in
electronic applications such as developing Carbon Aerogel, since high tensile strength or perfect matrix
alignment are not required. Carbon fiber has a long history in engineering, being produced since 1958.
Typical production techniques involve heating polyacrylonitrile, furnacing which finally induces
graphitization.
After carbon fibers are obtained, they are impregnated with resorcinol-formaldehyde and pyrolyzed, all
these techniques being available, making Potentia easy to manufacture. The electrolyte used is KOH
(Potassium Hydroxide), generally paired with carbon aerogel electrodes, available and producible on
large scales. The separator is only nanometers thick, and will not present any problems in development.
The technology needed for building Potentia is available and even though additional research in
implementing new electrode and electrolyte materials will drastically change power sources in all
domains, ranging from aerospace to electric airplanes, building Potentia is highly probable.
Potentia has a huge advantage over current chemical batteries, starting with its fast recharge time, very
low weight (opposed to batteries), endurance in thermal conditions, enriched through Potentia’s design,
endurance at space radiations and vacuum (Potentia ultra-capacitors are placed in a single vacuum
chamber, insulated with Mylar and Dacron). Since most of Potentia’s adjacent features make it suitable
for space, currently mass-produced ultra-capacitors could not be used in space environment (due to poorly
chosen electrolytes and electrodes, as well as poor radiation insulation).
The voltaic battery used on the Sputnik, was a Silver-Zinc one, and although predicted to last three weeks,
it powered up the satellite for three months.
The second Russian satellite was powered up in the same way, using a Silver-Zinc battery that was six
times bigger than the previous one and took up 40% of the payload. At the current average $5,310 per
pound price, when launching to Low Earth Orbit, batteries and power sources taking up almost half the
payload in unacceptable.
They are very expensive in production, due to the large usage of silver, and fails are often caused by
separator degradation, zinc electrode degradation or silver migration. Another frequent problem is
matching up capacitors with same specifications, such as voltage or capacitance.
Nickel Cadmium batteries are used with power requirements over 1kW and have a large capacitance of
9Ah - 50Ah, unless cells are not scaled up, case in which NiCd perform poorly. Nickel Cadmium batteries
have a short shelf life and a high self-discharge rate (up to 20% per month, as opposed to virtually no
discharge in the case of an ultra-capacitor, since ultra-capacitors are not chemical based).
They have been one of the most popular batteries used, with a long life, good energy density and cheap
production costs, but have presented multiple disadvantages, ranging from a memory effect (the loss of
capacity at lower depths of discharge) to inoperability at extreme space temperatures, internal irreparable
short circuits and separator degradation. An alternative to these is represented by Nickel Metal Hydride
power cells which do have a high capacity, but more research is required to improve the short life cycle.
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Last decade’s best batteries were Nickel Hydrogen batteries, which still are a popular choice among
satellites. They are typically used when power requirements exceed 2kW and a large capacity (ranging
anywhere from 35Ah - 350Ah) is needed. Their superior life cycle makes them seem the perfect
alternative, but just as most batteries, are inoperable in extreme thermal condition, ultra-capacitors having
thermal thresholds twice as wide. Moreover, NH2 batteries are not desirable over ultra-capacitors, hence
their high self-discharge rate due to chemical reactions undergone in the battery.
Lithium Ion batteries are currently developed by most power cells producing companies. Lithium Ion
batteries have a capacitance ranging around 4.5Ah and a specific energy as high as 155Wh/kg. It does
indeed undergo cycles at the order of thousands, but comparing that to over 5 million cycles given by
ultra-capacitors favors the last as a final choice. Besides, like most batteries, Li batteries take time to
recharge, and since an Earth orbiting satellite spends half its time in Earth’s shadow, it needs to charge up
based on solar power as soon and as much as possible at one time. With the slow charge times provided
by batteries, that is not possible and mission obstructions, as well as perturbations occur.
This decade’s state of the art technology in batteries are Lithium Polymer cells. They are weight
advantageous (but so are ultra-capacitors), easy to mass produce (fact greatly taken into consideration
when projecting and designing Potentia), suitable for vacuum conditions, and having a constant
temperature above 0 degrees Celsius artificially maintained through a thermostat. The last two seem to be
advantageous of Lithium Polymer cells, but they actually represent adjacent weight and money spent in
fabrication in order to protect the batteries. Ultra-capacitors don’t require any adjacent protection or
thermal insulation, being operable in any medium. Moreover, even though ultra-capacitors are an
enduring technology to the harsh conditions in space, Potentia provides a Single Pressure Chamber,
thermally insulation with Mylar and Dacron, and protected from the harsh space radiation environment.
Conclusively, ultra-capacitors are the answer in the long run, providing multiple cycles, enough voltage
when series connected, sufficient energy density, a far superior power density, a lasting, enduring design,
that doesn’t require insulation from vacuum conditions or thermal insulation, the absence of selfdischarge, since energy is stored as a surface charge and not in the bulk of chemical reactors, and, most of
all, offers a decisive advantage: very fast recharge time.
Concept Details
An ultra-capacitor sums up the best of batteries and capacitors, being operable in any thermal conditions,
having a high capacitance, charging and emitting large quantities of energy over short periods of time,
undergoing countless cycles, having a high power density, since the energy is stored as a surface charge
(opposed to batteries, where energy is stored in the bulk of chemical reactants), and proving not to be a
safety hazard, as it uses aerogel carbon and electrolytic polymers to store surface charge.
An ultra-capacitor’s only disadvantages would be the low energy density and the low voltage. The energy
density is a tenth of a battery’s (as an example, a typical Lithium Ion battery has an energy density of
160Wh/kg, while an ultra-capacitor reaches as much as 30Wh/kg). Solutions have been found to both
these problems when designing Potentia. In order to raise the unit voltage without damaging the
capacitor, multi cells are obtained by connecting individual Electric Double-Layer Capacitors, therefore
raising both the voltage, and the energy density.
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Since Potentia is an available, marketable technology, the ultra-capacitors are in producible dimensions,
of about 4cm height and 1.5cm diameter. Each ultra-capacitor is made up of two aerogel carbon
electrodes immersed in an electrolyte, with a thin separator between them. They act as two series
connected capacitors, the advantage being given by the aerogel carbon, the aerogel providing the required
large surface area (400-1000 m2 /g) and the carbon ensuring the structural integrity. The huge number of
ions (which grows scalar to the surface, the energy growing likewise to the number of ions), are naturally
separated in positively and negatively charged act like in the case of a normal capacitor, providing energy
by moving ions from one plate to another. The ultra-capacitor is made of two such layers, effectively
separated through a very thin material (at the order of nanometers), that prevents current from flowing
between the two layers.
The key to the ultra-capacitor’s efficiency stays in the porosity of the material used and the thin
dielectrics, conferring a large surface area for ions to attach to, smaller distances between conductive
layers, and conclusively a much larger capacitance. Since capacitance is dependent of surface, cylindrical
ultra-capacitors are used to build Potentia.
Another key factor in effectiveness is the low internal resistance.
Studies and model calculations have shown that ultra-capacitors are most efficient when: the separator’s
porosity factor is of 50%, the separator’s thickness approached 25µm, the active layers are 100µm thick
and the used cell voltage (each ultra capacitor has 2 such cells, a cell being formed of one electrode, the
electrolyte and one side of the separator) is of 2.5-2.7V.
Carbon Aerogel is typically produced from carbon fibers impregnated with aerogel and pyrolyzed to
obtain a highly porous electrode material. Electrical conduction varies as a function density. Carbon
Aerogel had many advantages over graphene given its high surface area (400-1000m^2/g), lightweight,
yet resistant structure (2g aerogel cube may hold up to ten times its own weight) thermal insulation and
resistance properties (which in turn cause the ultra-capacitor to work in any thermal condition), high
porosity, with more than 50% in pore diameter being smaller than 100nm, and production efficiency, both
carbon fibers and resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogel being producible in large quantities. Carbon Aerogel
also has low impedance, therefore raising achievable power threshold.
Carbon fibers have been mass produced, since they are used in a wide variety of domains, ranging from
aerospace, civil engineering, electronic components to leisure fabrications. They have been developed
through a large number of methods, depending on the quantity needed. Methods include molding, in mass
production, vacuum bagging, when few pieces are needed (an average of 2 per day), compression
molding and filament winding (for complex shapes). Although carbon fibers have a long life if not
exposed to the Sun, they do degrade in long periods of time. Fortunately, for ultra-capacitors applications
carbon fibers are not needed at their full tensile strength, and scraps, remnants or smaller parts of carbon
fiber sheets previously used in applications such as civil engineering, construction of mountain bikes,
leisure or athletic equipment, as well as aerospace industry may be bought at much lower prices, and then
fully used in order to create Carbon Aerogel.
Resorcinol is a benzene, prepared by either distillation of the Brazil wood extract, a species of timber tree,
or by chemically melting resins with potassium hydroxide. An alternative way is provided synthetically.
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Formaldehyde is the simplest aldehyde, 90% of it being occurred in nature. It can be obtain as a byproduct of burning methane.
Electrolyte is the substances conducting electricity from one electrode to another. A main concern with
electrolytes is their weight, therefore, lightweight gel electrolytes are used in the Potentia system. These
still act as liquid electrolytes only with a flexible composition, and with extra additives, they can be even
more conductive than liquid electrolytes. KOH electrolytes are generally used with Carbon Aerogels. The
separator serves as a dielectric, while the electrodes immersed into the electrolyte act as the capacitor’s
plates. The separator used, Polypropylene, is a newly discovered one, with a porosity higher than 55%
(note that 50% and higher porosity give very good efficiency) and high thermal and electric resistance
(separator degradation being one of the number one causes of ultra-capacitor and battery failure).
Having discussed all the ultra-capacitor’s components, mass production is easily achievable, having
carbon fibers producible in large quantities as well as obtainable from other sources, accessible aerogel, a
simple procedure of creating carbon aerogel, a wide variety of electrolytes, out of which lightweight gel
are used, as well as a dielectric (insulating material) and coating components, ranging from aluminum to
Mylar coats.
The general maximum voltage for an ultra-capacitor depends on the electrolyte’s voltage breakdown
level, for gel electrolytes lying around 2.7V, and in order to keep Potentia an available technology, we
will assume this as a maximum obtainable value in the present and near future.
Each ultra-capacitor is formed of Carbon Aerogel electrodes, and given the following parameters for
Carbon, they are safely applicable to Potentia’s electrode as well. Therefore, Carbon Aerogel leads to
140F/g capacitance, has a density of 0.9g/cm3 , a resistance of 0.01Ω and a porosity of 65%. (according to
“Ultra capacitors: why, how, and where is the technology”, Andrew Burke)
In Potentia, the 40 ultra-capacitors used are 4 cm high, 1.5cm in diameter, weight around 5g each, have a
maximum voltage V=2.7V, maximum amperage of 4A. These parameters being given, the total
capacitance of a cylindrical ultra-capacitor is estimated to 2800F, the charge time (RC) ranging between
two and five seconds, with the goal of achieving 25 Wh/kg energy density at 0.8kg.
The packaging of Potentia proves to be very important in space, where radiation often damages electronic
compounds. Besides the Single Pressure Vessel mentioned above, the package in which Potentia is
coated by three alternative layers of Mylar, Kapton and Dacron. (regardless the fact that super-capacitors
work in any thermal conditions, no risk should be taken)
The most important part of Potentia’s packaging is the radiation insulation. Electronic damage is one of
the main threats of radiation exposure of electronics in space. Therefore, in cases of bad space weather
satellites may veer out of control, electronic compounds in the circuits may be affected if a single digit in
the program is changed and severe storms which cause the atmosphere to heat up and slightly expand
greatly affect orbits. The damage inflicted on satellites in classified as following: SEE (single event
effect) represents a short-term radiation type which causes damage to the device after its first strikes.
DDD is represented by cumulative degradation and TID (total ionizing dose) represents the long-term
cumulative energy deposited in a material.
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Radiation levels can be decreased by: lowering exposure times, increasing distance from radiation source
and improving shielding. Essential for radiation protection is the halving time. For example, 1 cm of lead
1

decreases the radiation’s intensity by 2 . Even so, lead is a heavy material, difficult to launch in space, and

unnecessary with aviation ultra-capacitors. Therefore, radiation reflective materials will surround
Potentia’s package, linked to the 1cm thick lead layer with sealant gel (a sealing, rust and corrosion
protection gel. Even in freezing temperatures it still remains free flowing, it doesn’t run or evaporate, it
repels dirt, it’s water resistant, it reduces friction and it doesn’t crack).

Summing up, Potentia is more than a common ultra-capacitor, since it includes state of the art mass
production techniques, high thermal endurance, as well as radiation and vacuum protection. The ultracapacitor technology, improved in Potentia’s design, makes our product the best power storage unit for
aerospace currently available, as compared to other ultra-capacitors, or galvanic batteries.
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Potentia Supercapacitors

10.

DEFENSE

Defense is a crucial part in the design of Neo Space Settlement, and includes both interior defense and
exterior defense.

a. EXTERIOR DEFENSE

Exterior defense mainly focuses on asteroids and space debris. Space debris only has long-term serious
impacts, with continuous targeting of the space settlement resulting in permanent damage. Whipple
shields are designed to minimize the impact area, and maintenance will be taken care of by astronauts
every month, all repairing material being produced on Neo. Asteroids, however, are too large to be
blocked by shields. Instead, their trajectory will be deviated by altering the shape of the asteroid, digging
a hole through, halving it, etc. If this is not possible, chemical emergency thrusters will be placed on Neo,
and temporarily move it away from L1 while maintaining it on an orbit around Jupiter. Although the
settlement will have to complete a rotation around the planet, it will be maneuvered to L1 in a synodic
period time. Large asteroid bodies are not found anywhere near L1, and the probability of such a collision
is very small. When transferring construction modules, asteroids in the Main Belt are simply avoided by
an inclination plane change, since their occurrence is restrained to 30 degrees inclination.

b. INTERIOR DEFENSE

Security

Crime rates are expected to be low
throughout the settlement, since the initial
population will have been screened for
personality in addition to all physical
attributes. However, there is always the
slight possibility that, especially in later
generations, crime may occur on the
settlement. Due to the close proximity of
all residents on the settlement paired with
the low expectancy of crime, it is
important that an internal defense system
is constantly active as a means of
contingency.
The first line of defense will be an
Delta formation Perspective
advanced system of high-definition
surveillance cameras monitoring all public areas such as parks, cafeterias, entertainment facilities, etc.
These cameras will feed directly to the settlement security headquarters in the upper habitation ring,
where the footage will be monitored by computer programs and occasionally by trained officers. The
computer programs will identify visual patterns that suggest physical brawling as well as audio patterns
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consistent with projectile weaponry. Civilian ownership of firearms is, of course, banned; however, all
necessary precautions must be taken to make sure that if an unstable citizen for any reason happens to
obtain a firearm, they must be detained immediately. As a preventative step against interpersonal conflict
in general, the same programs will also monitor the voice patterns of people in the vicinity. If changes
such as increased volumes and sharper tones are detected, the program will be able to roughly estimate
the probability that the altercation will result in physical violence and quickly notify the appropriate
officials the second violence does break out.
There will be localized defense stations spread across all residential areas, consisting of a relatively small
team of trained security officers and at least two rapid response vehicles. In the case of an emergency,
distress calls, which can easily be made from home, will be immediately routed to an emergency
dispatcher. It is the dispatcher’s duty to discern between a medical emergency, a fire or other accident, or
a crime. In the event of a crime, at least two officers will be rapidly mobilized. Due to the
interconnectedness of all residential areas and the proximity of each home to a local road, the time
between an initial call and the emergency response should take about 60 seconds, but no more than 90.
The full procedure is shown below:
Event

Time Elapsed (sec)

Distress call
Dispatch routing
Security preparation and exit in vehicle
Transportation to site of emergency

5
15
45
60-90

Upon arrival at the scene of a crime, the security officials will determine the route of action by following
certain protocols relating to basic criminal situations, as are detailed below:
Situation
Property damage/theft, no suspect on scene
No suspect on scene, suspect reportedly armed
No suspect on scene, suspect reportedly armed,
resident injured
Suspect on scene

Protocol
Close off crime scene, security footage analyzed
for facial recognition
Localized lockdown, security footage analyzed for
facial recognition
Settlement-wide lockdown, security footage
analyzed for facial recognition, medical response
team called in
Immediate arrest, transport back to defense station

Instead of using lethal weaponry, the police force will be armed with projectile weapons that either
incapacitate or tag the suspect so that they can be identified later. In the case of incapacitation, officers
will fire small capsules that pop open in midair to release two small electrically charged prongs hooked
up to a source of high voltage. Acting as a projectile Taser, the weapon would deliver a dose of
significant but nonlethal current to the body, slowing them suspects so that they can be manually
incapacitated. These weapons will be short-range; for long-range, officers will fire dull bullets coated
with pre-specified sequences of DNA. Not meant to kill, these bullets can injure the suspect and apply the
DNA to the suspect’s clothing or skin. Therefore, if a number of people are suspected of committing a
crime, a quick scan for DNA would identify the correct suspect.
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All suspects will be brought to the local station for temporary detainment in
a holding cell. If there is evidence that conclusively proves the guilt of the
suspect, such as recordings, a jury will be called to assign a fair punishment
to the convict, which would typically include prison-time with the possible
addition of community service. If there is any reasonable doubt regarding
the guilt of the suspect, all suspects have the right to a fair trial by their
peers. All convicted individuals will be transported to the residential prison
to serve their time. The prison will be highly contained at all times, with a
trained security staff and closed-circuit monitoring at all times. All recorded
footage will be stored on a drive that is dumped once a month to make
space for new security footage.
Robot
Although completely secure, however, the prison will be very small, since
very little crime is expected on the settlement, and any crime that does
occur is expected to be petty at worst. However, it is important that the crime response units and prison
system are constantly active in order to deter potential crime from
occurring and ascertaining that all residents are safe from harm
whenever and however possible in the case of a criminal act.

Another important aspect of security is fire safety; while the citizens
of Neo will be encouraged to take all possible precautions against the
start of a fire, a plan must be ready for how to deal with a fire should
the need ever arise. Fires rapidly consume massive quantities of
oxygen, and all interior spaces within Neo contain finite amounts of
oxygen. Therefore, the settlers will be ready to deal with all kinds of
fires. For very small flames, each house and public area will be
equipped with a high-pressure fire extinguisher that will quickly end
the problem.
A settlement-wide system of both ionization and photoelectric smoke
detectors will be established to detect fires. In ionization smoke
detectors, electrical current passes between two plates in an ionization
chamber; the introduction of smoke disrupts the current, setting off
the alarm. In photoelectric smoke detectors, a beam of light is fired
onto a photo detector; if smoke enters the detector, it blocks some of
Aiding robot
the light from entering the photo detector, also setting off the alarm.
The usage of two different systems together reduces the chance of false alarms. All alarms are connected
to a software system; if both alarms go off together, the system will activate overhead showers that will
spray water onto the localized area containing the fire. In addition, a group of security officers who have
received fire training will enter the scene with much more powerful mobile dousing units that fire a high
density foam at the base of the fire, cutting off the supply of oxygen and heat to the fire.
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c. AUTOMATION

Neo is a fully automated module,
with telescopes orbiting it, the Moon
and GEO on the lookout for
asteroids, an extensive fleet of space
ships, rovers, mining robots, all
presented throughout the settlement.
Droids
manage cleaning and
emergency situations, while a central
computer handles all electronics
aboard. In order to prevent chaos
generated by an improbable general
breakdown, the main computer is
split up in five smaller units,
distributed in the settlement. All
connections are made through optical
fibers, in order to optimize the signal (Wi-Fi being highly inefficient).

Construction Robot

Robots serve a great deal of purposes on Neo, ranging from defense mechanisms (handle epidemics, fire
hazards, human dangers, aid in extreme medical care, etc.) to debris collection, asteroid collision
prevention, with construction robots moving Neo (and keeping it) in its stable orbit. (Neo’s robotics
section includes elements such as Machine Learning and electronics).
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LOCATION

Choosing the location of the space
settlement is a key success factor, as
this decision has a massive impact
on the resources’ availability, ease
of
transportation,
exploratory
options, peoples’ life.
Therefore, the location of Neo was
selected to maximize convenience
with respect to all such factors.
Neo will be located at the SunJupiter Lagrangian 1 point, or L1.
The Lagrangian points of any corotating two-body system are a
series of five points that are
stationary within the frame of
Lagrange points location (Source:
rotation. These points are defined
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lagrange_very_massive.svg)
such that the combined effects of the
gravitational influence of the two bodies as well as the centrifugal force within the rotating reference
frame all cancel each other out to result in an expenditure of zero net force on any object at the point
whose mass is significantly less than that of the other two bodies.
The L1 point lies directly in-between the Sun and Jupiter such that the gravitational force of the two
bodies are equal.
While the L1 point is stationary relative to the Sun and Jupiter, Neo will still be on a heliocentric orbit as
the reference frame in which it is stationary is not static. The Sun is significantly more massive than
Jupiter, so the point of gravitational equilibrium is therefore much closer to Jupiter. As Jupiter is
approximately 5.049 AU away from the Sun, Sun-Jupiter L1 is located 4.712 AU from the Sun and only
0.337 AU from Jupiter.
L1 is a pseudo stable point, which means that if an object moves along the axis connecting the Sun and
Jupiter in either direction, the object will naturally tend towards that object as opposed to resisting the
motion and staying at L1.
This is advantageous because the expenditure of additional force will not be required for ships being sent
out from Neo towards the inner Solar System or the Jovian planetary system. However, if Neo
accidentally travels along the axis perpendicular to the one between the Sun and Jupiter, it will naturally
tend back towards Sun-Jupiter L1. As no ships will be sent in this direction, this feature of Sun-Jupiter L1
is also advantageous because should Neo begin to stray away from L1 for any reason, movement along
this axis will be restricted and Neo will naturally return to where it ought to be. While it is very unlikely
that an external force will be able to push Neo towards either the Sun or Jupiter or that it will naturally
exit the gravitational potential well of L1, such situations have been accounted for to secure the safety of
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the population onboard. A system of multi-directional ion thrusters on the exterior of the settlement is
capable of preventing Neo from leaving its desired heliocentric orbit.
The Sun-Jupiter L1 position was chosen because it will allow Neo to serve as a true experiment in selfsustainability in space.
Should the settlement have been placed in the inner solar system, there would be no need for total selfsufficiency. The crew of Neo could receive periodic shipments from the Earth or other terrestrial bases
that could give the people anything they needed. The establishment of such a settlement would be akin to
going camping within several kilometers of a major city. We believe that the grand purpose of Neo is to
act as a stepping-stone towards humanity’s ultimate destiny of interstellar civilization.
By existing many tens of millions of kilometers away from the Earth, Neo will truly be able to become a
very self-sustainable settlement that will fulfill all of its own needs without any regular help from other
humans. When Neo proves that a community of thousands of people can live in space and rely on nobody
but itself, we will finally be able to entertain the possibility of spreading human life to other reaches of
our vast cosmic neighborhood.
While 4.712 AU is a distance far enough away from the Sun that Neo will be sustainable on its own, it is
not so far into the outer Solar System that we cannot harness solar energy for electricity. Because the
availability of solar power is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun, solar
power will definitely not serve as the primary method of power generation (for more detail, see “Life
Support Systems”).
However, what photon flux is available can certainly be harnessed to augment the power that is generated
via by using extremely efficient quantum dot based photovoltaic cells.
A major advantage of Neo’s location is its proximity to the Asteroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter,
which contains billions of minor planets. Granted, most of them are very small, but there are an estimated
750,000 asteroids that have a diameter of one kilometer or greater. The Asteroid Belt represents a major
source of valuable metals as well as water in the form of ice from asteroids towards the outer edge of the
asteroid belt. Approximately 93.4% of all asteroids in the Solar System exist within a region of the
Asteroid Belt known as the Main Belt, which stretches from 2.06 to 3.27 AU. This puts the Main Belt
within reach of any mining ships sent out from Neo, and there are still outlying asteroids further out from
the Main Belt that is easily accessible as well. The mining operation conducted by Neo will be able to
gather incredible amounts of metal, enabling large-scale construction projects and massive revenue from
Earth-based companies. For more information on Neo’s asteroid mining operation, see “Asteroid
Mining.”
The fact that Neo is only 0.337 AU away from Jupiter opens up an incredible opportunity for scientific
research. Jupiter and its system of moons have many secrets waiting to be solved from planetary
formation to magnetosphere structure and lunar volcanism. By providing direct access to the natural
laboratory that is the Jovian planetary system, scientists onboard Neo and back on Earth will gain an
unprecedented opportunity to perform planetary science and astrophysics in the outer Solar System.
Satellites can be sent out that monitor Jupiter and its four major moons in real time. A submarine
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expedition on Europa will look for life in the moon’s subsurface ocean. A multi-rover mission on Io will
investigate the Solar System’s most active world. Such research has the ability to gain incredible insights
into the history of our Solar System and give us a clue at what planets and moons orbiting other stars are
like as well. More information regarding planetary and lunar missions can be found in the “Research”
section.
As Jupiter has four large Galilean moons, the Jupiter-Sun L1 position also allows for an investigation into
the possibility of maintaining a manned base a sizable distance from the settlement.
A permanent base named Odin will be established on the Galilean moon Calisto, and will be operated by
an extensive team of research scientists and engineers. This extension of the main settlement of Neo will
not only yield a great wealth of scientific data, but it will give us more information on the feasibility of
maintaining terrestrial bases with occasional contact with a major settlement, as will be important in
interstellar colonization. Additional information on Calisto’s base can be found in “Odin.” The
environment of being near Jupiter and its system of moons allows many possibilities that will let us
experiment with different approaches to sustainability, resource management, and scientific productivity,
all of which will be crucial when Neo leads us to further projects.
A direct orbit around Jupiter was not favored due to the strength of Jupiter’s intense radiation belts.
Jupiter contains the Solar System’s second largest magnetic field, created by its vast, churning, liquid
metallic hydrogen interior, and its magnetosphere is deadly. The radiation levels present around Jupiter
range from unhealthy to downright lethal, which means that Neo obviously had to be a certain distance
away from the gas giant itself. As the magnetosphere of Jupiter extends approximately five Jupiter radii
out from the planet itself, Sun-Jupiter L1 was deemed a safe location as its distance of 0.337 AU from
Jupiter is well outside any regions of any mild danger due to radiation.
Radiation is a major concern in space, and Jupiter’s magnetosphere is not the only source of it. Galactic
cosmic rays are high-energy nuclei, usually protons that originate from energetic astrophysical
phenomena such as supernovae and are guided by galactic magnetic fields.
Consequently, there is no position in the Solar System that could have been selected to minimize
exposure to galactic cosmic rays; avoiding them is instead a matter of engineering, and will be discussed
in the “Structural Design” section.
However, another type of radiation can be avoided: ions from the solar wind. Just like photons, both fast
and slow solar wind ion flux scales proportionally to the inverse-square of the distance from the Sun.
As Sun-Jupiter L1 is located in the outer Solar System as opposed to the inner Solar System, the flux of
solar wind ions becomes significantly less. High-speed ions have the ability to cause cell damage in
organisms and damage electronics systems, so by increasing the distance between the Sun and the
settlement, the risk of disease occurring in settlers or expensive technology being compromised is
minimized.
The safety of the people onboard is the number one priority on Neo, so it is only fitting that the location
selected, Sun-Jupiter L1, is optimized to reduce exposure to harmful radiation.
As Neo is located in between the Asteroid Belt and Jupiter, some people may be concerned that Neo
might face a threat of a collision with a minor planetary body. If the settlement were closer to the Asteroid
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Belt this would be a major problem, but once again, Sun-Jupiter L1 is very advantageous for this
situation. L1 is far closer to Jupiter than it is to the Asteroid Belt, so the vast majority of asteroids are well
over an entire astronomical unit away from the settlement. T
he probability of an asteroid wandering that far out is very low, but of course, the officials of Neo are
ready for it should the situation ever arise. For details on the plan to avoid a catastrophic impact with an
asteroid, see “Security.”
As many advantages of Sun-Jupiter L1 involved proximity to Jupiter, it might be asked why the other
four Lagrangian points within the Sun-Jupiter reference frame were not selected. L2, for starters, lies
beyond the orbit of Jupiter, with Jupiter always in between the Sun and Neo. This creates many problems
of its own. For example, access to the Asteroid Belt is cutoff, taking away a significant source of
resources and revenue. Even if Neo were to obtain those resources from somewhere else, it is far more
difficult to transport any kind of cargo shipments from Neo to the Earth if Jupiter is in the way. In
addition, as the apparent area of the disc of the Sun decreases with increasing distance from the Sun,
Jupiter will always obscure the Sun from the vantage point of L2.
The settlers will no longer have the ability to augment their electricity production with photovoltaic cells,
which will put additional strain on the generator system.
L3, on the other hand, is located on the other side of the Sun, with the Sun constantly blocking Jupiter
from view. Aside from the fact that all research opportunities regarding the Jovian planetary system are
now lost and deemed impossible, many other problems exist with this scenario. The proximity to the Sun
will mean that the entire settlement will heat up very rapidly, so the cost will skyrocket in an attempt to
use radiators to cool the settlement down sufficiently. It also means that the flux of solar wind ions is
much higher, creating health hazards and putting extremely expensive equipment at significant risk.
Access to resources is also completely cut off, and this puts Neo back in the inner Solar System, which
defeats the purpose of creating a self-sustainable space settlement by existing in close proximity to the
Earth. L3 creates a great number of problems and does not have any advantages over L1.
L4 and L5 are two points that lie sixty degrees in front of and behind Jupiter along the same orbital path
that Jupiter follows around the Sun. These points are stable as opposed to pseudo stable as L1 is, meaning
that movement in any direction will be faced with a restrictive force that returns you to the gravitational
potential well. While eliminating the need for an ion thruster control system that corrects for course
deviations, both L4 and L5 have a major problem: the Trojans and the Greeks, two very large groups of
asteroids, which orbit L4 and L5. The presence of these massive asteroid clusters would immediately
jeopardize the safety of the settlement, so placing it at either of those two locations was never an option.
In the end, only Sun-Jupiter L1 stands up to scrutiny by offering numerous advantages without any major
setbacks that cannot be corrected without any major engineering efforts. Because of its well-planned
location, the settlers of Neo will enjoy economic prosperity, true self-sustainability, a secondary power
source, access to virtually unlimited resources, and the opportunity to perform incredible scientific
research.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF TRANSFER TO THE FINAL LOCATION IN JUPITER-SUN L1

In order to reach our final orbit around Jupiter, an elliptical transfer orbit must be followed.
First, a transfer is done to the sphere of influence. The semi-major axis of the transfer orbit lies between
the height of our parking orbit in GEO and the sphere of influence (has the apocentre in the sphere of
influence). Although Earth’s orbit around the Sun does present an inclination, so does Jupiter’s.
Conclusively, an inclination change maneuver yielding an extra burn will not be required.
The modules are accelerated in order to enter the elliptical transfer orbit and when they reach destination,
decelerated, to access their final orbit, around Jupiter. In order to ensure timing, the Earth and Jupiter
must be in opposition now of arrival (Appendix A), with the satellite orbiting the planet.
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Even though the final location doesn’t involve orbiting Jupiter, in order to get to L1, an orbit around the
planet will be completed.
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The transfer could not be completed due to lack of data on the Jupiter-Sun Lagrange points.
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The transfer could not be completed due to lack of data on the Jupiter-Sun Lagrange points.

2

The transfer time could not be completed due to lack of data on the Jupiter-Sun Lagrange points.
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ASTEROID MINING
1. FEASIBILITY

There have been a huge number of proposals and companies starting up in aerospace industry and asteroid
mining and this is just the beginning. Space travel has long been considered, and this year, yet another
group of enthusiasts started what is now called: the second space race.
Should one of the aerospace-oriented star-up companies succeed, others involved will join by either
investing or developing projects of their own.
SpaceX already took over rocketry, Virgin Galactic is a pioneer of commercial space travel, and Planetary
Resources Inc. in the first company to completely focus on asteroid mining. This has been a trend in the
past decade, reducing aerospace exploration and mission costs with SpaceX also dramatically reducing
the cost for providing supplies on the ISS.
There has been an advancing trend in space exploration and that is represented by asteroid mining.
Last year, while attending ISDC lectures we were thrilled listening to countless presentations given by
people whom we cited through our project.
Asteroid mining were our favorite parts of our old settlement, and we were thrilled to follow Mr.
Anderson’s, CEO of Planetary Resources, through the steps of asteroid mining.
Moreover, last year we witnessed the docking of ISS with supply module, accomplished through the aid
of SpaceX, and their rockets, the Falcons.
Since then, much has changed.
A new space race had begun, with the final objective of asteroid mining. A new competitor entered the
scene, Deep Space Industries. We found their initiative deeply inspiring and feel hopeful regarding our
future in the aerospace industry.
With the continuous effort in developing more effective and less expensive mining technology, a
substantial progress will have been made in robotics, aerospace and engineering, and therefore the
technology required when designing and developing much more advanced structures such as mining at an
industrial level, or building complex space settlements will become available.
Conclusively, using asteroid as a material and funding resource, setting the building of Neo in the near
future, is very wise considering the huge progress amounted only in the last two years! We can only
imagine the huge change to be done by the time Neo is built.

2. FINDING AND CHOOSING ASTEROIDS XW

An asteroid of 25 meters diameter is the equivalent of 1.5 million tons of construction material. A number
of about 200,000 NEAs (Near Earth Asteroids) 100 meters in diameter and larger, circle or meet Earth’s
orbit in one point.
Asteroids have two main features we have to consider: they are extremely rich in metal - a planetoid
contains 30 times the amount of metal ever mined from Earth and they have a rocky-ice like texture.
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a. GEO TELESCOPES

As described in Financing, before asteroids are chosen
or mined, they are first followed up, and selected from
a large palette. In order to ensure that, complex
networks of telescopes are first launched.

b. LAUNCHER

The telescopes in GEO will be launched with
Mining telescope
SpaceX’s light-weight launcher Falcon 1e, capable of
lifting up to 1,010 kg to LEO, the payload consisting of the telescopes themselves, endowed with
transmitters, mining devices, dating and sampling components, infrared vision, cameras, sensors,
gyroscopes, star sensors for attitude control and others similar, each weighing a few kilograms.
It is powered up by its single Merlin 1c and uses liquid oxygen as a propellant. The second stage Kestrel
engine burns up to 3,000 kg of propellant. The launcher is restart able and able to burn for up 418 s.

c. ORBITAL MANEUVERS

Orbital maneuvers require potential energy (to get to
LEO from Earth) and kinetic energy to achieve the right
speed and stay in orbit. The telescopes will be launched
from Earth to LEO, the first 300 km being the hardest to
overcome, Earth’s gravitational attraction being
strongest. To get from LEO to GEO an elliptical
transfer orbit will be used. Finally, the velocity
difference for LEO summed up with the velocity
difference for GEO, gives up the total ∆V. Details are
given in Appendix A.

Canvas mining operator

∆V= 682.83 m/s
And the energy required for a telescope with the mass of 10 kg is
EC = 2 331 284.04 J

Astrometrica
One of the most interesting projects in finding asteroids is Astrometrica. This allows students to analyze
data sets and find objects that follow straight trajectories, and may be asteroids. With typical report
examples (TVH0014 C2012 12 07.24305303 03 12.112+14 37 50.27 20.7 R F51).
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3. ASTEROID COMPOSITION

Currently, there are no clear records or patterns in asteroid composition. Most asteroids contain ironnickel, cobalt, platinum and a rocky-icy crust. Their composition, however, may consistently differ.
Type
Lithophile

Siderophile
Chalcophile
Volatile

Description

Usage
M-type and C-type ones:
earth-loving and consists of silicate
various metals, iron, nickel as
rocks, calcium, magnesium, as
well as minerals and carbon.
well as other minerals
Represent 10% of total
asteroidal mass.
iron - loving
made of sulfur
lost in liquid stage, but containing space-made rocket fuel
useful elements for rocket fuel

Composition

Percentage of asteroids

Carbon

75% or more

Silicate

Less than 17%

Metallic

Less than 7%

Dark (basaltic)

Less than 1%

4. ASTEROID LOCATION

Pre-requisites:
− The asteroid must be accessible
− The asteroid must have a low orbital eccentricity (considering e = 0 when the orbit is circular),
with a long, productive mining season
− Low delta-V when reaching the transfer orbit, a delta V lower than 6 km/s, and a return delta-V
lower than 2 km/s (energy consumption is lowered).

a. NEAR EARTH ASTEROIDS (NEO)

1) The Amor asteroids.
Advantages
situated between Earth and Mars
low eccentricity (e)
low inclination (i)
long mining season
undemanding automation

Disadvantages
-
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2) The Apollo “belt”.
Advantages
cross Earth’s orbit

Disadvantages
large eccentricity
not financially helpful (only accessible in special,
rare cases)

3) The Aten asteroids.
Advantages
cross Earth’s orbit
spend most of their orbital time inside it

Disadvantages
high eccentricities
Timed launch window

Examples of feasible asteroids: 3554 Amun, 69230 Hermes, 4660 Nereus, 3200 Phaeton, 2101 Apollo.
Amun has already been theoretically mined by Neo designers, but for funding purposes, not for building
materials.

b. GREAT ASTEROID BELT

Type
Carbonaceous
Silicate-rich
Metal-rich

Basaltic asteroids

Characteristics
High-carbon
Silicates and some metal (make up 17%)
Metal rich
Make up 10% (egg.: 22 Kalliope)
Very rare, contain basalt, and useful olivine (1459
Magnya, 7472 Kumakiri )

Fortunately, the asteroid belt is rather empty, making collisions very close to impossible. This is highly
advantageous in the terms of space flight and transport between Neo and Earth, and is safe from a mining
point of view. Through orbita determination (like the work done in Astrometrica) we should be able to
aim at certain asteroids in order to mine them.
Orbital eccentricities vary greatly, the average being less than e = 0.4.
As described before, the lower the eccentricity, the better. Moreover, the maximum inclination reached is
below 30 degrees. What is even better, ideal actually from an orbital transfer point of view, is the high
density of asteroids at eccentricities of 0.07 and inclinations of 4 degrees.
It has been proved above that collisions between a miner and an asteroid is very unlikely to occur.
Collisions between two large asteroids have also been analyzed, and the following conclusion has been
found: “Collisions between main-belt bodies with a mean radius of 10 km are expected to occur about
once every 10 million years” - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asteroid_belt.
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Kirkwood gaps
Should the orbital period of an asteroid represent an integer fraction of the orbital period of Jupiter,
resonance occurs. In the cases of the absence of resonance, gaps occur: 3:1, 5:2, 7:3, and the area being
swept clean by the planet’s gravitational attraction. Asteroid will not be looked for in such zones.

c. TROJANS

Jupiter Trojan asteroids are asteroid that orbit L4 and L5 Lagrangian points. These are situated at angles
of 60 degrees of the Sun with respect to Jupiter. The position of L4 and L5 regarding Neo’s location in
Jupiter-Sun L1 is highly disadvantageous and at a great distance.

Composition
Carbon
Silicate
Metallic
Basaltic

5. MINING

Mining in a low-g environment may raise a few difficulties. Conclusively, asteroids that rotate must be
either stopped (if the angular velocity vector is too large) or mined taking advantage of the rotating
motion. Stopping the asteroid’s rotation is generally done by throwing the nickel – iron - cobalt alloy in a
direction opposing the rotation of the asteroid.
Magnetic landing is the best option in the case of magnetic (M-type) asteroids, composed primarily of
metal, revealing ferromagnetism. Attachment will be done using magnetic terminations of the robot, since
claw-structures will be highly inefficient against metal.
Taking the asteroid mined in the Financing chapter, Amun 3554, as an example, the gravitational
attraction equals to
F= 0.000683008 N/kg
which considering the mass 1.6×1013 and the diameter of 2.5 km, is quite feasible.
Therefore, Fel ≫ Fg because the gravitational attraction is so small, a robot would be literally thrown off.

Since natural, permanent materials with ferromagnetic properties would not be strong enough,
electromagnets will be used. As seen in Appendix A.
Considering the small dimensions of an asteroid, landing is not a problem and may be considered semipermanent attachment, springs or thrusters leading the mining module off when the mission is completed.
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The process of separating rock and dust from metal will be completed as described below. Asteroids are
rich in nickel - iron metal granules. In order to separate the precious alloy from dirt and complementary
asteroid components the mining equipment will use magnetic separation, and is thoroughly described in
the Processing subsection of Mining.
The metal will be mined by using a strong magnet and some grinders to separate rock from metal
granules, since most of the precious, needed material is located at the asteroid’s core.
The process will be unfurled in space. In order to prevent surroundings being polluted with dirt, a huge
canvas will create a tent - like bag in which the rocky remains would be stored. The rotation speed will
constantly slow down by throwing the nickel – iron - cobalt alloy in a direction opposing the rotation of
the asteroid.

a. THE CANOPY METHOD

Strip mining involves dusting up the asteroid with precious metal ores being thrown up in the perimeter of
the canvas. Small thrusters at the canvas hold-up proceed to rotate the small asteroid, also centrifugally
sending the ores to the module (centrifugal push of the force).
This would be both efficient in terms of loosed ores and environmentally protective, especially for Near
Earth Asteroids. If the canopy mining proves to be inefficient, then tunneling through the asteroid with
robotic arms attached at the far end would be a good alternative.

b. MINING SEASON

Because Amun has a small eccentricity (e = 0.28), the mining season is long and large amounts of
materials are mined and processed before being sent to Earth.

6. PROCESSING

Processing is done differently depending on the material, being far better to complete this step in space
rather than on Earth, as the absence of gravity indulges work with large, massive structures, as well as
with high temperatures.

a. MICRO-G

Advantages
Artificial gravity, if needed, can be easily made
Handling of large, heavy components
No convection currents in molten material
Purer separation processes
Mixing of materials which would separate on Earth
due to gravity
Perfect crystallization processes
Alloys are crystals easily producible in micro-g
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Disadvantages
Some manufacturing may require gravity
Liquid maneuvering is complicated
-

b. VACUUM

Advantages
No air contaminants
Allows industrial processes which are difficult due
to air interference
If air is desired, pressurization is always an option.

c. HIGH TEMPERATURE SOLAR OVENS

Advantages
More feasible in space
Zero-gravity advantageous, lightweight structures
Thermal energy is cheap and clean in space
Experiments have been conducted by MDSSC 1 ,
ALCOA 2, and the SSI 3 in the 1990’s.

Disadvantages
Pressurization requires oxygen mining of the Moon
-

Disadvantages
-

d. SOLAR PANELS

Advantages
Disadvantages
More feasible in space
Space debris issue; Protection must be ensured
Abundant and cheap
Atmosphere factors are not interfering (clouds, weather)
Small degradation factors
Laboratory efficiency high and growing
Advantages
Cooling in easiest in space
Cooling is free in space
Building a radiator from asteroid material in space
is easier than launching it from Earth, as long as the
design suits the purpose

Disadvantages
Infrared rejection is the only way to reject heat
Large radiators are needed
Some applications need immediate heat rejection,
while others need linear, slow cooling

Ovens, metal casting molds and other industrial refractory needs can be easily satisfied through the usage
of CaO, SiO2 , MgO, Al2 O3 , TiO2 , etc.
Most of these can be directly obtained through the usage of lunar materials, which prove to have heat
resistance, resistance to oxidation, corrosion and abrasion. Ceramics prove resistant to compression but
show a low-tension resistance, tensile strength and Young’s modulus.

1

McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company
Aluminum Company of America
3
Space Studies Institute
2
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1) Magnetic separation
Mining is done with the use of magnets
and so is the metal processing. The
obtained metal is run through a grinder,
then a roller and finally released at full
speed towards a magnet, which may also
help flatten it into a bag. The drums and
magnets used will be electromagnets,
able to generate a magnetic field because
of electrical current.4
(picture:
http://www.permanent.com/spaceindustry-magnetic-beneficiation.html).
(According
to
Solaris
and
P.E.R.M.A.N.E.N.T.)

2) Water and Ice

Metallic processing (Source:
http://www.permanent.com/space-industry-magneticbeneficiation.html)

At 260 K, water is merely ice. Melting is done through solar ovens, high temperatures being easier to
achieve in space than on Earth, in the absence of gravity and any kind of meteorological conditions.
Another option would be boiling off unwanted materials through solar oven distillation.
Finally, the water is split up through electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen, used for propellants.
Since rockets depend on a controlled explosion, it is clear that they are highly dangerous. Therefore, the
safest method is carrying hydrogen and oxygen in different tanks, instead of mixing them up and risk the
rocket destruction. The final products obtained from asteroid mining will therefore by pumped into the
transporters, each having two different tanks.
3) Silicates, Volatiles and Minerals
Silicates are turned into glasses, ceramics, or fiber glasses after being passed through a thermal oven.
They are also used to create astercrete, a compound resembling dirt, for plant growth on a potential base.
Volatiles are cooked out in solar ovens. After being melted down, again by solar ovens, electrodes are put
in and high voltage is passed through the composition. The metals go the negative end, the cathode, while
4

http://www.aamag.com/hvydrm.htm
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the minerals go to the positive end, the anode. As melting requires high-energy amount, this process will
be done only if found enough feasible.
4)”Lunarcrete”, “astercrete”, fiberglass and ceramic
Uses: fiberglass, concrete (“astercrete”, “lunarcrete”), ceramic in optic fibers, walls, floors, electrical
insulators, structural beams, etc. Heat resistant materials are required for the solar ovens, such as titanium,
alumina, magnesia, etc.
Another advantage of lunar and asteroidal processing is the creation of hydrogen free glass, optically

Glass processing (Source: http://www.permanent.com/space-industry-glasses.html)

superior to Earth manufactured glass. Natural glass is also more common on the Moon than on Earth, and
the lack of water makes it naturally superior, thanks to its “anhydrous”.
5) Sintering
Another processing method is sintering. Sintering is used to transform bulk basaltic (or mineral) material
from powder into a porous structure. This is done by first melting (in order to ensure bonding) to a
porous, shrinked structure.
Vacuum is of great aid to this process. The material has a rather low density, is shaped fairly-easily and
can hold small loads in compression. It also provides good thermal insulation and cannot take much stress
in tension. Basaltic material can also be thoroughly melted and turned into a glass-ceramic with a high
resistance to abrasion, chemical influences and shock resistance. Toughness is aided by fiber
reinforcements, realized in the transformation process. Moreover, as previously discussed, the glass
produced on Earth is heavily contaminated by water present in the atmosphere, which makes the material
brittle, weak and prone to cracks. Anhydrous glass is optically superior to Earth glass.
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7. MATERIAL SEPARATION
a. MINERALS

ELECTROLYSIS

To
achieve
minerals
electrolysis, minerals must be
first melted, electrodes thrown
in, and a strong tension
applied. Metals will proceed to
the
negative
electrode
(cathode) and oxygen to the
anode. This leads to the
creation of metal oxides, as
long as electrode voltages,
currents and temperatures are
firmly analyzed and decided
upon according to metal
Extensive mining module
specifications.
Considering the effects of vacuum on vapor pressure of metals at various temperatures, metals will be
liberated at the cathode in solid form, liquid and vaporous form. For example, aluminum, calcium,
sodium or potassium would be in vaporous form. Iron and silicon may be liquid or solid depending on
temperature, while titanium would deposit on the cathode in solid form. The separation is done through
vacuum distillation.
Smelting is a procedure through which metal is separated from silicon and oxygen. Distillation implies
burning off materials using container less processing in micro gravity or in a refractory container. In these
situations, the material batch is suspended in a giant solar oven and heated slowly until eventually
reaching extremely high temperatures. Since different materials liquefy and boil at very different
temperatures, some at extreme opposites, after one-element boils off the temperature may be raised for
the next material to be liquefied.

b. CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Amorphous silica fibers discussed above represent a great alternative to heat shields, as both do alumina
( AlO3 ) and anorthite (Ca Al2 Si2 O8 ). Since most of the material obtained from asteroid mining is
consumed, disposal is solely represented by solar oven heating, casting into suitable thermal radiation
shielding shapes (used in habitats) or, if not useful, collected, weld together and launched in space as
man-produced asteroids.
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c. CUTTING AND WELDING

Cutting is done through the aid of an electron or particle beam, and so is trimming and drilling. Wire and
metallic sheets can also be produced in this manner. Conventional cutting tools use a fluid to keep the tool
cold and some kind of heat dissipation must be ensured in our case, as well. Welding is done with an
electron beam, the focus being spot welding. Another vital part in welding are lasers (Michio Kaku’s
“Physics of the impossible”).

d. PERMANENT ATOMIZED MINING BASES

Asteroid bases are depicted all through the project. Still, most of them are found, as well as their
descriptions are found in the Bases subchapter. Although all the mining and processing is done on-site, in
the eventuality of large-asteroid mining, semi-permanent mining bases may be installed.
Moreover, large asteroids, with their own gravitational attraction force, may be used for future interior
asteroid bases.

8. TRANSPORT OF GOODS

The hydrogen found at the asteroid’s surface will be used as transportation fuel after combining it with
carbon and resulting in methane.
C + 2H₂  CH₄
However, methane requires oxygen in order to burn and that leads us to:
CH₄ + 2O₂  CO₂ + 2H₂O
The chemical rockets (each one, used for either launching or transportation) will realize the fuel burn
(chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidizer) by combining liquid propellants initially stored
separately. Chemical rockets are made of internal combustion heat engines. Thrust is produced because of
the exhaust gases.

a. LAUNCHERS

The launchers that should transfer the mined load from the asteroid to the settlement are designed
accordingly to the Falcon family, but not as powerful. Considering the low gravitational attraction exerted
by most asteroids (leg-power is sufficient for departure), the only restrictions imposed on rockets are
sustainability and capacity of transporting large loads.
As in the Falcon family, the rockets will be multiple - staged, running on liquid oxygen combined, most
certainly with atomized aluminum powder (easy to mine from most space zones). The Falcon family
rockets also exhibit reusability properties, also found in the Neo – rockets.
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b. CHEMICAL ROCKETS

Since the exhaust gas velocity is faster in liquid propellants, the thruster can be controlled, the engine may
be shut down during flight, the specific impulse is almost double in liquid propellants and, these will be
used to launch the module.
T=m

dW
dt

dM

= - w dt = w×m

5,

the thrust may be obtained according to the formula above.
Another avail regarding liquid propellants is the fact that when burning hydrogen and oxygen (reaching
temperatures over 3,000 K) water is obtained.

c. SOLAR POWER

Most of the power will be obtained through conversion of rays of sunshine sun - rays to energy. This is
done through solar panels placed on the module. Power management and distribution endows all the
subsystems and electric equipment on board with the right voltage, though a hybrid system.
Solar panels generally suffer degradation in time. This is because of micrometeorites, space debris, and
mainly space weather. Solar panels on the modules will aim to having a degradation level similar to the
ones used on the ISS.

9. AMUN MINING MODULE

Amun 3554 is one of the rather small asteroids found in 1986. Therefore, not much is known of its
structure (orbital elements have all been measured). Amun Adjacent Module is perfect for obtaining,
processing and transferring data back to Earth, while the mining module is especially designed to obtain
and process valuable metal from Amun (valuable indeed, since on Amun reside 100,000 tones platinum
and 10,000 of gold) - Amun Mining Module, Odysseus Pan-European Contest.

Zone

Diameter

Height

Length

Width

Tesla 17

6m

0.5m

-

-

Adjacent Module

3m

1m

-

-

Mining Module

-

10m

-

2m

Small Thrusters

0.5m

0.5m

-

-

5

Although the derivations and formulae required can be found in Appendix A, the final parameters, such as thrust
and burn time could not be computed because of the lack of specifications. As in the case of the chemical rockets,
the specifications are not available and parameters could not be found.
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Large Thrusters

2m

2m

-

-

Antenna
Landers

1m
-

1m
2m

4m

1m

The main body, “S. Carpenter” Module is designed to resemble Aurora 7, the mission piloted by astronaut

3554 Amun Mining Module

Scott Carpenter. It is of such nature that the main mission body has been thoroughly analyzed in order to
take the mission’s main control and be used as the main transmitter. The adjacent module, from now on
referred to as the Grace Hopper Module serves as a data finding module, and measures temperature, crater
depth, picks up samples, as other as takes photographs and analyses material structure. The mining
module is the main part of the mission, and serves as a complete mining facility. The mining module
named Tesla 17 after the scientist, inventor and engineer Nikola Tesla, as it uses AC and magnetism
principles when mining. 6

6

Amun Mining Module, Odysseus Pan-European Contest
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10.

LUNAR MINING

a. INTRODUCTION

The low gravity and complete lack of atmosphere, along with the regolith characteristics, make the Moon
a unique mining site.
Advantages
Disadvantages
Economically attractive
Not enough metal
Low gravity
Extreme temperatures
Lack of gravity
Rubbing friction in vacuum
24/7 sun at the poles
Rich in silicates
Rich in oxygen
Given the minimum opposition raised by the gravitational attraction, an electric slingshot, already
designed and named ”Mass Driver”, would suffice the launch of materials in a circular orbit around the
Moon.
Fiberglass containers of lunar materials orbit to a “Mass Catcher”, since bags would have slowed down,
and lost their initial velocity when trying to escape the Moon’s gravitational attraction field. The final
speed is close to zero by the time they reach the catcher. The fiberglass containers encasing minerals will
be manufactured in the semi-permanent base on the Moon, from lunar materials. The “Mass Catcher” is a
large module, meant to receive any material payloads
launched from the mining site.
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GEO telescope

“Mass Driver” should be built in the semi-permanent base, use fuel made of oxygen (abundant in the
Moon’s regolith) and atomized aluminum powder (same as fuel used in SpaceShipTwo thrusters).
Taking advantage of the Sun, solar ovens should be built on the Moon to process silicates and volatiles.
The solar oven processing method is described in asteroid processing, earlier in the chapter. It will be
powered by solar arrays. An overview on the Moon’s resources would include the mention of silicate dirt,
abundant in oxide metals, silicon, and free iron granules. Large metal ores are completely absent and the
existing iron granules are due to asteroid impacts. These impacts are also the reason of the Moon’s dusty
appearance in the first few meters with much denser, hard to mine, geological layers below.
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Oxygen is a major component on the Moon and can be cooked out of the dirt. The other volatile materials
are of questionable quantity, density and supply. Ice (and therefore water) can be found at the cold lunar
poles, as LCROSS 7 has been known to prove. The easiest extractable, volatile, non-metallic materials
from the lunar surface include fiberglass, glass-ceramic composts, and oxygen. The glass ceramic
composts are naturally present, considering the high-temperature existing in asteroid impacts, as well as
the sand conversion to glass.
Oxygen, accounted to make up 40% of the Moon’s soil, represents 86% of Oxygen Hydrogen rocket
fuels. Hydrogen’s 14% can be easily replaced with atomized metallic powder, in this case, aluminum
being the most suitable, cheapest, and efficient option. Having the dusty top layer structure, the Moon’s
property of being geologically dead, atmosphere free, and knowing the Collision-Condensation theory8,
it is obvious that superficial mining is trivial when regarding Earth’s natural satellite. Conclusively,
superficial lunar mining is handled by simple cable-reel systems.
Element

Lunar
Highland

Lunar
Lowland

Issues

Applications

Oxygen

446,000

417,000

-

Fuel propellant, life
support

Silicon

210,000

212,000

-

Glasses, ceramics,
etc. Solar cells.

Aluminum

133,000

69,700

Highlands rich

Electrical conductor,
structures, mirrors

Iron

48,700

132,000

Lowlands rich

Structural steel

Calcium

106,800

78,800

Highlands rich

Ceramics, electrical
conductor

Sodium

3,100

2,900

adequate?

Chemical processing

Potassium

800

1,100

adequate?

Chemical processing
Source: www.permanent.com

The appurtenance to either a highland or a lowland zone gives the main difference in material typedensity. Silicate minerals, silicon, oxygen bonded to metal, all float to the surface, and so did calcium
silicates. This formed a so-called anorthositic layer. After continuous asteroid impact, highlands of
consecutive such layers formed. In high altitude zones, overlapping layers of materials, originating from
craters, made of anorthositic Aluminum material exist, while in lowlands, Aluminum and Calcium is
found in small quantities, as opposed to Iron, Magnesium and Titanium.
7
8

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/LCROSS/main/index.html
Introductory Astronomy and Astrophysics, Michael Zeilik Stephen Gregory, fourth edition
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Aluminum
Atomized aluminum powder is a very good propellant and aluminum mirrors are great reflectors. Raw
anorthite is good for making fiberglass. If hydrogen used in chemical rockets is not found, substitutions as
aluminum powder are available.
Calcium is not used as a conductor on Earth because it burns spontaneously in contact with oxygen, but in
vacuum, there is no such problem.
Grains on the Moon average 53% TiO2 , 44% FeO, 2 % MgO and 1% various impurities 9.
Aluminum
Advantages
Good electrical conductor

Disadvantages
Expands and contracts with temperature more than
most metals
Lightweight structural material
Aluminum mirrors-good for reflectors
Atomized Aluminum powder good fuel when burned with Oxygen (good become primary fuel on
the Moon)
High concentrations in anorthite
Fourth most abundant
Easily shaped and modeled
Calcium
Advantages
Disadvantages
Side-product of Aluminum extraction from Not strong
anorthite
Pure calcium metal, excellent electrical conductor
Coating calcium zones is necessary, as calcium is
being naturally deposited, and may cover mirrors.
Vacuum, calcium doesn’t burn (doesn’t come in contact with Oxygen)
Easily shaped and modeled, machined etc.
Lightweight (half-density of Aluminum)
Titanium
Advantages
Disadvantages
High-strength
Extracted from ilemenite, which may yield (through processing) to hydrogen (rare on the
Moon)

9

www.permanent.com
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Iron
Advantages
Extracted from ilemenite, along with titanium
Some
free
iron
metal
(1%)
Standard mining technique, powder metallurgy
(advantageous as opposed to Earth, since the metal
is already powdered)
Easily extracted magnetically, after grinding

Disadvantages
-

-

Having all these different, yet necessary resources, different processing methods will be used.
Aluminum oxygen and silicon will be converted to silicates and processed by heat, chemically or through
electric current generation and usage. Highland anorthite, CaAl2 Si2 O8 is smelted, finalizing in deposits of
Aluminium, silicates and oxygen.
Oxygen is so abundant because it bonds with everything, therefore raising oxide metals to the surface.
Metals that do not bond to Oxygen (like gold) sink. Since in-depth lunar layers are settled down, highvibrations, small explosions or simulated earthquakes, will help mine precious resources. This however
must be used wisely, without damaging the Moon.
Another challenge faced when lunar mining, is the raise of friction, from a 1.5, as much as 60 times.
Therefore, materials with low friction indices will be used for the drills directly involved in the mining
process. Shielding from the extreme temperatures must also be ensured, protecting the mining module.
Besides the typical Mylar, Dacron and Kapton insulation, a canopy will protect the module (since its
dimensions are very big, and multiple such mining modules exist).

11.

LUNAR BASES

A brief introduction to Neo’s lunar bases is given here, the content being further found in the Bases
chapter.

a. SEMI-PERMANENT BASE: INHABITED

A semi-permanent mining base will also make things easier and cheaper when regarding lunar mining,
and especially manufacturing. The semi-permanent lunar base is raised 2 meters above level, since heat
transfer must be prevented. It is endowed with inhabitance space to accommodate three humans (in one
base), with equipment similar to the one on ISS. The base’s main purpose is research, as well as
attempting to grow plants in enriched lunar regolith.

b. SEMI-PERMANENT BASES MINING

Since it is illegal to build bases on the Moon, Neo will only have a semi-permanent base, used for mining.
The bases are endowed with complex processing centers like those that the ones described all through the
chapter above. Moreover, research regarding lunar geology and potential for plant growth represent some
of the inhabiting astronauts’ main purposes.
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12.

MINING ON NEO

13.

ATMOSPHERIC MINING

One of Neo’s main purposes is asteroid mining, as well as progressing in this domain.
Considering the current rate of evolution for such businesses, it is expected that by the time of Neo’s
construction, technology will be advanced enough for complex mining procedures. Therefore, having the
Trojans near Jupiter (although far off, research missions may encounter them) and the asteroid belt in
proximity, asteroids are all around Neo. Thus, such a valuable resource cannot be ignored. When
transferring from the GEO construction orbit to the final location in Jupiter Sun L1, we should pass just
above the asteroid belt. This inclined transfer orbit is done such to avoid any potential collisions.
Still, any adjacent ship to Neo may collect smaller or larger asteroids, and, when the final location is
reached, attach them to the settlement. The miner ensures mining of metals, glasses, fiberglasses,
volatiles, as well as any potential materials. Given the energy ration (input to output), even with the
expensive transfer, asteroid mining near the settlement is highly feasible.
Still, only peculiar, strange and interesting looking asteroids are brought to Neo for mining, after they are
partially hollowed inside, in order to lower
density and ensure no attractive forces occur
between the two. Hollowing also serves the
attempt of building an “inside asteroid base”
mining being done mechanically by hollowing
the asteroid out, instead of destroying it through
the canvas method, or magnetic manners.
Such an asteroid base would be ideal and serve
many purposes. Moreover, besides being
naturally shielded from radiation by the thick
metal layer and regolith, an asteroid base can be
rendered safe and permanently inhabited, should
the asteroid be large enough to exert its own
gravity. This will not be case for the asteroid
Mining an asteroid
linked to Neo, of course, but the research and
experimenting done on small asteroids can be applied to larger ones.
As stated before, mining is purely mechanical in order to not destroy the asteroid, and serves two
purposes. Metal is “scratched” off the surface, and then attracted with weaker magnets to a central
centrifugal separation hub. All volatiles are separated and processed here, the rest, representing the metal
being magnetically accelerated to a central zone, in order to be alloyed, processed and packed. 10
Volatiles are centrifugally separated in the three tori linked to the Neo Mining Module.

While Neo does many things, one of its primary functions is to serve as a major mining outpost.
However, unlike most mining operations, the miners of Neo will not only be looking for metals. Neo will
perform the first ever-mining operation of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere.
10

As described http://www.permanent.com/space-industry-magnetic-beneficiation.html
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There is a very real need for mined gases in space.
Neo is powered not only by fission reactors but also
by nuclear fusion reactors as well (see “Energy” for
more details). The nuclear fusion reactors are
powered by helium-3 rather than the far more
abundant, standard helium-4. Fusion energy has
many benefits: there are no harmful by-products of
the reaction, and the reaction is extremely efficient.
There is one major problem though: getting the fuel
it requires.
This is a trickier issue than dealing with asteroids
Telescope
simply because of the difference in environment.
Being a gas giant, Jupiter obviously has no surface
for a mining operation to be supported upon, and atmospheric wind speeds can soar to hundreds of
kilometers per hour. Also, the helium-3 itself needs to be separated from the ubiquitous hydrogen and
helium, which is of less interest.
To solve these problems, Neo engineers will launch a series of large mining ships designed specifically
for the task.
Completely autonomous, these platforms will use ion drives to fly towards Jupiter until they finally begin
to approach the atmosphere, at which point atmospheric drag will slow the ships down to a moderately
lower but still very high speed. These ships will be ramjets that use liquid air cycle engines to produce
thrust and sustain their high speeds despite atmospheric drag and the natural tendency of any large metal
body to fall straight down in a much less dense atmospheric environment.
As the aircraft ploughs through the atmosphere, Jovian air will be forced into an intake valve in which a
liquid hydrogen heat exchanger is used to cool down the air to the point at which the oxygen becomes
liquefied. In a separate gas valve, intake ramps are used to help compress incoming Jovian air by
producing strong shock waves. The air from these two valves meets at the end of the exhaust pipe where
the new fuel mixture is ignited, granting incredibly
thrust capabilities to the aircraft.
Along with the two-ramjet intake valves, a third and
much larger valve will exist which takes in Jovian
air and processes it for the several part-per-million
level of atmospheric helium-3. As the air is refined
and the helium-3 is mined, the gaseous waste
products are diverted via a special nozzle into the
ignition stream, contributing to the ship’s overall
steam, increasing the efficiency of the craft. Once
the helium-3 has been isolated, liquefiers are used to
cool the helium-3 to the point at which it condenses
Data collector
into a liquid and is preserved within large metal fuel
canisters. At this point, the fuel is now ready for transport. While the mining ships will be autonomous,
there will be other people involved in the operation as well. The base being operated on Callisto will send
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a team of two engineers once every few weeks to fly in spacecraft to Jupiter’s upper atmosphere, catch up
with the high-speed ramjets, and dock with them so that fuel transfer is enabled.
The cargo ship would obviously have to be very well shielded in order to protect the two-man crews from
exposure to Jupiter’s intense magnetic field and fatal radiation doses. The cannisters could be returned to
the Callisto base, where shippers from Neo could pick up liquefied helium-3 after depositing its own
materials for the inhabitants of Odin. By producing an efficient transport chain, it can be guaranteed that
levels of helium-3 required for fusion onboard the settlement are always met, with extra fuel sometimes
produced that can be used.

GEO telescope
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CONSTRUCTION

When built, Neo will likely be the largest and most complex feat of construction ever attempted in human
history. The sheer scale of the structure coupled with the intricacies of the interior design as well as
moving it into its final orbit will surely be an onerous task. However, with proper strategizing and
efficiency, the entire operation will also go very smoothly.
Neo will be constructed modularly with different sections being completed in Earth orbit while final
assembly will take place in solar orbit at Sun-Jupiter L1.
The very first stage of construction involves amassing all of the resources required.
There will be three major sources of materials: near-Earth asteroids, the Moon, and the Earth.
At this point, a mining operation has already been taking place on near-Earth asteroids (see “Financing”
for more details). This operation will gather metals, which will be critical for constructing the body of the
settlement. As mining platforms operate on near-Earth asteroids, cargo ships will make regular visits in
which small crews will use robotic assistance to transfer raw materials into the onboard cargo bay.
The Moon will be an extremely important resource for the builders of Neo due to its proximity to the
Earth, as well as its abundance of useful materials. The Moon has a good deal of aluminum and iron for
construction and oxygen for generation of an artificial atmosphere. Lunar regolith can be used to provide
shielding against cosmic rays and the mining of helium-3 can serve as an initial source of fuel for the
nuclear fusion power generators.
The composition of lunar soil is presented below:
Element
Oxygen
Silicon
Iron
Calcium
Aluminum
Magnesium
Other

Abundance
42%
21%
13%
8%
7%
6%
3%
Source: The High Frontier by Gerard K. O’Neill

If the Moon is to be used to obtain all of these materials, mining and transportation facilities must be
established. Three bases will be built in total, with two approximately fifty kilometers apart and the third
one directly in between them.
The two outer bases, Lunar Bases 1 and 2 will be manned by five engineers and will be responsible for
the bulk of mining.
Lunar Base 1 will focus primarily on aluminum, silicon, iron, and oxygen, with ample processing
facilities for the refinement of all aforementioned substances. Large mining robots will scoop up
enormous amounts of lunar soil that will be loaded into vats designated for each element of interest. Both
chemical and physical processing stages will isolate each element into a crude form, which can be sent to
the builders of the settlement. The slag left behind from these processing stages will be collected
separately for use as shielding material aboard the settlement and other associated structures. This will
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ensure that the entire operation will be extremely efficient, with all material mined from the Moon being
used for something.
Lunar Base 2 will have a primary focus on helium-3 and other trace elements, which are far more difficult
to extract, so large swaths of land must be devoted to the task.
Both facilities will only require five engineers each because they will be completely automated, with the
engineers acting as overseers prepared to give orders and make any necessary repairs to faulty equipment.
Both bases will be powered by large solar arrays, as solar power is the most easily accessible source of
electricity on the Moon.
Lunar Base 3, which will be in-between the two mining and processing bases, will be a transportation
base run only by two engineers. This base will contain a large electromagnetic rail gun approximately half
a kilometer long that will launch all materials at speeds of approximately 3 kilometers per second (the
escape velocity of the Moon is 2.4 kilometers per second). Consisting of a series of electromagnets, the
rail gun will pass increasing amounts of current through the electromagnets as they go further down the
launcher. The projectiles will consist of thick, magnetic crates of iron filled with the material to be
shipped. When the electromagnets become charged, they will exert a magnetic field upon the magnetic
crate, accelerating it until the crate is within the domain of the next electromagnet.
As the electromagnets are progressively activated in series, more and more force will be applied to the
crate, causing it to accelerate. This entire track of electromagnets will have a relatively small slope of
elevation, which will sharply increase towards the end, launching the crate at a steep angle at a speed of 3
kilometers per second into space. As the Moon has no atmosphere, there will be no atmospheric drag to
interfere with the crates, which makes the problem of operating the rail gun a trivial one. Driverless
transport vehicles will constantly make trips between the mining bases and the shipping base in order to
get the materials out to the builders of the settlement itself. The two engineers present at Lunar Base 2
will use direct the flow of traffic at the base and will organize the collection and shipping of lunar
materials. They are also fully prepared to repair the rail gun in the event of damage or a malfunction,
which would set back the entire project if not accounted for because the mining facilities would have to
slow down as well.
This process will continue for the 7 years required for module construction within Earth’s orbit. Like
Lunar Bases 1 and 2, Lunar Base 3 will also have a large solar panel array dedicated to generating the
electricity required to operate the electromagnetic rail gun. However, here the problem is not only finding
power but also finding a way to store and discharge it. Batteries take a long time to store power and
release it; this is usually fine for electronics, but it will present problems for the operation of a device like
the rail gun, which draws an incredible amount of power in a matter of seconds. Therefore, large carbonaerogel ultra capacitors will be kept within the housing of the main base to store electricity. This power
supply will be kept separate from the batteries used to maintain the small base itself so that a malfunction
in the rail gun will not kill the power for the humans residing within the base.
Alongside the implementation of both asteroidal and lunar mining to procure materials, many things can
only, come from the Earth. From building materials like transparent yet tough corundum from utilities
such as electronics and amenities such as beds, these objects need to be transported up from Earth’s
surface. Massive bulk orders will be placed for all of the required objects from their respective
companies, and the items will be collected at a shipping center in order to prepare for transfer. Powerful
scramjets with chemical boosters will be used to carry the cargo up to low-Earth orbit. From there,
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transport spacecraft with high specific thrust and delta-v will take materials and objects from low-Earth
orbit and will transfer them up to the construction process taking place in space, which is described next.
The construction site of the settlement itself will be Earth-Moon L4. This was decided for many reasons.
Firstly, and most obviously, L4 is a Lagrangian point, so its position within a rotating reference frame
constituted by the Earth and the Moon will be stationary. L4 lies in the Moon’s orbit around the Earth but
is always trailing, and together the Earth, Moon, and construction site will constitute an approximation of
an equilateral triangle. L4 is more stable than other Lagrangian points that lie on the axis connecting the
two major bodies of interest. While this is by no means a problem for large, single structures, the presence
of a pseudo-stable point of construction would be advantageous. With literally hundreds of small parts
and modules and shipments coming in at all times in many different pieces, a stable Lagrangian point
would definitely be favorable.
At a pseudo stable point, a hard nudge of a structural support or something might influence it to lean
either towards the Earth or towards the Moon. At this point, the gravitational strength of the body would
overcome the attraction of the body to the Lagrangian point. Lagrangian points L4 and L5 do not exhibit
this though, and any application of force within a reasonably high limit would not matter as the object
would naturally return to L4 and oscillate. This point of stability is critical considering how the materials
from the Moon are being transported, because we essentially have an oversized gun launching heavy
crates at extremely high speeds. As deceleration mechanisms kick in, any small error would result in a
catastrophe. The crates would zoom right past L1 and enter the Earth’s atmosphere, burning up and
possibly even affecting the surface. This is not tolerable and will not be an option, so it will be safer if the
construction site was at L4. In addition, constructing the station in orbit above the Earth will not be
feasible either. The operation would require a large amount of space, and as space junk continues to
accumulate at an ever increasing rate above the Earth, the probability of an impact with increase as the
operation progressed. For safety reasons, Earth-Moon L4 is preferable, even if cargo from the Earth is
forced to travel a farther distance.
The construction site at L4 will consist of several different main components. First, there will be a simple
housing structure erected for the engineers supervising the task. Once again, it is far more efficient to
leave the majority of the work to robots, whose precision will be critical in the environment of
microgravity, for humans will not be nearly as adept. Therefore, only fifty engineers will be needed for
this job as they supervise the grand construction efforts and take manual control of robotic vehicles in the
event that a specific task needs to be performed which a robot has not been trained to perform yet. The
housing structure itself will be an inflatable habitat with adequate living facilities for all workers and
some entertainment in the form of relayed television and Internet signals.
Close to the housing facilities, there will be a scaffolding structure in which the actual construction of the
modules will take place. The purpose of this structure is to help organize the construction and provide
anchors upon which the robots and humans can build together. Some of the primary construction
techniques used will include microgravity casting and metallic vapor deposition (described later), both of
which will require structures upon which to work off. In addition, building the sections in open space
would be slightly unsafe for the human construction workers; having a scaffolding system that they can
tether to would ensure that they were secure while they worked on the structures they were constructing.
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Approximately five kilometers away from the housing structure and the scaffolding will be an
electromagnetic deceleration corridor. Serving as the complement of the rail gun on the Moon, this orbital
corridor will take the high speed cargo launched by the Moon bases and slow it down from three
kilometers per second to near-rest. To do this, an array of electromagnets will be wrapped into a
cylindrical formation with a very wide radius. The iron crates will be equipped with small reaction
thrusters in communication with a computer system linked to the corridor. This system can produce small
changes in the trajectory of the crates, allowing them to fly through the corridor. The collective magnetic
field of the corridor magnets will exert a strong force on the crate, causing it to decelerate. When the crate
is nearly at rest, the electromagnets will turn off to prevent the force from accelerating the crate in the
opposite direction. Now, robots will use magnetic clamps to secure the crates and transport them to the
main construction site. The deceleration corridor will be placed five kilometers away from the rest of the
construction site in order to ensure that the other structures are safe from the risk of stray high-speed
cargo. The crates are still armed with reaction thrusters that can get them out of the way should they pass
too close, but its best to take every possible precaution.
Finally, back near the scaffolding will be an automated casting and deposition facility. Here, the rough,
amorphous shipments of metal from the Moon and from asteroid mining will be melted down into liquid
metal. For large pieces of metal with simple design and little variation, a simple three-dimensional casting
procedure can take place. The liquid metal can be forced into a desired shape and then quickly cooled
down so that it holds the shape and can be integrated into the design over at the scaffolding. For more
delicate jobs or pieces that need more specific details, the liquid metal can be heated even more until a
metallic vapor is produced, which will be kept in high pressure storage chambers. The robots can then
spray the metallic vapor directly onto a substrate or onto another preexisting piece of metal, and a coolant
can quickly be applied so that the vapor condenses onto the surface and hardens into solid metal. This
allows for extremely high precision control when putting together the building blocks of the settlement.
The sections of Neo will be constructed in the presented order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Central rings (3)
Non-rotating central cylinder
Rotating central cylinder
Habitation ring support intermediary modules (36)
Habitation ring supports (12)
Habitation ring sections (6)
Major support structure sections (6)
Major support structure intermediary modules (6)
Microgravity arms (3)

It is important to note that many of the sections are completed in a number of parts rather than as one
large unit. Neo has a fairly complex structure with many parts in close proximity and interweaving to
create the grand whole, with both rotating and non-rotating sections.
It would be very difficult to take all of these parts and try to assemble them together unless they were
segmented. Building the components in smaller sections will make it easier to connect them all together
in the final stages of construction, because the construction teams will be able to work on many parts of
the settlement at once as opposed to just one large element at a time without getting in the way of other
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teams. In addition, the final transportation of completed parts will be made easier by transporting smaller
sections separately.
For all structural portions, the construction work will not be very intensive, as they will primarily consist
of long sections of reinforced metals. There will be minor variation in the design, as some structural
components will require grooves and special surface structures for connecting to other segments or
perhaps for functional aspects such as a transport tube. Ultimately, though, these sections will be finished
relatively quickly.
On the other hand, finishing the sections in which people either live or work will be far more complicated.
This will be divided into two parts. First, the external “shells” and supports will be put together first,
which will serve as a sort of template for filling in all of the more intricate details. All internal rooms and
otherwise contained areas such as living quarters, cafeterias, and public spaces will be built separately and
then maneuvered into the metallic shell built earlier.
As the parts for the settlement are finished one by one, they will be transported over to Sun-Jupiter L1 for
final assembly. As these parts will be truly enormous, on the kilometer scale, it will be impossible to take
them and simply stow them aboard a cargo ship. No cargo ship will be able to hold these sections, so
instead special arrangements will be made for each section based on its shape and mass. Magneto-plasmadynamic ion thrusters will be strapped along the length of each section and will work in concert to
transport each section to its final destination. As the sections arrive at Sun-Jupiter L1, separate
construction teams totaling approximately one hundred workers will take them and begin integrating them
into the final design. Each team will be devoted to another part of the settlement, welding together the
massive sections at different areas of the settlement at the same time to quicken the pace of construction.
As these sections are modular, there will be special teams whose job it will be to integrate the sections as
one cohesive whole. This includes creating continuous components for wiring, water distribution, air
conditioning, etc. After all of these parts have been finally assembled as a whole, ion thrusters will be
used to accelerate the rotating components up to the speeds required for pseudo gravity of 1 G at the
habitation rings

1. ORBITAL SHIPYARD

Neo has virtually unlimited space, a steady income of metallic resources, top-of-the-line processing
facilities, and an ample supply of experienced engineers. Therefore, Neo would be the perfect host for the
outer solar system’s first orbital shipyard. This will play a crucial role in the development of humanity’s
interplanetary network as they reach out to colonize the entire solar system.
The orbital shipyard will be responsible for both minor and major construction projects. This will include
but is not limited to:
• Machinery
o Terrestrial mining robots
o Asteroidal mining robots
o Orbital construction robots
o Terrestrial construction robots
o Autonomous research units
• Vehicles
o Terrestrial mechanized transports
o Small passenger transports
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•

o Large passenger transports
o Fighter spacecraft/aircraft
o Terrestrial security vehicles
o Cargo vehicles
o Terrestrial aircraft
o Space-to-atmosphere vehicles
o Luxury cruiser class vehicles
o Research probes
o Mobile research stations
Space station components
o Toroidal modules
o Cylindrical ring modules
o Spherical modules
o Agricultural pods
o Mining platforms
o Materials processing facilities
o Propulsion systems
o Energy generation modules
 Toroidal nuclear fusion units
 Nuclear fission vessels
 Orbital solar power arrays

When building all of these items, the construction teams of Neo will be focusing their efforts upon two
primary objectives. Firstly, they will be serving the settlement itself. They will construct new vehicles for
the settlers of Neo, new research facilities for the scientists, and possibly even new living spaces for the
settlers as the years go on and the settlement continues to evolve. Secondly, they will complete contracts
for other organizations such as private corporations and governments. This will serve as another major
source of income for Neo, as particularly large orders will be fairly expensive.
Seeing as they are working off a permanent infrastructure, the construction that will take place at Neo will
be more efficient than the construction that created Neo in the first place. Many of the same techniques
will be in use, for example, microgravity liquid metal casting and metallic vapor deposition.
These processes will all be made more powerful to fulfill the needs of an around-the-clock construction
operation. Large microgravity alloy processing centers will be housed within the construction arm,
melting down the rough metals obtained through asteroid mining. On Neo, asteroid mining and
construction will go hand in hand, supporting each other to reach ever higher profits and increase the
prosperity within the settlement. The asteroids supply the construction teams with ample amounts of
metals to build with, while the construction teams build new and increasingly more advanced asteroid
mining platforms and ships to get the job done more efficiently. As the metals from asteroid mining are
melted down, advanced chemical scrubbers will allow for the control of impurities in the metals. These
metals can then be mixed together in specified ratios to create incredibly strong alloys for construction.
In addition to the usual techniques, newer ones will be developed as well. Foremost will be the use of
three-dimensional printing, or 3D printing, on a very large scale. Neo will host many 3D printing
facilities, from small personal ones to much bigger units for human-scale designs, which will be used for
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construction. The 3D printers will contain several different types of tough polymer resin that will be
deposited in successive layers upon a substrate to create precise structures. After the engineers finish
creating virtual models of their projects, the information can simply be sent to the printer, which will
autonomously carry out the job. The process of 3D printing will benefit greatly from the microgravity
environment because it will allow for the creation of space faring structures with unique topologies that
would either be too difficult to build or even unstable if made within a terrestrial gravitational field.
The orbital shipyard itself will consist of the microgravity arm designated for construction as well as the
space immediately outside it. Individual parts can be designed within the cavernous spaces and facilities
of the microgravity arm, but for larger jobs such as final assembly and more dangerous production
techniques, construction can be completed outside the arm. All 3D printing activity will be completed
within the arm. There will be hangars situated around the arm so that completed products can wait to be
inspected and collected by their buyers. Again, larger stage products can be tethered to the outside of the
settlement. The advantage of having a non-rotating structure comes into play here, as there will be no
major forces exerted on the products both during and after construction.
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2. CONSTRUCTION PHASES

Construction: Phase One

Construction: Phase Two
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Construction: Phase Three

Construction: Phase Four
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Construction: Phase Five

Construction: Phase Six
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Construction: Phase Seven

Construction: Phase Eight
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Construction: Phase Nine
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HUMAN FACTORS
1. AIR REGULATION
a. OXYGENATION

It is vital to ensure enough oxygen levels in the air of the settlement at all times, to provide inhabitants
with the same well-being they enjoy on Earth.
While a dearth of oxygen is clearly dangerous, regulation of oxygen levels in the atmosphere would also
have to monitor for excess levels of oxygen. Prolonged exposure to high concentrations of oxygen can
lead to hyperoxia, a toxicity associated with symptoms such as disorientation, respiratory issues, myopia,
and lung damage, and seizures, with severity increasing as the length of exposure increases.
Therefore, oxygen levels within Neo will be monitored and regulated to stay at 20.95 (±0.5) % of the
atmospheric gas by volume, as is consistent with the proportion of oxygen found in terrestrial dry air. All
major gas levels, including oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen, and water vapor will be
measured in all modules of the settlement using local Major Constituent Analyzers (MCAs), which are
systems of multiple detectors to measure levels of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen,
and water vapor in order to make sure that the no gas surpasses or falls short of its necessary levels. These
detectors will report gas levels to a software mainframe associated with the air recycling facility and gas
transportation ducts to maintain constant, safe gas levels at all times.
Oxygen on Neo will come from two predominant sources. One will be a semi-perpetual electrolysis
system, which will cycle through its own independent water supply to generate oxygen gas.
A large reservoir of water will be channeled into a reaction chamber, where the large volume of water
will be put through an electric current in order to separate the water molecules into oxygen and hydrogen
gas. The oxygen gas will be collected and sent for distribution throughout the interior of the settlement.
The hydrogen gas will be contained and brought to a secondary phase of the system, which is integral to
the overall electrolysis system’s ability to be nearly self-sufficient. The system will store the hydrogen gas
in one tank, and will receive carbon dioxide gas in the other, which will be collected throughout the
atmosphere of the settlement as a means of preventing CO2 levels from exceeding 0.040% in the air.
According to Sabatier’s reaction:
CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O.
Therefore, the carbon dioxide, the product of respiration, and hydrogen gas, the product of electrolysis,
will be reacted to produce water and methane. This water can then be transported back into the reservoir
for use in electrolysis. The waste methane would then be pyrolized to produce carbon and hydrogen gas,
the latter of which can further undergo Sabatier’s reaction.
In order to carry out this reaction, the reaction chamber should be maintained at about 300-400° to
optimize the results. Furthermore, aluminum oxide will be present during the reaction as a highly
effective catalyst to maximize reactivity and ultimately contribute to the speed of oxygen production.
However, reliance on one major source of oxygen is extremely risky and imprudent. Any deficiency in
the system can jeopardize the entire population. Therefore, a second source of oxygen will always
function in parallel with the other. A large-scale chemical oxygen generating system will provide this
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additional oxygen source. In this system, an inorganic superoxide, chlorate, or perchlorate will be ignited
to produce breathable oxygen gas. Together, the electrolysis-Sabatier and chemical generation systems
will provide sufficient levels of oxygen free to be automatically distributed throughout Neo based on the
necessary amounts to maintain both the proper, consistent composition of the air and one atmosphere of
pressure.
Another minor source of oxygen includes plant life, which will in fact exist within the settlement. Parks
and recreational areas will contain living plants, as will, of course, the aeroponic areas needed to grow
enough crops to sustain the entire population of Neo. However, when compared to the oxygen output of
the two main systems, the oxygen produced via photosynthesis will be rendered negligible. It is important
to note that plants only sustain the generation of fresh air, and should not be counted on as a steady
source; photosynthesis depends on many factors, such as the mineral concentration in the soil, the carbon
dioxide concentration, which must be under 5%, the water level, the light source intensity, etc.
Another way of obtaining oxygen in space that should be mentioned is by importing it from the Moon.
The Moon dust has a high percentage of oxygen. The process of obtaining any kind of materials from
other sources than Earth, as the Moon or asteroids is thoroughly explained in the Materials episode.
Even with several running methods of generating oxygen, contingencies are necessary to assure access to
oxygen. In the case of a serious emergency in which levels of oxygen are threateningly low for significant
periods, all inhabitants will have immediate access in their rooms to localized oxygen candles. These
chemical oxygen generators, upon mechanical activation using an ignition cap containing lead styphnate
and tetrazene as the explosive compounds, will mix sodium chlorate with barium peroxide and sodium
perchlorate at high internal temperatures to produce oxygen for short periods. This should provide oxygen
to individual rooms to, ideally, last through the event of an emergency oxygen generation breakdown
until technicians and engineers are able to fix the generation systems. Another way is through oxygen
candles, which transform sodium chlorate (or potassium, lithium chlorate or perchlorate) and iron powder
in sodium chloride, iron oxide and 6.5 man-hours of oxygen per kilogram. These candles will be used
only in emergencies.

b. VENTILATION

The air management centers on the settlement will have a full-time staff of engineers, hydrologists, and
atmospheric scientists to service the functioning systems, as well as a team of highly-competent software
engineers to oversee the automation of air quality regulation at all times. In order to cycle this clean air
throughout the settlement, a ventilation system will be constructed throughout each module. Air will be
moved through a series of ducts within each module before exiting into the environment through vents.

c. TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

The air in the settlement will resemble that of Earth in order to cater to the health and comfort of the
inhabitants. All inhabited areas of Neo, residential and public access will be maintained at a constant
pressure of 101.3kPa, or one atmosphere. This pressure, that of the atmosphere on Earth at sea level, will
best accommodate inhabitants by allowing for ease of breathing and prevent long-term physiological
changes due to respiratory adaptation. In order to maintain this pressure, the mass of gas in each module
of the settlement will have to be regulated based on its volume.
Since Pressure will be induced by the gradual increase of air (under pressure).
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Using the ideal gas equation PV=νRT (1), where P equals pressure, V volume, T temperature, R is the
universal constant of the ideal gas and is equal with 8314,472 m3 Pa K-1 kmol-1, and ν is the mol number.
𝑚

𝑁

We also know: ν= 𝜇 =𝑁 (2), m being the mass, N the number of mol, 𝑁𝐴 Avogadro’s number and 𝜇 the
molar mass.

𝑃𝑉

𝐴

𝑅𝑇 𝑚

𝑁

Considering (1), ν=𝑅𝑇 , and considering (2) 𝑃𝑉 = 𝜇 =𝑁

𝐴

We have R=8.3142 J/kmol, P=101.325 kPa, T=25°C = 298.15K, 𝑁𝐴 =6.023 and μ=28.98 g/mol.

d. COMPOSITION

Considering this, we must induce m =
equation can be rewritten as

µPV
RT

, where μ is the total molar mass of the constituent gases, the
𝑚=

µPV
𝑅𝑇

Therefore, by knowing the volume of the enclosure, the molar mass of the gases constituting the air, and
by measuring the current temperature, autonomous onboard and localized MCA systems will be able to
report the amount of gas needed to maintain one atmosphere of pressure. The necessary masses of gas for
each public-accessible area of the settlement, calculated using the derived equation above, are as follow.
Along with oxygen, the levels of other gases must also be regulated in the atmosphere. High levels of
carbon dioxide, for instance, can lead to difficulty breathing and long-term respiratory complications
along with other, more dangerous and acute effects. Thus, the gas should not exceed levels of 0.040% in
the atmosphere. When MCA units in any of the locations detect high or climbing levels of carbon dioxide,
they will trigger local Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly units, which will isolate and capture some
carbon dioxide from the air, thus reducing its levels. The CDRA system will consist of a network of
sieves known as zeolites, which are silicon dioxide and aluminum dioxide crystals. Each crystal can be
used as a screening system by being flattened out as a porous sheet with holes only large enough for
specific molecules. The sieve itself will consist of 4 beds, each with 2 zeolites. The first zeolite, zeolite
13X, will absorb water molecules from the incoming air, passing on dry air to the second zeolite. It is
important that moist air be not sent for carbon dioxide absorption, because the water makes it extremely
difficult to isolate and remove the CO2 particles. The zeolite 5X bed then removes the CO2 from the air,
releasing the carbon dioxide-free air back into the atmosphere. The CO2 removed by this process would
then be contained and transported to the air management central facility to undergo Sabatier’s reaction in
order to produce the H2O needed power electrolysis.
Other chemical impurities include ammonia, acetone, and carbon monoxide. They can be removed from
the air using charcoal filtration. Small active filters will be placed throughout the settlement to trap
impurities and keep the air clean and healthy.
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2. WATER

a. PRODUCTION

Way of obtaining water
Chemical reaction
Moon
Plants
Sabatier Reaction
Byproduct of fuel cells

Phase
Construction
Construction
Final
Final
Final

The settlement will need to provide its own water, which could be collected, sterilized, and reused. It is
vital that all water is effectively contained within the settlement, where it can perpetually cycle, without
being lost to the surrounding space.
All initial water will need to be transported to the settlement from Earth. This would provide all of the
water the settlement will ever need when population projections are factored in over a long scale of time
as the population of the settlement approaches its maximum capacity. Enough water will need to be
initially supplied to, moreover, meet such demands. The first way is by using oxygen and hydrogen and
creating chemical reactions in order to obtain water. Both oxygen and hydrogen are abundant on the
Moon, and hydrogen is the most common substance in space. Since the research torus is the first to be
constructed, oxygen may be produced in an early stage of construction.
2𝐻2 +𝑂2 = 2𝐻2 𝑂 + E

The second way of obtaining water in space during the construction phase would be taking it from the
Moon. LCROSS found a shadowed area near the Moon’s South Pole, in the Cabeus Crater.

b. COLLECTION

The water within the settlement will be recycled and purified for use and reuse. Water will come from
three predominant sources. The first is any water obtained from the waste of water sources such as
residential sinks, commercial sinks, fountains, and bodies of water. This water will be collected in a
system of ducts that will transport the water to localized reservoirs to be temporarily held in order to
regulate water flow levels and prevent an overflow in the central water channeling system. From these
storage regions, the water will proceed to a larger main reservoir located within each module before
entering the purification process. It is important to have multiple reservoirs and purification centers on the
settlement to prevent dependence on any single region in the case of an emergency failure or improbable
contamination issue.
The second source of water for sterilization would be urine, without which it would be impossible to
maintain water levels within the settlement. This waste would be filtered through the septic system via
centrifugal separation, isolated, and stored in localized reservoir containers. Like the wastewater, the
urine will then also be channeled to a separate tank in the module where it will undergo an independent,
more rigorous purification process before it can be reintroduced as product water.
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The third source of water will be that collected from the atmosphere as excess water vapor. Major
Constituent Analyzer systems ubiquitous throughout the interior of the settlement will monitor water
vapor levels in the atmosphere, and will stimulate vents to take in excess water vapor when the air is too
high in humidity. This water vapor will also be channeled to the module’s central filtration system to
undergo a brief purification process of its own.

c. TREATMENT

In the regional water recycling centers, water will arrive separated into the three reservoirs of wastewater,
urine, and atmospheric water vapor. Since water vapor levels will be relatively low in comparison to the
other two sources, the collected water vapor will ultimately be combined with the wastewater before
undergoing filtration.
The most common method of water filtration is reverse osmosis. In this process, water is purified by
being forced to cross a semi permeable membrane, which removes any impurities from it. However, the
process is called reverse osmosis because it requires water to pass the membrane against a concentration
gradient, requiring high pressures and heat, which can become very costly and energy-inefficient over
time. Instead of this process, the settlement will take advantage of forward osmosis as its primary means
of filtration. In this process, water is placed in a chamber separated down the middle by a semi permeable
membrane similar to the apparatus of reverse osmosis. However, this process takes advantage of water’s
natural osmotic properties by placing a high-concentration solution of ammonia salt on the opposite side
of the membrane. Therefore, water naturally crosses the filtration system, since the high solute
concentration induced osmosis, which then purges the water of any impurities. The mixture of water and
ammonia salt is then heated to evaporate the ammonia, leaving pure water which is ready for use and
consumption. The heat needed to evaporate the ammonia, furthermore, is significantly less than the
energy needed to undergo reverse osmosis.
From here, the filtered water will be channeled into a final chamber for ultraviolet sterilization to kill any
pathogens that may have passed the forward osmotic membrane. In this process, the water will be passed
through a chamber in which ultraviolet rays will be passed through without causing any toxicity to the
water itself. A UV dosage of 7,000 µW·s/cm2 is sufficient to kill most harmful pathogens. This treatment
must be done after the osmosis, since the presence of suspended particles in the water can allow
pathogens to be shielded from the radiation by remaining encased in the larger particles, which would
then absorb the rays without harming the microorganism. UV lamps should be regularly replaced and are
cleaned. Lamps loose their capacity over time, and their effectiveness lowers; lack of observing its
replacement rule may lead to tragic consequences varying from food poisoning to infections, etc.
After this sterilization process, the wastewaters and water vapor will be completely pure and ready to be
distributed throughout the settlement as product water that can be used for commercial purposes but is
also completely safe for human consumption.
Phase

Description

Centrifugal separation

Separates solids from liquids

Ozone

Area of application

Black
water
bathroom/kitchen water
Used to sterilize water and air. It Bathroom/kitchen water
is very strong, covers a wide
range of pathogens and does not

and
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Hydrogen peroxide

Filtration

Ultraviolet disinfection

imply the use of hazardous
chemicals.
Very effective, strong enough, Bathroom/kitchen water
not toxic if concentration is under
3%.
Prepares
water
for
UV Bathroom/kitchen water
sterilization, as it is more
efficient in low water turbidity
Highly effective method, doesn’t Bathroom/kitchen water and air
affect taste, odor or clarity of
water, chemical-free

The urine, however, will require an additional step in order to assure that it is perfectly clean for
recycling. After undergoing a separate forward osmosis process, the urine would have to be distilled to
purify the water and remove all other chemicals from the solution. Although forward osmosis can remove
particles and larger microorganisms, it cannot separate water from dissolved chemicals, such as nitrates.
After distillation, the water would undergo UV sterilization in the same manner as all other water before
ultimately being combined with the purified water from the other two sources as final, purified product
water.

d. DISTRIBUTION

From here, water will enter a new product water reservoir from which it will be channeled as
necessary. The product reservoir will transport water through ducts into various local reservoirs
throughout the module. The water will then be brought up directly through plumbing for use. A large
amount of the water will be used residentially, with applications such as dishwashing, kitchen sinks,
showers, and toilets. Additionally, water will be used to maintain current bodies of water, such as
scattered ponds, as well as streams that can be found in local parks. In other modules, water may be used
for research purposes or for food production and processing. It is important to note that water generated
by the Sabatier reaction is not involved in this cycle, since this water will be directly brought back to the
beginning of its own system to be used for electrolysis.

3. FOOD

a. DIETARY REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining a proper diet is integral to the health and wellbeing of every inhabitant of the settlement. In
order to sustain a healthy population, food intake must be moderately regulated to best meet an
individual’s dietary needs. The specific requirements will vary from person to person depending on age,
weight, sex, daily fitness, and any ongoing or acute medical conditions. However, an approximation of
the ideal caloric intake with respect to the major food groups is as follows below:
Group
Carbohydrates
100

% of Daily Caloric Intake
40-60%

Proteins
Fats

20-40%
20-30%

Each of these groups can be broken down into major food types. This allows for many dining
possibilities, and eschews the possibility of a uniform daily menu that would need to be necessary in
order to meet dietary requirements in each individual. Instead, a dynamic daily menu will be implemented
to meet proper nutrition levels for every inhabitant without doing so at the expense of morale.
Although it has been established that each individual will have a specific dietary requirement, the
measured nutritional needs of an average human being in order to maintain and develop on good health
will here be used to represent the needs of the general population of inhabitants. The following table lists
the necessary food groups, the quantity with which they will be consumed daily, and the nutrients they
will provide.
Group
Grains
Dairy
Meat, Eggs, and Poultry
Fruits

Nutrient components
Protein, Vitamins B1 and B2, Iron, and Fiber
Protein, Fat, Vitamin 𝐵2, Calcium
Protein, Fat, Vitamins B1, B2 and D, Calcium, Iron
Vitamin 𝐵2, Folic acid, Carotenoids, Iron, Fiber, Potassium,
Sugars, Vitamin C
Vitamin 𝐵2, Folic acid, Carotenoids, Iron, Fiber, Sugars
Sugar-Rich Sugars, fatty acids

Amount/day
170-200g
3 cups
150g
2 cups

Vegetables
Fat and
Foods

3 cups
Minimal
amounts

The foods consumed by each individual must also meet certain requirements in terms of nutrient and
mineral content. The average requirements are as follows.
Nutrient/
Physiological Functions
Amount/day
Mineral
Protein
Muscle development, tissue repair, epithelial tissue health, nutrient 50g
transport
Fiber
Digestive regulation
25g
Sodium
Blood pressure maintenance, osmotic balance, muscle contraction, 3000mg
neural conduction
Vitamin C
Antioxidant, collagen synthesis, cardiovascular health
60mg
Vitamin B6 Metabolic regulation
2mg
Vitamin D Bone growth
15μg
Vitamin E
Antioxidant
15mg
Vitamin A Retinal health
800μg
Vitamin K Coagulation
120μg
Calcium
Bone growth, cellular transport, neural synapses
1000mg
Iron
Cardiovascular transport of oxygen
18mg
Magnesium Muscle contraction, enzymatic functions, energy transport
400mg
Zinc
Proper cell growth and division, immune system strength, carbohydrate 15mg
breakdown
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Copper
Iodine
Potassium

Collagen production, cholesterol regulation, red blood cell production, 2mg
hormone regulation
Normal thyroid function, metabolism
150μg
Cardiovascular regulation, nerve and muscle function, proper kidney 3500mg
function

As previously states, the dietary requirements are dynamic parameters that are specific to the body type,
age, gender, size, and physical condition of the individual. Therefore, the food provided to each individual
will be specialized based on bimonthly physicals in which manual and blood tests will measure blood
glucose, protein, fat, and nutrient levels in the body. These bimonthly reports will be entered into a
settlement-wide healthcare computer system, which will algorithmically determine the proper dietary
needs of the individual.
Pertaining to dietary monitoring, the examinations will consist of a comprehensive metabolic panel
among other assessments to test for the blood levels of various common molecules, such as glucose and
proteins. They will also include brief tests of physical strength and aptitude and a superficial examination
carried out by one of the resident physicians.
Of course, setting dietary requirements can quickly be rendered obsolete if not followed by the citizens of
the settlement. Therefore, a system of nutritional regulation will be necessary to assure that every
individual is properly meeting, and not falling behind or exceeding, ones approximate ideal intake. Since
frequent health examinations, whether by manual checkups, automated blood tests, or urinalyses can clog
up the bandwidth of feasible healthcare on the settlement and are ultimately impractical when the hassles
of taking and administering the tests are factored in, it can be concluded that it would not be particularly
necessary or beneficial to carry out frequent examinations. Instead, the reports given by the bimonthly
health checkups will be used gauge individual adherence to their approximate nutrition plans. While small
deviations from the dietary stipulations are acceptable, doctors will be asked to politely intervene at hints
of potentially unhealthy trends as indicated by abnormal and/or increasingly abnormal blood levels of a
specific substance or the contraction of physical symptoms.
In order to ensure that each resident consumes sufficient levels of vitamins, minerals, and essential amino
acids, food produced in the settlement will be supplemented with spirulina. Spirulina is a cyanobacterium
that is approximately 51-71% protein. It includes every essential amino acid, as well as a large variety of
vitamins and minerals. It will be grown in a hydroponic growth medium.

b. PRODUCTION

The food consumed in the settlement will be made through various methods that are efficient and have
high production yields. All plant-based food products, including fruits, vegetables, leafy greens, and
sugars, will be grown in large aeroponic and hydroponic systems in each main module of the settlement
that allow for efficient microgravity agriculture.
Aeroponic systems allow for plant growth sans growth medium. This is done by exposing roots directly to
water through a mist environment. The solution that meets the roots also contains all necessary nutrients
for plant growth. Employment of such aeroponic techniques allows for a highly efficient delivery of
oxygen and carbon dioxide to the plant roots, aiding development. Controlled cultivation in a synthetic
environment also significantly reduces the possibility of disease in a crop.
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The nutrient solutions used for both the aeroponic and hydroponic systems will include potassium nitrate,
magnesium sulfate, calcium nitrate, potassium phosphate, as well as various ions and chelating agents.
They will be constantly monitored for chemical composition and pH levels. To provide the light
necessary for photosynthesis, all agricultural units will be exposed to both plasma growth lights and
digital ballasts. The plasma growth lights offer a nearly full spectrum of light to emulate sunlight. The
digital ballasts will serve the supplementary purpose of providing additional light to maximize
photosynthetic processes.
Aeroponic methods will be used in the agricultural areas of the settlement to grow vegetables and greens
such as carrots, cucumbers, onions, spinach, lettuce, apples, oranges, and sugarcane. Such plants show
promising tolerance to such methods, and in fact thrive in the moist, controlled conditions.
Other products will be produced using hydroponics, a term for a system that grows plants in a mineral
solution without the need for a soil medium. This system too is beneficial, since the water needed can be
recycled throughout the system without need for significant further input, greater control of nutrient levels
the plants receive, and, as is the case with aeroponics, easy harvesting, and disease prevention.
Hydroponic systems will have Plasma Growth Lights, which have the widest spectrum and give the most
light, and Digital Ballasts, which give more light but loose less electricity when heated.

An aeroponic pod

Fertilizers are hydroponic and organic, and propagation will be ensured by the usage of clone gel in
hydroponic systems and clone spray in aeroponic ones. Testers and adjusters will be placed in order to
monitor the PH. The growth medium may be made of coconut coir, which is replaceable, or rock wool,
which is the most appropriate solution or may be soilless. Any of the approaches mentioned above work
efficiently in space.
There are various methods of hydro culture that will be used on the settlement. Beans and wheat will be
grown in a sprout culture, which is a specific variety of hydroponic farming that is optimized for sprout
plants. The hydroponic systems used will be of four types, depending on the plants’ size: Deep Water
Culture, Sprout Garden, Nutrient Film Technique, and Expandable Drip System.
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Most plants, such as a majority of fruits and vegetables, will be grown hydroponically using a nutrient
film technique. In this method, the roots of the plants are exposed to a thin stream of channeled nutrient
solution in a contained environment. This widely used system is ideal for larger products that need to be
grown in large quantities because it provides the optimal balance of water, oxygen, and nutrients among
the various methods of hydroponics.
Yet other plants will be grown in deep water cultures. These products include the extremely important
rice and plants such as cabbage, cauliflower, and many types of berries. Deep-water cultures suspend the
roots in, as the name implies, deeper levels of solution. At the same time, the roots are aerated through the
constant use of oxygen bubbles. As a result, the plants receive high amounts of oxygen that aid in growth
in a manner optimized for the aforementioned plants.
Produce
Beans

Quantity required
7,500 kg

Wheat

30.24 L

Carrots
Cucumbers
Onions
Spinach
Vegetables

4,550 kg
1,550 kg
1,000 kg
1,000 kg
10,000 kg

Potatoes
Tomatoes

5,500 kg
4,550 kg

Cauliflower

2,000 kg

Rice

3,500 kg

Lettuce
Apples
Oranges
Strawberries,
other berries
Watermelon
Other fruit

4,780 kg
1,312.5 kg
1,450 kg
3,412.5 kg

Sugarcane

raspberries

2,000kg
3,000 kg
1,500 kg

Hydroponic/Aeroponic
Hydroponic
(Sprout Culture)
Hydroponic
(Sprout Culture)
Aeroponic
Aeroponic
Aeroponic
Aeroponic
Hydroponic
(Nutrient Film Technique)
Aeroponic
Hydroponic
(Nutrient Film Technique)
Hydroponic
(Deep Water Culture)
Hydroponic
(Deep Water Culture)
Aeroponic
Aeroponic
Aeroponic
Hydroponic
(Deep Water Culture)
Hydroponic
Hydroponic
(Deep Water Culture)
Aeroponic

Meat and diary will be produced in vitro, meaning that the meat has never been part of a living animal but
is generated from muscular cells and fibers. Fast growth will be ensured and a perfusion system as well,
in order to keep the growing muscle nitrified.
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In vitro meat presents a series of advantages. First of all, when fully developed, it will be cheaper than
animal meat. Most of all, it is healthier. It will be 100% muscle and no fatty oils at all, while omega-3
fatty acids will be added. Moreover, IVM will not present influenza, mad cow disease or any other
diseases. Diary products and eggs can be produced the same way.

c. DISTRIBUTION

All produce will be distributed throughout each residential module, where it will be provided to one of the
module’s public cafeterias or sold at low prices to private dining institutions. This assures that all food is
prepared fresh, without any significant delay from production to consumption. Public cafeterias will serve
food that is free of charge to residents at any point during the day. Residents will also be given the choice
to dine at a private restaurant, diner, or café.

A public cafeteria

A public cafeteria

4. WASTE MANAGEMENT
a. CLASSIFICATION

Unlike on Earth, the settlement will not have an abundance of natural resources to draw upon for
production purposes. For this reason, it is vital that all possible efforts are made on the part of both the
administration and the residents to reduce superfluous consumption, reuse anything that does not need to
be immediately discarded, and recycle a majority of wastes. Since the term waste is broad, it first needs to
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be broken down into several groups of materials and substances that require separate avenues of treatment
in order to be recycled.
Waste Group
Paper
Aluminum
Steel
Plastic
Batteries
Glass
Textiles
Wood
Electronics
Organic
Human

Treatment
Heated and strained
Melted
Melted
Melted
Ground and acid neutralized
Melted
Shredded and carded
Shredded
Component separation
Compost
Incineration

b. COLLECTION

All waste on the settlement will be discarded into separate, color-coded bins. Due to the necessity of
recycling on the settlement, there will be a relatively large amount of bins instead of the traditional sole
garbage can. There will be a separate bin for paper, metal, plastics, glass, organic, and miscellaneous
wastes, such as textiles and wood. Battery bins will not be needed, since most residents will only be using
rechargeable batteries for their appliances. The bins will be arranged in a row, with larger organic, paper,
and plastics bins next to small glass, metal, organic, and miscellaneous waste bins. Initially, the sheer
amount of bins at each discarding station may seem complicated, as it very well may be for the first
generation of residents, who have been accustomed to life on Earth. However, this system of color-coded
discarding stations will become one that integrates itself as part of the culture and lifestyle of the citizens.
Sorting trash before discarding it will quickly become second nature to the inhabitants of the settlement.

c. PROCESSING

Recycling will be a major component of the culture on the settlement. Rather than being an option,
recycling will be the sole method of disposal for almost every type of waste.
Paper will be recycled just as it is on Earth. Marked paper recycling bins will be common throughout the
settlement, both in public areas and in private quarters. The paper recovered in these bins will be shredded
and then heated to separate the fibers. These fibers, forming a pulp, will then be strained, deinked,
bleached, and mixed with water. The substance can then be dried to form new paper. However, such a
process is not infinitely feasible. On average, a normal paper fiber should only be recycled about seven
times before it begins to weaken significantly. Therefore, it is imperative that residents reuse all paper
products as much as possible. Fortunately, paper usage will not be prominent throughout the settlement
anyways. The lifestyle of a resident will be heavily integrated with electronics, such as tablets and
screens, rendering paper minimally used.
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Metals will also have their own bins throughout the settlement. The most common types of metal that will
be recycled are aluminum and steel. These metals can go in the same recycling bins. This is because they
can be separated during the recycling process with the use of magnets. Both metals, separated from one
another, will be melted in order to be reused in new, recycled forms. Plastics will be recycled through
melting as well.
The recycling process for some batteries is more complex than that of others, since many batteries contain
toxic chemicals that must be properly disposed of in a contained environment where they do not come
into human contact. Alkaline batteries will simply be shredded in an enclosed environment, where
magnesium and zinc and be removed and separated for reuse. Larger lead acid batteries, such as those
found in heavy machinery and vehicles, however, will require a more involved process of recycling. Such
batteries will be taken to a secure facility where they will initially be ground up. The destroyed batteries
will then be brought into an acid neutralization system, which will neutralize the highly concentrated
sulfuric acid that make up the battery acid with salts. In the final step, the lead extracted from the polymer
remains in order to be kept in secure containment. It is important to note, however, that few batteries will
need to be processed at the recycling plant. Nearly every battery on the station will be rechargeable in
order to save materials.
Glass can be easily recycled through melting. All discarded glass will be stored in a closed facility until is
needed. There, it will be ground into a mixture of coarse, crushed particles known as cullet. The cullet
will be brought into a furnace to be melted and remolded for new applications.
The fibers of textiles can be reused as well. Recycled textiles, such as damaged clothing and sheets, will
be shredded up to form large masses of fibers. Some of these fibers will be directly taken out to be used as
insulation or stuffing for mattresses and blankets. The rest of the textile remains will be carded so that
they can be spun into new cloth.
There will not be wood on the settlement, since there will not be an abundance of trees that can be used
for the lumber. Most structuring will be done with metals, and furniture will predominantly consist of
metals and plastics, among other polymers. Any wood is discarded, however, will be shredded in order to
be used as woodchips in public areas or pressed together with resins to create multipurpose wood
particleboards.
Electronics is a broad category, since different electronics consist of various parts and materials. They
will ultimately lead to many plastic and metal components. As a general protocol, however, each
electronic will be taken apart and components separated by type. From there, they will be recycled
through their respective processes.
Not all waste on the settlement will be synthetic. Organic wastes will make up a large amount of the
wastes on the settlement. These wastes will predominantly be used composted in order to fertilize soils
found in public areas of the settlement. Human wastes will be incinerated to provide small amounts of
additional energy, and elements such as nitrogen will be extracted to be given to aeroponically and
hydroponically grown plants.
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5. ATMOSPHERE AND ENVIRONMENT
a. SKY

In order to best simulate Earth-like conditions within the residential modules, every possible measure will
be taken to emulate natural features and downplay the synthetic and technical nature of the settlement.
This will help maintain a high resident morale. One of the most fundamental attributes of a terrestrial
environment is a sky. It establishes a sense of openness that contrasts the dismal feelings of confinement a
metal ceiling would imbue in the residents. The ceiling of the residential modules, therefore, will serve as
curved screens on which an accurate depiction of a sky will be projected, complete with an occasional
clouds and a simulated weather cycle. Projectors will be located around the inner perimeter of the module
and will be maintained through a control center located within the module.

Enjoying the Neo sky

Although weather events such as rain and snow will not take place, varying cloud cover will simulate
such weather conditions visually. The ceiling will also contain strips of solar simulator lights to provide
artificial sunlight to the residents. The sky projection will follow a day-and-night cycle that will undergo
seasonal daylight hour variations in a manner very similar to that of Earth. Since the sky is projected, all
residential modules and all areas within those modules will remain in the exact same time zone,
eschewing any difficulties in communication across the settlement.

b. AROMAS

The “natural” atmosphere will be further simulated through the use of subtle aromas secreted at specific
times throughout the day. Extensive research on Earth will be done to recreate the smells associated with
specific parts of the day or season, such as the scent of flowering plants in the spring (there will not be
enough actual flowers on the settlement to recreate the scents of spring to their fullest). These scents will
be spread in very small amounts from various parts of the module, including the ceiling, edges, and small
openings in the grass.
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c. SANITATION

The screening process for determining which candidates will be selected to be among the initial
population of the settlement will be very intensive. It will run a large amount of tests to determine the
most accurate physiological condition of the candidate. Therefore, it seeks to prevent entirely the chance
of an infectious disease from entering the settlement, where it would be given the opportunity to spread to
the entire population in a confined, close-proximity environment. Therefore, although not an issue in an
ideal sense, it is important to think pragmatically and establish contingencies in the case that pathogens do
exist within the modules. Hand sanitizing stations will be found throughout the settlement, containing
fast-drying ethyl alcohol-based gels to kill a majority of bacteria. This will obstruct one of the most
common paths of pathogenic transmission. To further the sanitary nature of the environment, many public
objects, such as benches, public door handles, railings, and playground equipment, will be coated in a
layer of nanopillars. These nanostructures, which are about the length of an average bacterial cell, serve
as spikes that can rupture the bacteria cells through solely physical interactions and can therefore create
antibacterial surfaces throughout the residential modules. The pillars are just large enough to damage
bacteria, but are not large enough to have any adverse effects on human cells. Therefore, they serve as an
ideal coating for widely handled public objects.

6. FLORA AND FAUNA

Neo has an extensive perception on diversity, and flora and fauna are part of it.
Although the parks are all grown in enriched altered regolith (shipping dirt would not be feasible), plant
species and trees must be considered. Neo designers have put great interest in the comfort of the
inhabitants; therefore parks resemble environments on Earth greatly, and even include a minimum depth
river. The only restraint is represented by the height of the module. Initial seeds are brought from Earth,
and then harvested on Neo. Tree evolution control is ensured, extra wood being processed into useful
elements. Fauna is very hard to control, but perhaps, after the settlement expands, small sized animals
may be grown, outside the pet policy.

A public park at night
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7. ACCOMMODATIONS

a. RESIDENTIAL MODULE

Appropriate housing will be needed for the 10,000 residents of Neo to live comfortably and with high
morale. All housing will be provided by the settlement at no cost to the residents, and the uniformity of
the dwellings will eschew any desire to exchange one residence for a more upgraded one. To ensure
optimal comfort, the residential module will be constructed to simulate conditions on Earth, with a
projected artificial atmosphere emulating terrestrial day-and-night cycles as well as required amounts of
synthetic sunlight. Grass will be common throughout the residential areas, as well as trees and streams.
Apartment complexes and neighborhoods of homes will allow for communities to form, promoting
resident socialization. This sense of community will be further augmented by the scattered installation of
parks as well as shopping malls and other centers of entertainment, shopping, and socialization.
Houses will be distributed on the three layers of the inhabitation module, with ease of access to
entertainment zones, public libraries, museums, or other facilities.
Distribution of the residential and entertainment areas are thoroughly presented in “Structural Design”.

b. THE APARTMENT

The most basic unit of residence on the
settlement will be an apartment. The
apartments will lay out with studio floor
plans, consisting of a bed, small kitchen,
and living room space, as well as a full
bathroom enclosed and off to the side.
They will also include amenities such as
a large window near the bed, a
television, computer, and phone, as well
as a simple closet.
The apartment is designed for single
The bedroom floor
residents and couples without children,
since they do not have the space or
capacity of housing an entire family. The apartments will be laid out in multistory complexes located near
social hubs of the residential module. They will also be located with an emergency medical facility and
convenience shopping within close proximity.
Each floor of the apartment complex will consist of various long corridors of entrances into each
dwelling. Several elevators will be in constant operation and there will be two flights of stairs on each
side of the complex. On the first three floors, the center of the apartment complex will consist of a social
lounge for the guests of the apartments. The lounge will be open throughout the day, and the first two
upper floors will have balconies that look down onto the area.
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c. THE FAMILY UNIT

The living room floor

Once a couple has children, they will be relocated to a family unit within the residential structure. A
family unit is a two-story dwelling with a living room, full bathroom, full kitchen, master bedroom, and
bunk beds. It will include all the amenities of the apartment but will be more spacious and individual.
Three two-story family units will be stacked on one another to form a six-story, three-family building.
Each of the top two families will have access to their respective first floors through the use of an elevator
on the side of the building.
Long rows of three-family buildings will be constructed down avenues devoted solely to these structures.
These lanes will be spacious, allowing for a front yard as well as a backyard. Grass will be ubiquitous
throughout these neighborhoods, creating a
sense of terrestrial living that will, along with
the simulated sky projection, contribute to the
comfortable, organic ambiance of the
residential areas.
Each central road will be lead to a
commercial hub on the residential module.
All residents will be able to use the road with
personal transportation in order to commute
to their jobs or enter social and commercial
hotspots. These roads are also critical for
allowing emergency transportation in the
event of a medical requirement.
The bedroom floor
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8. HEALTHCARE

a. ORGANIZATION

Providing immediate medical assistance to all Neo residents will be a priority. The healthcare system will
consist of a primary organization that will branch off into separate hospitals standardized in their practice.
The primary organization will be known as RHMS, or the Resident Healthcare Management Service. It
will be an overall healthcare administration hub that will provide training to all physicians and monitor all
data provided by the individual hospitals. For instance, it will compile information about the success rates
of various procedures and cross-reference such data with the success rates per individual doctor and
among different hospitals to identify areas of possible improvement. The organization will also oversee
all medical research-taking place on the settlement.
A hierarchy of medical care branching off the RHMS will exist in order to provide all denizens with both
emergency responses and long-term care. Each residential area will have one predominant medical
institution. This facility will serve primarily as a hospital for more serious cases, but it will also provide a
certain extent of primary care if local physicians are not fully confident in their diagnoses or
prescriptions. The facility will also serve as the primary center for research within that structure.
The healthcare system will also include local health clinics within proximity of every residential area.
These facilities will be areas or primary care and will also include a pharmacy to expedite the process of
medical treatment. Individuals who seek a free check-up at any time at the clinic will either be treated
locally as necessary or referred to the hospital for more specialized treatment.

A row of three-family residential units

b. PRIMARY CARE

The local health clinics will serve as checkpoints for medical treatment. They will filter serious medical
conditions to be sent to the hospital while treating milder conditions within the clinic. The local clinics
will also serve as emergency medical centers, since this greatly increases the accessibility of urgent
medical care to all Neo residents. The staff of local clinics will include predominantly primary care
physicians along with nurses, pharmacists, an anesthesiologist, and a general surgeon. In addition to this
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staff, the clinic will serve as the hub of localized emergency response, and therefore it will also consist of
a trained emergency response team and trauma surgeon.
All residents will be required to undergo a brief, routine medical checkup bimonthly, since these check
ups are integral to determining individualized meal plans. The checkup will assess the mental and
physical health of the residents. Weight will be measured, height will be monitored, eyes will be checked,
blood pressure will be gauged, and reflexes will be tested to ensure proper general health. The patients
will also undergo short chemical tests to provide more thorough information on their current health. The
primary test will be a simple urinalysis. This analysis will test for the internal levels of substances such as
various proteins, hormones, ions, trace metals, and glucose. Such a test will be instrumental in assessing
the dietary needs of the patient. Indeed, the data will be entered into an integrated information bank that
will be cross-referenced with dietary planning algorithms to plan an individualized dietary plan of action
for the next two months.
The primary check-up, however, will also need to screen for possible disease in the patient. Many serious
conditions can start asymptomatically and rapidly progress without any physical indication until it is
almost too late to treat. Cancers, for instance, need to be treated immediately before the tumor can
metastasize, leading to a serious and often fatal progression of the disease. The clinics will, therefore, use
a relatively novel method of blood screening using carbon nanotube resonance spectroscopy. Blood serum
will be isolated via centrifuge and placed in a well where the serum will be taken up by a micro capillary
array due to capillary action. This serum will not include human serum albumins, since such proteins
make up a large percent of the serum and are not indicative or any medical condition. Rather, they would
drastically lower the efficiency of the scanning system. The serum molecules will then go through an
increasingly narrow channel until each molecule is moving down the nanofluidic channel (approx. 50nm
diameter) single file. Each molecule will then come in contact with a resonating carbon nanotube
cantilever. As each molecule momentarily comes in contact with the resonating cantilever, it will change
the resonance frequency of the carbon nanotube, which will be recorded on onboard computers. The
change in resonance will be proportional to the mass of the molecule, since the greater the mass, the
greater the impact on the original resonance. These mass readings will be cross-referenced with databases
of the exact masses of molecules, allowing for identification.
This spectroscopy method would give accurate readings of all significant molecules in a blood sample.
This test can potentially save lives by detecting elevated levels or simply the presence of substances such
as tumor markers. Of course, this test would be far for a definitive diagnosis. However, it would guide
doctors to order proper, more specialized tests to confirm what was detected in the blood by the carbon
nanotube spectrometer. Therefore, it will lead to the early detection of many serious diseases that are
asymptomatic in earlier stages, when they are also most vulnerable to treatment.

c. SPECIALIZED CARE

If the primary care physician is able to, with the aid of analytical devices and software, determine that the
patient has a medical condition that cannot be fully treated in the local clinic, the resident may become an
inpatient of the hospital. This will allow for them to receive specialized treatment for their specific
condition.
The hospital staff will consist of a significantly greater number and variety of physicians. The facility will
be broken down into various wards with physicians trained specifically in that field of medicine. The
hospital wards will be divided into separate trauma, cardiology, ENT (ear, nose, and throat),
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gastroenterology, neurology, general surgery, intensive care, maternity, nephrology, oncology,
ophthalmology, psychiatry, orthopedics, and pediatric wards. In addition to these divisions, the hospitals
will also contain internal pharmacies and a separate yet connected research facility where medical
researchers will work on the development of new medical techniques, procedures, devices, and drugs.

d. MACHINE LEARNING

When monitoring a person’s health on a space station, some of the most important analysis results include
cancer or diseases with a positive/negative response to tests. In order to find out whether a patient has, for
example, a malignant or benign tumor, a Machine Learning Logistic Regression algorithm can and is
advised to be used. Algorithms and formulae portrayed in this section have been studied in the Coursera
Online Machine Learning Course, from Stanford University, lectures given by professor Andrew Ng.
In binary classification, the probability of the tumor being cancerous or benign is being studied, that is,
whether a term y is 0 or 1. In that case, the probability is determined by comparing the hypothesis to a
threshold value.
The function used in logistic regression is the Sigmoid function, and is described by the following:

0≤ ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) ≤ 1
1

ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) =g(𝜃 𝑇 𝑥) => 𝑔(𝑧) = 1+𝑒 𝑧 => ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) =

1
𝑇
1+𝑒 −𝜃 𝑥

The hypothesis outputs the probability of y being 1 on input x.
The example given in the lecture explains the probability of the tumor being malignant or benign with
respect to the tumor size:
𝑥0
x=�𝑥 � = �
1

1
�, where 𝑥0 is usually defined as 1, and 𝑥1 gives the tumor’s size.
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟

ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) =p(y=1|x; 𝜃) , meaning the hypothesis gives the probability that y=1, given a variable x, as
parameterized by 𝜃. The probability of y being 0 is obtained by substraction of the given probability from
1, as their sum must add up to 1 (also 100%).
Assuming “y=1” if ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) ≥ 0.5, 𝜃 𝑇 𝑥 ≥ 0.
Assuming “y=0” if ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) ≤ 0.5, 𝜃 𝑇 𝑥 ≤ 0.
ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) = 𝑔(𝜃0 + 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 )

In this example, y=1 if 𝜃0 + 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 ≥ 0 . If 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 = 0 then ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)=0.5, meaning it is placed
exactly on the boundary.
The example above portrays the generation of a decision boundary assuming a first-degree function.
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Should the equation be of the following form, when y=1:
𝜃0 + 𝜃1 𝑥1 + 𝜃2 𝑥2 + 𝜃1 𝑥12 +𝜃2 𝑥22 ≥ 0, this renders in the equation of a circle, with the radius of the term
on the right –hand side. Accordingly, the decision boundary is in the form of a circle.
Following, the equation above may give decision boundaries of any form, and its form may escalate to
𝑛

Newton’s binomial theorem: (𝑥 + 𝑎 )𝑛 = �

The training set for logistic regression:

{(𝑥1

1

�𝑛𝑘�𝑥 𝑘 𝑎𝑛−𝑘 .

𝑘=0

, 𝑦 ), … , ( 𝑥 𝑚 , 𝑦 𝑚 )}

𝑥1
1
x∈ � … � , 𝑥0 = 1, as usual, y ∈ {0, 1}. The hypothesis: ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) =
𝑇 .
1+𝑒 −𝜃 𝑥
𝑥𝑛

The general purpose in Machine Learning is to make a program that learns by itself, from experience.
Still, while gathering this experience, the program must have a purpose of itself. In our case, the program
outputs the probability of the presence or absence of a disease. In order to do that, it minimizes a cost
function using gradient descent (which finds the local minimum in a graph). We could apply the existing
hypothesis to the cost function used in linear regression, but since gradient descent does not work well on
non-convex functions, we need a new, convex one.
1

𝑖
𝑖
J(𝜃) = 𝑚 ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡( ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 ), 𝑦 )

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(ℎ𝜃 (𝑥), 𝑦)) = - ylog(ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)) − (1 − 𝑦) log(1 − ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)).
It is obvious that the function is one regarding probabilities, as the two terms must add up to 1 (100%)
and the logarithmic function respects the graph, and suggests that the cost=0 if y=1, ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)=1, and as
ℎ𝜃 (𝑥) → 0, the cost → ∞.
For y=0, the left-hand side term in the cost function becomes 0, while for y=1, the right-hand side of the
cost function renders 0. Therefore:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(ℎ𝜃 (𝑥), 𝑦)) = −log(ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)) , 𝑦 = 1;
− log(1 − ℎ𝜃 (𝑥)), y=0.

Our goal in to minimize J(𝜃), this is done by simultaneously updating 𝜃𝑗 .
(𝑖)

𝑖
𝑖
𝜃𝑗 := 𝜃𝑗 − 𝛼 ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡( ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 ), 𝑦 )𝑥𝑗 .
𝜃0
𝜃=� … �
𝜃𝑗

The optimization is obtained by minimizing J(𝜃).

Multi-class classification presumes that we have more than two health options in the terms that the person
could have a cold, the flu or be healthy.
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The classification method is named one-vs.-all multi-class classification and each class is separated into a
binary classification problem. That is, a new training set is generated, the current class is regarded to as
the positive one, while the other two are the negative examples. A decision boundary is generated for
each new fake training set.
ℎ𝜃𝑖 (𝑥)=P(y=i|x;𝜃), i=1, 2, 3.

The logistic regression classifier ℎ𝜃𝑖 (𝑥) must be trained for each class I to predict the probability that y=I,
therefore the probability of one of the situations to be true, the person could either have the flu, or a cold,
or be perfectly healthy.
On a new input x, to make a prediction, the class I must be picked so as to maximize ℎ𝜃𝑖 (𝑥).

e. PHARMACEUTICALS

The settlement will need a large supply of drugs and other medications in order to provide for the all
residents. The initial medications will be provided from Earth as a payload. However, very quickly into
the age of the settlement, this supply would run out. Therefore, it is imperative that plants are developed
to produce sufficient quantities of medications to provide to every inhabitant. Since all medical care
aboard Neo is free, it is important too that the production of drugs is extremely efficient.
Drug manufacturing plants will be found in the center of the settlement, where they will operate in
microgravity conditions. Such conditions are favorable for any manufacturing plant, since the
weightlessness of all components makes transportation efficient. The manufacturing plants will house
milling and micronizing machines, which will allow large solid chemicals to be broken up into fine
particles than can then be used in the drug production. All mixing, encapsulation, and packaging will be
fully automated and will only require human monitoring.
As the plants produce drugs to treat medical conditions to the best of known ability, research &
development will always be underway in order to find new, better treatments and cures for any medical
ailment. Research done by individual central hospitals will be synthesized into a single body of medical
knowledge that will then be used to strengthen the frontier of pharmaceutical science on the settlement.

f. TREATMENTS IN MICROGRAVITY

The majority of medical care will be given in a 1G environment, since nearly all of Neo’s medical
facilities are in the residential sections. Most treatments require a regular environment as well, since any
shift in gravity should change the state of many bodily systems. However, a lack of gravity can be taken
advantage of in certain circumstances. Therefore, it is important that the medical facilities of the
settlement take advantage of microgravity therapeutic procedures.
On Earth, a common relief for chronic back pain is a swimming pool. Back pain is predominantly caused
by a large amount of pressure on the spine, which can push down on disks or even pinch nerves. Pain
from this ranges from minor discomfort to severe pain. One of the most important ways to combat this
pain is through regular exercise. However, many individuals with back pain tend to shy away from any
kind of moderate to intense physical activity due to lack of spinal support and high pain levels during
such activity. For this reason, many patients turn to swimming pools as ways to relieve both immediate
pain and chronic pain. Buoyancy allows a human immersed up to the neck in water to feel 90%
weightless. In doing so, they are relieved of a large amount of their back pain. The spine is no longer
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forced to counter the full force of gravity as is necessary out of the water. Instead, the bones are able to
spread out without a need to be compressed downwards together. The patient therefore feels immediate
relief.
Activities performed in a lack of gravity also benefit patients over long periods of time. Being in an
environment of minimal gravity allows them to perform exercises they would otherwise never be able to
perform in normal gravity conditions. Without a compressed spine, exercise is painlessly performed,
which furthermore reduced the overall severity of chronic back pain over time.
Individuals on Neo with chronic back pain will be allowed to undergo microgravity therapy sessions
within the settlement. They will be brought into small, temperature-controlled chambers to relax in
weightlessness while feeling the direct therapeutic effects of the lack of gravity. Microgravity therapy for
chronic pain is more effective than a swimming pool because it almost completely removes the weight of
the individual from the spine, increasing comfort and relief. The temperature will be maintained at a cool
temperature, which will prevent patients from overheating over the course of their exercise routines.
Patients will be shown exercise videos made specifically for microgravity therapy. Although different
exercises for different amounts of times may be assigned on a case-to-case basis, a simple routine will be
as follows:
Activity
Warm-up stretching
Making walking movements
Aerobic exercises
Strength exercises
Flexibility exercises
Cool-down

Duration
5 mins
5 mins
15 mins
10 mins
10 mins
10 mins

Similar therapies can be used to treat other conditions as well, such as arthritis. They can also be used for
physical therapy after accidents or surgeries by providing an area for patients to practice simple tasks
without the force of gravity.

9. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROGRAVITY

All residents will live in a 1G environment very similar to one on Earth, since all housing will be located
in the residential module of Neo. However, many jobs on the settlement, including those of a large
number and variety of research scientists and engineers, will require significant portions of the day to be
spent in microgravity environments. The human body, however, has been evolutionarily optimized for
normal Earth gravity, and therefore physiological changes are to be expected when this gravity is
removed. It is important that these changes are taken into account when planning for Neo to assure that
work will not lead to adverse, long-term medical conditions over time.

a. CARDIOPULMONARY SYSTEM

Transport of body fluids has always centered on gravity. In its absence, the lower body is no longer a
frequent location of the fluids, which now disperse rather evenly throughout the body. This leads to an
unnatural accumulation of fluids in the head and upper region of the body. Such a phenomenon can lead
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to congested noses and blocked sinuses, producing “space sniffles.” Although this may be irritating when
workers are required to stay in microgravity for hours, the physiological change is ultimately innocuous.
During prolonged stays in microgravity, red blood cell levels have been documented to drop, as have
blood plasma levels. However, it is important to remember that the workers will not be staying in
microgravity for more than a few hours at a time before returning to 1G. Therefore, such changes would
not be drastic or long lasting. It only means that workers may feel slightly anemic for a short amount of
time after reentering 1G, but this period would be short-lived and mild in nature.
In general, the effects of microgravity on the cardiopulmonary system are very mild, largely due to the
fact that there will be no overnight stays in microgravity. Therefore, the body will not be given the proper
time it needs to adapt permanently to the lack of gravity, which is how most post-microgravity
physiological problems come into existence.

b. MUSCULAR AND SKELETAL SYSTEMS

Muscles and bones are important in maintaining human structure and posture.
The importance of bones lies in their ability to keep humans upright by countering the downward force of
gravity. However, such measures are not needed when gravity is not present. Without a need to bear
weight, bones begin to space out in-between and weakening in general. The body takes advantage of the
lack of gravity by breaking down some of the bone tissue of the individual without regenerating those
bone cells.
Similar effects happen to the muscles of the body. Without a need to exert large magnitudes of force in an
environment that lacks gravity, the muscles, especially skeletal muscles, become minimally necessary
tissue in many parts of the body.
Specifically,
extensor
muscles
designed to work against gravity on
Earth degenerate more rapidly than
flexor muscles. Calf and quadriceps
muscles, for instance, have been
documented to undergo atrophy at
rates significantly higher than arm
and hand muscles that do not actively
work against the force of gravity.
A fitness facility in 1G

The degeneration of both bone and muscle poses a significant health problem to most short- and longterm space missions, such as those on the International Space Station. However, these complications are
not serious issues on the settlement, since exposure to microgravity is limited to several hours in a day,
and not the entire day and night. That is not to say that their effects will be negligible, but it means that all
long-term physiological change can be eschewed through simple actions. Microgravity workers, such as
researchers and engineers, will be required to exercise in 1G. Any worker that spends more than an hour
in microgravity will be required to engage in 20 minutes of high intensity cardiovascular exercise, such as
treadmills and elliptical, followed by an hour of lifting weights, which includes bench presses and squats.
This will prevent the body from adapting to conditions in which bone and muscle strength are of minimal
importance, therefore preventing bone and muscle degradation over the life of any Neo resident.
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c. IMMUNE SYSTEM

Experiments on previous space expeditions have indicated a decline in white blood cell counts after long
periods of time in microgravity. Minor immunoglobulin deficiency has also been observed after
spaceflight. White blood cells - which can be classified as neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils,
lymphocytes, and monocytes - are integral to the human immune system. They are able to detect and
attack any foreign substances in the body, making them important internal protective agents.
Immunoglobulins, secreted by, white blood cells, are antibodies that allow for the necessary identification
of pathogens.
Although the time spent in microgravity will counter most significant changes in immune function, it is
possible that those who work longer hours in microgravity may have, if any, minor deficits in immune
function. However, this is not a serious issue, since all initial residents of the settlement will be
thoroughly screened for infections agents before joining the population. Therefore, the spread of
contagious disease will not be an issue on the settlement.

d. VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

The vestibular system is housed in the inner ear and is responsible for detecting changes in spatial
orientation in order to maintain balance. Of course, in microgravity, there is no sense of up or down.
Therefore, the vestibular system will need time to adjust to such changes, and so working in microgravity
may initially be difficult, although, after the short time needed for adaptation, vestibular changes will be
expected and therefore tolerated.
The vestibular sense contains three semicircular canals that detect positional shifts along the X, Y, and X
axes. Detection along these three axes is based on gravity. When that the norms of what is “up” and what
is “down” are distorted in a microgravity environment, however, there is a lack of association between
what the brain expects to perceive and the actual input. Seeing a fellow worker upside-down, for instance,
leads individuals to feel that they are actually upside-down, even though they do not feel that way. This
contradiction of input and expectation often induces a sense of nausea in humans in space. Some may not
experience it at all, while others will feel it for varying periods of time. This nausea and discomfort will
quickly disappear, as the worker grows accustomed to the microgravity environment. However, this may
take a slightly longer time than it would on a regular space mission, since the workers will be shifting
from 1G to microgravity and back to 1G daily.

10.

GOVERNMENT

The ANA Corporation will finance, own, and manage Neo. Therefore, ANA will also control how Neo is
governed. For the first five years of operation onboard Neo, ANA Corp. will have ubiquitous governing
power simply to ensure that all goes smoothly as the first settlers are brought in and all major activities
from mining to research are still being setup and organized. This is a very critical time for Neo, as it
resembles more of an engineering project than a city, because it is crucial that all of Neo’s varied
components are established properly. Once all people and business have settled down within Neo after the
five-year period, ANA Corp. will immediately transform the settlement into the outer solar system’s first
democracy.
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ANA understands that in setting up its civilization, people will only become actively engaged in and take
pride in their community if they themselves are in control of it as opposed to a board of shareholders. As
detailed in the Neo Constitution the settlement will be governed by a President, a Vice President, a board
of advisors, and a head judge. All major governing positions, including advisors, will be directly elected
by the people of Neo once every two years. The board of advisors will include advisors for energy,
scientific research, construction, education, etc. so that the President will receive expert reports from
experienced civilians with extensive knowledge in individual areas and operations of the settlement.
Rather than having a system of representation, Neo will allow all laws to be voted on via electronic
referendum, with all adult citizens over the age of 18 who have lived in Neo for at least two years eligible
to vote. By extending the majority of the power directly to the people, Neo will operate in a fashion that is
approved by its people and will not be bogged down in politics and corruption. Neo is not a business, and
it is emphasized that corporate interests will not dominate over the interests and opinions of the populous.
The only body with higher authoritative power than Neo’s democratic government itself will be ANA
Corporation’s Board of Engineers. In the event of a major disaster such as an asteroid strike or the failure
of a life support system, the Board of Engineers will immediately become the settlement’s highest
governing body. The Board will have ubiquitous control over all regulations and systems onboard Neo in
order to quickly perform all that is necessary to keep the settlement from further danger and protect the
lives of all settlers. Neo has many fail-safes and security systems designed to ensure smooth operation,
but the settlers cannot be caught off-guard in the rare event of a large-scale emergency. Therefore, the
effectively dictatorial state is necessary to fix the problem without civilian interference. As soon as the
disaster is averted, power will be immediately restored to the citizens of Neo.

11.

TOURISM

As the first large habitable outpost in the outer solar system, Neo will undoubtedly see many tourists.
While the economy of Neo will prosper primarily from its business in construction, mining, and research,
tourism will also contribute positively. People from Earth and other inhabited areas within the solar
system will undoubtedly bring their currency to the Neo, but more importantly, they will take news and
sights from Neo back home. The Neo Board of Tourism will strive to leave a positive impression upon
the minds of tourists so that they will return with their money, consider business with Neo, and possibly
even decide to become a citizen of Neo.
Within Habitation Ring A, there will be a small luxury hotel. It will contain rooms that are larger and
more lavish than the ordinary housing quarters. Both citizens of Neo and tourists can pay to rent a room
and enjoy the hotel’s facilities such as private spas, restaurants, and recreational areas.
Tourists can pay for special access and assistance with Neo’s zero-g facilities. To any normally
earthbound tourist, the chance to experience and enjoy microgravity will be a memorable one that will
certainly be an attractive feature. The specific ways in which tourists an Neo’s citizens will be able to
have fun in microgravity are detailed within the “Entertainment” section.
As any tourists visiting the outer solar system will most likely be committing themselves to a long-term
trip, they will have the opportunity to participate in long but exciting adventures. The most popular and
most anticipated option for tourists will undoubtedly be the cruise of the Jovian planetary system, which
will involve fly-bys of the Galilean moons, a visit to Odin Base on Callisto, and several orbits around the
gas giant itself at varying latitudes. The cruiser that will ferry the passengers will sport a very thick, dense
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hull designed to protect the tourists from the intense doses of radiation found within Jupiter’s powerful
magnetic field.
The entire trip will last several weeks, and will offer stunning views available nowhere else in the solar
system. Another tour that will be offered is a trip to the main asteroid belt in which tourists can visit the
extensive mining facilities set up in orbit aboard a large cruiser resistant to strikes by small asteroids.
Understandably, the cruiser itself will orbit slightly outside the asteroid belt to minimize the risk of
damage, but tourists will have the option of renting out smaller ships and flying them out of the cruiser’s
hangar to explore the asteroid belt on their own. While exhilarating, this trip will certainly be associated
with danger if the tourists are not careful, even though the density of asteroids within the outer asteroid
belt is quite low. These two tours, along with external tours of the settlement itself, will be the largest
tourist attractions that Neo will offer.

12.

LEISURE

The two habitation rings of Neo will be designed with many facilities built for the recreation of the
settlers.

a. THEATERS

First, there will be theaters in which films are screened for public viewing. The movies will be beamed
from Earth where they can be recorded and saved for storage onboard Neo, producing an impressive
cultural library that citizens will have access. Brand new films will have tickets at public shows while old
films can be requested from a central distribution center and viewed at home for a small fee.

b. PARKS

Public parks will be placed sporadically throughout the habitation rings with gardens and play areas for
children. Meant to mimic the natural surroundings of Earth, they can serve as places in which people can
congregate for picnics or any other activities with a nice view. It is important that the citizens are allowed
access to such natural settings lest they get homesick when surrounded by only artificial habitats.
Neo will not just isolate itself as a scientific outpost, for it is important for a community to have a shared
culture in order for it to feel united. A Society of Art will be instated that brings together writers, painters,
directors, and other artists of all kinds to create unique art and produce a culture for Neo. Trained by Neo
University’s art program, the Society of Art will put on regular stage performances, musical concerts, art
exhibitions, etc. Together, they will contribute to a vibrant community onboard the settlement.
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c. MICROGRAVITY RECREATION

A local theater

A big part of the entertainment onboard is the recreational facilities in microgravity and weak gravity
settings. These include the Low Gravity Pool, a cylindrical structure filled with water at 0.1 G, allowing
swimmers to swim infinite laps and even leap across the pool. There will also be large padded areas in
which residents can relax by executing microgravity gymnastics or simply cruising along through the air
at their own rate.
Sports in microgravity may become increasingly interesting, as different rules are introduced. Volleyball
would change dramatically, and a new rule - perhaps the only one - could be preventing the ball from
touching walls (once again, adding adjacent walls as obstacles). Other activities, such as laser tag, will
also be available in microgravity.

d. SHOPS AND CAFÉS

On the central alley already introduced, café’s and small shops encourage entrepreneurship among the
Neo-inhabitants, giving a sense of community, friendship, and helping people get to know each other,
make friends, and feel comfortable and safe in a new environment.

e. LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS

Libraries will serve as a quiet study place for students in the Neo University, as well as an entertainment
zone for lecture amateurs. Although Neo will not provide actual books, 100 devices similar to the popular
Kindle will serve as databases for thousands of operas. There will be 10 libraries available throughout
Neo, 5 on each inhabitance ring.
Neo will also be endowed will a museum, reminder of Earth, its history, and our starting point. It is most
important that Neo-born children understand their heritage.
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13.

EDUCATION

It is absolutely critical that it play host to a stateof-the-art educational system that encourages and
prepares the settlement’s young scientists and
engineers for their later careers in Neo or
elsewhere.
As Neo is both a major research-facility as well as
a massive engineering project engaged in such
advanced endeavors as asteroid mining and
interplanetary shipyard construction, Neo will
need many such bright minds to ensure its future
success and innovation.
A typical high school classroom
Neo will have one elementary school, one middle
school, and one high school within Habitation Ring B. The schools will be structured into classrooms
with approximately twenty students each. Instead of using an ordinary lecture based teaching method, all
students will learn through the use of electronic aids. Personalized interactive computers will deliver
lessons to students at their own pace so that they are guaranteed to fully understand the material being
presented. Software packages for different subjects within the educational computers will evaluate the
progress of the students through exercises and will judge when students are ready to move on to the next
topic, ensuring a personalized educational experience for every student. The role of the teacher within
each classroom will therefore not be to simply deliver lectures but to work one-on-one with students to
meet their educational and creative needs since they have already been delivered the material. Teachers
can work with students who are slightly behind to help them through difficult concepts while helping the
more advanced students in a different way, recommending projects to hone their skills and guiding them
through creative exercises to learn more on their own.
The Neo educational system is not intended to merely take students through preset curriculum and
evaluate them with standardized tests, but to let students explore different areas with the assistance of a
teacher and become productive members of the Neo community. After students complete high school
onboard Neo, which is mandatory,
they have the option of pursuing an
undergraduate degree. This can be
obtained from Neo University, which
will accept all students who are
citizens of Neo without charge, or
from any other educational institution
in the solar system. The university’s
education system will allow students
to specialize within more specific
fields. Neo University will be the
settlement’s hub of advanced research
efforts. Therefore, there will be
A public library
particular
emphasis
placed on
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mathematics, engineering, and the sciences within the university. However, degrees in other fields such as
literature, economics, history, etc. will still be offered, though they will be more limited as far as
experience. Students pursuing a degree in math, engineering, or the sciences though will have an
incredible opportunity for gaining knowledge and experience within their respective fields. Like in the
previous levels, deliverance of lessons will still take place electronically, and students will be more
engaged with their professors to discuss what they have been learning as well as projects they wish to
pursue.

Habitation Ring B high school

Undergraduate level students will be able to work with scientists and engineers on some of the projects
being undertaken at the settlement as educational internships, which will be a critical part of their
university experience. For example, aerospace engineering majors can get introductory experience with
the construction crews building interplanetary vehicles off the outer arms while astrophysics majors can
work on the gravitational wave interferometer. This trend of getting practical experience while taking
classes of their own choice will continue for students who plan to pursue graduate and doctorate degrees
as they are given more responsibilities and the chance to perform research of their own. The goal of all of
this is to train the students in the best way possible for both research projects and engineering projects so
that when they receive their degrees they can immediately get to work in surroundings that they are
familiar with. Neo University will receive a large research budget with the manpower supplied by faculty
as well as all of the students, making sure that the settlement is as scientifically productive as possible.

14. CONSUMABLES

Shipping medicine from Earth is not an option, considering the huge distance between Neo’s location and
Earth. Conclusively, the settlement must be equipment with all the necessary prime material to produce
all needed equipment.
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Thankfully, asteroid materials such as minerals will aid the production of medicine, electronics, and any
metal-based component, while interior plants will produce cotton and textiles (agriculture modules are
widely distributed all through the settlement).
All other requirements will be satisfied chemically, in Neo’s multiple production, deposit, agriculture,
mining and industrial zones.
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SOLAR SYSTEM BASES
CALISTO BASE
1. CONDITIONS

The gravitational acceleration on Calisto is much smaller than the one on Earth, and is equal to
𝐺𝑀𝐶

a=

𝑅𝐶2

.

The atmosphere on Calisto is very
rarefied, mostly composed of carbon
dioxide and molecular oxygen. The
absence of an atmosphere on the
moon also explains the impact
craters, very old and of high density.
Being far away from Jupiter makes it
very cold (complete absence of tidal
heating),
and
low
radiation
emissions, the equivalent of 0.01
rem/day.
The average day on the moon lasts
16.7 Earth days, making it ideal for
longer manned explorations of the
crater, even travel between different
bases. Having a geosynchronous
Odin Base
orbit, the moon takes just as long to
orbit Jupiter. The observation field,
regarding craters, also widens up. The geological composition of Calisto makes it a possible location of
extraterrestrial life, hence its organic compounds and the presence of water. Beneath the icy lithosphere of
80 to 150 km, resides an ocean almost 150 km thick. There is a very high probability that in the ocean’s
composition there is ammonia, or other antifreeze, which would explain the fact that Calisto acts as a
perfectly conductive sphere, not allowing charge beneath its immediate surface. This theory is yet to be
proven, as many others, which will make the
purpose of Odin Base. Regardless the absence of
volcanism and seismic activity on Calisto, certain evidence of cryovolcanism is present, and certainly
worth studying.
From the orbital characteristics point of view, Calisto only had advantages, a very low eccentricity makes
the orbit almost circular, and a negligible inclination also dramatically simplifies the orbital transfer.
Although these parameters change quasi-periodically, the changes are not significant. All facts regarding
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the geological and the atmospheric composition of Calisto will be fully considered as research areas for
the inhabitants of Odin.

a. TRANSPORT TO CALISTO

Calisto will be built from different parts. Most of the materials will be mined in GEO and then shipped
towards Calisto, while others will be brought directly from Jupiter-Sun L1.
In order to reach Calisto from Earth, two orbital transfers must be made. One implies the transfer from
GEO to Jupiter’s sphere of influence, and while considering the tangent between the two orbits the
farthest point of the apocentre of the first transfer orbit, the second transfer should occur considering this
the starting point of the Hohmann transfer orbit. The transfer should be from this point to an orbit around
Calisto.
The other transfers are much simpler and imply positioning the transported materials from the settlement
to an intermediate orbit between it and Calisto, around Jupiter.
1) Transfer to sphere of influence
2) From sphere of influence intersection point to Calisto’s orbit.

b. LANDING

Odin Base Close-up

Since Calisto’s composition is hardly metallic, the ideal magnetic landing does not stand a chance. Still,
the moon’s rather low gravity works for us, and all materials should be dropped to soil. This will be done
using specially designed parachutes, as is currently for the safe return of missions.
Considering the existence of a rarefied atmosphere on Calisto, slowing modules’ landing by the usage of
parachutes is an option. In order to do that, formulae generally used in aerospace engineering for manned
landings as well as Calisto gravitational acceleration computed earlier will be used. (Appendix A)
Those will lead us to:
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Opposed thrusters
Opposed thrusters are probably the best solution when regarding problems such as this one. Describing
the force with which the module is slowdown is the multiplication of the mass-flow-rate and the exhaust
velocity of the rocket. (Appendix A)

2. DIMENSIONS AND LAYOUT

Odin is a permanent research base on Calisto, also serving as a checkpoint in the further exploration of
Our Solar System. In order to meet all the requirements above, Odin has to be large enough to
accommodate 15 people, the rest of the base being used for harboring life support materials, construction
ones, robots and/or robotic parts, as well as fuel, rocket parts, etc.. The inhabited part of Odin will have
around 350 square meters, with an average of 15 square meters for each person inhabiting.
Four adjacent modules will be linked to the Odin Inhabited Module, each having a surface of about 200
sq. meters. Considering around 50 sq. meters for links between the modules, the total surface of Odin,
permanent research base, rises up to 1200 𝑚 2.
Since covering such a huge area on a foreign satellite could raise serious problems, from construction to
thermal insulation (larger area exposed to the icy surface of Calisto), Odin’s inhabited module and
research module should have three floors, while the robotics and rocketry adjacent modules, two floors
each.
All modules are pressurized and thermally controlled.
Module
Odin Inhabited Module

Floors
Inhabited/Residential
Food/Water Processing
Deposit and Insulation
Atmospheric
Soil
Tectonics and Volcanism
Research and Rocket Architecture
Engineering
Research in Sensors, etc.
Engineering and Robotics
Nuclear Reactor
Nuclear Reactor
Landing Port

Research Module

Rocketry Module
Robotics Module
Power and Energy Module
Spaceport

Module
Odin Inhabited Module
Research Module
Robotics Module

Radius
18.31m
15.92m
15.92m

Total Height
15m
10m
10m

Total Area
350
200
200
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Rocketry Module
Power and Energy Module
Spaceport

Zone
personal
food
water

15.92m
-Length:40m
20m

processing
depositing
processing
depositing

10m
5m
10

200
160m
1256m

Area/Person sqm
15
3.50

Total Area sqm
230
57

3.50

57

22

344

TOTAL for Odin Inhabited Module:
Odin is located in the Valhalla Crater, a very interesting research opportunity. The exact coordinates of
Odin are: 18°N latitude and 57°W longitude.

3. MATERIALS

Regarding the shell of Odin, thermal insulation is a vital fact, as well as resistance (to
asteroid/atmospheric debris) considering Calisto’s previous impact scenarios, and the location of the base
in the moon’s largest crater.

a. RCC

Due to its high Young’s modulus, resistance to thermal expansion, as well as the high thermal resistance,
Reinforced Carbon is a favorite in the aerospace industry. Still considering the low impact resistance
(which has been known to lead to accidents), RCC will not consist as the first layer of the base’s shell,
rather an inner, protective layer.

b. CARBON FIBER

Low weight, high tensile strength, chemical resistance, temperature tolerance, low thermal expansion (or
contraction, considering the low temperatures) and high stiffness.

c. KEVLAR

Has no melting point, low flammability, high Young’s modulus, and high resistance. Ideal for inner
layers.

d. MYLAR, DACRON AND KAPTON

Synthetic polyester fiber, biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate, very good in electrical insulation,
reflectivity, stability, high tensile strength and all three make very good insulators.
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Thermal Control

Insulation is mainly realized through Multi-Layer Insulation, which is made of layers of Dacron and
Mylar. Thin allumized Mylar sheets are protected by Kapton, and kept separated from each other by
Dacron layers.
This MLI layering protects both thermally and from any radiation. Since the amounts of radiation on
Calisto are very low, no protection will be given.
Further details on emissivity and other thermal control issues can be found in Appendix B.
Calisto is very cold, and although the MLI properly insulates Odin, and all heating from wires, etc. is
used, adjacent heating methods must be created. Conduction should resemble the one done on Earth
(Calisto’s g is not much smaller than Earth’s). Since huge quantities of water are available, hot water will
be circulated through pipes in the interior wall of Odin.

4. MINING ON CALISTO

Calisto is abundant in water (ice) and ammonia. It is believed that below the layer of ice, rocky material
resides.
One of the first research missions will be to find the depth of the ice layer. Once that section if finalized,
mining for water and ammonia will begin. Calisto does not present a terraforming potential given its low
rotation period, small gravity, and temperatures that are too cold. It can, however, be used as a semipermanent base.
Water is mined and transported in large, icy bulks. If it were to be shipped on the settlement, or used by
the inhabitants, it would have to undergo the process of eliminating radiation first. Ammonia is brought in
the same, frozen, structure.
A transporting robot takes the load from Calisto to Neo.

5. CONSTRUCTION

Construction of Odin is done prior to the construction of the settlement, implying that the exact period
and location in time is unknown. Also, considering the unavailability of information regarding future
resources (in all domains), predicting a clear date would be superficial and impossible to sustain through
serious arguments.
The first step in the construction of Odin will be the construction and implementation of the power and
energy modules, the Uranium nuclear reactor.
After this step is completed, sufficient energy is ensured in order to continue.
Secondly, the spaceport will be built, followed by the rocketry module, in order to ensure communication
with the settlement. After these main steps are completed, the inhabited module will be built and
inhabited, in order for research to begin. In the meantime, further progress will be made with the research
and robotics modules.

6. PRESSURE

The modules will have the same pressure as the one experienced on Earth at the sea level, one
atmosphere; as it does not induct breathlessness, it does not require extra effort, it is the comfortable and
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ideal pressure for human beings, while also prevents heart beat rate and muscular and bone system
modifications.
Considering this the induced quantity of air would be: m =

𝛍𝐏𝐕
𝐑𝐓

.

Section
Odin Inhabited Module

Inhabited/Residential
Food/Water Processing
Deposit and Insulation

Research Module

Atmospheric
Soil
Tectonics and Volcanism

Robotics Module

Research and Rocket Architecture
Engineering

Rocketry Module

Research in Sensors, etc.
Engineering and Robotics

Pressure is permanently monitored on the Odin base, through barometers (both electronic and with
mercury). Since the gravitational acceleration on Calisto is different from the one on Earth, barometers
should be calibrated with a correction factor (Appendix A).

7. OXYGENATION

Oxygen generating units will be situated on the last floors of Odin Inhabited Module and Research
Module. These two will provide the air quantity needed for Rocketry and Robotics. Oxygen and nitrogen
will be pumped directly from the Inhabited and the Research Module into the two other ones.
A network of pipes and pumps located in the walls of the modules will circulate the air and pump it in.
Emergency oxygen candles in the interior walls may also be ignited in the case of an emergency.
Besides bringing oxygen from Earth, there are some other ways of obtaining it in space. The first method
for obtaining oxygen in space is through the usage of chemical oxygen generators, which release oxygen
after a chemical reaction using inorganic superoxide, chlorate or perchlorate. These substances are ignited
and release oxygen along with final reaction products, like iron and table salt.
Another way is through oxygen candles, which transform powdered sodium chlorate (or potassium,
lithium chlorate or perchlorate) and iron powder in sodium chloride, iron oxide and 6.5 man hours of
oxygen per kilogram (equation in Appendix A) This is used on commercial aircrafts (the emergency
oxygen mask, pulling the trigger actually ignites the oxygen candles), and on the ISS.
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Plants are the ideal source of oxygen generation, as they make a complete cycle, absorbing the carbon
dioxide. Still, complication may arise when growing plants in cold, dark environments’ such as Calisto. A
permanent greenhouse will certainly be built, but plants are not regarded as the main source of oxygen.
Oxygen is also obtained through the electrolysis of water. Hydrogen also obtained will be used as fuel, or
in the Sabatier reaction (equation in Appendix A), for making water (the Sabatier reaction is used for both
purposes, water and oxygen).
Large quantities of oxygen, nitrogen and water will also be brought from the settlement, but the methods
above are expected to supply at least 60% of the total oxygen and water consumed. All the nitrogen is
brought in and pumped.
While oxygen is being put into the air, impurities and other gases need to be removed before they can
accumulate and jeopardize the health of the individuals within the structure. Permanent testers analyze the
air composition and complete with the quantity of gas necessary. Carbon dioxide is an important gas to
remove from the air to prevent it from increasing in amounts in relation to oxygen, creating toxicity in the
air. A removal and collection system for carbon dioxide, ammonia and methane will be implemented,
these being then reused.

8. WATER

Water may be produced through the Sabatier
reaction (discussed in Oxygenation) or melted
and sterilized from the icy coat of Calisto. The
last method is the most effective and will
therefore be used.
The ice will be scraped off by robots
resembling the mining ones, and brought to
Odin Inhabited Module by the rovers. There it
will be melted, sterilized and pumped through
the modules, wherever needed.
The inhabitants of Odin Base on Calisto
should use up about 75 L of water each day.
Pumping is done easily, having a smaller
gravitational acceleration to counteract.
Water is a very important element, and should
therefore be properly recycled, reused, etc.

Heating system

Phase

Description

Area of application

Centrifugal separation

Separates solids from liquids

Black
water
bathroom/kitchen water

Ozone

Used to sterilize water and air. It bathroom/kitchen water
is very strong, covers a wide
range of pathogens and doesn’t
imply the use of hazardous

and
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chemicals.
Filtration

Prepares
water
for
UV bathroom/kitchen water
sterilization, as it is more
efficient in low water turbidity

Ultraviolet disinfection

Highly effective method, doesn’t bathroom/kitchen water and air
affect taste, odor or clarity of
water, chemical-free

UV lamps should be regularly replaced and are cleaned. Lamps lose their capacity over time, and their
effectiveness lowers; lack of observing its replacement rule may lead to tragic consequences varying from
food poisoning to infections, etc.

9. FOOD

Food will be entirely transported in from the settlement, as Calisto doesn’t fulfill the requirements needed
to grow plants, etc.
An average of a ship/ two month will be done, having modules launched from a permanent orbit around
Calisto. These modules will land slowly to the docking port, while the automated rocket returns to the
settlement for another load. Since the time needed to go back to the settlement for a fill-up and back to
Calisto may exceed a month when the moon is opposing Jupiter-Sun L1, transports may be larger and
over longer periods of time (such as three months). Transport will also be done in shifts, having more
than one automated module transporting food at a time.
Since this is rather expensive, one of the main research purposes will be creating conditions for life
support development.
A mean table of nutrients necessary each day:
Group
Grains
Diary
Meat, eggs and poultry
Fruit
Vegetables
Fats and sugar

10.

WASTE

Nutrients
Energy, Protein, Vitamins 𝐵1, 𝐵2 , Iron, Fibre
Protein, Fat, Vitamin B2, Calcium
Protein, Vitamins 𝐵1, 𝐵2 , Calcium, Iron, Fibre, Fat
Carotenoids, Folic acid, Vitamin 𝐵2 , Energy, Iron, Fiber.
Carotenoids, Folic acid, Vitamin 𝐵2 , Energy, Iron, Fibre.
Energy, Essential fatty acids

Waste such as paper, aluminum, steel, plastic, glass, batteries will be recycled or reused. Organic waste
will be radically diminished after water separation and purification. Any remaining waste which cannot
be recycled or reused should be disposed of. Still, unrecyclable waste is not expected in large quantities.
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11.

HEALTH

Scientists and engineers’
health will be handled by
specialized robots, using
Machine Learning type
algorithms. Typically, after
collecting a blood sample
(procedure done every three
days), sensors will lead a
complete interpretation of
all important signs and
parameters of what is
supposed to be a healthy
person.
When monitoring a person’s
health on a space station,
some of the most important
analysis results include
cancer or diseases with a
Odin Base
positive/negative response
to tests. In order to find out
whether a patient has, for
example, a malignant or benign tumor,
a
Machine
Learning
Logistic
Regression algorithm can and is
advised to be used. Algorithms and
formulae portrayed in this section
have been studied in the Coursera
Online Machine Learning Course,
from Stanford University, lectures
given by prof. Andrew Ng.
In binary classification, the probability
of the tumor being cancerous or
benign is being studied, that is,
whether a term y is 0 or 1. In that case,
the probability is determined by
comparing the hypothesis to a
Valhalla Crater
threshold value. The general purpose
in Machine Learning is to make a program that learns by itself, from experience. Still, while gathering
this experience, the program must have a purpose of itself. In our case, the program outputs the
probability of the presence or absence of a disease. In order to do that, it minimizes a cost function using
gradient descent (which finds the local minimum in a graph).
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Multi-class classification presumes that we have more than two health options in the terms that the person
could have a cold, the flu or be healthy.
The classification method is named one-vs.-all multi-class classification and each class is separated into a
binary classification problem. That is, a new training set is generated the current class is regarded to as the
positive one, while the other two are the negative examples. A decision boundary is generated for each
new fake training set.

12.

POWER AND ENERGY

Power for the Odin base in Asgard, Calisto will be generated by a nuclear reactor, since the large distance
from the Sun (>5 A.U.) prevents the usage of solar power.
The Odin inhabited module does not require a large amount of energy in normal cases, but depending on
the research project, large quantities may be consumed by the laboratories. Moreover, the bases and
missions on the moons in proximity will receive energy wirelessly, and considering the huge loss during
transmission, large quantities of energy are again needed. If required, additional energy may be also sent
to the settlement.
These being settled, the nuclear reactor powering the base on Calisto will run on Uranium - 235 which
has, over plutonium, the advantage on not being so reactive, and much easier to find in nature. (Although
Plutonium is currently artificially synthesized, in one ton of natural Uranium, 400 mg or less Radium is
found, and 1/5000 of the quantity of Radium, Plutonium).
A nuclear reactor works by accelerating a neutron towards a heavy nucleus, which in turn is split into
lighter nucleuses as well as other fast neutrons, meant to collide with nucleuses, and therefore sustaining a
chain reaction. For the chain reaction to be sustained, the fast neutrons obtained from the first fission
reaction must be slowed down, in order to raise the probability of their collision with the other nucleuses.
Moreover, the products of the fission are not stable, and tend to spontaneously disintegrate, aiding to the
chain reaction.

a. FOR THE URANIUM REACTOR ON CALISTO
𝑚𝑁 = 92 × 1.0072 + 143 × 1.0086 + 92 × 0.0054 = 237.38

𝑊𝐿 = Z𝑚𝑝 𝑐 2 + (A − Z) 𝑚𝑛 𝑐 2 − 𝑚𝑁 𝑐 2 = (144.22 + 92.66 − 237.38) × 931.5 = -465.75 MeV,
indicating a highly unstable nucleus
1
0𝑛

144
236
89
1
+ 235
92𝑈  92𝑈 56𝐵𝑎 + 36𝐾𝑟 + 3 0𝑛

Q=𝑐 2 (𝑚𝑎 + 𝑚𝑋 − 𝑚𝑌 − 𝑚𝑏 ) = 186 MeV
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𝑚𝑎 = 1.0072
mX = 236.88
𝑚𝑌 = 234.6
𝑚𝑏 = 3.0216

𝐸𝑎𝐿 =

𝑚𝑎 +𝑚𝑋
𝑚𝑋

235
92𝑈

𝑇1/2 =

 42𝐻𝑒 + 232
90𝑈

𝑙𝑛2
𝜆

Q = 186.93 MeV

= 703.8 million years

b. COMPONENTS OF THE NUCLEAR REACTOR

Moderator and cooler
After the first nuclear fission, started by accelerating a neutron towards a heavy nucleus and making it
split in two intermediary nucleuses, and three high-speed neutrons fission is balanced through control
rods. In order for these neutrons to collide with the intermediate nucleus, they must be slowed down, by
the moderator. Cooling results in steam, steam powers a turbine and electrical energy is obtained.
Heavy water (deuterium) will be used as a moderator, having the following properties:
Property
Melting point (Celsius)
Boiling point (Celsius)
Density (20 Celsius)
Maximum density temperature (Celsius)

𝐷2 O
3.80
101.42
1.1056
11.6

Aside from the moderator and cooler, the reactor presents fuel, reactor core, Neutron poison, Neutron
howitzer (re-initiates reactions after the nuclear reactor is shut down), control rods, steam turbine,
electrical generator, condenser, spent fuel pool. Neutron poison annihilates accelerating neutrons in the
eventuality of an accident. A system prevents such accidents by filling the reaction tank with Xenon-135,
the most used neutron poison. Alternatives include Boron of Gadolinium.

13.

AUTOMATION

a. MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning is the field of study that allows computers to learn by themselves without being
explicitly programmed.
Tom Mitchell: “A computer is said to learn from experience E, with respect to some task T, and some
performance measure P, if it improves on T, as measured by P, improves with experience E.”
Therefore, it will be present in most robotic and automated fields both in the Odin base and on the
settlement.
Machine learning will serve as the main programming method in rover exploration (learning paths, roads,
maps), self-driving rovers, mining robots and health robots. The robotic automation is fully described in
the Health section.
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b. SELF-DRIVING ROVERS

Neural networking is a state of the art technique that follows the brain’s structure and makes a
representation containing a series of levels which output the hypothesis ℎ𝜃 (x).
I order to train a neural network, the first thing to do is to randomly initialize weights, implement forward
propagation to get the hypothesis, compute the cost function and then implement back propagation to
compute the partial derivatives.

Exploration rover

In order to build a self-driving robot, back propagation through neural networks will be used. All detail
regarding this is given in the Appendix. To sum up, the neural network is randomly initialized, once every
few seconds, the rovers will record the location, direction and speed of the person driving the rover. Now,
the algorithm learns. In order to drive, it uses back propagation through the network, and it gives the same
output as former input received.

c. ROCKETRY AND RESEARCH

Calisto will also serve as a base for future
missions, on other Jovian moons, or outside
the solar system. Given our unique location in
the solar system, research on Calisto, as well
as observations for Jupiter will be done by
using telescopes, Newtonian reflectors
preferably.
Further research will be done, in the domains
of cyrovolcanism, and the mechanisms
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triggering it. Moreover, after the depth of the ice layer on Calisto is known, research in the composition of
water, the rocky compounds below, etc. will be conducted. The presence of water in a body of the Solar
System different from Earth is not a premiere, but the discovery of any microorganisms triggering it
would be. The temperature on Calisto is too low for life to evolve, but experiments regarding the gradual
warm-up of the planet may be done, leaving the evolution of life to fate, humans only observing it.

ASTEROID BASES

“As the nation seems to be turning to environmental threats to our planet, a mission to a near - Earth
asteroid to assess their nature for good or ill would also seem to be a real winner”, says Huntress
(http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/generic/story_channel.jsp?channel=space&id=news/ASTER01
188.xml&headline=null&next=0).

1. LAYOUT AND DIMENSIONS

Component
Sphere

Radius
75m

Length
-

Tube
Pylons
Linking tubes
Torus

20m
10m
5m
Minor Radii=20m

20
15
140m
Major Radii=160m

Floor
Res.
Mater.
Conn.
-

Spokes
Torus

10m
Minor Radii=20m

20m
Major Radii=160m

Connect.
-

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODULES AND FLOORS
a. DUMBBELL-TORUS BASE

The dumbbell component of the base will serve mainly as a research and mining zone, the top floor being
an ideal location for further asteroid observations, discovery of new small solar system objects, or
astronomical observations.
The lower floor is situated directly on the asteroid, mining for resources being very easy. Analysis of
asteroid composition, perhaps finding a pattern in asteroid composition will also be reserved as a main
purpose.
Two of the tori are inhabited, the third being designed for agriculture and deposit space. The rather large
radius allows generation of artificial gravity, although not at the magnitude it has on Earth, but at a
somewhat smaller one (of half-g). The required angular velocity is derived and computed at the end of
Neo, in the Appendix.
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b. INTERIOR ASTEROID BASE

Asteroids present a huge potential
of mining, inhabitance and
exploitation. Mining is thoroughly
described in the Mining Chapter,
but asteroid presents more
potential than just mining.
Should an asteroid be halfhollowed, meaning only half of its
diameter is drained of contents it
could easily serve as a permanent
home. Given the assumed
spherical asteroid, a mining
Interior asteroid base
mission could hollow it of metal
(through the canvas method) but
keep the rest intact, design an entrance gate, split the asteroid in levels, and inhabit it. The asteroid, if
large enough, would generate a gravitational attraction force of its own, and therefore, inhabiting will
become comfortable.
Another huge advantage of inhabiting asteroids is the natural radiation shielding. Having a thick layer of
rock - metal compound overhead is bound to shield from deadly cosmic radiation. Support pillars, would
of course, be ensured.
Moreover, the probability of collision between two medium to large asteroids is very small, almost
inexistent, so asteroid inhabitance presents no danger whatsoever. Interiors would be pillar supported,
insulated and completely automated.
Interior asteroid bases may serve as either a checkpoint, safe-zone, adjacent deposit/agriculture space
(agriculture in regolith is studied, as described in the Mining Chapter), or solely as inhabited point.
More asteroids can be brought together and may form a small space community, a family living in a small

Interior asteroid base side view
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asteroid. Neo architects do not, however, recommend prolonged abidance in asteroids, for obvious muscle
degradation reasons.
From the many advantages of linked asteroid communities, we show: family holidays, school field-trips,
company team-building opportunities.

c. MATERIALS

Besides the natural insulation already provided by the asteroid, processed materials are used to protect
from radiation, thermal heat loss, or noise. Whipple shields guard bases from space junk or space debris,
small thrusters being used to move the asteroid in the small probability of a collision.
The insulating coat is constructed by layering alternative materials and linking them with sealant gel.
After the heat resistant ceramic plates, nitionol alloy, carbon fibers, aramid protect the base. Between the
carbon fibers and the aramid layer, Kevlar strips give resistance to the whole material structure. Pylons
are made of nickel-iron alloy.
Material

Tensile strength;
Melting
point;
Density
Aramid
Stable compound
Tensile
Strong synthetic strength=2760MPa
fibers
Ultimate
tensile
strength=
2757;
Density= 1.44.
Nitinol
Very stable TiO2
900MPa;
Nickel
titanium Titanium density=
4.50, Aluminum=
alloy
May be super- 2.63
elastic,
shape
memory(recovers
shape
upon
heating)
Ceramic plates
Heat
resistant;
Stable
under
compression;

Carbon fibers

Sealant gel

Characteristics

Arguments

Width

Heat,
chemical,
impact resistant

7cm

Radiation
protection layer
elasticity

10cm

Heat
Heat
resistance=1,260°C resistant;
Stable under
compression;
HRSI tiles
Five times more Ultimate
tensile Five times
resistant than steel; strength= 1600 for more
same weight
resistant than
Laminate,
4137 for fiber steel; same
alone;
Density= weight
1.75
Used in between 40MPa
Used
in
coats
between

1720cm

30cm

3cm,
between
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coats

Kevlar

Graphene

Lightweight, high
strength, may be
replaced
with
Twaron; used in
woven ropes and
cables

Tensile
3620;
tensile
2757;
1.44.

strength=
Ultimate
strength=
Density=

every
two
layers
10cm

Lightweight,
high
strength,
may
be
replaced
with
Twaron;
used
in
woven ropes
and cables
200
times
as Ultimate
tensile When
resistant as steel, strength=130000;
needed,
in
electricity
Density= 1.0
electrical
equipment*
conducting,
thin
layers

3. MINING
Besides the obvious mining described
in the Mining Chapter, should an
interesting
looking
asteroid
be
encountered or spotted (through classic
observational methods, or by using
asteroid - observation software, like
Astrometrica) it will be mined.
A foreign object is known to be an
asteroid if it has a straight, continuous
trajectory.
Since Neo will have more than one
asteroid base, certain roles and
purposes may be given to each base,
inhabitants having their main roles
assigned.
Central linking hub

4. LIFE SUPPORT

Transport of human inhabitants to the asteroid bases is done by docking modules that fix to the asteroid,
link to the already pressurized bases, offering asteroidnauts the opportunity to enter their future home (or
work space).
The docking module will remain fixed to the surface, linked to the base, and may be used as an
emergency escape route, as well as the ride back home.
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Life support on the asteroid bases will be done through the similar techniques on ISS. The bases are able
to produce their own food through aeroponic techniques, but since that would require large spaces, food,
water, consumables and other such supplies are brought on the base by the inhabitants.
Water can also be found through the Sabatier reaction, or created chemically from Oxygen and Hydrogen.
Recycling follows the same protocol as it does on Neo.
Considering the purpose of the asteroid base, only certain segments will be pressurized. The dumbbell
zone is not pressurized, since research and mining as well as sample studying will be done by using
specialized material, and inhabitants will be protected by astronaut suits.
The three tori however, all suffer pressurization; consider the fact that two of them are inhabited and the
third has a major role in life support.
The methodology of inducing pressure is the same as it was for Neo, only the volumes varying.
Pressure variation with height must not be taken into account since:
- Height differences are very small on Neo
- Pressure is induced uniformly in the settlement Neo as well as all other modules, bases etc. Even
if height differences were large pressurization levels wouldn’t vary as they do on Earth.

5. RESEARCH

Further research will be conducted on plants and bioengineering. Although the evolution and growth of
plants in low gravity has been already studied by NASA in the “Plants in Space” project, the growth and
adaptation of plants in asteroid soil that is nitrified, etc. are of great importance regarding space
colonization and expansion of the human race.
Nitrified and enriched regolith plant growth is also one of the main purposes of the lunar bases, the Moon
offering ideal thermal conditions and shielding being offered by material layers.
Alongside with the shielded, protected samples, plants are grown in greenhouses, in soil that hasn’t been
radiation - cleaned, and that are not radiation protected. Studies and comparisons will be done based on
samples. As described, Neo architects value community since it helps people adapt easily to the
conditions in space, the strange environment present all around. Consequently, asteroid communities will
be created by linking a number between two and five asteroids to a central, pressurized hub.
The hub will be carried by any base inside an asteroid with a diameter larger than 300 m, and will be
rendered available to passing asteroids should their orbits intersect. Asteroid bases can be piloted but the
orbit will not be left excepting the case of emergency scenarios.
With a major radius of 150 m and a minor radius of 50 m, the hub provides microgravity fun for the
families choosing to spend asteroid holidays.
Once the holiday is over, everybody is transported back to Neo through space shuttles, designed explicitly
for that purpose.
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Advanced asteroid base
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LUNAR BASES

Given the advanced mining purpose of Neo, lunar bases are set on the Moon to mine and exploit valuable
resources, such as metal, oxygen or volatiles. The complete mining procedure is explained in the mining
chapter.

1. BASE: INHABITED

Module

Surface

Floor 1

30 square meters

Floor 2

40 square meters

Floor 3

20 square meters

Height

15m

This inhabited base has, as a main purpose, research, astronomical observation and material study of lunar
composition.
It also serves as the central base, as well as the central communication zone with Earth.
Module

Surface

Floor 1- platform

30 square meters

Floor 2

20 square meters

Height

5m

Inhabited base two is centered on inhabitation and community life. It may serve as a home, as a
community center or it can be equipped and serve as a laboratory.

2. BASE: MINING

Module

Surface

Ground floor

20 square meters

Research floor

10 square meters
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The mining base is a most important center, harboring mining equipment and processing units, which are
transported and utilized outside the dome.
The reasons for mining outside the dome are obvious. Mining Chapter has proved that mining in the
natural conditions on the Moon (temperature, vacuum, lower gravity) are more advantageous than mining
in conditions resembling the ones on Earth (amongst the mining equipment, there are: huge magnets for
magnetic material processing and centrifugal accelerators for volatile processing).
The research floor has a much smaller area due to insulating materials.

3. MATERIALS

The materials composing lunar bases are roughly the same as the ones used for Neo. Still, adjusting is the
key of evolution, so all materials used must be found directly on the Moon, and mined for usage.
Therefore, insulation is aided by the use of fiber glasses, the main structure is aluminum based, radiation
insulation is ensured through regolith protective layers, coated with the little iron grains found.
Considering that 1cm of lead reduces radiation by a factor of two, around 10-12cm will insulate the bases.
A large dome, protecting all these bases is considered, a small community flourishing inside.

4. LIFE SUPPORT

An important factor of life
support is psychological
and mental health. The
easiest way to ensure the
lunar-bases inhabitants are
healthy, feel comfortable
enough to pursue research,
is to project a sense of
community. Conclusively,
agriculture and food in
done in clean, enriched
regolith, outside the bases,
but inside the controlled
medium of the dome. The
dome will cover an area of
2km, and will present thick
windows,
for
natural
sunlight to pass through.
The height of the dome at
its tallest point is of 500m.
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Lunar mining base-solar harvest sector

The Moon, like Calisto, cannot hold
to an atmosphere. (Computations and
derivations shown in Appendix A)
Therefore,
interiors
must
be
pressurized.
The inside of the dome is
pressurized, and entering and leaving
the dome is done through a third
room,
in
order
to
avoid
depressurization. Water is artificially
created from Hydrogen and Oxygen.
(Oxygen being found in large
quantities, directly on the Moon)
Inhabitants will have different roles,
from researchers and engineers to
doctors. An average of 20 people
will inhabit the bases, 3 of them
Lunar inhabitation base – regolith greenhouses
doctors, 2 astronauts, 7 scientists,
specialized
in
bioengineering,
astrophysics and materials, and three engineers (from computer science to electrical engineers, all must
have minors in aerospace engineering, or some sort of aerospace-related studies).

5. TRANSPORT

Transport inside the community is done by walking, since distances are not very large. Outside the dome
however, moon rovers are used, and anyone leaving the dome must wear protective spacesuits. Water and
food is distributed through Eddy current effect pipes. This way, safe, efficient magnetism is put to use by
transporting goods through copper tubes.
The rovers are 1x2 large, can transport two persons at a time, and run mainly on solar energy. Batteries,
however, are also available, in the eventuality of an emergency. Super capacitors, like the ones presented
in Technical Engineering, may prove to be useful, since they weight much less, recharge faster, and may
give sufficient impulse for the exploration mission to be finalized.

6. RESEARCH

The main research purpose is focused on the study of lunar materials and on regolith bioengineering.
Dietary needs: vitamins A, D, E, K, 𝐵12 , 𝐵6 , Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin, Biotin, all given by a mix of
the following: wheat, soy, lettuce, potato, tomato, spinach, sweet potato, peanuts, strawberry, cabbage,
carrot, celery, peppers, broccoli and rice. The plants above present different growth requirements, from
temperature and amount of water needed to soil pH, minerals in soil, etc.
Although the lunar regolith is rich in a wide range of minerals, adjacent supplementary compounds will
be added to ensure optimum plant growth. Since the environment inside the dome is controlled, separate
greenhouses can be built for each plant type.
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FINANCING

In order to build a space settlement, one must be sure of its technological, material and financial
feasibility. Therefore, all economical ways through which substantial financing may be brought to the
construction of Neo will be considered, starting with asteroid mining and ending with tourism.
Asteroid mining is highly recommended, as it will require quite a small amount of money invested,
compared with the profit which solely due to the launch - land cost difference will prove to be huge.
Materials, such as expensive metals will gradually cause the platinum market, for example, to widen up,
therefore substantially decreasing platinum’s price. Besides jewelry, at first, platinum has a wide range of
usage being a wonderful conductor. Other metals may create new alloys, revolutionizing civil engineering
and construction materials.
Still, this will only be a later phase
of the financing, the first required
ones being obtained through easier
methods such as the launch of
meteorological, navigation and
broadcast satellites of kilograms
each. Studies have shown that
increasing their number should
double the companies’ annual
income in a decade.
Pharmaceuticals and medicine
distributions, already profitable,
will increase their incomes with
the new substances in space, as
well as the rare ones, not as
accessible on Earth.
Exploration rover
Permanent solar power stations
will be build following the construction of Neo, powering up the new settlement, as well as sending extra
energy to Earth.
Space tourism as well as space hotels will prove to be an attraction as the prices of space travel go down.
Virgin Galactic started by entrepreneur Richard Branson has already built LEO spaceships. Moreover,
space hospitals would be extraordinarily useful in the event of severe burns where skin is not supposed to
touch any surface, a low or no-g room could be provided for burn victims. Permanently paralyzed
individuals could find themselves moving on their own, floating through wide space, actually flying.
It is obvious that space exploration is the future, the ways in which space would affect, enrich our lives is
not popularized, advertised enough. Still, more funds for a settlement as such are to be obtained from
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contracts between Neo and the media, offering exclusivity or various opportunities to film in space, from
documentaries to movies, all giving them higher ratings.
Advertising is a very important source. Movies make millions just from tickets, not including DVD’s,
merchandise and so on. For example, should a car, an engineering company or a computer company
sponsor one of the first missions, their sales will go up. In the late ’60’s, a juice brand became highly
popular when Apollo astronauts advertised for it. This could be very useful, say, if Microsoft made the
software for the atomization on Neo, or if Lenovo made the computers.
Same would happen if GM, Lockheed Martin, or Boeing would help with the engineering, materials and
so on. Another option would, of course, be the widening of the space race participants improving through
competition, or when launching missions offer to take adjacent payloads, such as satellites of only few
kilograms each in order to raise funds.
Conclusively, space is obviously the next step to human evolution and Neo is the final step towards the
space frontier.

1. ASTEROIDS AS A FINANCIAL RESORT

Asteroid materials may range, depending on the asteroid, from iron or nickel to rare gases, ice, etc. all
being very useful in the financing of Neo. The platinum market is very big in Japan for example, five
times bigger than in the US or Europe and it is not fully satisfied.
Still, when discussing financing, most reliable and useful materials should be easily proven to be
platinum, cobalt and other such expensive and rare metals. Considering their scarcity on Earth and their
space - provenience, at first the price of platinum should be kept quite high, but as more material is
brought, the market lowers, platinum losing its “rare” characteristic, it is obtained with ease, and the price
for platinum would go down. Still, until that time, substantial funds should be obtained.

Element

Price(US$/kg)

Concentration
(ppm)

Mine Capacity Tones sold per
Sales ($M/yr.)
(tones/yr.)
year

Ruthenium
(Ru)

365.00

13.0

101

101

4.8

38

38

1.3

10

10

43

0.46
3.7
33.0
35.0
0.5

4
28
257
273
4
583
2,452($M/yr)

4
28
257
273
4

1
32
20
1,705
49

Rhodium (Rh)

23,052.00

Palladium
4,565.00
(Pd)
Silver (Ag)
160.00
Rhenium (Re) 1,557.00
Iridium (Ir)
965.00
Platinum (Pt)
12,394.00
Gold (Au)
12,346.00
Total for Precious Metals

8
287

T

Source: “Near Earth Asteroid Mining” (Ross 2001)
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Asteroids offer a very wide range of resources such as platinum, rhodium, iridium, palladium, ruthenium,
germanium, osmium or rhenium, with a concentration of up to 30g/T.
Platinum is found on Amun 3554 for example, in a concentration of 100 ppm, as opposed to the mines in
South Africa, 5-10 ppm. Platinum has a current value of $30/g.
After the price for platinum goes down, the metal will be used as a semi-conductor, having such
properties. Circuits will use platinum, now quite cheap and will work better and for longer periods of
time. Thin-sheet glass used in PC displays are also made of platinum and so are metal electrodes,
chemical reaction catalyst for nylon and silicon, parts of hard-disks and fuel cells.
Industrial uses for platinum are outstretched, platinum having a high melting point, high tensile strength,
thermal stability, is a very good conductor and doesn’t oxidize. These characteristics make it ideal for
electronic and computer components, ones the platinum price goes down.
Gases such as hydrogen and oxygen will be used for rocket fuel. Permanent bases will process water and
ice, turning it in the two gases mentioned above, dramatically lowering space transport and its costs.
Other rare gases will be sent to Earth,
along with minerals.
After all the resources are mined, and
only rock will remain, samples should
be taken back to Earth and, after
thorough analysis and study, should the
space rocks be safe they will be sold to
collectors. At this point, it is legally
forbidden to sell space rocks from either
the Moon or asteroids, the samples
being very rare, but if the mining
missions occur often and successfully,
space rocks samples, quite popular
among space enthusiasts, will prove to
be quite useful.
Exploration Telescope
Still, in order to finance mining missions, the first thing is to obtains the funds through other methods,
such as promoting space exploration and the launch of television broadcast and meteorological satellites,
through inexpensive methods such as cheaper, more effective launchers, such as the ones designed by
SpaceX as well as reducing building costs, using fuel from space sources, and so on.
Before launching the huge project of obtaining asteroid resources, material, solar energy and in the form
of rocket fuel, it is crucial to find the most suitable asteroids, having the necessary resources.
Therefore, a pre-phase to asteroid mining as a financial resource for Neo would be the launching of
telescopes (infrared to spectroscopes) in order to spot asteroids according to magnitude, spectroscopic
data and geology.
Most importantly, before deciding on which asteroids be mined, certain steps have to be performed:
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1) Launching of a complex network of telescopes (according to Planetary Resources Inc. worth $10
million) in order to discover new asteroids, enlarge the perception on Neo’s and therefore making it
easier, more profitable to choose.
2) Launching of spectral analyzers to establish the composition, geology, thermal characteristics of each
asteroid.
3) Building the atomized miners, the transporters depending on thermal characteristics, geology and
distance. Deciding on the launcher and the extra-payload. Should the final financing asteroids be in the
proximity of each other, a permanent base must be established, with functions such as electrolysis in order
to obtain rocket fuel, material processing, and slingshots, for sending the processed materials towards
Earth.
4) Choosing a few final richest, most
advantageous asteroids for the financing of
Neo. Deciding on the orbit maneuvers,
investing in launchers, preferably SpaceX’s
Falcon or ESA’s Soyuz, depending on the
weight of the payload.
An option for the funding needed in order to
complete the mining mission would be to
launch
multiple
broadcast
and
meteorological satellites with the same lightweight launchers, since each satellite should
weight no more than a few kilograms.

2. LOOKING FOR THE ASTEROIDS

Telescope Front View

Before launching a swarm of telescopes, it is more advantageous and financially feasible to check
whether contact may be reestablished or any use can be made of former satellites, Nano satellites or
telescopes, such as the Nano satellite Goliath.
Most satellites are abandoned because the coolant supply finishes (in the case of infra-red telescopes,
where the sensors need coolant in order to function properly) or run out of station keeping propellants,
serving at keeping the satellites on the right orbit.
In order to mine the right, more promising asteroids, it is vital to mine the geologically richest asteroids in
the near Earth orbit.
This may be easily done by launching a complex network of telescopes that will communicate with one
another and have the final signal destination a location on Earth. Telescopes will have infrared analyzers,
high efficiency cameras, thermal sensors and will determine with a high precision which is the geological
structure the surface temperature and other such characteristics.
Other CubeSats like devices may also be launched, weighing several hundred grams and powered by
Ionic Micro Thrust.
The telescope program will probably start with a limited number of telescopes around Earth, followed by
others around the moon and at higher altitudes, near Earth, a final network being located around the Sun.
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It will discover and catalog, chart orbital elements by looking at the same asteroid at every few days,
weeks and months.
The spectroscopy analysis of the asteroids’ surface will prove to be helpful in determining the amount of
radiation emitted by the specific moon rocks, and whether it is appropriate and safe to sell as collectibles.
Moreover, they may prove to be a great opportunity to study radiation emissions and other important
issues, as well as the Universe’s origins.
Most of the components and factors studied will be the same no matter the location of the telescope, the
launchers and the orbital maneuvers being the only ones to be different from one telescope type to
another.

3. POWER SYSTEM

The power system is very important in a satellite, as it takes up to 20 - 40% of the mass and is composed
of the power source, the storage, the distribution system and the management system.
The power input for the GEO telescopes will be solar power, solar arrays being used, gallium arsenide
ones, with a total conversion capacity of 28.4%, the highest one available on the market. NASA
laboratory panels however may be able to convert up to 60%.
Different type of conductors will be used in order to capture up as much of the spectrum as possible, not
only the infrared. It is important to approximate the energy needed as some of the telescopes may also use
solar energy in order to maneuver and adjust orbital location.
Solar panel parameters: An average power of 1,371 W/m2 at 1 A.U. from the Sun, an efficiency of 82%
and a degradation of 27.5% at every ten years. As seen in Appendix A.
Power storage is accomplished with the help of secondary, rechargeable batteries, 4 nickel-hydrogen
(NiH).

4. THERMAL AND RADIATION CONTROL

Since parts of satellites and space crafts only function between certain temperature ranges, thermal
control is highly required as the telescopes must prove to be resistant to the harsh conditions in space.
Therefore, a coat of thermal insulating materials will cover the telescopes. Isolative paint is paint that
contains ceramic micro-spheres with heat-reflective properties. Neo will also use a ceramic based material
that has heat-reflective properties as well as the feel and weigh of typical styrophoam.
Finally, the thermal insulation will be made of materials used to insulate the ISS or other space missions,
materials as: Reinforced Carbon-Carbon (RCC), used to protect from temperatures higher than 1,260
degrees Celsius, High temperature reusable surface insulation tiles, made from Silica ceramic used
underside in order to protect and insulate from temperatures lower than 1,260 degrees, Fibrous refractory
composite insulation (FRCI) which is strong, durable and resistant and Toughened fibrous insulation
(TUFI). Heaters and Coolers may be also used in order to adjust the temperatures in order to reach the
desired equilibrium temperature. Now, that all materials to be used are known, the emission and
absorption of heat may be computed. As seen in Appendix A.
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a. RADIATION PROTECTION

Radiation such as gamma, x-ray, cosmic rays and neutrons prove to be dangerous for the electrical
components in the telescopes. The most important are the SEE (single event effect) and are characterized
by short term radiation, causing damage after the first few strikes.

5. MATERIALS

The construction materials for the telescopes are mainly RCC, FRCI, TUFI, Kevlar, Carbon, and Gallium
Arsenide solar panels.

6. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Images and data will be sent back to Earth, in the form of signals. Instead by emitting signals in all
directions, with an isotropic antenna, all the emissions will be focused on a certain coverage area.
The effective aperture area sums up the power received, considering the receivers device, as well as the
efficiency.
If
D2r × π, the area of the receiver, η the efficiency, then
For a receiver with a diameter of 10 m and an efficiency of 80%, Ar =125.66 𝑚 2
As seen in Appendix A.
Coding will be used only in the form of compression in order to reduce the size of the message. In
frequency division multiple access (FDMA), users may get discrete part of the spectrum, so information
may be split up in different channels, shall it prove efficient enough.
An optical laser would also be a an option replacing thus the large radio antenna.
Finally, of all the telescopes, 30% would be in GEO and 80% around the Moon, making Neo’s orbits,
such as Amor’s, highly accessible.

a. GEO TELESCOPES

Launcher

The telescopes in GEO will be
launched with SpaceX’s lightweight launcher Falcon 1e, capable
of lifting up to 1,010 kg to LEO.
The payload consists of the
telescopes themselves endowed with
transmitters, mining devices, dating
and sampling components, infrared
vision,
cameras,
sensors,
gyroscopes, star sensors for attitude
control and others similar, each weighing a few kilograms.
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Amun’s location in orbit as in Aug 4. Courtesy of JPL

It is powered up by its single Merlin 1c and uses liquid oxygen as a propellant. The second stage Kestrel
engine burns up to 3,000 kg of propellant. The launcher is restart able and able to burn up for 418 s.
Orbital maneuvers
Orbital maneuvers require potential energy (to get to LEO from Earth) and kinetic energy to achieve the
right speed and stay in orbit.
The telescopes will be launched from Earth to LEO, the first 300 km being the hardest to get past, Earth’s
gravitational attraction being biggest. An elliptical transfer orbit will be used to get from LEO to GEO.
Finally, the velocity difference for
LEO summed up with the velocity
difference for GEO, gives up the total
∆V.
∆V = 682.83 m/s

The energy required for a telescope
with the mass of 10 kg is
EC = 2 331 284.04 J

Amun’s location in orbit as in 2020. Courtesy of JPL

b. TELESCOPES AROUND THE MOON

Launchers

The launchers used will be Falcon and Falcon 1e, being able to launch from 670 kg to 1,010 kg to LEO.
As SpaceX launchers are reusable and very economically feasible from the financial point of view this is
the best option available.
Falcon 1 uses a Merlin engine on its first stage and a Kestrel on its last stage. In both cases, the propellant
used is LOX.
Orbital Maneuvers
First of all, using the formulae in the GEO telescopes chapter, the payload is taken to GEO. Next,
telescopes are launched from GEO to an orbit around the Moon around Earth, making Neo’s highly
accessible, since they are the target asteroids.
When transferring the satellite from GEO to an orbit around the Moon, the Moon’s sphere of influence
must be taken into consideration. Therefore, the apocentre of the transfer orbit will be considered to be
the intersection between the transfer orbit and the Moon’s sphere of influence, in this case also the limit
between the two. This is easily done with a
∆V = 495.86 m/s
The first stage is now completed, the satellite being situated at the intersection of the Moon’s sphere of
influence and the final transfer orbit.
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A fixed orbit must be reached. The final radius is not greater than the sphere of influence, since the sphere
is considered to be taken from the surface of the Moon. Finally,
∆Vt = 10 721.97 m/s,

Making it too big, almost double, to be feasible. Therefore, only few missions will be sent here.
As seen in Appendix A.

7. CRITERIA

An asteroid of 25 meters diameter is the equivalent of 1.5 million tons of construction material.
A number of about 200,000 NEAs (Near Earth Asteroids) 100 meters in diameter and larger, circle or
meet Earth’s orbit in one point.
Asteroids have two main features we have to consider: they are extremely rich in metal - a planetoid
contains 30 times the amount of metal ever mined from Earth and they have a rocky-ice like texture.

a. COMPOSITION

Currently, there are no clear records or patterns in asteroid composition. Most asteroids contain ironnickel, cobalt, platinum and a rocky-icy crust. Their percentages, however, may consistently differ.

Composition
Carbon
Silicate
Metallic
Dark (basaltic)

Percentage of asteroids
75% or more
Less than 17%
Less than 7%
Less than 1%

M-type asteroids represent a total of about 10% (enough to satisfy and even exceed financial
requirements) and the C-type with the majority of 75%.
“The above being stated, the asteroids which interest us most are the M-type and C-type ones:
“Lithophile” and “Siderophile” asteroids, metal and mineral lovers, as the substances needed are various
metals, iron, nickel as well as minerals and carbon. “Volatile”s are quite interesting and useful for spacemade rocket fuel (Solaris Sun Orbiting Space Settlement).

b. LOCATION

Another way of classifying asteroids is by judging their position:
1) The Amor asteroids. These approach Earth’s orbit, being situated between Earth and Mars.
2) The Apollo “belt”. Apollo asteroids cross Earth’s orbit and will represent a main part in finding,
mining and retrieving material for Neo.
3) The Aten asteroids. They cross Earth’s orbit and spend most of the time inside it.
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8. LANDING

The asteroid must be accessible, easier to get close to at certain times than the Moon, for example.
Moreover, an asteroid having a low orbital eccentricity ( considering e=0 when the orbit is circular), will
have a longer, much more productive mining season, and a certain time for transporting materials back to
Earth, an average of 5T of material per mission. (Solaris Sun Orbiting Space Settlement)
Moreover, when transferring the miner, launcher, transporter, etc. from one orbit to another it is critical to
have the lowest delta-V possible when reaching the transfer orbit, a delta-V lower than 6 km/s and a
return delta-V lower than 2 km/s. Thus the energy consumption is lowered.
The best asteroids are the Amor type ones and generally the ones with low eccentricities.
Location is a vital factor considering thermal control and power management. The ideal satellite will have
a good thermal control system which will prevent the degradation of its electrical components but highly
efficient, resistant solar panels. Anywhere on the Amor asteroids’ zone these requirements are met.

9. THE AMUN MISSION

“Peter Diamandis paraphrased Lewis at the 2006 International Space Development Conference when he
exclaimed: “There are twenty-trillion-dollar checks up there, waiting to be cashed!” This $20 trillion
figure is based on Lewis’s calculations of how much a metallic asteroid (3554 Amun) would be worth if it
was sold at current market prices.” (http://www.nss.org/settlement/asteroids/)
The reasons why 3554 Amun was chosen as the first example of mining an asteroid to obtain funds are
revealed below:
First of all, as most Amor asteroids, Amun has a low eccentricity, e = 0.2803, making it almost circular,
event in which the eccentricity would be 0.
Amun has a quite low inclination and intersects at one point the orbit of Venus, making it also
scientifically interesting. Moreover, in 2020, Amun’s orbit will be more accessible than the Moon,
making it ideal.
Most important, Amun is one of the resource richest known asteroids, being known that if one owned
Amun that person would be 400 times richer than Bill Gates. It is also quite small, therefore its
destruction shouldn’t have large impacts on the space environment.

10.

RESOURCES

Amun is a metallic asteroids (M-type) and although part of the Aten group, intersects Earth’s orbit. Its
estimated value sums around $20 trillion, making it one of the primary funding sources for Neo.
As a term of comparison, the density of platinum or gold in the mines in South Africa is 5-10 ppm. On
Amun, the average is around 100 ppm.
Materials worth $500,000/T could be brought to LEO with a low delta-V and then be used for optical
glass, semiconductors, medicine, pharmaceuticals, diamonds and certain isotopes. Other very expensive
metals such as radium could be found as well (radium was at one point worth $200,000/g).
Still, platinum figures at $30/g and with a density as the one on Amun combined with the rather large
cobalt percentage on the asteroid - make Amun one of the best mining targets.
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11.

MINING

Mining in a low-g environment may be difficult. Therefore, there are a few pre-steps.
When landing on 3554 Amun, it must be taken into consideration the fact than Amun is an M-type
asteroid and, consequently, ferromagnetic.
Attachment will be done using magnetic terminations in the robot since claws are highly inefficient
against metal, as well as most others. The electromagnetic force doesn’t have to be too large, only bigger
than the gravitational attraction on Amun, so when we reverse the process, the electromagnetic force is
large enough to reject the gravitational attraction.
For Amun, the gravitational attraction is equals
F= 0.000683008 N/kg.
Which, considering the mass of 1.6×1013 and the diameter of 2.5 km, is quite feasible.
Therefore, Fel ≫ Fg , because the gravitational attraction is so small, a robot would be literally thrown

off. Since natural, permanent materials with ferromagnetic properties would not be strong enough,
electromagnets will be used.
As seen in Appendix A.
3) Mining

The process of separating rock and dust from metal will be completed as described below. Asteroids are
rich in nickel-iron metal granules. In order to separate the precious alloy from dirt and complementary
asteroid components, the mining equipment will use magnetic separation.
Since they have powerful magnets, the separation will encounter the followings: a magnetic field is
created, silicate components are separated from metallic ones and thus the process is repeated until
obtaining highly pure bags. (Solaris Sun Orbiting Space Settlement)
3554 Amun is mainly made of pure metal, tunneling or anything other than magnetic, separation would
require too much energy. Therefore, scraping metal off and attracting it by a large magnet is ideal.
Minerals may be attracted, repulsed or unaffected according to their response to magnets.
Mining Season
As Amun has a small eccentricity (e = 0.28), the mining season is long, large amounts of materials being
mined and processed before being sent to Earth.

12.

PROCESSING

Processing is done differently depending on the material, being better and advisable to solve this step in
space rather than on Earth, as due to the complete absence of gravity which indulges work with large,
massive structures, as well as with high temperatures.
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1) Magnetic separation
Mining is done with the use of magnets and so is the metal processing. The obtained metal is run through
a grinder, then a roller and finally released at full speed towards a magnet which may also help flatten it
into a bag. The bag is then cast aside for future manufacturing or transport to Earth.
The drums and the magnets used will be electromagnets, generating a magnetic field as a consequence of
electrical current. Usually, heavy magnetic drums come in different sizes and diameters.
(http://www.aamag.com/hvydrm.htm)
2) Water and Ice
All water/ice is melted and through electrolysis turned into hydrogen and oxygen, used for the rocket fuel
to ship metal, platinum, etc. back home.
Melting is done through solar ovens, high temperatures being easier to achieve in space rather than on
Earth, in the absence of gravity and meteorological conditions of any kind. Another option would be
boiling off unwanted materials through solar oven distillation.
3) Silicates
Silicates are turned into glasses, ceramics or fiber glasses after being passed through a thermal oven.

13.

PERMANENT ATOMIZED MINING BASES

Since Amun offers a great part of Neo funding, as well as samples for further scientific high-energy
research, a permanent base, it will be endowed with mechanical processing equipment.
All the processing is done on site, rather than bringing back to Earth tons of materials. Electrolysis
equipment, a solar oven, grinders, rollers a magnetic drum, as well as telecommunication equipment and
having a number of three to seven telescopes permanently watch and send data of the mission back to
Earth.
The same telescopes used for finding asteroids and described earlier could be used, having solely their
primarily function changed.

a. AOCS

In order to know the attitude and motion of a spacecraft, we need to know the spacecraft’s position,
velocity, orientation and rotational velocity. Since space is not the ideal environment, many disturbances
occur: as aerodynamic disturbances, magnetic field ones, gravity gradients, solar radiation disturbances,
etc. Considering these, the spacecraft’s attitude must be thoroughly controlled. This is ensured by the use
of Passive Control Systems and Active Control Systems.
Passive Control Systems are the ones that restabilize themselves without the use of sensors. Gyroscopic
stabilization is one example of PCS and so are the magnetic stabilizations and the aerodynamic ones.
Active Control Systems use sensors in order to adjust attitude, three axis active attitude control.
Since ACS is a crucial part in AOCS, the Amun Module must be endowed with sensors. To make the
rotation of the spacecraft possible, the current orientation must be known. Sensors may use the Sun as a
reference point, the Earth, and the most accurate use stars. Gyroscopes will be combined with other
reference systems as accuracy loss over time occurs.
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b. LAUNCHERS

Amun Geology and Mining Mission will be launched using SpaceX’s heavy launcher, Falcon Heavy,
rocket engine Merlin 1D. Regarding propellants, both stages use LOX and RP-1, liquid oxygen and
rocket-grade kerosene.

c. PAYLOAD

Amun Module will be endowed with transmitters, mining devices, dating and sampling components,
infrared vision, cameras, sensors, gyroscopes, star sensors for attitude control and others similar.

d. PROPULSION

Chemical Rockets

Since the exhaust gas velocity is faster in liquid propellants, the thruster can be controlled, the engine may
be shut down during flight, the specific impulse is almost double in liquid propellants and, these will be
used to launch the module. Another plus regarding liquid propellants is the fact that when burning
hydrogen and oxygen (reaching temperatures over 3,000K) water is obtained. As presented in mining and
processing, the two propellants start by residing in different containers, only to be reunited before ignition
as a monopropellant.
2H2 O2 → 2H2 O + O2

Hydrazine would be a powerful alternative, but it is not always available from asteroidal resources and it
produces a specific impulse of 200 s as opposed to the obtained one from peroxide, of 165 s. As seen in
Appendix A.
Thrusters
To have Amun Module redirected to the asteroid and adjust orbit, position, and so on, ion thrusters are
required. The Hall Effect Thrusters are ion thrusters Here, the propellant used, which may vary from
krypton, argon, to magnesium and zinc, is accelerated by a magnetic field. The ions are accelerated and
that results into thrust.
The average speed of an ion thruster is 10-80 km/s, equivalent to a specific impulse of 1,000-8,000 s.
According to ESA’s Space Basics Propulsion Paper and to www.braeuig.com, chemical rockets are
propellant, thus energy limited, this energy may be released in a very short time, so they are not power
limited. As seen in Appendix A.
Orbit Maneuvers
Since the transfer occurs around the Sun as the main object, the GM for the Sun will be used. To reach
Amun’s orbit and orbital plane, change is required. This is done in the apogee, as it has been proven to be
more efficient.
The final delta-v is computed for the speeds in the apocentre and is the delta-v needed for the plane
change with i = 23.36º.
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∆Vi = 81814.8 m/s
∆V=1.8m/s,
Making it highly feasible, as long as it’s synchronized. Still, the plane change requires quite a lot of
energy.
Power
The electrical power subsystem makes up to 20-40% the mass of the spacecraft and therefore the
mission’s power design must be thoroughly done. The EPS has roughly four elements: the power source,
the power storage, the power management, and the power distribution.
Batteries (rechargeable ones) are needed, but this does not prove to be a problem. Amun makes a
complete rotation every 2.5 hours, conclusively half the time will be spent in the presence of light.
The solar panels used on the Amun Miner will be the gallium arsenide ones with the total 28.4% rate of
conversion. Solar panels generally suffer degradation in time. This is because of micrometeorites, space
debris and mainly space weather. Solar panels on the Amun Module will aim to having a degradation
level similar to the ones used on the ISS.
Telecommunications
The system handles data. It stores and process payload data (images, research data, videos, etc.) and it
also keeps track of “house-keeping data” (on-board temperature, current and such). Because we strive for
the quality of the telemetry, it is certain that the Amun Module will act as a great plus for successfully
advancing with the research.
The telecommunication systems use the same devices as the telescopes, but since an adjacent manned
mission will be present, communication will be safer and much more thorough.
Thermal Control
Since parts of satellites and spacecraft’s only function between certain temperature ranges, thermal
control is highly required as the Amun Miner must prove to be resistant to the harsh conditions in space.
Therefore, a coat of thermal insulating materials will cover the Amun Miner.
Isolative paint is paint that contains ceramic micro-spheres with heat-reflective properties. The thermal
insulation will be made of materials used to insulate the ISS or other space missions, materials as:
Reinforced Carbon-Carbon (RCC), used to protect from temperatures higher than 1260 degrees Celsius,
High temperature reusable surface insulation tiles, made from Silica ceramic (material mentioned above),
are used underside in order to protect and insulate from temperatures lower than 1260 degrees.

14.

FINANCING AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY

According to http://www.nss.org/settlement/asteroids/sonter.html, the probability of the mission’s
success must be determined, having variables such as cost, mass and time. The return delta-v has been
made as small as possible and the mining mission as long as possible.
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Still, solely considering Amun 3554 resources and the small delta-v required for both reaching and
returning, as well as the small eccentricity, the long mining seasons, etc., it is obvious that the mission has
a high probability of succeeding.

15.

OTHER FINANCING METHODS

a. SOLAR POWER STATIONS

Permanent solar power stations will be launched in space, in LEO. At 1 A.U. from the Sun, the power
input is close to P = 1371W/𝑚 2. But that implies only the usage of rough solar power. If sunrays were to
be concentrated towards the solar panels using mirrors, the total power should grow greatly.
This presents a huge number of advantages, among which: higher collection periods—in orbit, a smaller
degradation coefficient, if the same solar panels from the telescopes were to be used, the degradation
would be of 2.75% every year; these solar panels are preferred over the more resistant ISS ones (1%
every year) as they are Gallium Arsenide and therefore receive a larger variety of rays. Moreover, no
interference from weather elements will interrupt exposure to sunlight. Finally, transmission is very
flexible, it is easy to refocus the laser to another zone on Earth, according to whatever demand, it’s
compact and it doesn’t interfere with radio signals, Wi-Fi, etc., and it offers great control, in the way that
only illuminated converters receive energy. On the other hand, it is not very efficient, only 40-50% of the
energy is converted, and it needs a direct path towards the converter, as the signal is already minimized by
the atmospheric absorption.
In conclusion, only one, experimental such power converter station will be build. If the energy output is
large enough, the profit will be invested into more solar power stations.

b. OTHER MATERIALS

Besides the usage of asteroidal gases for rocket fuel, rare gases are extracted and sold for profit. Research
will be done on minerals found on the asteroids, and investments and progress in the pharmaceutical zone
will be attained. Asteroidal materials are also very useful for semi-conductors. It is currently illegal to
sell rare asteroidal samples, or space rocks. Still, if the frequency of these mining missions grows, space
rocks would be just a mining by-product, therefore and inconvenience.
This should be turned into an source of profit, with the help of which the settlement will be financed. Lots
of space enthusiasts would pay for space rocks, and since the return delta-V for the missions to come will
be quite small, the price should not be very high. For example, in the Amun mining mission, as seen in
Appendix B, the return velocity is of about 9 km/s. This is quite large, but given the value Amun has ($20
trillion), it is just a small inconvenience.

c. ADVERTISING, FILMING, GPS AND METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

Advertising in space is impressive and of great publicity. Still, since of various light pollution issues, this
will only be done in a strict, limited time zone, and only for a very short period of time.
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That though, is not the only way to advertise. Apollo 11 merchandise sold greatly and therefore, space
settlement related missions merchandise and space settlement related ones will be sold to the public.
Shooting documentaries, movies, etc. on the settlement, as well as on the other bases is a great way of
gaining profit to sustain the space settlement. It is a great first occasion of actually filming in space, and
there will be an auction selling the rights to do so. As telescopes and mission payload is launched, a limit
adjacent payload may be added, as to cover up some of the launch costs. Such a situation is represented
by meteorological and GPS satellites.

16.

SPACE TOURISM

Space tourism presents a huge number of advantages. To begin with, any resource wars will be over, as
space tourism as well as asteroid and lunar mining presents the solution to energy crisis. If the main
countries involved would focus on extraterrestrial resources, not only would it enhance space exploration
and engineering, but it would also represent a huge step forward to building the space settlement.
The technology for space exploration has been available since WWII, when Hitler launched a satellite to a
sub-orbital plane.
According to
http://www.spacefuture.com/archive/what_the_growth_of_a_space_tourism_industry_could_contribute_t
o_employment_economic_growth_environmental_protection_education_culture_and_world_peace.shtml,
it would take around 10 billion Euros to properly expand space exploration. Most space agencies have
that budget, but space tourism is not a governmental-financed issue. Virgin Galactic has already begun
the Space Ship One project, which is highly feasible, Richard Branson owns companies in many domains,
all successful. Therefore, engineering companies should get involved into making some of the space
exploration of private domain.
Space seems unsure and risky as an investment though, intangible and hard to understand for the
majority, therefore, space education, exposing young students to space, physics and astrophysics should
encourage them to make future investments in space, make space feel familiar and comfortable. The
current situation regarding space investment is quite similar to the Personal Computer market in the
‘80s. Space hotels, or any final locations, will be built in space, both to reduce launch costs, and to stop
any potential environmental hazard generated by repeated rocket launches. A space hotel, as well as space
tourism, represents the first step in both financing and building a space settlement. It will create the first
market for the space resources presented previously in this chapter, as well as new fields of employment,
and perhaps even a larger exposure of high school students to STEM. Therefore, space is helpful in all
ways, it represents the future of engineering, robotics, and maybe even of the real estate marker.
The space hotel’s orbit will be around GEO, the usual LEO-GEO transfer being already computed
(Appendix A), as well as the rocketry involved.
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The materials used for the space hotel have to be great insulators, and they have to protect against
radiations. Fortunately, that is already taken care of, since the hotel will be situated in Earth’s magnetic
field.

Skylink-Space Hotel

Since the beginning of humanity, every individual from every civilization has looked up to the skies in
awe and sublimity, sharing the boyish dream of traveling to the stars and floating amongst the celestial
bodies. What was before a quixotic vision has now become a possibility at dawn of a new era of space
exploration. Through the development of Skylink, human civilization will be expanded to an entirely
new frontier of colonization unparalleled to any terrestrial biome. Humans will now find that the sky is
not actually the limit at all, and that space itself can provide a home for humanity. To live in such a
project, however, requires ultimate commitment. Any individual that is a member of the Skylink
community would have to acknowledge the fact that this will be their permanent home. To extend the
thought, it would become the home of their progeny for an indefinite number of generations.
But what of the men and women and children back on Earth not ready to make such an arduous
commitment? Do they not share the same dreams of weightlessness and carelessness that have become
associated with time in space? Do they not look to the stars with the same vision as those who are willing
to give up their lives on planet Earth for their moments in space?
For this reason, the Skylink project will consist not only of a primary and permanent settlement locked
into the Sun-Jupiter L1 orbit, but also a space hotel located within Earth’s orbit for those who want to
spend just a few days in space before returning to the terrestrial mundane. The space hotel itself will be
entirely inflatable to make it cost-efficient and simple to set up in GEO. More details on orbital placement
can be found in Appendix A. The materials used to build and insulate the space hotel are roughly the
same ones used to build the space settlement. Skylink will consist of twelve separate units connected
together by a simple network of inflated tubes to allow access to different units within the hotel. The hotel
will be layered into 3 layers of 4 units. The outer two layers (top and bottom) will be suites for guests to
stay in. They will include one wall of windows each and flexible material on all other walls with a sturdy
floor. Each block unit will be split horizontally to make four suites. Therefore, at any given time, there
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will be 32 suites for guests to stay in on the hotel. On side-wall of each suite will be a portal into the
common passageways that connect the twelve units together. Following the vertical central passageway to
its center will lead to a small intersection chamber from which the guests can enter any of the 4 horizontal
tubes on the middle level of the hotel. The middle four units will be common access for all residents of
the hotel. They will include gyms, spas, dining areas, and other luxuries, along with necessities, that will
be detailed within this chapter.
The hotel will include all luxurious amenities associated with high-end living quarters on Earth. Each
suite will come with two bedrooms, two personal bathrooms, and a large open main room with a wide
view of the stars. It is understood that microgravity is the most highly sought-after aspect of the hotel, and
the space hotel will acknowledge this and be designed to appease curiosity and maximize the enjoyment
of weightlessness. The rooms will contain large tracts of empty space to float around in. They will also
have a large amount of handles on all surfaces to grip onto, since it is most probable that any guest has
never been in microgravity for extended times before and has not yet fully adapted to the concept of
weightlessness.

a. FOOD

A space hotel is different from any current space station or shuttle in that the occupants expect luxury
and user-friendliness for the duration of their stays. Freeze-dried foods intended to simply get the required
nutrition into an astronaut’s body will not be enough for a hotel guest. When possible, every effort will be
made to keep all foods both appetizing and nutritious. One of the middle units will include a two-story
restaurant with views of space on one side. Guests will strap into seats as if eating at a normal candlelit
dinner. Under the restaurant will be a floor used for gardening plants to be used as ingredients for a
predominant number of meals in the hotel. The plants will be grown in an aeroponic environment to
maximize water use and take advantage of microgravity. Dual strips of artificial lighting will provide
plants with blue light (300-400nm) and red light (600-700nm) to maximize chlorophyll b and a absorption
necessary for photosynthesis. (Appendix). All oxygen released from the plants from the splitting of H2O
will be released from a duct to be introduced into the air of the hotel units.

b. OXYGENATION AND PRESSURIZATION

Human beings are aerobic organisms and therefore cannot survive for more than a few minutes without
oxygen. Sustaining healthy levels of oxygen is vital in keeping the guests of the hotel healthy and alive.
Furthermore, the air of the space hotel must include other gases as well in order to closest emulate the
atmosphere on Earth, since a pure oxygen atmosphere may be overwhelming to the bodies of guests as
well as create an extreme fire hazard throughout the spacecraft.
The air management system will be held in the second middle-level unit and will take up the first two
floors, which is half of the unit. This unit will be used specifically as a life support unit to maintain a
balance of all vital substances, such as air and water. It will serve not only as a generation area, such as
oxygen production, but also recycling and purification. Because of its vitality, the life support unit will
have its own highly-trained and qualified staff of atmospheric scientists, hydrologists, and engineers at all
times to make sure all systems are running soundly and to rapidly attend to any emergencies that may
occur at any given time in the hotel. Air throughout the hotel will be kept at a constant air pressure of
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101.3 kPa to simulate air pressure at sea-level. This will maximize comfort by preventing any major
deviations from normal respiration and the general environment on Earth. Oxygen will be generated via
electrolysis of water molecules, which produces a byproduct of hydrogen along with necessary oxygen.
Further levels of oxygen, although not significant enough to be the predominant source of the gas, will be
provided by the aeroponically grown plants on the lower level of the dining unit. (Appendix)
To make the process of electrolysis nearly perpetual within the hotel, a cyclical system will be established
to make use of the hydrogen gas produced during electrolysis. By combining CO2 produced from the
hotel’s occupants and taken from the air with the waste hydrogen, the two molecules will undergo
Sabatier’s reaction to produce methane and water. The water will then be reintroduced into the
electrolysis system and the methane released into space as a waste substance. Such a reaction will require
a nickel catalyst, which can be supplied from Earth. However, including Sabatier’s reaction into the air
cycle will not lead to a perfectly perpetual system, because the release of methane would eventually
reduce hydrogen levels, if not by minute amounts. Hydrogen supplements would have to be reintroduced
from Earth after long periods of time to ensure a seamless atmosphere-sustaining system.

Skylink Dining Area

While oxygen is being put into the air, impurities and other gases need to be removed before they can
accumulate and jeopardize the health of the individuals within the structure. Carbon dioxide is an
important gas to remove from the air to prevent it from increasing in amounts in relation to oxygen,
creating toxicity in the air. To remove and collect CO2 from the air, a Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly
(CDRA) similar to that on the International Space Station will be implemented. This system uses a
network of sieves known as zeolites, which are silicon dioxide and aluminum dioxide crystals. Each
crystal can be used as a screening system by being flattened out as a porous sheet with holes only large
enough for specific molecules. The sieve itself will consist of 4 beds, each with 2 zeolites. The first
zeolite, zeolite 13X, will absorb water molecules from the incoming air, passing on dry air to the second
zeolite. It is important that moist air is not sent for carbon dioxide absorption, because the water makes it
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extremely difficult to isolate and remove the CO2 particles. The zeolite 5X bed then removes the CO2
from the air, releasing the carbon dioxide-free air back into the atmosphere. The CO2 removed by this
process would then undergo Sabatier’s reaction to produce the H2O needed power electrolysis.
Other impurities do exist and must be removed from the air in order to keep the atmosphere clean and
healthy. Such chemicals include trace amounts of methane, ammonia, acetone, and carbon monoxide.
These gases can be removed by a simple activated charcoal filtration system, which will absorb such
gases from the air in order to keep their levels low in relation to the relative abundance of oxygen. In
order to assure that the balance of gases is most similar to that of the atmosphere on Earth, a Major
Constituent Analyzer (MCA) system will also be installed into the hotel’s life support system. This will
consist of multiple detectors to measure levels of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen,
and water vapor in order to make sure that the no gas surpasses or falls short of its necessary levels. If, for
instance, a lack of atmospheric oxygen is detected, the MCA will induce more rapid electrolysis to
stabilize the oxygen levels.

c. WATER TREATMENT

Water purification is an essential part of the space hotel, because H2O will never be of relative abundance
in the isolated hotel. The purification system will take up two floors of the life support unit and will be
located under the air management system.
The water needed for purification will come from three different sources. The first is wastewater from
sinks, showers, and toilets. Unused water in this form likely would still have picked up contamination,
such as contact with human fluids. Therefore, it will need to reenter the purification system before exiting
as product water. The second source of water would be urine, which would need high levels of processing
before being same for human use. It is necessary that urine be recycled, since disposal would be a
significant loss of H2O within the hotel. The third source of incoming water would be vapor in the air,
which could be collected and purified as a protective measure and then redistributed throughout the hotel
as product water.
The common method of water purification, which is heavily used on Earth, is reverse osmosis. Using this
process, water is transported across a filtration membrane in order to purge it of impurities. The result on
the other side of the membrane is pure, clean water, which can then be used for human consumption or
other similar purposes. However, this method requires high pressures in order to force the water through
the membrane. The water also needs to be heated to high temperatures to increase flow and aid the
process. Furthermore, this process requires high levels of energy input, which can become extremely
costly even for short-term purposes. Another common method, evaporation and distillation, which is
effective in removing impurities from water, also requires high levels of energy to not only heat water to a
more active liquid state, but boil it to steam. The Skylink hotel will use a relatively novel method of water
purification known as forward osmosis. Using this system, water is put into a chamber in which the other
side of the semi-permeable membrane contains a highly concentrated ammonia salt solution. Due to high
levels of solute, the water will undergo osmosis on its own without the requirement of high pressures.
When the water is brought across the membrane, the new solution contains purified water mixed with a
salt solute. From there, the mixture is heated to evaporate the ammonia, resulting in purified water. It
should also be noted that the energy needed to remove the ammonia from the clean water is significantly
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less than the energy needed to maintain the high heat and pressure levels during reverse osmosis as well
as generating steam during the distillation purification process. There will be two uses for this water after
it has been processed. The first output of the water will be back into the main reservoir, located on the
bottom level of the life support unit, to be distributed throughout the hotel. This includes drinking water
from sinks, and water to be used in showers, toilets, and other such uses. This water will be completely
safe for human consumption, as any trace contaminants would have been removed during the forward
osmosis process. The second destination of the water would be back to the electrolysis chambers on the
floor above in order to generate oxygen for the hotel atmosphere.

d. GUEST HEALTH

As a terrestrial species, human beings are not designed for space travel. The body itself is adapted to
living and functioning in the presence of Earth’s gravity, and the sudden loss of this force requires some
time for the body to adapt to the new environment. The body itself undergoes several changes in the
presence, or lack thereof, of gravity. It is important to keep these changes in mind when designing the
space hotel in order to prevent any sort of damage to the health of the guests, be it acute or long-term.
Upon entry into a weightless orbit, one of the first changes is a fluid shift, in which fluids of the body will
shift more to the upper region and head. This occurs because simply because the lack of gravity allows
the fluids to evenly redistribute within the body, causing more fluid to rise to the head than would be the
case on Earth. Often, this change is associated with a slightly “puffy” looking face. However, such a
change is harmless and to be expected for space missions of any duration. The body initially also senses
an accumulation of fluids in the upper chest area when entering a microgravity environment. To counter
this flood of fluid with an internal negative feedback mechanism, the kidney is stimulated to remove
excess fluid, leading to a penchant for humans to void more excessively than on Earth. Guests will also
tend to feel less thirsty while staying at the hotel. These physiological changes are also to be expected and
do not cause any damage to health for the duration of their stay or for their life afterwards back on Earth.
Some guests will, unfortunately, experience space motion sickness at some point during their stay. This
can be explained by the fact that the norms of what is “up and down”, say, are distorted in a microgravity
environment. Therefore, there is a lack of association between what the brain expects to perceive and the
actual input. Seeing a fellow guest upside-down, for instance, leads individuals to feel that they are
actually upside-down, even though they do not feel that way. This contradiction of input and expectation
often induces a sense of nausea in humans in space. Some may not experience it at all, while others will
feel it for varying periods of time. For the most part, this condition will fade away over time as the body
and brain adjust to the new environment and alter the image of what is to be expected. In order to prevent
this nauseating sensation from detracting from client enjoyment for the duration or parts of their stay,
motion sickness drugs will be available to all guests, as well as a multi-functioning medical facility with
highly-trained physicians to assist guests going through this sickness, among other physical or
psychological issues.
The space hotel will also include a gym for guests to stay in shape for the duration of their stay. While in
space, muscle tissue undergo a significantly less amount of stress than they would in Earth gravity
conditions. As opposed to being the primary mechanisms of ambulation and structural support on Earth,
they will only be used lightly for pushing off of surfaces to travel to a destination. Even this activity
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requires little muscular effort. Lengthy exposures to microgravity environments are particularly
dangerous because of the occurrence of atrophy when muscles are seldom used. To prevent this, most
astronauts on longer space missions are required to exercise for significant periods of time daily to keep
muscles in use and prevent tissue degeneration. Fortunately, stays at the hotel will never exceed one
week, and therefore muscular degeneration is not a significant issue for the guests, whose muscles will
not fully adapt to microgravity by the time they depart to return to Earth. However, some staff members
who stay on the hotel for longer periods of time will be required to exercise daily to prevent atrophy.
Even with such exercise, muscular degeneration is imminent for long-term missions regardless of long
periods of daily exercise. For this reason, no employees will work in 6-month shifts in order to prevent
permanent muscular damage over time.

e. ACTIVITIES AND AMENITIES

It is important that the guests’ not only remain healthy, but also enjoy their time on the hotel. This can be
done by capitalizing on microgravity as the main trade of the hotel. The hotel aims to make the most out
of its microgravity environment by allowing guests to immerse themselves in recreational activities that
would not be physically possible within the confines of planet Earth. Along with a gym for exercising, the
hotel will include a 2-story gymnasium for multiple purposes. A multitude of sports can be enjoyed by the
guests in a once-in-a-lifetime weightless experience. Athletic activities such as basketball, handball, and
volleyball suddenly take on a new dimension, as gravity no longer becomes a constraint.
The hotel will also include a 2-floor laser tag arena to give guests an exciting experience they can relate to
science fiction films. The arena will be dimly lit, contain fluorescent painted walls, and hold byzantine
maze-like passages to make the most of the space as opposed to keeping the area open and easy to spot
opponents. For those guests that do not prefer as much physical activity or weightless exhilaration, there
will also be a spa on the same floor as the medical clinic, where trained therapists will take advantage of
microgravity with novel massage and spa techniques.
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
1. JUPITER

As a settlement at Sun-Jupiter L1, Neo will always be about 0.3 AU from Jupiter, which puts it an
optimal position for scientific exploration of the Jovian planetary system. Neo will host a fleet of manned
exploratory vessels for research Jupiter’s Galilean moons and robotic probes designed for initial
reconnaissance of the system as well as exploration of Jupiter’s atmosphere.
The first stage of exploration will begin with the deployment of a series of eight orbiters, all accelerated
by ion engines. Four orbiters will place themselves in polar orbits around the four Galilean moons: Io,
Ganymede, Callisto, and Europa. Each will be equipped with a wide-field camera to create a highresolution color map of the entire surface. A narrow-field camera will be used to take close-ups of areas
of interest, including interesting geological features and potential landing sites for manned missions. Each
orbiter will also carry a superconductive gravity gradiometer. These instruments use three orthogonal
pairs of electrostatic accelerometers all cooled to the point where they become superconductive and
levitate due to the Meissner effect. Measurements from the accelerometers in three axes will allow the
gradiometers to detect changes in gravitational acceleration, indirectly mapping density differences in the
crust as well as large subsurface structures. Laser altimeters will fire infrared lasers and timing how long
it takes them to bounce back from the surface to take topographical readings, measuring the height of
surface structures. The orbiters will also be equipped with a suite of three spectrometers that will span the
ultraviolet-visible, x-ray, and gamma ray electromagnetic ranges. These instruments will analyze light
from the surfaces of the moons in order to determine surface composition by detecting characteristic
spectral lines of certain elements. Specifically, the Ganymede orbiter will carry a magnetometer that will
measure the strength of Ganymede’s magnetic field, because even though it is embedded inside Jupiter’s
vast magnetosphere, it is the only moon in the solar system known to generate one and is worth studying
in detail.
The other four orbiters will all be devoted to studying Jupiter. These orbiters will enter zenosynchronous
orbits around Jupiter, and will be spaced approximately ninety degrees apart from each other. This will
allow the orbiters to continuously monitor Jupiter’s entire surface from four different sides, providing
real-time data for the scientists back on Neo. These orbiters will carry wide-field and narrow field
cameras like the other orbiters, providing data on the entire planet as well as isolated features worth a
closer look such as storms. Because Jupiter has the second largest magnetic field in the solar system, it is
crucial that the orbiters carry magnetometers in order to study it. Studies of Jupiter’s magnetosphere will
provide insight on the dynamics of Jupiter’s interior. Jupiter is thought to contain a vast ocean of liquid
metallic hydrogen that produces its magnetic field, so magnetosphere studies can give details on
convection patterns or other interactions within the liquid metallic hydrogen. Most importantly, a particle
detector will measure the flux and energy distribution of ions in Jupiter’s radiation belts. Characterizing
the radiation belts and how dangerous they are to human health will allow the engineers on Neo to better
plan the manned missions to the moons. Angular distributions of ions will determine which flight paths
will be able to avoid the most radiation, making the journey safer for the scientists onboard. Finally, as
Jupiter has long been known as an emitter of radio waves, a radio sensor will record radio waves emitted
by the polar auroras in order to study them in detail.
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Considering how many instruments need to be carried, each orbiter will be very large, and will require a
lot of power. Solar energy at the distance of Jupiter will be weak due to Jupiter’s distance of
approximately five astronomical units from the Sun. It will only receive 4% of the energy available at
Earth, so instead the orbiters will be powered by radioisotope thermoelectric generators. These generators
carry several kilograms of plutonium-238 dioxide and use thermocouples to convert the heat given off by
the radioactive decay of plutonium-238 into electricity. Waste heat will be routed throughout the orbiter,
maintaining operable temperatures for all instruments and electronics with the exception of the gravity
gradiometer, which will require low temperatures to make use of the Meissner effect. In addition, all of
the instruments are going to have to face dangerous levels of Jupiter’s radiation. Each orbiter will require
several layers of charged shielding materials in order to prevent ions from damaging the sensitive
electronics onboard.
Along with taking data and acting as scientific instruments, all eight orbiters will collectively act as a
communications network. If Neo and any orbiter are on opposite sides of Jupiter, the orbiter can transmit
the data to Neo by bouncing it off the other orbiters, enabling communication between the settlement and
all orbiters at all times. If a probe or manned vehicle is on a mission and needs to communicate with Neo,
the orbiters can serve as a way to relay signals. In order to synchronize all communications to avoid
signal confusion and keep data organized, all satellites will be equipped with magnesium and aluminum
ion based quantum logic clocks. These advanced atomic clocks uses laser cooling to store the ions in an
electromagnetic trap and observes ion vibrations to keep track of time. These clocks are incredibly precise
and lose one second every 3.4 billion years, so the communication network will have a state-of-the-art
system by which to reference the transmission and reception of radio signals. A data center kept securely
within Neo will archive all incoming and outgoing transmissions between the station and the satellites.
Neo’s large radio antenna will enable communication between the various missions and Earth by
interfacing directly with the updated Deep Space Network.
After Jupiter has been completely mapped and all storms have been photographed in high definition,
atmospheric probes will be launched directly into the center of major storm systems such as the Great Red
Spot. A high definition video camera will record the descent into the storm, and an accelerometer will
measure wind speed inside the storm. To prevent the craft from burning up prematurely due to
atmospheric drag, the probe will deploy parachutes and use retrorockets to slow down the descent.
Ultimately, however, the pressure of Jupiter’s atmosphere will become too great, and the probe will be
crushed. Hopefully it will have slowed down enough to take meaningful data and transmitted it through
the communications relay before it is destroyed. By studying the nature of storms on Jupiter, scientists
will gain insight not only on storms found on Earth but how storms form and develop on exoplanets
throughout the galaxy.

2. CALLISTO

After reconnaissance of the Jovian system has been completed, exploration of the Galilean moons will
commence. The outermost Galilean moon of Callisto would be explored first. Callisto presents a unique
opportunity, because its distance from Jupiter means that it has much lower radiation levels than the other
Galilean moons. Also, Callisto does not experience tidal heating, which means that geologically it is far
more untouched than the other moons, and is heavily cratered. Planetary scientists at the surface of
Callisto would be able to do research on the early conditions of the outer solar system by analyzing these
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craters and dating them. Callisto is thought to have water ice and organic compounds at the surface,
which is worth further investigation. Because Callisto’s conditions are much more favorable than those of
the other Galilean moons, the scientists will be able to construct a permanent base on Callisto over the
course of several missions. While the humans who work at the Callisto base will not be permanently
situated there because radiation
is still present, the base itself
can exist indefinitely and serve
as a seat of human exploration
of the Jovian system while the
astronauts who inhabit it rotate
in shifts. The base would be
stocked with supplies from
Neo, and would not only make
scientific
research
more
feasible but serve as a proof of
principle for the colonization
of other terrestrial bodies in
our solar system and beyond as
humans expand their reaches
in the future. More details on
the Callisto manned base can
Odin Base on Calisto
be found in its dedicated
chapter.

3. IO

While human habitation of Callisto will mark the beginning of a new chapter in manned space
exploration, such an approach will simply not be feasible on the other Galilean moons. Io, Ganymede, and
Europa are all closer to Jupiter, and receive lethal doses of radiation from Jupiter’s magnetosphere.
Maintaining permanent human bases on any of these worlds would be impractical, but that certainly does
not mean that they are closed to exploration.
For studying active geological processes, no moon is as important as Io. Io is the most geologically active
body in the solar system, and studying its volcanism and other features would yield a trove of geological
data that would be incredibly valuable for planetary scientists. The moon is host not very many active
volcanoes but also to many lava flows. Io is also important in shaping Jupiter’s magnetic field, as it
creates a plasma torus around the gas giant. As the surface of Io is coated with allotropes of sulfur and
sulfur dioxide dust, it would not be ideal for astronauts to have a physical presence on the surface.
Instead, robotic exploration will allow scientists onboard the settlement to maintain a virtual presence on
the moon via a network of mobile laboratories. These will be far more advanced than their Martian
predecessors, holding hundreds of pounds of scientific instrumentation and moving far more quickly. By
having multiple rovers all linked together in constant communication with communications satellites
orbiting Io, real-time data will be constantly streaming in from the solar system’s most volcanically active
world.
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The rovers will be sequentially deployed from Neo’s hangars and launched in the direction of Jupiter. The
cruise module will consist of the rover and a retrorocket system covered by a protective steel shield. An
ion thruster will be fitted to the outside of the shield in order to provide initial thrust; however, it will be
jettisoned as quickly as the module reaches a reasonable velocity, as too much speed would cause
problems later on. A reaction control system embedded into the shield would provide three-axis attitude
control for course corrections and adjustments by propelling short bursts of compressed gas out the sides.
The reaction control system could be controlled by engineers on Neo while within close proximity of the
settlement, but due to the speed of light limit, such control would become inefficient and useless. Instead,
an onboard computer connected to a series of gyroscopic sensors will manage the reaction control system
in order to stabilize the craft and alter its flight path should either course of action be deemed necessary
by the rover crew or the onboard computer.
As the craft enter the Jovian system, it will need to be slowed down in order to establish a safe velocity
for landing on Io. To achieve this, the module will make several planned gravity assist maneuvers. Due to
the orbital resonance of Io, Ganymede, and Europa, such opportunities will be abundant for the module.
By flying by either Ganymede or Europa in a direction contrary to the moon’s orbit around Jupiter, the
craft will decelerate and lose velocity within the reference frame of Jupiter. Once the velocity has been
slowed down sufficiently, the thrusters can guide the module to its destination: Io.
Landing on Io is tricky because the moon is too small to have a permanent atmosphere. Therefore,
atmospheric drag cannot be used as a deceleration mechanism. The module’s downward velocity will
continue to increase as it passes further into Io’s gravity well, so a system will be required to slow it down
to a safe velocity. The bolts fastening the shield will be ejected, causing the rover to jettison the shield.
There is no terminal velocity on Io, as terminal velocity requires atmospheric drag to be equal to the force
of gravity. The rover’s retrorocket system will fire a series of controlled thrusts to sequentially decelerate
the rover as it approaches Io’s surface. Once the rover becomes very close to the surface, it will fire a very
powerful burst that will allow the rover to be lowered slowly to the ground and rest on its treads while the
retrorocket detaches itself from the rover and lands further away.
The firing of the retrorockets will undoubtedly disturb the surface of Io, which is coated in silicate, sulfur
dioxide frost, etc. These particles could harm the electronics of the rover, so when it lands on the surface,
all instruments and appendages will be tucked inside the rover’s chassis until an external camera
determines that the dust has settled and it is safe for deployment.
The rovers will be coated in a thick, insulating layer of Mylar, alternated with Dacron, in order to protect
the rover from Io’s regolith. This will be necessary because Io’s surface is coated with particulate matter
because of its many volcanic eruptions, and these particles can oftentimes develop a static charge. These
could be extremely dangerous if they infiltrated the rover, as they would interfere with electronics and
ruin the instrumentation. The protective layer will ensure that the rover will be able to function for
extended periods, up to several years if possible, but the duration of the rover’s mission will be
determined by the stress it endures on the mission.
The rovers will be powered by radioisotope thermoelectric generators, just like the satellites. As Io is
approximately five astronomical units away from the Sun, solar energy will not be an option for the
rovers. Available solar energy is already very low and given the efficiency of photovoltaic cells, the
energy will not be sufficient to power the advanced electrical systems onboard. By using the decay of
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plutonium-238 to power the rover, the added advantage is gained of an internal heating system. As Io has
a negligible atmosphere ranging from 0.3 to 3 nanobars in pressure, temperatures on Io will be incredibly
low. The process of power generation will alternately keep the electronics warm enough for normal
operation and the layer of plastic insulation will prevent heat loss.
In all, six rovers will be on the surface of Io at any given time. The will take designations from D-Io 1
through 6, or “Neo-Io” with each rover getting a separate numerical identifier. Multiple rovers will be
required on the surface of Io because as Io is such a geologically active place, there will be many
interesting events taking place all over the world throughout the duration of the mission. As these rovers
are large and will have limited ranges of mobility, it is impractical to expect one rover to be able to get a
good overall assessment of the moon. Instead, using a group of rovers distributed across Io’s 41,910,000
square kilometers of surface area will ensure that planetary scientists on Neo will get a wide variety of
events to observe in detail. An added advantage of having multiple rovers on the surface at any given time
is the fact that the rovers will create a network of observing stations that can see how geological events on
Io are interconnected. If multiple rovers detect volcanic eruptions within a short time frame, for example,
scientists will be able to look for patterns in the data that could indicate events of common origin or see
how different planetary systems are interconnected. Such measurements could answer questions about the
inner structure of Io and teach us more about geological activity on other worlds such as Earth.
The landing position of each rover will be carefully planned to ensure safe landing conditions and
preserve the safety of the rover as well as enable quick access to nearby interesting sites such as craters,
volcanoes, mountains, etc. The six rovers will land in the following locations:
D-Io 1: Tarsus Regio
D-Io 2: Colchis Regio
D-Io 3: Bosphorus Regio
D-Io 4: Media Regio
D-Io 5: Chalybes Regio
D-Io 6: Illykrion Regio
These landing sites were selected in order to get the widest variety of data possible. Some are near
volcanoes, others near mountains and valleys, and still others near flat plains. By maximizing the number
of environments the rovers are exposed to, the scientists can get a more accurate picture of the full scope
of Io. If only one rover is sent, then a very limited impression is available, but having multiple rovers in
communication with scientists produces much better scientific results.
The sites selected are subject to change, of course, as new data from the surface could suggest new
landing sites and mission objectives for the rover. The Io mission is meant to be a very dynamic one, with
the scientists constantly learning new information and adjusting the directives accordingly. Before a new
landing site is selected, the satellites orbiting Io will deviate from their usual orbits in order to perform
reconnaissance over the area. Once a new area is decided upon, the rover being sent to that area will be
modified accordingly in order to help it with its mission. For example, if it will be travelling on especially
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rugged terrain, modified treads can be added that maximize traction and allow it to travel at greater speeds
without fear of losing control.
As the D-Io rovers will be placed in positions of varying levels of danger, it is necessary to accept the
likely possibility that the rovers will probably become dysfunctional after an unknown amount of time.
Should mission directors decide that a rover is no longer fit for duty or communication between a rover
and mission control is ended for any reason, two options exist. If the rover is known to be in a safe
location and the rover’s condition is either unknown or known to be intact, a manned repair mission can
be sent from Neo to try to fix the problem. If the rover is in a dangerous area or is known to be thoroughly
incapacitated, however, the mission directors will make the executive decision as to whether or not
another one should be sent to the same area based on the quality of observations obtained from that spot.
Engineers on Neo will always keep and maintain one rover onboard the settlement for test runs and
experimentation. Should the need arise, this rover will be sent to Io to continue the work of the
decommissioned one.
The gravitational acceleration at the surface of Io is or just 0.18 times Earth’s gravity at sea level (-9.8
m/𝑠 2 ). Due to the significantly decreased surface gravity, the rover will have a lot less friction to deal
with than if it were on Earth. Both static and kinetic friction are given by the coefficients of static and
kinetic friction respectively multiplied by the normal force, which is itself equivalent in magnitude to the
mass of the rover multiplied by gravitational acceleration. This means that the rover will require less force
in order to reach higher velocities, which grants the D-Io rovers an advantage in mobility on the surface.
Each rover will be large, weighing approximately half of a metric ton each. They will carry many
scientific instruments such as cameras, spectrometers, sample analyzers, and more. Due to the large mass
of the rovers, they will only have a top speed of eight kilometers per hour, and they will usually travel at
speeds less than this. The rovers will need very good traction not only to compensate for the very dusty
nature of its surface but also in order to scale mountains, volcanoes, valleys, canyons, and other
interesting geological phenomena. Ordinary wheels will not be sufficient, so each rover will get improved
mobility via a pair of treads. These treads will be coated in several protective layers of Kevlar and other
tough materials in order to protect them from wear because of the regolith as well as any sharp or jagged
ground features.
As for the specifics on scientific instrumentation, each rover will be a fully equipped mobile laboratory,
ready to perform any kind of analysis necessary. They will have advanced manipulator arms with multiple
degrees of freedom and several interchangeable tools at the end of it. These can include a robotic arm for
grasping, a drill head for obtaining rock samples, a laser for rock vaporization, and a high definition
camera for up close imaging. All of these will be stored inside the rover until they are called upon, and
they will be attached to the arm and brought outside. This approach minimizes exposure to Io’s regolith.
On the inside of the rover, samples will be brought inside for full treatment. A sample preparation unit
will cut the sample and rinse it appropriately so that it is ready for instant analysis by the scientific
instruments. Multiple spectrometers ranging from mid-infrared to x-ray will find the composition of
samples by passing different wavelengths of light through it and analyzing the resultant beam. Threedimensional laser scanners will record the exact shape of compact samples and take note of all interesting
surface features. Should any surface features prove to be too small for such observation, a scanning
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electron microscope will detect extremely small-scale structural patterns and hopefully tell geologists
something about Io’s history in the process.
Aside from sample analyzers, other instruments will be taking readings on the surface of Io.

4. GANYMEDE

The next mission will be sent to Ganymede. It is the largest moon in the solar system and plays host to
tectonic activity due to tidal heating. However, Ganymede is nowhere near as geologically active as Io is,
so its surface features likely have preserved information about its earlier history of meteor bombardment
and geological activity. Performing research at Ganymede would therefore be extremely interesting, as it
would allow scientists to investigate the internal structure of the moon as well as shed light on the early
days of formation for the Jupiter system.
In order to obtain data, a series of stationary laboratories will be built at twelve locations on the surface of
Ganymede. These research stations will be approximately equidistant from each other across Ganymede’s
full surface area. As these research stations will be extremely complex, it will not be feasible for them to
be assembled at Neo and then simply landed on the moon. Instead, engineers will load up a landing vessel
with building materials and tools, and multiple teams with set up the stations themselves. Due to the
dangerous radiation present at Ganymede, permanent human habitation will be impractical, so after the
engineers finish constructing each station, they will return to the station and only return for repair,
maintenance, and upgrade missions.
During the initial construction phases, the crew will fly to the surface in a Lexa class cargo frigate.
Upon landing on Ganymede, the first thing the crews will do is lay out the habitation modules. Humans
will not live on Ganymede considering the dangerous radiation levels, but it is clear that whenever
scientists and engineers visit each station for maintenance or upgrades, they will be staying there for up to
a week or two. Therefore it is necessary that habitation modules be built that can support humans
whenever humans decide to visit. The module will be small, with only sufficient living space for six
people. These modules will be inflatable, with atmosphere tanks stored at each station in order to activate
the habitation modules.
Next, construction will begin on laboratory itself. A large drill will be used to create a hole approximately
100 meters deep. An incredibly sensitive seismometer along with a cesium fountain atomic clock will be
held at the bottom of the hole in order to make extremely sensitive seismological measurements. Fiber
optic cables will be strung down to connect the seismograph to the rest of the laboratory above. This
seismograph will be the most critical part, because it will allow scientists to obtain real-time global
mapping of all geological activity with incredibly accurate time stamps thanks to the presence of the
atomic clock. Ganymede is not very active at all underneath the surface, so such advanced detectors will
need to obtain the most precise measurements possible. Ganymede is thought to play host to an ocean 200
kilometers beneath the surface, so taking and interpreting seismological data can inform scientists about
the internal structure of Ganymede, from it score and mantle to even its ocean.
Ganymede is also believed to have a very thin atmosphere, although exactly how thin is not definitively
known. Highly sensitive atmospheric pressure sensors will monitor changes in pressure at all times. These
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can be used to see if there exist any periodic patterns in air particle density or pressure, or to see if
Ganymede has any manner of convection or even wind going on at the surface.
Unlike all other moons in the solar system, Ganymede has its own magnetosphere. Observing the
interaction between the magnetosphere of Ganymede and that of Jupiter will yield extremely interesting
data, as this effect takes place around no other planet. Magnetometers will detect magnetic field lines and
most importantly the interaction between the field lines of Ganymede and Jupiter.
Since such effort will go into drilling the holes for the seismometer, it would be more cost-effective to use
the holes for more than one purpose. At the bottom of half of each hole, a neutrino detector will be placed
that faces the center of the moon. One of the biggest problems with neutrino detection is that neutrinos do
not interact electromagnetically with other forms of matter, so they can actually shoot straight though
most ordinary matter without touching anything. Neutrinos can only be detected via the weak nuclear
interaction, which only occurs when neutrinos collide with heavier atomic nuclei. As atoms are for the
most part empty space, the chance of a neutrino colliding with a nucleus is incredibly low. The neutrino
detectors will face downwards (away from the surface of Ganymede) so that the neutrinos it detects will
have had to travel through the entire moon from the opposite side before reaching the detectors. By taking
such a long path through rocky matter, the probability of recording events is increased, although it is still
so low that even though billions of neutrinos pass through every square meter of Earth’s surface quite
regularly, a comparatively small number of detection events are expected to take place on a daily basis.
Another advantage of this configuration of neutrino detectors is that the 100 meters of crust above it will
prevent cosmic rays such as high energy protons, muons, pions, etc. will not be able to interfere with the
measurements as much as if they would if the detectors were at the surface.
The detectors themselves will detect neutrinos through Cherenkov radiation. When particles move
through a medium faster than the speed of light in that medium, they release blue light called Cherenkov
radiation. This type of radiation is expected to be emitted when the neutrinos collide with the nuclei of
rock and ice on the way through the moon. After colliding, the weak interaction will create new particles
based on whichever type of neutrino collided in the first place. Muon neutrinos spawn muons, electron
neutrinos spawn electrons, and tau neutrinos spawn taus. These resultant particles will move at incredibly
fast speeds, most likely faster than the local speed of light. Thus, they will create Cherenkov radiation, but
only in very small amounts: usually one photon per collision event. This is extremely hard to detect, so
the detectors will bypass this problem by using photomultiplier tubes. The photons will strike pieces of
metal in a controlled cascade of photons so that the signal is amplified enough to be read by the time it
reaches the end of the detector.
Looking for neutrinos will be an interesting experiment because it will allow scientists to work on several
problems at once. First, it will create a massive, global neutrino observatory that can detect neutrino
events in all directions. While neutrinos are emitted by the sun all the time, what is more interesting are
the neutrinos that are created by high-energy astrophysical phenomena, such as supernovae. Also, the
number of neutrino events detected at each laboratory will be a direct function of the density of the
material that it passed through, for if there was more matter, then there was a higher chance of collision.
By mapping out relative collision frequencies throughout the interior of the moon, the structure of the
moon can be inferred through computational modeling. This model can then be checked against the one
created by the seismological team. Such scientific collaboration between two normally completely distant
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fields will allow both teams to have a more complete understanding of the inner structure of Ganymede
by pointing out subsurface features that perhaps the other team missed.
A tall spire will be built from the top of each laboratory stretching about 100 meters into the sky. On top
of this spire, a radio communications system will broadcast and receive signals from other stations. Also,
infrared spectrometers will perform extremely high precision analysis of the land surrounding the station
all the way to the edge of the horizon. They will take mineral data about the area in order to find global
mineral abundance and values.
Ganymede has been divided by planetary scientists into fifteen quadrangles: Etana, Perrine, Galileo
Regio, Philus Sulcus, Non Sulci, Dardanus Sulcus, Memphis Facula, Uruk Sulcus, Tiamat Sulcus,
Misharu, Nabu, Osiris, Apsu Sulci, Namtar, and Hathor. A station will be placed at approximately the
center of every quadrangle in order to create a network of data-gathering centers that can span the entire
world. These stations will be in constant communication with one another via radio signals, with two
distant stations relaying information through a series of intermediate stations in order to transmit the
message. The satellites orbiting Ganymede can also help with this, but as there is no guarantee that they
will be over the sky when data needs to be sent, it is better for the stations to have some form of reliable
communication.
The stations will either be at the bottom of craters or plains or at the foot of mountains. While they will
require level ground in order to maintain stable operation, it is advantageous to have at least a few stations
present near more active sites such as dormant volcanoes or mountains. Ganymede is believed to have a
history of cryovolcanism, but these volcanoes are either extinct or have been dormant for a very long
time, so building near them ought to be safe enough.
The stations cannot use solar power as a power source for the same reason, as the rovers on Io cannot.
This system might not always be in operation, so a backup generator will always be available as well as a
lot of stored energy in massive batteries. It is imperative that all instruments get adequate electricity so
that there is no lapse in the data, so the electronics of the whole system will be wired out carefully so that
every instrument is receiving just as much as it requires.
When humans visit the surface of Ganymede on occasion, they will find the storage unit of each
laboratory and haul out the habitation module. This will be inflated via the atmosphere tanks mentioned
earlier. After inflating the module, it will be connected as an extension to the ship, providing extra living
and working space, for the ship itself will most likely be full of tools and elements of construction. The
walls of the habitation module will be constructed from high-density polymers with multiple layers of
varying thickness. This will protect the astronauts from radiation during their brief stays on the surface.
Whenever the astronauts exit the ship or module for working on the station, they will wear special
protective suits that will block as much of the ionizing radiation as possible. Objects such as air tanks and
liquid cooling systems will be carefully placed over important organs to provide extra protection, with the
suit itself containing a lightweight high-density polymer embedded into the tight fabric, which also has to
protect the suit from depressurization.
A landing pad will be constructed at each station to facilitate human work on the system. However, the
stations itself will be created to work purely autonomously. Computers at each station will take all
incoming data and either look for patterns or sift through it to remove outliers or uninteresting data. It can
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interpret the data in a special way if it receives direct objectives from mission control, but if not, it will
just follow a basic script of data compilation. The radio antenna at the top of the spire will take this data
and send it to the satellite orbiting Ganymede, which will in turn work in concert with the other satellites
in the Jupiter system to eventually relay the data back to the supercomputers on Neo. There it will be
preserved in long-term storage, with duplicates sent to Earth. The data will then be presented to scientists
onboard Neo, who can proceed with their own work.
By giving such a wealth of data on Ganymede, the mission will enable scientists on Neo and on Earth to
perform some incredible research in areas stretching from planetary geology to high-energy astrophysics.
Scientific collaboration will be encouraged, creating a positive environment for new thoughts and
inspiration. The Ganymede mission will be a multi-faceted operation working through fifteen different
autonomous stations that will generate some incredible scientific work.

5. EUROPA

For the mission to Europa, the lander will carry a high-powered infrared laser in order to melt a hole in
the icy surface, exposing the subsurface ocean beneath. After the ocean has been made accessible, a twopassenger manned submersible armed with cameras and other instruments that will take temperature and
pressure readings. Samples of water will be obtained and frozen for analysis back with more advanced
instruments on the laboratories of Neo. Due to Jupiter’s strong gravitational field, the tides on Europa heat
up the moon’s interior and create temperatures that might be suitable for life. By exploring Europa’s
interior, Neo scientists might be able to prove the existence of life beyond Earth, which would certainly
be one of the defining scientific achievements of the century. The ship would act as a temporary habitat
for the remaining crewmembers for the duration of the mission until they take off again to dock with Neo.
Europa is possibly the most exciting of the four Galilean moons, because it is thought to be one of the
only worlds in the Solar System besides the Earth capable of sustaining complex life. A frozen world
covered in a thick layer of water ice, Europa is heated by the tidal forces generated from Jupiter’s
immense gravitational pull. This tidal heating effect warms the moon from the inside out, providing an
energy source in the deeper parts of the ocean while the ice layer above encapsulates the world. There are
many theories concerning life forms that could have evolved in Europa’s immense oceans, ranging from
simple unicellular organisms resembling plankton to complex multicellular animals that participate in an
extensive ecosystem. Europa’s thick ice shield has prevented direct observation until now, but the
scientists of Neo will have the unique opportunity to peer through the icy shroud themselves and see what
secrets Europa has been hiding for all of these years.
In the first stage of the operation, a satellite orbiting Europa will perform extensive topographical and
radar observations in order to determine the thickness of the ice across the entire surface. When the data is
sent back to Neo, scientists will analyze the map to look for the thinner regions of the surface and target a
prime area for the rest of the operation to take place. Once the candidates have been narrowed down to
one selection, true mission preparation will begin.
In stage two, a controlled kinetic bombardment will be used to blast holes in the surface of Europa’s thick
ice sheet. Three-meter long tungsten rods with an onboard computer and miniature guidance thrusters on
the sides will be fired by a spacecraft sent from Neo into Europan orbit. These rods, which will carry no
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onboard explosives, will affect the surface at incredibly high speeds in the thousands of kilometers per
hour. Their thin and long shapes allow them to plough deep through the ice while creating a surface blast
radius wide enough for operations.
Once the holes in the ice sheet have been created, the spacecraft will send down a landing craft that will
transport a submersible vehicle and a team of scientists and engineers. Two crewmembers will operate the
submarine at a time, while the rest of the crew will remain on the surface in order to assist the operation.
This team will consist of an oceanographer, a marine biologist, two engineers, and a medical expert in
case of emergency.
The submarine will be a spherical pod with a diameter of 3.5 meters. Such a size will allow ample room
for the crewmembers inside as well the extensive suite of instrumentation that the submersible will be
equipped with in order to carry out its mission. The submarine will be powered by a series of ultra
capacitors with an extremely high energy density that can modulate electric current to the propulsion
systems, life support, and instrumentation without losing efficiency. The interior of the pod will be
maintained at 10 pounds per square inch; while this is less than one atmosphere at sea level on Earth, this
is still sufficient for humans to operate without any major troubles. The hull of the submarine will be
made of a high-strength composite metal alloy infused with carbon fibers. This will ensure that the hull
will be able to protect the crew of the submarine from the ocean outside while cutting down on the total
weight of the vehicle. The submarine will be capable of diving up to 500 meters below sea level.
Instrumentation onboard the submarine will be very extensive. Along with wide field cameras that
capture every moment of the dive, radar and sonar detectors will be on the lookout for any signs of
structure or movement that may possibly indicate life. Samples of the ocean water will be captured in
small vials on the exterior of the hull that will be sent for analysis back up to Neo. Gauges measuring
water temperature, pressure, salinity, density, and clarity will be constantly taking readings in order to
capture a detailed view of the subsurface world. A powerful robotic arm with several degrees of freedom
for increased articulation will be used to manipulate large objects if necessary, and a sample container
will be waiting on the side of a container should the scientists wish to examine said sample in more detail
in a laboratory. Thermal cameras will be on the constant lookout for life forms or any kind of relatively
high-energy phenomena such as undersea volcanoes and hydrothermal vents.
By using all of these instruments together, the crew will maximize their chances of finding life on Europa
if it exists in the location they investigate. However, taking measurements at just one spot in one dive is
not good science, as Europa is a vast world. Multiple dives will be performed at the initial site, with the
exact number of dives decided by the crew based on how interesting or uninteresting the spot is for
scientific investigation. Afterwards, the crew will pack up and head back to Neo, where they will start
planning for their second entry point. The whole process of kinetic bombardment and submarine
deployment can be repeated in order to make new observations in a very new locale. With multiple
expeditions being undertaken at several different entry points across the surface of the frozen moon, the
crew will hopefully have a very high chance of finding life on Europa if it is there. If a life form such as
something resembling a plant or animal is found, it can be stored safely and brought to the biologists
onboard Neo after resurfacing for extensive investigation to confirm that life has indeed been found.
If Neo scientists were to actually discover life outside our own planet, it would be one of the most
astounding discoveries in all of scientific history, for the verification that we are not alone in the Universe
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would be a very profound one with wide ranging implications for astrobiology and the collective
conscious of society in general. A new age in exploration will have begun, and it is our hope that the
scientific crew of Neo will have been the privileged few to have been involved.

6. TROJANS

The Galilean moons are not the only rocky bodies worth exploring near Jupiter. The Trojan asteroids orbit
the sun at the Sun-Jupiter L4 and L5 points. These asteroids ought to be investigated because conducting
studies on them could give planetary scientists more clues to understand the history of the solar system.
There are many theories regarding the Trojans and how they have to be where they are today, but
currently available evidence is not sufficient to prove or disprove these widely varying claims. Finding
out more about the Trojans will give scientists an idea of what the conditions in the early solar system
was like and how asteroids interacted with each other in order to form the configurations they are found in
today.
Telescopic imaging and spectroscopic observations can tell us some things about Trojans, but the effect of
space weathering makes these results less reliable. Space weathering is the collective term for a host of
processes ranging from bombardment by solar wind ions and galactic cosmic rays to collisions with
micrometeorites. Over millions of years, these activities alter the physical and chemical properties of the
surface of asteroids, which in turn has an effect on the spectral properties of the surface. When sunlight is
reflected by these asteroids and captured by our telescopes, it becomes evident that the spectrograph of
these asteroids has developed an increasing spectral slope, with higher intensities at higher wavelengths,
and has developed characteristic band gaps in the spectrum due to the process of newly formed ionic
species. Therefore, studying the Trojans from afar with our telescopes will no longer be sufficient if we
wish to gain a deeper understanding of them. As the surfaces of these asteroids are not reliable sources of
information, scientists will need to get an inside look at these asteroids.
The only reasonable solution is to obtain direct samples from the asteroids and have scientists carefully
analyze them in person. In order to achieve this, a mission comprising of eight space probes will be
launched from Neo. Four of the probes will target the Trojans at L4 while the other four will target the
Trojans at L5. These probes will have a very basic mission: fly to L4 and L5, use instrumentation to take
observations of the asteroids, obtain a collection of samples, and return to Neo.
The probes will all be launched simultaneously, and then will immediately split into two groups and head
off towards their destinations. The probes will be propelled by ion engines, which will play a very
important role besides propulsion later in the mission. As the probes begin to approach L4 and L5, they
will take images of the asteroids and then separate in order to target one asteroid per probe. Asteroids
reflect light most brightly in the visible to near infrared (VNIR) wavelength range, so a VNIR camera
onboard each probe will be used for the imaging step. The images will be sent back via radio
communication to the scientists on Neo, who will then select which asteroids will be targeted for in situ
sample recovery.
As the probes begin to decelerate and become very close the asteroids, a series of instruments will begin
taking readings. A wide field camera will capture grand images of many asteroids together while a radar
device estimates the distance between the target asteroid and all other asteroids in the vicinity. A high
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definition VNIR camera will shoot close-ups of the asteroids and all surface features, while a
topographical instrument will use lasers to produce high-resolution surface maps of all accessible regions
of the asteroid. As the asteroids will be rotating, the majority of the asteroidal surface will be studied in
detail. Finally, a VNIR spectrometer will be used to obtain the spectra of the asteroidal spectra from a
very close distance, obtaining extremely high quality data about the surface composition of the asteroid.
While space weathering can influence surface composition to the point where the gathered spectra may
not be indicative of the true chemical composition of the asteroid interior, obtaining such spectra will
allow scientists to observe the space weathering effect in detail. By gathering a more thorough
understanding of how the mechanisms of space weathering alter the surface spectrum of an asteroid and
then comparing it to the true interior composition of aforementioned asteroid, algorithms can be
developed that allow scientists back on Earth to properly interpret asteroid data contaminated by space
weathering. Space weathering is an effect that takes place on all asteroids in the solar system, so getting a
better look at what it does to spectra will greatly widen our horizons for planetary scientists on Earth.
As the space probes begin to make their final approach towards the target asteroids, a reaction control
system will use small thrusters situated around the exterior of the probe to apply a torque that reorients the
probe by 180 degrees so that the thrusters now face the asteroid. When the distance between the probe
and the asteroid is shortened to the order of several meters, the ion thrusters will fire a controlled series of
quick but powerful bursts directly at the surface of the asteroid. Simultaneously, a cover beneath the
thrusters will slide open, revealing a large storage container with numerous cells filled with a porous gel
and shock absorbers around the sides. The firing of the ion thrusters will cause the asteroidal surface to
become heated to very high temperatures and ablate, exposing the asteroidal interior below. As debris
from the asteroid interior is ejected from the impact, pieces ranging in size from micrometer-scale dust
grains to full rocks will be captured in the gel containment units. The combined effect of the gel and the
shock absorbers will dissipate the kinetic energy of the flying debris so that the delicate electronics
onboard each probe will be protected. As debris will be flying out of the impact zone at high speeds, it is
imperative that the probe be built from a material with very high structural integrity so that the probe will
not be damaged when struck by eject. Therefore, each probe will be encased in a shell of titanium alloy
that should mitigate the chances of sustaining damage.
Now that several kilograms of
samples have been obtained from
each asteroid, the space probes will
begin their journeys back to Neo.
While they are still within a
reasonable distance of the asteroid,
the cameras and spectroscope will
be used once more to obtain
detailed imagery and spectral
observations of the now exposed
asteroidal interior, which will be
later compared by scientists. While
the digital data obtained by
Asteroid Interior Bases
instrumentation can be sent directly
to the settlement via radio, the samples need to be physically transported for study. The probes will
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accelerate back towards Sun-Jupiter L1, with the samples safely encased within the nonreactive porous
gel that will protect the samples from contamination.
Once the probes dock in the hangars of Neo, the gel containers will be transported to the clean rooms
where they will be subjected to numerous studies such as mass spectrometry, electron microscopy, and
whatever else the scientists deem necessary to uncover the secrets of this material. The planetary
scientists will collaborate directly with the astrophysicists to present their findings on the mineral
composition of the asteroids and under what conditions they must have formed. This will hopefully allow
the astrophysicists to begin to piece together the history of the early solar system and lead to some
fascinating discoveries.

7. ASTRONOMY

Aside from robotic and human planetary science research, the residents of Neo will utilize it as a
scientific station in many other ways. One of the biggest problems in observational cosmology is how to
make observations of the universe prior to 300,000 years after the Big Bang. At this time, the Cosmic
Microwave Background photons were released and can be observed now, but before this time
electromagnetic radiation cannot be observed. It has been theorized that there exist gravitational waves, a
form of radiation that manifests itself as perturbances in space-time. Increasing evidence has mounted in
favor of the existence of gravitational waves by measuring the loss of energy of a binary pulsar system,
but they have not yet been detected directly. If gravitational waves exist, they would have been emitted in
the energetic conditions of the early universe and they ought to be able to be detected today. On the
outside of Neo, a gravitational wave detector will be placed that will hopefully provide useful data for the
cosmologists onboard to make observations of the early universe and test out their theories.
This gravitational wave detector would work by mounting a series of mirrors on the exteriors of the
spheres that make up the settlement. Lasers would be bounced many times per second between the
spheres, and a light sensor will determine the distance between the plates based on the travel time of the
photons between them. When gravitational waves pass through space, they expand and contract it. The
distance between the two mirrors would therefore change slightly, and this difference could be picked up
by the light sensor. This change would be incredibly small, but it would be amplified by the fact that the
photons are bouncing in the region of altered space a great number of times before they are picked up by
the light sensor. This amplification of signal would allow the gravitational wave detector to measure
changes in the warping of space-time down to billionths of the diameter of an atom. This precision will be
necessary to detect gravitational waves, because they are incredibly weak as they dilute over great
distances. In order to prevent false alarms, several sets of these mirrors and sensors would be placed on
the spheres of the settlement, so that the computer will know to register an event only if it has been picked
up by multiple sensors.
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This technique can also be performed on Earth, but it is far more feasible to do in space for several
reasons. Primarily, the distance between two mirrors on Earth can appear to change because of a
disturbance as small as the movement of a motor vehicle. By placing these detectors on the exterior of the
spacecraft, their exposure to vibrations will be extremely limited and far more reliable than if they were
on Earth. Secondly, the experiment needs to be performed in a vacuum, which would not require any
additional expenditure of energy if performed in space. Lastly, as the detector would be placed in space
and not onboard the settlement, it would not require extensive real estate as it would on Earth. By
installing this gravitational wave detector, the scientists of Neo will be able to study not only the early
conditions of the universe but also high energy events in the galaxy and outside it such as supernovae,
hyper novae, gamma ray bursts, etc. As gravitational waves propagate through space at the speed of light,
they would be measured at the same time as the electromagnetic radiation from such events, providing
supplemental data on such events as we know of them.
As Neo will be far away from the Sun and other
planets so that they will not obstruct large
portions of the sky, telescopic observations can
be conducted of the majority of the sky.
Telescopes could be mounted on the exterior of
the settlement in several different orientations to
gain access to a 360-degree field of view around
the station. There would be telescopes spanning
the entire electromagnetic spectrum monitoring
the sky at all times, from radio waves to gamma
rays. Each range of the spectrum provides a
different wealth of information to astronomers.
For example, more detailed characterization of
the Cosmic Microwave Background would be
Astronomy telescope
useful to cosmologists, and observation of
gamma ray bursts would be used by high-energy astronomers and particle astrophysicists, for starters.
Other telescopes would focus on patches of the sky for extended periods and monitor the stars in the
region for changes in the star’s luminosity. Changes in stellar luminosity would be further investigated
and could be revealed to be orbiting planets transiting the parent star. In this way Neo scientists could aid
their planet hunting counterparts back on Earth by searching for more exoplanets. This technique allows
for the detection of exoplanets, but does not actually image them, so follow studies could be used by
taking several visual telescopes onboard Neo and joining them together into one large telescope. This
process is called interferometry, and through it astronomers can link up multiple separated telescopes and
create a virtual telescope with the resolution of a telescope as large as the distance in between the real
telescopes. This method could allow for the direct imaging of exoplanets, something that is very difficult
but will be necessary in the hunt for exoplanets that could be similar to Earth and harbor life. Large radio
telescopes, which can also serve as communications antennae, will allow astronomers to observe exotic
phenomena. The event horizon of the super massive black hole at the center of the Milky Way could be
imaged with stunning clarity if Neo’s radio telescope were used in concert with telescopes in other parts
of the solar system, acting together via interferometry again to produce incredible images. Radio
telescopes can be pointed at many different astronomical objects, but one area of interest in particular will
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be pulsar exoplanets. When large stars undergo supernovae and become pulsars, planets are occasionally
formed from the debris. The interaction of the planets with the pulsar’s highly charged solar winds should
produce very powerful electrical currents in their wake, emitting radio waves in the process. This
technique has never been attempted before, representing one possibility for groundbreaking research that
Neo astrophysicists could venture into with the resources at their disposal.
The telescopes would be run by a senior committee of astronomers and astrophysicists determined prior
to operation of Neo. All scientists onboard Neo who wish to obtain time on any of or several of the
telescopes for research will write a grant application that will be reviewed by the committee. As there will
be a great number of telescopes onboard Neo, the level of scientific productivity will be maximized. The
scientists of Neo can share their data with their counterparts on Earth via the Deep Space Network.

8. ONBOARD SCIENCE

There will be a good deal of research to be performed inside Neo as well as outside of it. There are many
areas of scientific research that could benefit from the microgravity environment available onboard the
settlement, starting with crystallography. By growing crystals in microgravity, researchers can not only
make larger crystals but make crystals with fewer imperfections. Crystals are very commonly used for
applications such as x-ray crystallography and electronics, but their performance is enhanced if the crystal
lattice is free of defects. Growing crystals free of defects on Earth is impossible, but in microgravity,
researchers will be able to develop techniques for developing more and more perfect crystals that will
increase their value and usefulness in industrial and scientific applications.
Another area of research that would benefit from microgravity is fluid dynamics. The behavior and
application of fluids on Earth have been studied extensively, but their properties in microgravity are still
open for further investigation. Scientists can see how fluids act in regards to compressibility, viscosity,
steadiness of flow, and turbulence in a microgravity environment. Most intriguingly, they will be able to
study how supersonic and hypersonic flows behave in space, as well as making observations of magneto
hydrodynamics in space by taking electrically conducting fluids and having them flow in electromagnetic
fields. There are many mysteries of fluid dynamics in microgravity that have yet to be uncovered, and
many of them might turn out to not just be of scientific interest but will also prove to have some form of
engineering application aboard Neo.
Next, the study of agriculture in a variety of accelerated reference frames can be performed in order to
maximize crop production. While the agricultural centers on Neo will already be growing plants based on
plant research conducted on Earth and in microgravity in the past, it cannot hurt for botanists to try to find
new and improved methods of plant growth that could maximize yields or produce new behaviors. By
subjecting plants to artificial gravitational fields between zero and one G, the ideal acceleration can be
found for each plant. The effects of variable gravity on these plants can also be studied, to see if the
properties of the plants or cellular activity are modified in any way. Geneticists will be able to create
brand new varieties of plants by mixing genes from several different species, creating new plants that
could benefit the residents of Neo by improving their diet, whether through calorie-rich plants or as
dietary supplements that are rich in a certain vitamin or mineral.
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The development and production of pharmaceutical drugs and other various chemical compounds will all
undergo extensive experimentation within the Neo biochemistry laboratories. Molecular synthesis is
enhanced in the environment of microgravity, so biochemists will have the chance to experiment with
brand new compounds for novel treatments. These compounds can be paired with nanoparticles and
nanocaupsules for specialized drug targeting and controlled release via radiation stimulation or a timed
decay.
Nanotechnology will be heavily researched on Neo. Nanotechnology is defined as engineering on the
scale of individual atoms and molecules, objects that can be measured in billionths of meters, or
nanometers. This can allow for the development of incredibly small structures and materials that have
vastly different properties than their macroscopic counterparts due to quantum mechanical effects and the
increased surface area to volume ratio. It is even possible to develop machines on the nanoscale, such as
engines or pumps. Designing nanoscale structures individually is an incredibly time-consuming an
energy-extensive process; the process would be much streamlined by utilizing Brownian assembly. This
is the technique used in biological cells, in which random motions of molecules that have a predetermined
affinity for their correct counterparts due to their shapes allow molecules to group together accordingly
and form order from chaos. In a microgravity environment, the motions of particles would more closely
resemble the buoyant environment of a cell in which gravity can be neglected, so Brownian assembly can
be studied as a method of nanomachine production. By designing increasingly complicated
nanomachines, researchers onboard Neo will be able to create new technologies and products that can be
patented and sold back on Earth.
Extensive work will be performed with condensed matter physics, as the microgravity-vacuum
environment of space is ideal for such research. This will include experimentation on complex materials
and structures such as superconductors and Bose-Einstein condensates. In particular, extensive research
will be performed on Bose-Einstein condensates within the context of atomic interferometry. One area of
physics that has stalled due to lack of instrumental precision is the investigation of the strengths of
fundamental forces; however, it has been suggested that studying the interactions between individual
atoms in Bose-Einstein condensates could yield some new insights. Measurements such as the strength of
gravity on small-scales would have great implications for quantum gravity candidate theories, and it is
theoretically possible that in the absence of other forces, a Bose-Einstein condensate can be used to
measure the strength of dark energy itself. Bose-Einstein condensates themselves will be an incredibly
active research area that will be heavily aided by the lack of gravity as scientists will be able to create
larger condensates and investigate their properties and responses to calculated stimuli more precisely.
Fluid dynamics is a field of physics that would benefit greatly from microgravity because the absence of
the force allows for more accurate observations of fluid behaviors and technological applications.
Incredibly advanced nanofluidics research, the study of very small-scale fluid interactions in
nanocapillaries and other such nano-structures, will finally be possible. Scientists and engineers will be
able to take advantage of the microgravity environment to utilize nanofluidics to further medicine with
new medical devices. For example, labs-on-chips will use nano-scale fluid distribution techniques to
analyze the contents of any biological fluid samples and provide diagnoses for patients. Nanofluidics will
be useful in interdisciplinary areas such as nanotechnology and biochemistry.
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The final area of research that will be conducted on Neo is the field of metamaterials. Metamaterials have
properties that are not normally found in nature. Researchers will be able to design materials with a
negative index of refraction, control over light propogation, positive and negative permittivity and
permeability of electromagnetic fields, etc. Engineers can create new materials using these new exotic
properties that can interact with and exhibit control over a variety of electromagnetic frequencies from
terahertz to optical and mid-infrared. Tunable metamaterials will exhibit the ability to change index of
refraction at will, leading to wild technologies such as invisibility cloaks. Antennae can be created that are
very small and compact yet have the power of a far larger one. Metamaterials could allow for the creation
of super lenses that bend light beyond the ordinary diffraction limit allowed by normal ordinary lenses.
Acoustic metamaterials can manipulate sound waves in solids, liquids, and gases from infrasonic to
ultrasonic frequencies, while seismic metamaterials can counter the dangerous effects of seismic waves
caused by earthquakes on Earth. Materials can even be created that actually expand when they are
compressed. All of these unorthodox behaviors are a result of the unique structure of metamaterials, for
their properties stem from small structural inhomogeneities. By studying these materials at from the
nanotechnological scale to the macroscopic scale, Neo scientists will be able to revolutionize many fields
such as nanotechnology, materials science, electrical engineering, optics, and solid-state physics with
their incredible inventions. These can applied to applications within aerospace, public safety,
communications, electronics, sensors, power generation, and more.
Ultimately, all of the ideas, theories, and inventions of the scientists and engineers are technically the
intellectual property of Neo. However, all ideas can be syndicated in journals or patented by the scientists
as they see fit. Intellectual rights can be sold to terrestrial companies and scientists can engage in talks
with manufacturing companies, all for massive profits. The ethic of Neo encourages scientific and
technological innovation with these incentives so that scientists will have the motivation to produce
brilliant work and generate revenue for Neo in the process. Research spending will constitute a large
aspect of Neo’ annual budget, as scientific research is a defining aspect of Neo and its groundbreaking
mission in the outer solar system.
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APPENDIX

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Power and Energy

When discussing nuclear reactions, the total energy output is the main purpose of all computations.
Therefore:
the total energy of an isolated system is given by
W=m𝑐 2
and the energy of the isolated system in spell
𝑊0 = 𝑚0 𝑐 2
The total energy of the system
𝐸𝐶 = W- 𝑊0 =𝑐 2 (𝑚 − 𝑚0 ).

Having a 𝑊𝑘 =𝑚𝑘 𝑐 2 , for each nucleon of the nucleus (prior to the separation), and since a nucleon has Z
protons and A-Z neutrons, the final energy of the system turns to be:
𝑊𝐹 =Z𝑚𝑝 𝑐 2 + (A-Z) 𝑚𝑛 𝑐 2

The work done to break apart the isolated nucleus in spell in isolated nucleons in spell will be regarded to
as the Link Energy of the nucleus, and is equal to the isolated spell energy for the nucleus subtracted from
the final energy of the system.
𝑊𝐿 =Z𝑚𝑝 𝑐 2 + (A-Z) 𝑚𝑛 𝑐 2 -𝑚𝑁 𝑐 2

Note: the atomic mass unit will be converted to MeV as follows:

1 𝑢𝑐 2 =(931.5016± 0.0026)MeV

For the nucleus to be considered stable, 𝑊𝐿 > 0.
It is not sufficient for the nucleus itself to be stable, but its stability as regarded to splitting in α and X
particles, that is, the nucleus should only split into subcomponents only by transferring energy from
outside the system, 𝑊𝐿𝑎 > 0.
𝑊𝐿𝑎 =𝑐 2 (𝑚𝑋 + 𝑚𝑎 − 𝑚𝑁 )
If 𝑊𝐿𝑎 <0, the nucleus is unstable and may spontaneously split into α and X components, transferring
them energy, 𝑊𝐿𝑎 , as kinetic energy.
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Disintegration processes
The link energy for each nucleon is defined as B=

𝑊𝐿
𝐴

. Heavy nucleuses tend to eliminate some of their

nucleons in order to raise their link energy per nucleon, and become stable. This is generally done either
by the emission of α particles, that is the expulsion of ionized Helium, or by fission. Considering the
intention of building a nuclear reactor, fission will be considered here.
a+X  Y+b;
a being the particle accelerated towards the heavy nucleus X, Y representing the reaction products and b
the remaining particles, needed to sustain the chain reaction. The nuclear reaction will only take place if
some conditions are respected.
Conservation of energy
The energy of present systems, the conserved unit, is the link energy, meaning the sum of the particles’
energy at spell and the kinetic energy. (Unlike the previous cases when energy was analyzed only for
isolated systems, or systems at spell, in the event of chemical reactions between nuclear elements, kinetic
energy must also be considered).
W=𝑚0 𝑐 2 + 𝐸

Energy conserved:

(𝑚𝑎 𝑐

2

+ 𝐸𝐶𝑎 )

𝑊𝑎 + 𝑊𝑋 = 𝑊𝑌 + 𝑊𝑏
+ (𝑚𝑋 𝑐 2 + 𝐸𝐶𝑋 ) = (𝑚𝑌 𝑐 2 + 𝐸𝐶𝑌 ) + (𝑚𝑏 𝑐 2 + 𝐸𝐶𝑏)

Q is the delta-E, the difference between the energy at the initial state and at the final state, the reaction
energy.
Q=𝑐 2 (𝑚𝑎 + 𝑚𝑋 − 𝑚𝑌 − 𝑚𝑏 )
𝐸𝐶𝑎 + 𝐸𝐶𝑋 + 𝑄 = 𝐸𝐶𝑌 + 𝐸𝐶𝑏

If Q>0, the reaction is exoenergtic, and the particles’ energy at the final state is larger than the one at the
initial state.
If Q<0, the reaction is endoenergetic, at a crisis level of initial energy is needed for the reaction to take
place.
𝐸𝐶𝑎 + 𝐸𝐶𝑋 = 𝑄
This energy is considered from the reference system, in this case the laboratory reference system. The
minimum energy input of the projectile particle α, sufficient to produce a nuclear reaction.
𝐸𝑎𝐿 =
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𝑚𝑎 +𝑚𝑋
𝑚𝑋

Q

Conservation of the impulse
The total impulse of the particles before the reaction must be equal to the total impulse of the particles
after the reaction.
𝑝𝑌2 = 𝑝𝑎2 + 𝑝𝑏2 − 2𝑝𝑎 𝑝𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

In nuclear reactions, the kinetic energies are very small in comparison to the spell energies, therefore:
𝑝2

𝑝2

𝑝2

𝐸𝑌 = 2𝑚𝑌 ; 𝐸𝑎 = 2𝑚𝑎 ; 𝐸𝑏 = 2𝑚𝑏 .
𝑌

𝑎

𝑏

2𝑚𝑌 𝐸𝑌 = 2𝑚𝑎 𝐸𝑎 + 2𝑚𝑏 𝐸𝑏 - 4�𝑚𝑎 𝑚𝑏 𝐸𝑎 𝐸𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

Substitution in the reaction energy formulae, considering the laboratory energy, 𝐸𝑋 = 0 results in
𝑚

𝑚

Q=(1+𝑚𝑏 ) 𝐸𝑏 - (1+𝑚𝑎) 𝐸𝑎 - (2�𝑚𝑎 𝑚𝑏 𝐸𝑎 𝐸𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃/𝑚𝑌 )
𝑌

𝑌

Conservation of electric charges

In the nucleus, the most powerful forces acting are the nuclear forces, on very small distances. Still,
electrostatic charges are present, and they must have the same magnitude before and after the reaction.
The charge for each nucleus is given by the atomic number Z, the number of protons within the nucleus.

Conservation of the number of nucleons

𝑍𝑎 + 𝑍𝑋 = 𝑍𝑌 + 𝑍𝑏

The number of nucleons before the reaction must be equal to the number of nucleons after the reaction.
𝐴𝑎 + 𝐴𝑋 = 𝐴𝑌 + 𝐴𝑏

Stimulated fission

At the capture of a slow neutron, a 235
92𝑈 nucleus breaks into two nucleuses of intermediate masses and 2
or 3 fast neutrons. The intermediate nucleuses are not stable, and undergo the same fission reaction,
leading to a chain disintegration.
1
0𝑛

145
236
88
1
+ 235
92𝑈  92𝑈 56𝐵𝑎 + 36𝐾𝑟 + 3 0𝑛
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α disintegration
Between the nuclear particles a and X, two types of forces exist. One is the electrostatic opposition, and
the other is the nuclear attraction.
When particle a gets closer to nucleus X, the potential energy in the rejecting electrostatic field grows
significantly. If the particle reaches a distance R, the nuclear forces start acting, having the magnitude of
the potential energy negative and much larger than the one of the electrostatic forces.
At the R limit at which the nuclear forces act, the electrostatic one creates a barrier, preventing positive a
particles from getting any closer. The maximum “height” of this barrier is given by the potential
electrostatic energy at the distance r=R.
1

C= 4𝜋𝜖

0

𝑍𝑎 𝑍𝑥 𝑒 2
𝑅

R = 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑥

The similarity to Coulomb’s attraction law is obvious, the atomic numbers being the coefficients of the
charges e, and the fraction the coefficient k.
Radioactive disintegration
The transition between the time when the system is under some sort of excitation and when it’s not is
called a quantum transition, described by:
N=𝑁0 𝑒 −𝜏/𝑡 , N is the number of sistems under excitation a the time t, 𝑁0 the initial number of systems
under excitation and 𝜏 the total life of the system.
Following,

N=𝑁0 𝑒 −𝜆𝑡 , so

𝑁0
2

= 𝑁0 𝑒 −𝜆𝑇1/2 ,

obtaining 𝑇1/2 =

Radioactive equilibrium

𝑙𝑛2
𝜆

.

Radioactive equilibrium occurs when the number of nuclea that form is equal to the number of nuclea that
disintegrate.
𝑁1
𝑁2

𝑚1
𝑚2
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𝑁 𝐴

𝑇 ′ 𝐴1

= 𝑁1 𝐴1 = 𝑇1/2
--> 𝑚2 =
′′ 𝐴
2 2

1/2 2

𝑇′

= 𝑇1/2
′′
1/2

𝜆1 𝑁1 = 𝜆2 𝑁2 N

′′
𝑚1 𝑇1/2
𝐴2
′ 𝐴
𝑇1/2
1

the equilibrium quantity of substance

B=𝜆

𝜆𝐴

𝐵 −𝜆𝐴

𝜆
𝑙𝑛 𝐴

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜆

𝜆𝐵

𝐵 −𝜆𝐴

𝑡′

𝑡′′

𝐴0 (𝑒 −𝜆𝐴 - 𝑒 −𝜆𝐵 )

𝐴0 =initial quantity

descendant nuclea are of maximum quantity B, a certain equilibrium is reached.

If a nucleus is considered according to the drop model, its superficial energy is as small as can be. In
order to break it in two other nucleuses, work must be done, so its surface becomes maximum. Therefore,
some neutron also brings a supplementary energy, and the two parts of the now forming dumbbell, both
positively charged, come to repel each other and split. This occurs easily in low stability.
U-235 is easily fissionable with slow neutrons as well.
Spontaneous fission occurs in heavy atomic nucleuses, as discovered by Flerov and Petrjak. As each
fission occurs, the fragments resulted also free two or three adjacent neutrons.
Nuclear fission is an exothermal reaction. It gives energy. In an Uranium fission, about 200MeV are
generated.
Energy-mass account at Uranium fission
Fission fragments kinetic energy =168 MeV
Freed neutron kinetic energy= 5 MeV
Gamma radiation =5 MeV
Gamma and Beta radiation of fission fragments =13 MeV
Energy absorbed by neutrinos =9 MeV
The energy taken by projected nuclear fragments immediately transfers, through collisions, to other atoms
of the substance.
The energy freed through fission turns to great amounts of heat.
To prove the efficiency of using nuclear power on Neo, a comparison will be made between coal and
Uranium. The usage of one atom-gram of U-235, meaning 235g containing 6.023 × 1023 . Therefore, the

energy freed is
Fusion

6.023 × 1023 ×1000×200
235

= 5.1 × 1026 MeV, equivalent to burning 2500T of best-quality coal.
𝑍 𝑍 𝑒2

𝑍 𝑍 𝑒2

1 2
1 2
The potential barrier may reach a highest point of: W(𝑟0 )=4𝜋𝜀
W(𝑟0 )=4𝜋𝜀
𝑟
𝑟
0 0

0 0

On distance governed by laws such as r<𝑟0 attraction energy dominates and the nucleuses stick together.
To get to this point, they must have a kinetic energy at least equal to W(𝑟0 ). This energy grows with the
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atomic number Z, elements with smaller atomic numbers being more favorable energetically speaking.
Conclusively, nucleuses of hydrogen isotopes, deuterium and tritium, for which 𝑍1 = 𝑍2 = 1.
W(𝑟0 )=0.28MeV

The minimum kinetic energy in a thermonuclear reactor is given by the thermal agitation of free
nucleuses, leading to T =

2𝑒W(𝑟0 )
3𝑘

3

. (from a kinetic energy =2kT). T=109 K

In normal situations, the first thermal reactions begin around 106 K, even if the average kinetic energy

ranges

3𝑘𝑇
2

, and is lower than potential barrier, leading to fussioning below computed critical temperature.

This difference must be taken into account.
Given only deuterons (heating deuterium until it is freed of electrons) the following reactions are
possible:
a) 21𝐷1 + 21𝐷1  31𝑇2 (1, 01) +11𝑝0 (3,02)

b) 21𝐷1 + 21𝐷1  32𝐻𝑒 (0, 82) +10𝑛1 (2,45)
c) 21𝐷1 + 31𝑇2  42𝐻𝑒2 (3, 5) + 10𝑛1 (14,1)

d) 21𝐷1 + 32𝐻𝑒1  42𝐻𝑒2 (3, 6) + 11𝑝0 (14,7)

The numbers in the parenthesis represent the energy released.

Let 𝜈𝑐 be the collision frequency and 𝑛1 the particle projectile concentration. In this case, the rate, g:
Should ∆𝐸 is the released energy at a fusion act , then the release energy inside the reactor is:
𝑟𝐷𝑇 = 𝑛𝐷 𝑛 𝑇 𝑣 𝜎∆𝐸 (J/𝑚 3 𝑠)
𝑟𝐷𝐷 =

𝑛2
2

𝑣 𝜎 ∆𝐸 (J/𝑚 3 𝑠)

Radiation loses: thermal and betatronic.
Thermal radiation loss is when a hot body emits thermal radiation. Betatronic radiation results when the
active zone of the reactor must be surrounded by magnetic fields that confine and isolate effectively hot
plasma. Charged particles, mainly electrons, generate a betatronic, magnetic field related to the Larmor
radiation around the field lines. The electron moves in an helicoidal with a centripetal acceleration.
According to classical electrodynamics, the electron will radiate electromagnetic energy. The spectrum of
betatronic is formed of the main line given by the Larmor.
After computing, it is obvious that thermal conductibility in transversal direction is smaller than the
parallel one.
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Betatronic radiation
From what has been presented, it obviously results that the active zone of the reactor must be held within
strong magnetic fields that confine and insulate the magnetic zone in the best possible way.
The charged particles, the electrons, will produce a betatronic or magnetic radiation, related to the Larmor
radiation, surrounding the field lines. The electron follows a helicoidal trajectory, with the centripetal
acceleration 𝑎𝑛 , normal on the velocity v.
𝑎𝑛 =

𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑒

The now accelerated electron will radiate electromagnetic radiation.
Since the betatronic, released energy is much larger than the energy obtained through fusion, a reactor
with a positive output would be impossible to build. Fortunately, the plasma, absorbs the betatronic main
frequency radiation, as well as its harmonics.
Taking 𝜏 as being the life duration of a charged particle of plasma, then in the same time, an N number of
particles will disappear from the given volume.
N=

2𝑛
𝜏

, where n is the concentration of particles of the same charge.
3

These will transport the energy: 𝑊𝑝 = 𝑁 2 𝑘𝑇 =

3𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝜏

The effectiveness of a thermonuclear reactor. The Lawson criterion
The largest losses in fusion reactors are given by radiation.
The lost power grows with the temperature, so at T>410^7 K for D-T and 3,510^8K for D-D, the power
released through fusion is greater than 1.
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑

R=

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡

Not all the radiated energy is lost. Some of it can be conventionally converted to electric energy.

R=

Pel= η(𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 +

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝑟

3𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝜏

)

, where r= (𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 +

3𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝜏

)( η-1)

The efficiency becomes a number over the unit 1 if the following conditions are met:
-for D-D fusion reactors: T>2108 K
n 𝜏 > 1022 (nuclee/𝑚 3 × 𝑠)
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-for D-T fusion reactors: T>3107 K
n 𝜏 > 1020 (nuclee/𝑚 3 × 𝑠)

Power emitted

Power emitted= P𝐿𝑙 , where 𝐿𝑙 =line loss
𝑃𝐿

Power flux density: 𝑊𝑓 =4𝜋𝑆𝑙2 , to this, the transmission path loss is added.
𝐺𝑡 =

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑎
𝑃𝐿𝑙 𝐿𝑎𝐺𝑡
𝑊𝑓 = 4𝜋𝑆
2

Power received
Effective receiver aperture area: 𝐴𝑟 =
Receiver power: C=𝑊𝑓 𝐴𝑟
Noise

𝜋𝐷𝑟2𝜂
4

.

𝑁0 = 𝑘𝑇𝑠 = (𝑇𝑠 = T-satellite+T_electronics)

𝑁0 noise power spectral density; k=1.38x10−23 ; 𝑇𝑠 , system temperature
N= 𝑁0 𝐵

N, received noise power; B, frequency band

Thrusters
Thrust is created on Newton’s third principle of action and reaction. As the pressure and the temperature
grows (as a reaction to the combustion of the very energetic fuel used), so does the speed. It is also
important that the molecular weight is as small as possible.
The most-used formula for thrust used, based on the description above is:
F = q𝑉𝑒 + (𝑃𝑒 − 𝑃𝑎 )𝐴𝑒 , where q is the rate of ejected mass-flow, 𝑃𝑎 the pressure of the ambient
atmosphere, 𝑃𝑒 the pressure of the exhaust gas and 𝑉𝑒 the exhaust speed.

Therefore, the thrust is a pressure difference that pushes the rocket in the direction opposing the gas
leaving through the nozzle.
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Momentum and Impulse
The equation for momentum: p=mv
𝑑𝑝

F = 𝑑𝑡

0=

∆𝑝 𝑝2 − 𝑝1
=
∆𝑡
∆𝑡

[(𝑀−∆𝑀)(𝑣+∆𝑣)+𝑀𝑢]−𝑀𝑣

As ∆𝑡-->0,

∆𝑣
∆𝑡

𝑑𝑣

∆𝑡

= 𝑑𝑡 =a, and

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

---> -

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑣

Also, u-(v+∆𝑣) = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙 and by substitution, M 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙
Generalizing and integrating: 𝑝1+∑ 𝐹 ∆𝑡 = 𝑝2

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

Having a fuel consumed while the rocket also attains height and speed, it results in:
(M-qt)v-g(M-qt) ∆𝑡=(M-qt-q∆𝑡)(v+∆𝑣) + 𝑞∆𝑡𝑢

Since in space gravity is 0, the gt term can be neglected. Moreover, the now computed velocity actually is
represented by a velocity over an interval, so:
∆𝑉 = 𝑉𝑒 𝐿𝑁

𝑀
𝑀 − 𝑞𝑡

∆𝑉 = 𝐶𝐿𝑁

𝑀
𝑀 − 𝑞𝑡

In practice, 𝑉𝑒 is considered as the gas velocity C, and the equation is written:
The mass can be also obtained: 𝑚𝑓 = 𝑚𝑜 𝑒 −∆𝑉/𝐶 and similarly for 𝑚𝑜 , 𝑚𝑜 = 𝑚𝑓 𝑒 ∆𝑉/𝐶 .

Generally, for the two-burn transfers we are using for Neo, as well as for the other transfers discussed in
the project, the duration of engine burn required to attain a specific change in velocity is required.
t=
Propellant

𝑚𝑜
2

1

[1 − 𝑒 ∆𝑉/𝐶]

The propellant is a chemical mixture consisting of a fuel and some oxidizer, burnt in rockets in order to
produce thrust. The effectiveness of a fuel will be described through the specific impulse.
Liquid fuel engines are preferred despite their increased complexity, as they offer the possibility of
stopping, slowing down or re-staring the engine.
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Petroleum fuel is preferred over cryogenic, but hypergolic fuel will also be used for maneuvers. A
common favorite in petroleum fuels in RP-1, or kerosene, as it provides a high specific impulse. Adjacent
to that, liquid oxygen combined with liquid hydrogen is a good alternative (even higher specific impulse).
A few hypergolic options are also considered for Neo and its missions, and are presented in the table
found in the Materials sub-chapter.
Combustion
In combustion, the given specific impulse and the O/F ratio are most important. The O/F ration represents
the amount of oxidizer to the amount of fuel in the propellant. The ratio’s for the considered propellants
to be used on Neo are given in Materials.
𝐶12 𝐻26 + 12.5𝑂2 −→ 12𝐶𝑂 + 13𝐻2 𝑂

12.5×32

The reaction for kerosene, the fuel, with its oxidizer, oxygen, gives an O/F=2.35 ( 1×170 = 2.35).

Space vehicles that are constrained by their volume, such as the ones used in mining missions will
consume lower-density fuels in order to save space.
Chemical rockers
According to Delft University www.aerospacestudents.com and www.braeuig.com
The basic rocketry formula states that:
F= 𝑞𝑉𝑒 + (𝑃𝑒 − 𝑃𝑎 )𝐴𝑒
But since these rockets will only activate in vacuum,
𝑃𝑎 =0 and F= 𝑞𝑉𝑒 + 𝑃𝑒 𝐴𝑒
Where q is the rate at which the mass flow is ejected, 𝑉𝑒 , velocity of exhaust gases, 𝑃𝑒 , pressure of exhaust
gases, 𝑃𝑎 the ambient pressure and 𝐴𝑒 the surface.
Following, the velocity of the exhaust gases,
w = 𝑉𝑒 +

𝑃𝑒 𝐴𝑒
𝑞

The Tsoilkowksi formula:
∆𝑉 = w ln
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𝑀0

𝑀𝑓

= (𝑉𝑒 +

𝑃𝑒 𝐴𝑒
𝑞

) ln

𝑀0

𝑀𝑓

Finally, the thrust and the burn time are to be computed

T=-w

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

𝑊

and the burn time 𝑡𝑏 = 𝑇 (𝑀0 − 𝑀𝑓 )

Again, specifications are not given, and the final values could not be computed.
Normally w=5km/s, but the other factors such as the gases exhaust velocity of the rate of mass flow
ejection have not been found for LOX rockets, and therefore the thrust and the burn time could not be
computed. The area may be fixed, as the parameter w is.

Hall Effect
Hall Effect Thrusters, powered up by solar cells, are limited by the power generated with the available
panels, and not energy limited, it can generate energy as long as the panels convert solar energy.
According to these, the thrust per power unit should be maximized.
𝑬𝒄 =

𝒎𝒗𝟐
𝟐

The kinetic energy for each ion therefore is:
qv =

𝒎𝒗𝟐
𝟐

,

q being the charge.
The definition of momentum: p=mv
therefore qv =

𝑚𝑝2
2𝑚 2

=

𝑝2

2𝑚

from equation above: p=�2𝑚𝑞𝑣
Thrust, as in the case of chemical rockets is:
𝑚𝑣 𝑑𝑞

T=� 2𝑞

𝑑𝑡

Most of the needed variables are not available.
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Amun Adjacent Module Electronics
Purpose
The small module above is an example. It can measure temperatures,
light levels, and pressure. It’s powered by a small 0.5V solar cell.
Because and Arduino module requires more power, supplementary
battery space had been included. Electronics in the Grace Hopper
Adjacent Module will include a distance sensor (measure depths),
temperature sensor, light sensor, accelerometer.
Components

Solar cell

The components and
purpose are listed below:

their

The solar cell in the example is a 0.5V source, meant to power up
some of the electronics. With 6 such cells, the whole module can be
powered up. Following the solar cell, the components on the
breadboard are roughly 2 1k-ohm resistors, a light sensor, a pressure
sensor, jump wires and connecting wires.
Electronics

The light sensor sends an analaog response which depending on the
lights’ intensity is an integer between 0 and 1023. These can be easily interpreted. The Arduino/C code to
do so might look like: void setup(){ Serial.begin(9600); } void loop(){ int v=analogRead(0);
Serial.println(v); delay(500);{

Electronics close-up
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Since the pressure sensor requires analog output, the code is similar. Adjacent structures in order to power
up LED’s or send signals corresponding to pressure degree can be inserted.
The cable from the pressure and light sensors go to a ground (GND) and an Analog (A0) pins. The
temperature sensor goes to an analog pin, a GND pin and a power one.

ORBITS AND LOCATION
Orbits

An orbit is a gravitationally curved path around a point or an object in space.
Though typically elliptical, orbits can be described as curves, ellipses, parabolas or hyperbolas, all
depending on a parameter called eccentricity (e).
Eccentricity, as a parameter is associated with every cone section and it describes how much an orbit
varies from being circular.
Other ways, if e=0 the orbit is circular, if 0<e<1, the orbit is elliptical, if e=1 the orbit is represented as a
parabola and if e>1 the orbit is a hyperbola.
In our Solar System, orbits are generally described as being elliptical. We also need to introduce the “true
anomaly” which represents a body moving on a keplerian orbit.

Obtaining radius for orbits in terms of eccentricity
and semi-major axis
According to “Introductory Astronomy &
Astrophysics” (Michael Zeilik and Stephen A.
Gregory) and www.braeuig.com (both cited within
the bibliography), an ellipse is defined
mathematically as the locus of all points such that
the sum of the distances from two foci to any point
on the ellipse is a constant.
Therefore: r + r’= 2a = ct
The line joining the two foci intersects the ellipse
in two points, and half of that line gives the semiElements of an ellipse
major axis. The eccentricity, that is, the derivation
of a conic-section curve from a conic section, gives the shape of the ellipse, and the distance from the
focus to the center of the ellipse is ae. As described, b is the semi-major axis of the orbit. A is the
periapsis, the point closest to the primary, A’ is the apoapsis, the point farthest from primary. 𝜈 is
considered the true anomaly, that is the angular distance of a point in an orbit, past the point of perispsis,
(counterclockwise).
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r + r’= 2a = constant (3)
Velocity in a circular orbit
𝑚1 𝑚2

Newton’s law of universal gravitation: F = G (

(Earth’s mass M, distance to center of Earth, r).

𝑟2

), giving the force Earth exerts on an object of mass m

If the object is dropped, it will be accelerated to the center of the Earth, F = G
F= ma(1)
F=G

𝑚𝑀
𝑟2

𝑚𝑀
𝑟2

.

(2)
𝐺𝑀

(1), (2) give a = g= 𝑟2 .

A satellite in orbit has the following forces acting upon it: the gravitational attraction, as well as the
inward acceleration causing the satellite to move in a circular orbit (gravitational acceleration caused by
the body around which the satellite orbits).
In this case, the velocity changes direction, not magnitude, so there is an acceleration a=
𝑚𝑣 2

F=

𝑟

, with F’s direction at any moment being radially inward.

If P is the period, v =

2𝜋𝑟
𝑃

𝑣2
𝑟

resulting in

, and according to

Kepler’s Third Law: 𝑝 2 = 𝑘𝑟 3 .
F=

4𝜋 2𝑚
𝑘𝑟2

.

In order to determine the period as proportional
to the radius, F=m𝜔2 r, and in the two body
problem abstractions have been made. The
orbits are circular and third body perturbations
are neglected.
m 𝜔2 r= M 𝜔2 R. As stated earlier, the
Motion in a circular orbit
gravitational force acting on either body must
be equal to the centripetal force, so that the object stays in a permanent circular orbit.
𝑚𝑀

G (𝑅+𝑟)2 = m𝜔2 r

m<<M, R<<r renders
𝜔=
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2𝜋
𝑃

GM=
𝑝2 =

4𝜋 2𝑟3
𝐺𝑀

4𝜋 2𝑟3
𝑝2

, proving Kepler’s Third Law obtained in the paragraph above.
4𝜋 2𝑟(𝑅+𝑟)2

Without the two abstractions made earlier: 𝑝2 =
g=

𝑣2

(1)

g=

𝐺𝑀

(2)

𝑟

𝑟2

(1) and (2) renders:
Finally, the velocity of a satellite in orbit v=�

𝑣2

𝐺𝑀

𝑟

=

𝐺𝑀

; 𝑝2 =

4𝜋 2𝑎 3

𝐺(𝑀+𝑚)

.

𝐺𝑀
𝑟2

.

𝑟

In the Universe, energy isn’t produced or destroyed, it’s simply transformed. According to the
conservation of energy:
K=
𝑚𝑣12
2

−

𝑚𝑣 2
2

𝐺𝑀𝑚

, U=−

𝐺𝑀𝑚
𝑟1

=

𝑚𝑣22
2

𝑟

−

, rendering 𝑇1 +𝑈1 = 𝑇2 +𝑈2

𝐺𝑀𝑚
𝑟2

1

1

, so 𝑣2 2 -𝑣1 2 =2GM(𝑟 − 𝑟 ).

1

2

1

1

In terms of periapsis and apoapsis: 𝑣𝑝 2 -𝑣𝑎 2 =2GM(𝑟 − 𝑟 ) and 𝑅𝑝 𝑉𝑝 = 𝑅𝑎 𝑉𝑎 , give:
𝑝

𝑉𝑝 = �𝑅

2𝐺𝑀𝑅𝑎

𝑝(𝑅𝑝 +𝑅𝑎 )

𝑅𝑎 =

(

𝑅𝑝
2𝐺𝑀
−1)
𝑅𝑝 𝑉2
𝑝

e=

𝑎

; 𝑉𝑎 = �𝑅

2𝐺𝑀𝑅𝑝

𝑎 (𝑅𝑝 +𝑅𝑎 )

; 𝑅𝑝 =

𝑅𝑝 𝑉𝑝2
𝐺𝑀

(

𝑅𝑎
2𝐺𝑀
−1)
𝑅𝑎 𝑉2
𝑎

;

;

−1

𝑅𝑎 = 𝑎(1 − 𝑒) and 𝑅𝑝 = 𝑎(1 + 𝑒), which leads to the first equation, describing the properties of an
ellipse: 𝑅𝑎 +𝑅𝑝 = 2𝑎, with 𝑅𝑎 and 𝑅𝑝 substituting for r and r’.
Vis viva
F1 =

𝑚1 𝑣12
𝑟1

=

4𝜋 2𝑚1 𝑟1
𝑃2

and F2 =

𝑚2 𝑣22
𝑟2

=

4𝜋 2𝑚2 𝑟2
𝑃2

(1)
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Centre of mass condition: F1 = F2
𝑟1
𝑟2

𝑚

= 𝑚2
1

But a= 𝑟1 + 𝑟2 yielding 𝑟1 = 𝑚2 𝑎/(𝑚1 + 𝑚2)
From (1) F1 =

𝑚1 𝑣12
𝑟1

=

4𝜋 2𝑚1𝑟1
𝑃2

𝑟1 = 𝑚2 𝑎/(𝑚1 + 𝑚2)
4𝜋 2 𝑟(𝑅+𝑟)2

2

𝑝2 = 𝐺(𝑚
1

1 +𝑚2 )

𝑣 2 = G(𝑚1 + 𝑚2 )/[�𝑟 � − �𝑎�], the famous vis viva equation.
Orbital maneuvers
A main part of Neo’s technical design implies the architecture of orbital maneuvers, as well as designing
the transfer orbits considering efficiency factors. Although the final delta velocity, which is the total input
of velocity at the transfer orbit, doesn’t count towards the final location, it must be computed and shown.
A wide range of orbital maneuvers are currently used by aerospace engineers. The most effective
energetically speaking is the Hohmann transfer. Still in the eventuality in which a certain orbit must be
reached in a time shorter than the one provided by the Hohmann transfer, the one tangent burn is a proper
solution, while if low thrust is necessary (various reasons), a slow spiral transfer would be used.
One tangent burn
Transfer orbit is tangential to initial
orbit, and it intersects the final orbit
at an angle, in this case equal to the
flight path angle at the transfer orbit
at its point of intersection (according
to www.braeuig.com). The transfer
orbit is defined by its size, the
angular change in velocity, as well as
the time of flight, abbreviated TOF.
Since we are generally transferring
modules, of large weight, the total
energy required for transfer would
Vectored velocities (Source: T.U.Delft, AE2104 Flight and Orbital Mechanics)
grow linearly. In the eventuality of
large, sudden increases in velocity, more fuel is burnt. Therefore, the one tangent burn strategy isn’t
appropriate, and will only be used in emergency cases.
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Slow spiral transfer
This type of transfer implies a very low thrust, and the transfer orbit is in the shape of a spiral. A low
thrust isn’t the solution, as it would take too long. It will only be used in low-priority projects.
The total change in velocity can be approximated: ∆𝑽𝒕 = 𝑽𝒊 − 𝑽𝒇 , where ∆𝑽𝒕 total change in velocity, 𝑽𝒊
is the initial circular velocity, 𝑽𝒇 is the final velocity for the circular orbit.
Hohmann transfer orbits and 𝟑𝒓𝒅
body perturbations

For further discussion
and calculus regarding orbits we
present the further formulas.

3𝑟𝑑 body perturbations

Perturbations can be
heliocentric and planet centric.
Heliocentric
speaking,
Succession of sphere of influences (Source: T.U.Delft, AE2104 Flight and Orbital Mechanics)
the only possible influences we
could feel would be either from Earth or from Venus. Earth’s sphere of influence in kilometers is 9.3 ×
105 , while Venus’s is
6.2 × 105.
In a planet centric perturbation, the third body’s influence lowers invers? Proportional with the
distance.
In order to determine a body sphere of influence, we use the following formula:
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 0,4
𝑟𝑆𝑜𝐼 = 𝑟3𝑟𝑑 (
)
𝑀3𝑟𝑑

The sphere of influence is equal to the third body’s sphere multiplied by the mass of the main
body, divided by the mass of the third body at 0,4.
Third body perturbations might be considered while determining Neo’s orbit and its position.

The transfer orbit’s ellipse is tangent to both initial and final orbits at apogee and perigee. Should the
initial orbit be small and the final orbit large, the velocity vector should be pointed in the direction of
motion. In the opposite case, the velocity vector is aimed in the other direction. The final delta V is the
sum of velocity changes of the transfer orbit. (according to www.braeuig.com)
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∆𝑉 = ∑ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠
𝑎𝑡𝑥 =

𝑟𝐴 +𝑟𝐵
2

GM = 3.9847914 × 1014
𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑖𝐴 =� 𝑟

𝐴

𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑓𝐵 =� 𝑟

𝐵

G being the universal gravitational constant equal to 6.67 × 10−11 , and M the central body’s mass, in this
case, Earth’s.
The velocities above are the speeds needed to be in the low stationary orbit and in the geostationary orbit.
Next, the velocity needed to exit LEO and enter the transfer orbit as well as the velocity needed to exit the
transfer orbit and enter GEO are to be computed. This is done using the generalization of the circular
velocity formula used above, “vis viva”, in which 𝑎𝑡𝑥 is the semi-major axis of the transfer orbit.
2

1

2

1

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐴 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟 − 𝑎 ) = m/s
𝐴

𝑡𝑥

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐵 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟 − 𝑎 ) = m/s
𝐵

𝑡𝑥

It is then obvious that when entering the transfer orbit from an orbit with a smaller radius, an increase in
velocity is required, and when exiting the transfer orbit towards an orbit with a larger radius, the satellite
must be slowed down.
∆𝑉𝐴 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐴 − 𝑉𝑖𝐴 = m/s
∆𝑉𝐵 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐵 − 𝑉𝑓𝐵 = m/s

Finally, the velocity difference for LEO summed up with the velocity difference for GEO, gives up the
total ∆𝑉.
∆V= ∆𝑉𝐴 + ∆𝑉𝐵 m/s
𝑟

e = 1- 𝑎 𝐴

𝑡𝑥
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√1−𝑒 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜗

E = arc tan(

𝑒+𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜗

𝜗 = arcos �

𝑎𝑡𝑥 (1−𝑒2 )
−1
𝑟𝐵

𝑒

�

)

𝑎3

TOF = (E - sin e)�𝐺𝑀
Orbital plane changes
Orbital plane changes
may prove to be useful
at some point at orbital
calculations. They are
solely explained in
order to prove that the
team has a complete
understanding
of
everything
used.
Orbital velocities (Source: T.U.Delft, AE2104 Flight and Orbital
Mechanics)
www.breauig.com, as
well as other websites mentioned in the bibliography, have proven to be a great resource in understanding
and applying our knowledge to computing orbits.
In the main transfer, considering the very small inclination difference, orbital plane changes are not
required. They have been used when transferring the Mining Module to 3554 Amun asteroid.
Orbital plane changes imply changing the inclination. For that to be achieved, we must typically change
the direction of the velocity vector. It requires that one of delta velocity components to be perpendicular
to the orbital plane, and therefore to the initial velocity vector. Should the size be constant, we are
referring to a simple plane change. The required change in velocity is obtained through the law of cosines:
𝜃

∆𝑉=2𝑉𝑖 sin .
2

The orbital plane change should be avoided if possible, as it is expensive in velocity and resulting
propellant consumption. The plane should change at a point where the satellite’s velocity is a minimum,
at the apogee.
The combination of a Hohmann transfer and an orbital plane change is done the following way: first, the
plane change is finalized, and then a tangent burn is executed at the apogee. Therefore, both the
magnitude and the direction of the delta velocity component are changed.
∆𝑉=�𝑉𝑖2 + 𝑉𝑓2 + 2𝑉𝑖 𝑉𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
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If only a small plane change is necessary (these cases are often negligible) plus the altitude change
required, the total delta velocity becomes possible at almost no cost. The plane change can also be
distributed, some being realized at the perigee, but most at the apogee (since the apogee is the costeffective location to do so).
Three burn maneuvers will be described further in the project, should they be used. These maneuvers do
save energy and therefore propellant, but are time expensive (a resource we cannot afford to waste).
Orbit Rendezvous
The orbit rendezvous is a situation in which the satellite must intercept an object at a certain time. For this
to be possible, the object must attain a phasing orbit, making a Hohmann transfer between the two
possible.
A launch window is represented by the time at which the launch site rotates through the desired orbital
plane.
The total delta-velocity gives the total energy requirement, and thus the necessary propellant, ending in a
computable delta-V budget.
Orbit perturbations
Orbit perturbations are of three main types: secular (vary linearly), short-period variations (periodic, and
the period, T<𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) and long-period variations (T>𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 ).

Third body perturbations are a common situation in which another body would gravitationally attract the
satellite. These give periodic variations in orbit, typically in the longitude, in the argument of the perigee
and in the mean anomaly.
Perturbations also occur because of the assumption that the Earth is spherical. A solution to these
periodical perturbations is given by the Molniya orbits, which ensure that the perturbations in the
argument of the perigee are null.
In the case of Neo and it’s satellites, solar radiation perturbation also happen. These are typically heavier
in orbits higher than 800km, and are given by:
𝑎𝑅 =

Orbital transfers

−4.5×10−8 𝐴
𝑚

, where A is the cross-section of the satellite and m the mass.

Orbital transfers represent a major part in the architecture of Neo, since satellites, construction
modules and miners all pass through. Therefore, the transfer from LEO to GEO, from Earth to the
Moon and from Earth to Mars are presented below.
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GEO Transfer
For:
𝑟𝐿𝐸𝑂 =8 500 000 m and 𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂 =41 500 000 m.
𝑎𝑡𝑥 =

𝑟𝐿𝐸𝑂 +𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂

= 25 000 000 m

2

GM = 3.9847914 × 1014
𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑖𝐿𝐸𝑂 =�𝑟

𝐿𝐸𝑂

= 6 846.88 m/s

𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑓𝐺𝐸𝑂 =�𝑟

𝐺𝐸𝑂

= 3 098.69 m/s

G being the universal gravitational constant equal to 6.67 × 10−11 , and M the central body’s mass, in this
case, Earth’s.
The velocities above are the speeds needed to be in the low stationary orbit and in the geostationary orbit.
Next, the velocity needed to exit LEO and enter the transfer orbit as well as the velocity needed to exit the
transfer orbit and enter GEO are to be computed. This is done using the generalization of the circular
velocity formula used above, “vis viva”, in which 𝑎𝑡𝑥 is the semi-major axis of the transfer orbit.
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐿𝐸𝑂 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟

2

𝐿𝐸𝑂

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟

1

− 𝑎 ) = 8 821.60 m/s

2

𝐺𝐸𝑂

𝑡𝑥

1

− 𝑎 ) = 1 806.8 m/s
𝑡𝑥

It is then obvious that when entering the transfer orbit from an orbit with a smaller radius, an increase in
velocity is required, and when exiting the transfer orbit towards an orbit with a larger radius, the satellite
must be slowed down.
∆𝑉𝐿𝐸𝑂 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐿𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑖𝐿𝐸𝑂 = 1 974.72 m/s
∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑓𝐺𝐸𝑂 = -1 291.89 m/s

Finally, the velocity difference for LEO summed up with the velocity difference for GEO, gives up the
total ∆𝑉.
∆V= 682.83 m/s

And the energy required,
𝐸𝑐 =

𝑚𝑣 2
2
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GEO-Moon Transfer

for a telescope with the mass of 10 kg is is 𝐸𝐶 = 2 331 284.04 J

When transferring a satellite from GEO to an orbit around the Moon, the Moon’s sphere of influence must
be taken into consideration.
r = (𝑟3𝑟𝑑 ×

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 0.4
)
𝑚3𝑟𝑑

R = 1 819.54926 M

Therefore, the apocentre of the transfer orbit will be considered to be the intersection between the transfer
orbit and the Moon’s sphere of influence, in this case also the limit between the two.
R = D-R = 384 400 000M-1 819.54926 M =384 398 180 M
R is the radius of the transfer orbit, d the distance to the Moon and r the radius of Moon’s sphere of
influence.
𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 41 500 000 M AND R = 384 398 180 M
𝑎𝑡𝑥 = 212 949 090 M

𝑉𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 3 098.69 m/s

𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 1 018.15 m/s
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 4 163.24 m/s

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 449.46 m/s

∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 1 064.55 m/s

∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = -568.69 M/S
∆V = 495.86 m/s

𝐸𝐶 = 1 229 385.7 J

The first stage is now completed. The satellite is now situated at the intersection between the Moon’s
sphere of influence and the final transfer orbit. A fixed orbit must be reached.
𝑟 = 3 500 000 M
AND 𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 3 200 000 M
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The final radius is not greater than the sphere of influence since the sphere is considered to be taken from
the surface of the Moon.
The speed on the initial orbit is already known, since it is the transfers’ orbit speed. The radius is the
sphere of influence itself summed up with the Moon’s radius. It is decided that the final orbit will be at
3200000 m .
𝑎𝑡𝑥 = 3 350 000 M/S

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 449.46 m/s
𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 11 159.06 m/s

The speed is quite large, as a great kinetic energy is needed in order to keep satellites at low orbits.
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 10 428.48 m/s

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 11 406.15 m/s

∆𝑉𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁1 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐼𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 9 979.02 m/s
∆𝑉𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁2 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 247.09 M/S
∆V = 10 226.11 m/s
𝐸𝐶 = 522 866 629 J

Finally,
∆𝑉𝑡 = 10 721.97 m/s
Making it too big, almost double, to be feasible. Therefore, Neo will not be placed around the Moon.

Mars transfer
Transfer starts in parking orbit around departure planet. The transfer is planet centric until leaving SoI, the
first sphere of influence. The relative velocity when crossing SoI is V . V is achieved by maneuvering
∞

∞

delta-V in paring orbit.
As seen, this method of computing the transfer is different from the one used when transferring with the
Moon, as the Moon still resides partially in Earth’s sphere of influence.
V

dep

is first computed, the heliocentric velocity of departure planet.

V

Earth

µ

= �r

Sun

Earth

= 29.785 km/s
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V , heliocentric velocity of the target planet, in our case, Mars.
tar

V

Mars

µ

= �r Sun = 24.130 km/s
Mars

V , the circular velocity around the target planet.
c0

V

cEarth

µ

= �r

dep

= 7.793 km/s

Earth

V , the circular velocity around the departure planet, in our case, Earth.
c3

V

cMars

µ

= �r

Mars

+r

)

tar

= 3.315 km/s

a the semi-major axis of transfer orbit.
tr

(r

a =
tr

dep

2

tar

6

= 188.77 × 10 km

e , the eccentricity of transfer orbit, which is almost circular.
tr

e =
tr

│r
(r

tar

tar

− r

+r

dep
)
dep

│

= 0.208

V , the heliocentric velocity at departure position.
1

2

V =�µSun(r
−
1
Earth

1

a
tr

) = 32.729 km/s

V , heliocentric velocity at target position.
2

2

V =�µSun(r
−
2
Mars

V

∞,1

1

a
tr

) = 21.481 km/s

, excess velocity at departure planet.

V

∞,1

V

∞,2

V

= │V – V
1

│=2.945 km/s

Earth

, excess velocity at target planet.

∞,2

= │V – V
2

│=2.649 km/s

Mars

V , velocity in pericenter of hyperbola around departure planet.
0
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2µ
V = �µSun( r Earth + V∞ 12) = 11.408 km/s
0
,
Earth

V , velocity in pericenter of hyperbola around target planet.
3

V =�
3

2µ

+ V∞ 22) = 5.385 km/s
,

Mars
r
3

ΔV , maneuver in pericenter around departure planet.
0

ΔV = │V
0

Earth

–V

cEarth

│=3.615 km/s

ΔV , maneuver in pericenter around target planet.
3

∆𝑉3 = │V

Mars

│=2.070 km/s

–V

cMars

ΔV represents the total velocity increase.
tot

ΔV = ΔV
tot

Earth

+ ∆V

Mars

=5. 684 km

T , transfer time.
tr

a

T = π�µ tr
tr

3

= 0.709 yr

Sun

SOLAR SYSTEM BASES, ASTEROID MINING AND FINANCING
Gravitational acceleration

The gravitational acceleration on Callisto is much smaller than the one on Earth.
In order to compute it, Newton’s law of gravity states:
𝐹=

𝐺 𝑚1 𝑚2
𝑅2

and Newton’s second Law:
F=ma.
Assuming 𝑚1 =m, the gravitational acceleration of a body of mass m is: a =

Oxygenation

𝐺𝑀𝐶
𝑅𝐶2

.

𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙𝑂3 + 𝐹𝑒 → (600℃) → 𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙 + 𝑂2 + 𝐹𝑒𝑂

2𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝑂2 +2𝐻2 → respiration→ 𝐶𝑂2 +2𝐻2 + 2𝐻2 →2𝐻2 0 + 𝐶𝐻4 →C + 2𝐻2
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Pressurization
Pressure will be induced by the gradual increase of air (under pressure). Using the equation PV=νRT (1),
where P equals pressure, V volume, T temperature, R is the universal constant of the ideal gas and is
equal with 8314,472 m3 Pa K-1 kmol-1, and ν is the mol number.
𝑚

𝑁

ν= 𝜇 =𝑁

𝐴

m being the mass, N the number of mol, 𝑁𝐴 Avogadro’s number and 𝜇 the molar mass.
𝑃𝑉

ν=𝑅𝑇 and

𝑅𝑇 𝑚

= =

𝑁

𝑃𝑉 𝜇 𝑁𝐴

R=8.3142 J/kmol, P=101.325 kPa, T=25°C = 298.15K, 𝑁𝐴 =6.023 and μ=28.98 g/mol.
µPV

Considering this the induced quantity of air would be: m= RT .
With µ = µ1 + µ2

Self-driving rovers

Neural networking is a state of the art technique that follows the brain’s structure and makes a
representation containing a series of levels which output the hypothesis ℎ𝜃 (x).
𝑥0
x= � … � ;
𝑥3

𝑧1
𝜃0
𝜃 = � … � ; 𝑧 (2) = � … � .
𝑧3
𝜃3

Commonly, values are assigned to theta, and computations are being made for 0 and 1 values of x,
according to the logical table of the respective function. The output is valid if ℎ𝜃 (x)>10 and ℎ𝜃 (x)<-10.

𝑗
𝑎𝑖 represents the activation of unit i in layer j, while 𝜃𝑗 is the matrix of parameters used.

An example of computing 𝑎𝑖𝑗 according to the neural network model is:
(2)

being done for each element.

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

𝑎1 = g(𝜃10 𝑥0 + 𝜃11 𝑥1 + 𝜃12 𝑥2 + 𝜃13 𝑥3 )
(2)

(2)

𝑎1 =g(𝑧1 ).

The upper script number denotes the number of the layer and 𝑧 (2) = 𝜃 𝑇 𝑥.
Neural network learning
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{(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), … ,

( 𝑥 𝑚 , 𝑦 𝑚 )}

L=number of layers
𝑠𝑐 =number of units

Neural network learning may be used for binary classification, having one output unit, or for multi-class
classification, having k classes and therefore k output units.
As usual, the cost function must be adapted for neural networks, so:
1

(𝑖)

𝑖
J(𝜃)=-𝑚 [ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑦(𝑘)
log( ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 (𝑖) ))𝑘 + (1 − 𝑦𝑘 ) + log(1 −
𝜆

𝑠

𝑠 +1

2𝑙
𝑖
𝑙
(ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 (𝑖) ))𝑘 ] +2𝑚 ∑𝐿−1
𝑙=1 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 (𝜃𝑗𝑖 )

Forward propagation for a four layer network

𝑎(1) = 𝑥

𝑧 (2) = 𝜃 (1) 𝑎(1)
𝑎(2) = g (𝑧 (2) )

(2)

(while also adding the bias unit 𝑎0 )
𝑧 (3) = 𝜃 (2) 𝑎(2)
𝑎 (3) = g (𝑧 (3) )

(3)

(while also adding the bias unit 𝑎0 )
𝑧 (4) = 𝜃 (3) 𝑎(3)

𝑎(4) = ℎ𝜃 (x) = g(𝑧 (4) ).

The example above explains how to reach the final value, that of the hypothesis, after going through
every layer of the neural network.
(3)

(2)

(2) (2)

(2) (2)

Here, 𝑧1 =𝜃10 𝑥1 + 𝜃11 𝑎1 + 𝜃12 𝑎1

Back propagation is the technique used in the construction and programming of self-driving robots, and is
mainly just forward propagation applied from the end to the beginning with the computation of the
following derivatives.
𝛿𝑗𝑙 =𝑎𝑗𝑙 − 𝑦𝑗 , the general form

In particular, for the four layer neural network,
𝛿 (4) = 𝑎(4)-y
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𝛿 (3) = (𝜃 (3) )𝑇 𝛿 (4) .∗ 𝑔′(𝑧 (3) )
𝛿 (2) = (𝜃 (2) )𝑇 𝛿 (3) .∗ 𝑔′(𝑧 (2) )
In general, when regarding

cost(i)= 𝑦 𝑖 log( ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 (𝑖) )) + (1 − 𝑦 𝑖 ) + log(1 − (ℎ𝜃 (𝑥 (𝑖) ))
and the derivative for back propagation:
𝛿𝑗𝑙 =

𝜕

(𝑒)

𝜕𝑧𝑗

In order to train a neural network, the first thing to do is to randomly initialize weights, implement
forward propagation to get the hypothesis, compute the cost function and then implement back
propagation to compute the partial derivatives.

Solar panels-telescopes
Therefore, assuming the inclination of the satellite varies from
𝑖1 =0º to 𝑖2 =90º

the last one being the worst case scenario, and the 0 degrees inclination, or the incidence angle, meaning
that the panels are pointed right at the Sun,
the maximum ϕ=ϕcos θ,
when θ=0º, cosθ=1,
therefore ϕ maximum=ϕ
and
ϕ minimum=0.

Normally, ϕ=1371 W/𝑚 2, at a distance of 1 A.U. from the Sun.
Now that the power input is known, and since a telescope with a mass below 10 kilograms performing
tasks such as obtaining and sending data consumes an average of 500W each day, therefore 3 square
meters of solar panels should suffice.
the efficiency, being η =

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑃𝑖𝑛

=82%.

A very important characteristic of solar panels is their degradation factor δ. In the case of the ISS, the
solar panels degradation percentage is 0.5% per year.
That is easily given by
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(1 − 𝛿)𝑥

x being the number of years and δ the degradation factor.
Considering the fact that telescopes are unmanned missions, and that the final network will be made of
many telescopes, an adjacent factor being the presence of repair robots in space, the presented
degradation factor is acceptable, but must be lowered.
In a total functioning time of 10 years, the solar panels, assuming absolutely no repairing should be made,
will suffer a degradation of

Thermal control-telescopes

(1 − 𝛿)10 =27.5%

In space, heat is emitted through radiation, with
𝐸𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = εσ𝑇 4 ,

and must be computed for each material, the total emission of the coat being a sum from the previously
computed E. Same is done with the absorption,

Thermal equilibrium is obtained when

𝐸𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = αϕ.
𝐸𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐸𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

This leads to how thermal insulation must be adjusted in order to raise or decrease the equilibrium
temperature.
Sometimes, changes in temperatures may occur.
If after the equilibrium is reached,
𝑄𝑖𝑛 ≠𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 then the change of temperature over time can be found using
𝑑𝑡

𝑄𝑖𝑛 − 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 =m × 𝑐𝑝 × 𝑑𝑇

(𝑐𝑝 ,the specific heat, is given, σ is Stephan Boltzmann’s constant, σ=5.67 × 10−8 , α is the absorptivity,
known for each material, ε, the emissivity, known for each material)
In order to compute the total heat emission and absorption, as well as the heat exchange, α, the
absorptivity, known for each material, ε, the emissivity, known for each material should be given. For the
materials used, the values could not be obtained, and the final sum could not be derived.
Noise in Telescopes Data Transmission
Still, noise, electrical for example, will cover the signal. Noise is obtained given the formulae:
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N = k × 𝑇𝑠 × 𝐵

Having k=1.38× 10−23 J/K, 𝑇𝑠 , the system temperature and B the frequency in Hertz. In order to mask
noise, amplifiers are used.
The effective aperture area sums up the power received, considering the receivers device, as well as the
efficiency.

GEO Telescopes Transfer

𝐴𝑟 =

1
× 𝜋 × 𝐷𝑟2 × 𝜂
2
Therefore:

𝑟𝐿𝐸𝑂 =8 500 000 m and 𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂 =41 500 000 m.
𝑎𝑡𝑥 =

𝑟𝐿𝐸𝑂 +𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂

= 25 000 000 m

2

GM = 3.9847914 × 1014
𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑖𝐿𝐸𝑂 =�𝑟

𝐿𝐸𝑂

= 6 846.88 m/s

𝐺𝑀

𝑉𝑓𝐺𝐸𝑂 =�𝑟

𝐺𝐸𝑂

= 3 098.69 m/s

G being the universal gravitational constant equal to 6.67 × 10−11 , and M the central body’s mass, in this
case, Earth’s.
The velocities above are the speeds needed to be in the low stationary orbit and in the geostationary orbit.
Next, the velocity needed to exit LEO and enter the transfer orbit as well as the velocity needed to exit the
transfer orbit and enter GEO are to be computed. This is done using the generalization of the circular
velocity formula used above, “vis viva”, in which 𝑎𝑡𝑥 is the semi-major axis of the transfer orbit.
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐿𝐸𝑂 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟

2

𝐿𝐸𝑂

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 = �𝐺𝑀(𝑟

2

1

− 𝑎 ) = 8 821.60 m/s

𝐺𝐸𝑂

𝑡𝑥

1

− 𝑎 ) = 1 806.8 m/s
𝑡𝑥

It is then obvious that when entering the transfer orbit from an orbit with a smaller radius, an increase in
velocity is required, and when exiting the transfer orbit towards an orbit with a larger radius, the satellite
must be slowed down.
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∆𝑉𝐿𝐸𝑂 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐿𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑖𝐿𝐸𝑂 = 1 974.72 m/s

∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑓𝐺𝐸𝑂 = -1 291.89 m/s

Finally, the velocity difference for LEO summed up with the velocity difference for GEO, gives up the
total ∆𝑉.
∆V= 682.83 m/s

And the energy required,
𝐸𝑐 =

𝑚𝑣 2
2

for a telescope with the mass of 10 kg is 𝐸𝐶 = 2 331 284.04 J

GEO-Moon Telescopes Transfer

When transferring the satellite from GEO to an orbit around the Moon, the Moon’s sphere of influence
must be taken into consideration.
r = (𝑟3𝑟𝑑 ×

𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 0.4
)
𝑚3𝑟𝑑

R = 1 819.54926 M

Therefore, the apocentre of the transfer orbit will be considered to be the intersection between the transfer
orbit and the Moon’s sphere of influence, in this case also the limit between the two.
R = D-R = 384 400 000M-1 819.54926 M =384 398 180 M
R is the radius of the transfer orbit, d the distance to the Moon and r the radius of Moon’s sphere of
influence.
𝑟𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 41 500 000 M AND R = 384 398 180 M
𝑎𝑡𝑥 = 212 949 090 M

𝑉𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 3 098.69 m/s

𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 1 018.15 m/s
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 4 163.24 m/s

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 449.46 m/s

∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐺𝐸𝑂 − 𝑉𝑖𝐺𝐸𝑂 = 1 064.55 m/s
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∆𝑉𝐺𝐸𝑂 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = -568.69 M/S
∆V = 495.86 m/s

𝐸𝐶 = 1 229 385.7 J

The first stage is now completed. The satellite is now situated at the intersection between the Moon’s
sphere of influence and the final transfer orbit. A fixed orbit must be reached.
𝑟 = 3 500 000 M
AND 𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 3 200 000 M

The final radius is not greater than the sphere of influence since the sphere is considered to be taken from
the surface of the Moon.
The speed on the initial orbit is already known, since it is the transfers’ orbit speed. The radius is the
sphere of influence itself summed up with the Moon’s radius. It is decided that the final orbit will be at
3200000 m .
𝑎𝑡𝑥 = 3 350 000 M/S

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 449.46 m/s
𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 11 159.06 m/s

The speed is quite large, as a great kinetic energy is needed in order to keep satellites at low orbits.
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 10 428.48 m/s

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 11 406.15 m/s

∆𝑉𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁1 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝐼𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 9 979.02 m/s
∆𝑉𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁2 = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 − 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑁 = 247.09 M/S
∆V = 10 226.11 m/s
𝐸𝐶 = 522 866 629 J

Finally,
∆𝑉𝑡 = 10 721.97 m/s
Making it too big, almost double, to be feasible. Therefore, only few missions will be sent here.
Magnetic Landing
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The electromagnetic force doesn’t have to be too large, only bigger than the gravitational attraction on
Amun, so when we reverse the process, the electromagnetic force is big enough to reject the gravitational
attraction.
F = ma , F =
𝐹

a=𝑚 =

𝐺𝑚1 𝑚2

𝑚𝐺

𝑟2

𝑟2

a being the acceleration, F the force, m the masses and r the distance, G =6.67 × 10−11
For Amun, the gravitational attraction is equal to
F= 0.000683008 N/kg.
Electromagnets Features
Although the further calculus is only designed for orientation, as mutual inductance from any electrical
circuits in proximity is neglected, it approximates quite well the intensity, voltage, inductance, energy
given the power and the resistors used. The resistors were chosen to an established value of 50𝛺 and 25
Ω solely in order to prevent the circuits from overheating, reaching the shortage intensity and burn. The
resistance may seem quite small considering the power of 543 W/𝑚 2, still only a 45% of this will be used
in magnetic purposes. It was also taken into consideration not to minimize the magnets’ induction too
much.
Moreover, besides the magnets used to fix the robot to the asteroids surface(P=50W/𝑚 2 and R=25 𝛺)
the mining case (in which P=25W/𝑚 2 and R=75 𝛺) will also be computed, and so will the mutual
inductance between the two. Any other circuits are ignored.
U

I= R

P=UI

R (Ω)
100
50
25

U (V)
57
54
45

I (A)
0.58
1.08
1.80

P (W)
33
58
81

In this particular case, three large panels connected in series have been used, as cited:
http://www.mtmscientific.com/solarpanel.html . It can only be assumed that they measure 1 square meter.
The voltage, U is in this case measured, and the power and current are computed.
In the mission’s particular case, the power input has been computed, it is known, and a resistance is given,
in order for the voltage and current to be computed and further used in computation of electromagnets’
features.
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P=25W/𝑚 2 and R=75 𝛺

𝑃

From eq. and eq. P = 𝐼2 R => I=�𝑅 = 0.33 A
U= 75.5 V

Now having the voltage and current, the flux density B, considering µ0 = 4𝜋10−7 and µ𝑟 =200, as for an
iron core. The coil used for the electromagnet has N=1000, r =0.3m and l =1m.
B=

µ0µ𝑟 𝑁𝐼
𝑙𝑏

= 0.082T (large enough).

The intensity of the magnetic field H,
H=µ

𝐵

= 329.618 A/m,

0 µ𝑟

which gives an idea of the strength and power of attraction of the miner’s electromagnet.
µ0µ𝑟 𝑁 2 𝜋𝑟2

The inductance L =

𝑙𝑏

= 70.989H.

It is decided that the miner will pause every 15 minutes, therefore a self-inductance inertia is caused, even
though the current varies in intensity from 0.44 A to 0.77 A.
Therefore the self-inductance
∆𝐼

𝑒𝑎 = -L ∆𝑡 = -0.039 H.

Finally, the attraction per square meter:
F=

Mining Electromagnets Features

𝐵2 𝐴
2µ0

= 883.328N,
1

The energy: W= 𝐿𝐼2 = 3.865J.
2

Now the same features from before are to be computed for the mining magnet:
Therefore: R=25 𝛺 and P=50W/𝑚 2
𝑃

P = 𝐼2 R => I=�𝑅 = 0.50 A
U= 100 V
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Now having the voltage and current, the flux density B, considering µ0 = 4𝜋10−7 and µ𝑟 =200, as for an
iron core. The coil used for the electromagnet has N=2000, r =0.5m and l =2m.
B=

µ0µ𝑟 𝑁𝐼
𝑙𝑏

= 0.125 T (large enough).

The intensity of the magnetic field H,
H=µ

𝐵

0 µ𝑟

= 497.611 A/m,

which gives an idea of the strength and power of attraction of the miner’s electromagnet.
µ0µ𝑟 𝑁 2 𝜋𝑟2

The inductance L =

𝑙𝑏

=788.768 H.

“ Lenz's law, and common sense, demand that if the current is increasing then the emf should always act
to reduce the current, and vice versa. This is easily appreciated, since if the emf acted to increase the
current when the current was increasing then we would clearly get an unphysical positive feedback effect
in
which
the
current
continued
to
increase
without
limit.”
(http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/316/lectures/node102.html)
It is decided that the miner will pause every 30 minutes, therefore a self-inductance inertia is caused, even
though the current varies in intensity from 0.3 A to 0.8 A.
Therefore the self-inductance
𝑒𝑎 = -L

∆𝐼

∆𝑡

= 0.438 H.

Finally, the attraction per square meter:
𝐵2 𝐴

F= 2µ = 3110.07N,
0

1

The energy: W= 𝐿𝐼2 = 98.596 J.
2

In order to avoid a too strong mutual inductance, the magnetic separator will be placed at a distance D
away from the attachment magnet.

Orbit Transfer for the Amun Mission
Since the transfer occurs around the Sun as the main object, the GM for the Sun will be used,
GM=1.32× 1020
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In order to reach Amun’s orbit and orbital plane change is required. This is done in the apogee, as it has
been proven to be more efficient.
𝑟𝑜𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 150 300 583 700 m and
𝑟𝑜𝐴𝑚𝑢𝑛 = 146 404 795 250 m
𝑎𝑡𝑥 = 148352689475 m
𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 41910.4 m/s

𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑛 = 42464.3 m/s

The velocity on the final orbit is slightly larger, as the orbits’ radius is smaller, and therefore requires
more kinetic energy.
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 41634.3 m/s

𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑛 = 42742.2 m/s

∆𝑉𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ − 𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ = -276.1 m/s

∆𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑛 =𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑛 − 𝑉𝑠𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑢𝑛 = 277.9 m/s

The final delta-v is computed for the speeds in the apocentre, and is the delta-v needed for the plane
change with i=23.36º.
2
2
2
2
∆Vi=�𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
+ 𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
− 2𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑉𝑡𝑥𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ
cos(𝑖)= 81 814.8 m/s

∆V=1.8 m/s

Making it extraordinarily feasible, as long as it’s times right. Still, the plane change requires quite a lot of
energy.
Power for the Amun Mission
In order to know exactly how much energy the solar panels can convert, and therefore how much energy
is available, the total energy received must be computed. This depends on:
ϕ=ϕcos𝜃.

At 1 A.U. from the Sun, ϕ=1371W/𝑚 2.
i= 23.36º
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The incidence angle is the angle at which rays hit the module. In order to receive maximum energy, the
rays must fall perpendicularly on Amun Module. But since Amun has an orbital inclination of 23.36º,
Amun must be put at
-23.36 º + 90.00 º = 66.64 º
Φmax= ϕcos 66.64 º = 543.61 W/𝑚 2

RESEARCH AND ASTRONOMY
Callisto rover trajectories

In order to optimize the fuel used for transportation on Callisto, exploration missions and transport from
the base to different zones of the Valhalla crater.
In order to ensure this, the following procedure will be used when calculating distances.
𝜑1 = 18°N 𝜑2 = 35°N 𝐿1 = 57°W 𝐿2 = 65°W

𝜑1 , 𝐿1 being the initial coordinates and 𝜑2 , 𝐿2 the final ones.

cos 𝑑 = sin 𝜑1 sin 𝜑2 + cos 𝜑1 cos 𝜑2 cos(𝐿2 − 𝐿1 )
cos 𝑑= 0.94

Synodic period of Jupiter

The time after which a planet comes back to its initial configuration with respect to the Earth and Sun is
the synodic period.
1

𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐

=

1

𝑇𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ

-𝑇

1

𝐽𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

Yielding a synodic period of 398,09 days.
Jupiter’s next opposition
Based on existing data regarding Jupiter’s position with respect to the Sun and Earth, future moments
such as the next opposition or conjunction may be determined.
Conjunction
Initial heliocentric coordinates of Jupiter and Earth: 𝑙0𝐽
Angular velocity in orbit: 𝜔0 𝜔𝐽

𝑙0𝑇

Final locations, based on configuration (conjunction) 𝑙𝐽 =0 𝑙 𝑇 =0
A time, 𝑡1 , of the initial configuration.
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Consistently: 𝑙𝐽 = 𝑙0𝐽 + 𝜔𝐽 (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )
𝑙 𝑇 = 𝑙0𝑇 + 𝜔0 (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )

𝑙0𝐽 −𝑙0𝑇 −(𝑙𝐽 −𝑙𝑇 )
𝜔𝐽 − 𝜔0

Opposition

= (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )

Initial heliocentric coordinates of Jupiter and Earth: 𝑙0𝐽
Angular velocity in orbit: 𝜔0 𝜔𝐽

𝑙0𝑇

Final locations, based on configuration (conjunction) 𝑙𝐽 =180 𝑙 𝑇 = 180
A time, 𝑡1 , of the initial configuration.
Consistently: 𝑙𝐽 = 𝑙0𝐽 + 𝜔𝐽 (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )
𝑙 𝑇 = 𝑙0𝑇 + 𝜔0 (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )

𝑙0𝐽 −𝑙0𝑇 −(𝑙𝐽 −𝑙𝑇 )
𝜔𝐽 − 𝜔0

Jupiter magnitude opposition

= (𝑡2 -𝑡1 )

Considering the above deductions for opposition, Jupiter’s magnitude/arc second squared may be derived.
𝑚𝑜𝑝 = -2.5

D= 49.8 arc seconds
𝜋

Jupiter’s area: A=4×(49.8)2

𝐿𝐽𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝐿0

2.5

= 10−(2.5) =>

And 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑐 2 = -2.5lg(

𝐿𝐽𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝐿0

𝐿𝐽𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝐿0

=10

) = -2.5lg(10/1948) = 5.72

Finally, the magnitude per arc second is given through: S= m+2.5lg(2827+ab) = 6.13
a and b representing the dimensions for an elliptical orbit in arc minutes.

Determining the radius of Jupiter’s satellites
Given the following table, and Galileo’s schemes of the motion of Jupiter’s satellites, determine their
periods, and the radii of the circular orbits.
Planet
Earth
Jupiter
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Distance
1 AU
5.2 AU

Period (years)
1
11,86

Mass
6 × 1024
19,000 × 1024

Using Kepler’s Third Law: 𝑇 2 =k 𝑎3
Deriving “k”:
𝐹𝑐 = 𝐹𝑔

𝑚𝑣 2
𝑟

𝐺𝑚𝑀

=

𝑣2 =
T=

𝑟2

𝐺𝑀
𝑟

2𝜋

(1)

(2)

(3)

𝜔

Replacing (3), (2) in (1): 𝑇 2 =

4𝜋 2
𝐺𝑀

𝑎3

Astronomy research section
Proper motion
Proper motion is stellar motion due to galactic motion.
𝜇 = �𝜇𝛼2 cos 𝛿 2 + 𝜇𝛿2
∆𝛾
𝛾

𝑣

= 𝑟; 𝑣𝑡 =4.74 𝜇𝑟;
𝑐

tan 𝜃=

𝑣𝑡

𝑣𝑟

𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = dsin 𝜃
Redshift and Blueshift

L = dcos 𝜃

In spectral analysis, the direction of motion for stars is determined based on blue shift and redshift.
When the stellar spectrum moves towards the red side, (shorter wavelengths) the star is moving away
from the observer. In the case of blue shifting, the exact opposite happens.
Redshifts and blue shifts are usually helpful in binary systems, that will be analyzed onboard Neo.
Telescopes
𝑓

G =𝑓

𝑜𝑐

“G” represents the grossisment of the telescope, namely its magnification power, since most craters (on
any studied bodies, such as Jupiter’s satellites, asteroids or comets). Neo is endowed with huge telescopes
situated on the exterior of the space settlement in order to ensure perfect conditions.
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =

𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐺
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The observation field is a vital parameter in telescopes, and it depends on the magnification power.
𝑑(𝑚𝑚)

𝑑0 (𝑘𝑚)

=

𝐷(𝑚𝑚)
𝐷0(𝑘𝑚)

Using parameters obtained above, as diameters are initially measured in photographs, the real dimensions
of crates, mountains, as well as other geographic structure will be measured, according to the given ratios.
Geostationary location
In a circular orbit around Earth: 𝐹𝑐 =𝐹𝑔 =>
v=�

𝑚𝑣 2
𝑟

𝐺𝑀

𝜔

=

𝑣

=

�

3

Conclusively, a= �
2𝜋

𝑇

−𝜔0

But since T=

2𝜋
𝜔

.

𝐺𝑀
𝑟

According to the derivations above: 𝑇 2 =

0

𝑟2

𝑟

Kepler’s Third Law: 𝑇 2 = 𝑘𝑎 3

2𝜋

𝐺𝑚𝑀

2𝜋 2𝜋𝑟 2𝜋𝑟

T=

The synodic period, 𝑇𝑠 = 𝜔−𝜔 = 2𝜋

=

𝐺𝑀𝑇2
4𝜋 2

, with T=

, with T=
2𝜋

2𝜋𝑟

�

𝐺𝑀
𝑟

4𝜋 2
𝐺𝑀

2𝜋𝑟

�

𝑎3

𝐺𝑀
𝑟

and 𝜔0 Earth’s angular velocity.

, 𝜔= 𝑇 , with with T=

2𝜋𝑟

�

𝐺𝑀
𝑟

The condition imposed on a geostationary satellite is 𝜔 = 𝜔0 , so that the satellite appears stationary at a
location above Earth.
This is a very important element in construction, since our building site is in GEO.
Eclipses
Since Neo is built in GEO, eclipses will occur, and may jeopardize our construction process. Therefore,
useful data such as the Moon’s speed on the surface of the Earth, conditions of an eclipse, as well as the
area covered must be accounted for.
Conditions for and eclipse to occur
In order for an eclipse to occur, the Moon must be in opposition with the Sun, and the length of the
shadow cone larger than the distance between the center of the Earth and the surface of the Moon.
Area covered
𝐷 𝑅−𝑥

=

𝑑 𝑟−𝑥
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Area of the Earth covered during an eclipse.
The speed of Moon’s shadow on Earth during an eclipse:
𝑇1 𝑇2
𝑣 = 2𝜋( − )
𝑅1 𝑅2

Obtained from the radii and periods of the two celestial bodies (Earth and Moon)
Umbra-penumbra
Length of eclipse:
𝑅𝑒

sin 𝛼=

2𝛼

𝑎

𝑇𝑒 =360° 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡

Eclipse heliocentric longitude coordinates (Source: T.U.Delft, AE2104
Flight and Orbital Mechanics)

Terraforming Calisto
Escape velocity of a particle
𝑣𝑟𝑚𝑠 = �
𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑐 =�

3𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝑚

2𝐺𝑀
𝑟

In order for a particle to escape the atmosphere, it’s
escape velocity must be ten times larger than the
root-mean-square velocity.

Variation of eclipse period with altitude (Source: (Source:
T.U.Delft, AE2104 Flight and Orbital Mechanics)

Photosynthesis
ATP - adenosine triphosphate
NADPH - nicotine adenine dinucleotide phosphate, transports electrons
Light-dependent equation:
2 H2O + 2 NADP+ + 3 ADP + 3 Pi + light → 2 NADPH + 2 H+ + 3 ATP + O2
According to the scheme:
2n CO2 + 2n DH2 + photons → 2(CH2O)n + 2n DO
2n CO2 + 4n H2O + photons → 2(CH2O)n + 2n O2 + 2n H2O
2n CO2 + 2n H2O + photons → 2(CH2O)n + 2n O2
CO2 + (AsO33–) + photons → (AsO43–) + CO
Calvin cycle (chemical reactions in the night, pausing of photosynthesis):
3 CO2 + 9 ATP + 6 NADPH + 6 H+ → C3H6O3-phosphate + 9 ADP + 8 Pi + 6 NADP+ + 3 H2O
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